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ABSTRACT 
'Mis Thesis presents an investigation into the suitability of advanced commercial MOS 
memory devices for the more cost-efficient construction of solid-state data recorders, for Earth- 
orbiting satellites. It concentrates upon the effects of single-event phenomena which are caused 
in such memories by the natural ionisirig radiation environment of near-Earth space. 
My work centres around an analysis of radiation effects in a range of commercial N10S 
memory devices operating as part of the data handling systems in a series of low-Earth orbiting 
nucrosatellites. 
"Me iorusing particle environment inside two of the satellites has been investigated using the 
Cosn'Uc-Ray Experiments (CREs), which I have designed and developed as part of this 
research. I have also operated and analysed results from the Cosrnic-Ray Environment and 
Dosimetry (CREDO) payload on-board UoSAT-3, which gathers sin'Ular data. Through these 
instruments, and a program of ground-based testing, I have verified computer models of the 
radiation environment and SEE-rate prediction, and I have been able to charactense device 
behaviour with respect to single-event effects due to galactic cosmic-rays, trapped particle 
populations and solar particle events, leading to thefirst comprehensive set of environmental 
and effects data on commercial memories operating in space. 
As of September 1994,1 have analysed some 175,500 radiation-induced events in 733 
commercial memory devices comprising 17 different types, from 10 manufacturers. 
Simultaneously With this, some 820,000 measurements of the space radiation environment have 
been taken in over 112,000 hours of operation of the C RE and CREDO instruments. 
vices are suitable for the I'lie principal conclusion is that commercial MOS memory de i 
construction of spacecraft SSDRs for many Earth-orbItIng missions - provided that resilient 
error-detection and correction coding schemes are used to protect the data they contain, and 
providing they are adequately shielded against total iorusing radiation dose. Advice is given on 
such schemes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This chapter introduces my research, and provides a brief 
history of the space radiation environment and single- 
event effects research. It ends with a guide to the 
remaining chapters of this Thesis. 
This research constitutes an investigation into the suitability of conunercial MOS memory 
devices for the construction of solid-state data recorders for Earth-orbiting satellites. 
Because of concerns about the radiation tolerance of such devices, particularly with respect 
to single-event effects, my work concentrates upon the observation and analysis of the acnial 
radiation perfortnance of a range of commercial MOS memory devices, operating within data 
handling systems in a series of low-Earth orbiting micro-satellites. 
I investigated the ionising, particle environment inside two of the satellites through in-SMI 
measurements gathered from the CosMic-Ray Experiments (CREs), which I designed and 
developed as part of this research programme. I also operated and analysed results from 
radiation monitors on two of the other nucro-satellites involved. 
The research required knowledge of the space radiation environment and its effects upon 
microelectronic systems, encompassing a wide range of disciplmies from mathematics, physics, 
and electronics. I developed a substantial quantity of software to simulate instrument response, 
and to process raw data from the various spacecraft systems and radiation experiments. These 
software tools enabled me to spatially, and temporally, analyse the data from the radiation 
monitors, and to compare results With predictions made from standard models. Simi'larly, using 
results from the experiments, I was able to analyse the effects of various radiations (e. g. 
galactic cosmic-rays, trapped particles, and solar-flare particles) on the performance of 
commercial MOS memories in orbit. Ihs Thesis presents an in-depth description of these 
investigations and their results. 
There has been a practical outcome to the research, in that I have been able to contribute to 
the on-going design of data-handling systems for Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd. 's (SSTL's) 
inicro-satellites (currently 7 active spacecraft, representing 22 orbit-years of operation), in 
terms of choice of parts, shielding strategies and error-detection and correction schemes. 
Before discussing the details of the research further, it is useful to outline the motivation for 
the work, and to briefly review the history of space radiation and single-event effects research, 
in order to set the context in which I conducted this study. 
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1.1 Motivation 
One of the primary differences between designmg electronic systems for use on Earth and 
for use in space, is that spacecraft electronics have to be able to survive. and perform 
adequately, under the influence of the naturally present, severe, ionising radiation environment. 
Traditionally, spacecraft have used radiation hardened (RAD-HARD) electrorucs derived 
from military programmes to provide (relatively simple) data-handling functions under these 
harsh conditions. However, since the 1970s there has been a steady decline in the sales of 
n-ulitary integrated circuits (ICs) as a percentage of the total IC market. Many rrulitary 
programmes are disappearing, budgets are shrinking, and there is increasing econonuc pressure 
on the manufacturers of RAD-HARD components as the market declines, leading to a reduction 
in tile availability of new RAD-HARD ICs. Therefore, the lack of ready availability and relative 
expense of RAD-HARD military electrorucs is leading to an interest in conunercial alternatives. 
There is also an increasing emphasis on aligning military technologies with the commercial 
semiconductor market, which, driven by the need for higher performance, lower power and 
lower cost per function, continues to benefit from huge investment. The key phrase for the 
future is dual-use fechnoloa. 
Mongside the decline in military programmes, there has been a steady growth in the 
commercial space market, particularly in the realms of communications and remote-sensing. 
Satellites are becoming increasingly sophisticated, demanding advanced, higbly-capable on- 
board data-handling systems. The key technologies required for this degree of sophisticated on- 
board data handling are well developed for the commercial terrestrial environment, as can be 
measured by the advance in the capabilities of personal computers over recent years. 
Unfortunately, space-rated RAD-HARD IC technologies are usually a generation or more behind 
commercial technologies in terms of circuit design, complexity and performance, and so again 
there is pressure to explore the use of commercial devices for space. 
Thirdly, increasing budgetary pressure is leading to an interest in smaller, so-called rruru- or 
micro-satellites. The watch-words for the 1990s arefaster, better, cheaper, smaller (a concept 
which, incidentally, Surrey has advocated for over a decade). This jpves rise to particular 
requirements in tenns of the efficient use of spacecraft resources (mass, volume, power, etc. ), 
low-cost, and ready availability of devices. Again commercial technologies seem to offer the 
ideal solution. 
However, ground-based tests indicate many reasons why it may be un-desirable to fly 
commercial electronics in the hostile radiation emironnient of near-Earth space. Pnmar-N, 
amongst these is the commercial devices' relative SLIsceptibility to so-called single-event 
phenomena - that is effects which occur as the result of the passage of a single particle (eg, 
proton or li&a, ýy-lon) through the device. 
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Such eff6cts (e. g. single-event upset (SEU), multiple-bit upset (MBU), single-event latch- 
up (SEL) and single-event hard-error (SHE)) can be readily produced on the ground, using 
particle-accelerators to expose devices to beams of high energy protons or heavy ions. Indeed. 
the occurrence of such effects seems to increase as devices become more advanced and 
geometries are reduced to the nucron and sub-micron scale. 
Total-dose damage, that is damage caused by the long-term exposure to iorusing radiation, 
is a further concern. 'I'lie extended operational lifetimes required of modem spacecraft can give 
rise to very large 0 Os-100s of krad(SO' ) accumulated doses, albeit delivered at relatively low 
dose-rates compared to other ionising envirorurnents, such as the interior of nuclear reactors. 
Ground-based testing using x-ray and gamma-ray sources, often delivering radiation at high 
dose-rates, indicate that many commercial devices fail, typically after ten or so krad(SI). 
However, there remain questions about the veracity of these tests, and, in any case, given 
appropriate shielding, it can be shown that there are many space nUssion scenarios for which a 
survival of ten krad(Si) is quite adequate (see Chapter 3). 
Thus, there is a dilem-ma. On the one hand, to be sure of perfýct operation of a space system 
we seem to require expensive, yet virtually obsolete technology, which, whilst guaranteed to 
survive, gives relatively poor data-handling performance. On the other hand we would like to 
take advantage of the latest advances in commercial technology to construct highly capable 
data handling systems, and yet ground tests urge caution. 
But, ground tests are not a perfba analogue of the space environment, and questions may be 
raised such as- Do these effects really happen in space to the extent which we would predict on 
the basis of these kinds of tests" Are we sufficiently confident in our testing techniques that we 
can write-off what could be potentially very attractive technology for space use? 
These questions can only be answered by actually flying commercial technologies in space, 
to see how they really behave when exposed to the rigours of the space environment. Ideally, 
the radiation environment should be measured simultaneously, and a programme of ground- 
testing of identical devices should be performed in order to verify the whole prediction process. 
To date there has been little opportunity to do this, and so my research, which has involved 
just such a comprehensive programme of work, provides key data for the design of future 
spacecraft data handling systems. 
Advances in commercial electronics are best observed in the area of memory technology. 
Indeed when this research began (early 1990), 64K-bit static random-access memories 
(SRAMs) were the norm, and 256K-bit SRAMs were the "new technology" (in terms of parts 
' krad is a measure of energy deposition in a material ("dose"), equal to 100,000 ergs per garnme. 
The material should always be specified in brackets, (SO = Silicon. 
The SI unit of dose is the gay (= IJ kg-1) and is equivalent to 100 rads. Whilst the gay is the official 
scientific unit, the rad is still predominant in engineering literature. 
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that could be readily purchased). By 1994,1 %I-bit SRAMs were the norm, and 4 M-bit 
devices were the new technology - that is a quadrupling in storage capacity everv year! 
Solid-state memory based data-recorders are beginrung to replace mecharucal tape recorders 
in spacecraft, and so the effects of space radiation upon commercial memon, technologies is a 
particularly important area of this research topic - and one which I concentrate upon. 
1.2 Background and Context 
1.2.1 Brief History of Space Radiation Environment Research 
Between 1911 and 1912, the Austrian physicist Mictor Hess made a series balloon flights 
carrying sealed ionisation chambers. He found that as he ascended, there was a decrease in 
ionisation current, however, above 800 m altitude, the ionisation current i. ncreased indicating 
the presence of another source of ionising radiation. Above 5,000 m altitude, the ionisation 
current was several times that at ground-level, from which Hess concluded that the degree of 
ionisation was too great to be due to the presence of radioactive substances in the air, and 
therefore that there must be an extra-terrestrial source ionising radiation. Further flights made 
in 1914 by W. Kolhorster reached an altitude of 9,300 m, and supported Hess's hypothesis. 
After the First War, the nature and origin of this extra-terrestrial radiation was the subject of 
much research, but by the mid 1930's there could no longer be any doubt as to the existence of 
ionising radiation conung from space (i. e. cosmic-rays -a term first coined by Nblikan in 
1925), and that they were electrically charged particles. In 1936, Hess was awarded the Nobel 
Prize for his discovery of cosmic-radiation. 
Between 1904 and 1913, the Norwegian physicist, Carl Stýrmer showed that a simple 
magnetic dipole field could theoretically form a stable trap for electrically charged particles, 
and he further suggested that there could exist a nng-current around the Earth which would 
help to explain the position of auroral zones. By painstaking calculations of particle 
trajectories, lie also showed that cosnuc-rays coming in from deep space could not be so 
trapped. However, the simple dipole model he used is not truly representative of the real 
geornagnetic field which has a more complex structure. Also, the geornagnetic field is not static 
and field fluctuations can occur due to solar plasma injection. Electrically charged particles 
coming in from deep space may be scattered in collisions with other particles, or interact with 
the atmosphere, such that their trajectory is altered sufficiently for them to become confined 
within the niagnetosphere. Thus, the possibility existed for the Earth to have confined belts of 
radiation within the niagnetosphere, althougli there was no direct evidence for this before the 
advent of satellites. 
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In November 1957, the Sputnik H satellite was launched by the USSR. This is now chýeflv 
remembered for carrying a dog "Laika" into orbit, but it also carried counters for measuring 
the intensity of cosmic radiation. I'lle satellite was placed into a 226 km x 1671 km, 650 
inclination orbit, and its transnussions indicated an anomalously high cosnU'c-ray intensitv at 
high latitudes. Sinular counters were included on the first US satellites: Explorer 1,111 and IF 
Explorer Ts altitude vaned from a perigee of 354 km to an apogee of 2,555 km, and it was 
found that its counters apparently stopped each time its altitude exceeded 700 Ian or so. 
After analysing the in-orbit performance of the counter, and testing an identical instrument 
on the ground, James Van Aflen concluded that the space-borne instrument was functioning 
correctly and that the counter was apparently stopping because it was being subjected to an 
intense flux of radiation 10,000 times greater than that due to cosnuic-rays alone. '17he counters 
on-board Explorer III also showed similar results, and in addition carried tape recorders to 
provide continuous observations. 
To check the possibility of an intense region of ionisation around the Earth, specially 
shielded counters were included on Explorer IV, which were capable of recording such high 
intensities. The particle populations were mapped, and a relationship to the geomagnetic field 
was established. Further data were obtained from the counters on-board Sputnik III, which 
gave the first indication that there were tivo zones of radiation, one concentrated over the 
auroral zones, and one at lower latitudes. The inclusion of counters on-board the first US lunar 
probes allowed the belts to be further explored. In particular, Pioneer III launched in 1958 into 
an elliptical orbit with a 107,000 km apogee, was able to measure the outer belt out to several 
Earth-radii. The Russian probe. Lunik I, launched one month later, confirmed and extended 
these observations. 
Although the particle populations were obviously related to the geomagnetic field structure, 
it was found that Stýrmer's simple dipole model was InsuffiCient to order or describe the 
poptdations. 
In 196 1, Carl McIlwain announced a co-ordinate system introducing the concept of a 
magnetic shell parameter or L-shell, which is a function of the magnitude of the magnetic 
field (B), and the integral -inva n ant (1). This concept built upon previous work by Northrop and 
Teller. The points in space which have the same B and I values form a ring in each hemisphere, 
and a particle "mirronng" on these rings will remain upon the surface (or shell) described by 
the lines of force that connect the rings (see Chapter 2). 
-Me magnetic shell parameter: L, has the property that it orgaruses the measurements 
along lines of force, and so a co-ordinate system based upon B-L space provides a good basis 
for describing the particle populations. 
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Measurements from satellites launched in the 1960s, and early 1970s, allovýed the 
construction of various empirical models of the trapped proton and electron belts, which are 
organi sed according to McIllwain's B-L co-ordinates (see Chapter 4). 
1.2.2 Brief History of Single Event Effects Research 
In 1962, Wallmark and Marcus [WAL"21 predicted the upset of logic circuits in space 
due to the effects of heavy ion costMc-rays. 'I"he first evidence for such an effect came in 1975 
when Binder et al. [BIND-751 showed that the upset of a JK-flip-flop in space was probably 
due to a costruc-ray. 
In 1978, May and Woods [MAY-791 reported that alpha-particles, from the radioactive 
decay of elements such as uramum and thorium in integrated circuit packaging materials, could 
cause upsets in the (then) new generation of (16K and 64K-bit) dynan-uic-RAMs, and CCDs. In 
the same year, Pickel and Blandford [PICK-801 reported upsets in RAM circuits in space, and 
since then, an increasing number of spacecraft have reported radiation induced effects. 
According to Adams [ADAM-851, more than 40 such events were reported in the period 
1970-1982: 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
Intelsat IV 
Voyager 
Pioneer Venus 
TIROS-N 
DMSP 
SDS 
GPS 
smm 
Landsat D 
LES8 & LES9 
Galileo 
TTL flip-flop 
CMOS Memory 
TTL RAM, PMOS shift register 
Potential CMOS RAM latch-up 
NMOS Memory 
64 bit TTL Schottky RAM 
NMOS memory 
Fast bipolar memory 
Possible CMOS latch-up 
TTL flip-flop 
Possible CMOS PROM latch-up 
SEUs have also been reported in the commonly used Fairchild 93L422 TTL RAMs on- 
board the TDRS, GOES and GMS satellites [WILK-911. The Hubble Space Telescope has this 
type of memory, and also suffers from SEU. 
More recent European experience has shown SEUs on-board the METEOSA T-3 
meteorological satellite in Fujitsu, Mitsubishi and EDI 256K-bit CMOS SRAMs and a Texas 
TMS320-C25 digital signal processor (DSP) [ADAM-911. 
The Precise Range and Range-Rate Equipment (PRARE) payload on-board the Eký-I 
remote-sensing satellite has suffered a venfied single-event proton latch-up in an NEC D4464 
o4K-bit CN10S RAM [ADAM-921. 
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Similarly, the Japanese ETS-V test satellite has also observed multiple latch-ups and SEUs 
in NEC D4464 64K-bit CMOS RAMs, and the Marine Observati II suffers 'on Satellite, MOS- , 
SEUs in its Fairchild 93419 64 x 9-bit TTL RAMs [GOKA-901. The Japanese scientific 
satellite Witen" has reported SEUs in its Ffitachi HM62256 CMOS SRAMs and its 
FfD68HCOOO CMOS microprocessor [TAKA-911. 
Such observations have become sufficiently important for the US to launch a satellite 
dedicated to measuring space radiation and its effects - the Combined (USAF NASA) Release 
and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) [COAT-901, [KOLC-901. 
CRRES carnes a Micro-Electronics Package (MEP) which contains 382 serniconductor 
parts, representing 61 different device types. These devices are morutored extensively for 
singje-event and total-dose effects, and the spacecraft Is well instrumented to measure the 
radiation environment. A thorough campaign of ground-based testing of similar devices before 
flight, has allowed a comprehensive study to be made as to the effectiveness of the standard 
NASA models of the space radiation environment and its effects IMCNU-91bl. Unfortimately, 
the CRRES satellite failed much earlier than expected, and so the data returned, whilst very 
valuable, represent only a short period of exposure. 
In contrast, the UoSA T missions, whilst not primarily intended to measure radiation effects, 
have been able to supply extensive data on the behaviour of state-of-the-art commercial 
memory devices, through the monitoring of their on-board data handling systems. T'his work 
was begun in 1988 by Dr Jeff Ward and myself, under contract to the European Space Agency 
(ESA), to monitor and analyse the radiation behaviour of the memories of the UoSAT-2 on- 
board computer (OBC), Data-Store and Readout (DSR) Experiment, and Digital 
Communications Experiment (DCE) [UNDE-90al. My work has continued under financial 
support of the Science and Enpineening Research Council (SERC), British National Space 
Centre (BNSC), and Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES), through the various 
generations of UoSA Ts and UoSA T-den ved satellites such as KITSA T- 1, S801T and PoSA T- 1. 
Three of the satellites are particularly well instrumented to measure the radiation 
environment and its effects through the Cosn-uc-Ray Envirorurnent and Dosimetry (CREDO) 
payload on-board UoSAT-3, and my CosMIc-Ray Experiment (CRE) payloads on-board 
KITSA T- I and PoSA T- 1. 
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1.2.3 Trends in Spacecraft Data Storage Technology 
Until the 1980's spacecraft computers tended to be based on the technoloýpes used in 
ground-based computers in the 1960's - that is they used (small amounts) of magnetic core 
store for the program memory, and used magnetic tape as the "backing" store (e. g. Apollo, 
Skylab). 
Voyager I&H (1977) were the first spacecraft to use CMOS memory technology In their 
on-board computers (OBCs), and the success of these lead, in the early 1980's, to the use of 
CMOS RCA1802 microprocessors on-board Galileo. However, despite great advances in 
solid-state memory technology over the 1980's, tape recorders are still the primary means of 
bulk data storage on spacecraft (e. g. SPOT-1, -2, NOAA, etc. ). 
The UoSAT spacecraft have pioneered the use of commercial MOS memory for mass data 
storage - for example, UoSAT-2 (1981) carried a 96K-byte Data-Store and Readout (DSR) 
experiment, which was successfully used to store images capture by its CCD camera, and to 
store data from its radiation environment payloads. 
The UoSA T-3 (1989) 4-Mbyte "RANIDISK" and the UoSA T-5 (1991) 13-Mbyte RAMDISK 
went some way in practically demonstrating the handling of data via non-radiation hardened 
SSDRs, and in particular, demonstrated the utility and flexibility of the "solid-state disk" 
approach, using Reed-Solomon block-coding to protect data against the effects of SEUs. 
The first Space Qualified SSDRs started appearing in 1990-91 out of DARPA 2 funded 
research programmes (e. g. at Texas Defense Systems and Electronics Group [AVIA-921 and 
SEAV, R EnVneering ISEAK-901). 
In 1994 the first con-unercial R-W-based SSDR (other than the UoSAT RAMDISKs) was 
demonstrated on the SDI Clementine mission. This was a2 G-bit data recorder ("four times 
larger than any previous flight-qualified SSDRs-) comprising commercially available 4 M-b1t 
DRAMs. The Mass was 3.4 kg and the power consumption was 15W. The throughput was 20 
Mbps, With a bit error-rate (BER) of less than 10-'o errors per bit [RUST-941. 
'Mis is to be compared to an advanced 1990-vintage, tape-based, spacecraft data-recorder 
which has a storage capacity of 250 Gbits; a mass of 75 kg; a power consumption of 48 W 
(standby), -250-300 W (record/ playback), and a throughput of 300 Mbps With a BER of less 
than 10-7 IMUEN-881. Clearly, the first generation SSDRs win in terms of power consumption, 
reliability, and low BER, and already they are a factor of -4 better in terms of "bits per unit 
volume". With commercial memory devices essentially doubling in capacity every year, they 
will soon compete in terms of "bits per unit mass", although it will be a challenge to match the 
high data-rates achievable \ýith tapes. 
2 DARPA - U. S. Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Organization. 
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1.2.4 Literature 
This research covers a wide range of disciplines ranging from space science, through 
computing and mathematics, to electronic engineering. however, the main source of information 
in this field is the IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science. Papers published in this journal 
have usually been presented at the "IEEE Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects Conference 
(NSREQ ", which also includes a Workshop session, with its own proceedings - particularly 
aimed at being a source of measured radiation effects data. More recently, a biennial 
"Radiation and its Effects on Components and Systems (RADECS) " conference has been held 
in Europe, which provides a similar forum to NSREC. This conference also has proceedings 
which are published by the IEEE. 
From time-to-time, the European Space Agency (ESA) holds workshops and symposia on 
radiation effects and related matters. A recent example is the "ESA Workshop on Space 
Environment Analysis ", which resulted in the ESA publication: WPP-23. 
The folloWng authors have made major contributions to this area of research, and their 
principal papers are quoted throughout this '17hesis (see also "References"). 
" Nichols et al. at JPL have compiled comprehensive lists of ground-based test data 
(both total dose and SEEs) INICH-85-931. Harboe-Sorensen has done the same in 
Europe IHARB-911. 
" Stassinopoulos et al. have particularly examined the shortcomings in ground-based 
testing of devi ces I STAS-9 11. 
" Petersen et al. have reviewed SEE testing, and in particular, Petersen has determined a 
relationship between heavy ion SEEs and proton induced SEEs allowing the use of 
heavy ion data to predict both effects [PETE-92a, 92b]. 
" Gussenhoven, Mullen et al. (USAF) have reported extensively on CRRES, which was 
a major programme to investigate radiation effects in (non-commercial) spacecraft 
i-nicroelectrorUcs With simultaneous measurements of the environrnent [NWLL-911. 
" Dyer et al. (including myself) have camed out an extensive analysis of the space 
radiation environment using the CREDO and CREAM instruments [DYER-87-951. 
" Daly et al. have commented upon the problems in using the CRENIE, AP8 and AE8 
models, and the pressing need to update these [DALY-88,891. 
" Duzellier, Ecoffet et al. (CNES) have tested commercial devices and carried out some 
flight perfon-nance analysis (notably on S80/T with myself) IDUZE-931. 
" Koga et al. have exanuned SEEs in non-hardened SRAMs in some detail, closel,,., 
paralleling niv work and conung to sinular conclusions. However, their work has 
primarily been based on well-analysed ground-testing with a small scale analysis of 
flight data for one type of meniorv device [KOGA-911. 
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1.3 Objectives and Scope of this Research 
The principal objective of my research was to investigate the suitability of advanced 
commercial MOS memory devices for the construction of solid-state data recorders for Earth- 
orbiting satellites. Because of the concern over single-event effects (SEEs) in such devices, and 
in order to answer the question of the veracity of ground-based test methods, the primary 
methods involved were the analysis of the actual in-orbit SEE performance of a number of 
representative devices, with simultaneous monitoring of their radiation envirorurnent though 
instruments flown on the same missions, together with a supporting programme of ground- 
based testing of flight-identical devices. Thus, my research can be broken down into five main 
activities, 
Monitoring and analysis of SEE activity in commercial memory devices in low Earth 
orbiting satellites in order to classify their behaviour by device-type, technology, size 
and manufacturer; 
2. The simultaneous monitoring and analysis of the space radiation environment inside 
the satellites in order to evaluate the relative effects of trapped-particles, galactic 
cosmic- rays and solar-particle events; 
3. The modelling of device behaviour, using industry standard codes, in order to quantify 
these codes' predictive power as engineering tools, 
4. The investigation of the effects of system design, and error-detection and correction 
(EDAC) coding scheme on system reliability, 
5. 'Me making of recommendations as to the viability of using advanced commercial 
memories to construct low-cost, low-power, reliable, spacecraft data-recorders. 
My research was undertaken as part of the continuing University of Surrey ri-ýcro-satellite 
programme (UoSA T), and was Upi ven considerable support by my colleagues Dr Jeff Ward, Mr 
Harold Price and Mr Hans Tiggeler, who are the designers, programmers and Principal 
Investigators of the unique store-and-forward communications systems/ on-board computers of 
the UoSAT-class micro-satellites. These systems were my primary research tools and have 
enabled me to study a range of commercial memory technologies ranging from 16K-bit and 
64K-bit nMOS dynamic RAMs (DRAMs) of late 1970's vintage, to present-day IM-bit 
CMOS/ nMOS static RAMs (SRAMs) on-board six Earth-orbiting spacecraft. My work has 
also been supported through collaborative research programmes With the European Space 
Agency (ESA-ESTEC), the U. K. Defence Research Agency (DRA), the Korea Advanced 
Institute for Science and Technology (KAIST), the French Space Agency (CNES) and the 
Portuguese Institute of Science and Technology (IST) in Lisbon. 
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Additional support has been provided by the US groups' Volunteers in Technical Assistance 
(VITA) and Satelife, the PoSA T Consortium, and the British National Space Centre (BNSC). 
The results from these programmes are reported in this Thesis, and have been co-ordinated 
under the sponsorship of the UK Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC). 
Throughout the research period, I have taken an active role, as a research engineer, in the 
design, construction, and operation of payloads for the UoSA Ts, and other nu ssions, e. g.: 
UoSAT-3, for which I integrated and operated the CREDO payload for DRA, 
UoSAT-5, for which I partly designed, built and operated the TDE payload for DRA; 
0 KITSAT-I and PoSAT-1, for which I designed, built and operated the CRE payload; 
STRV-]A, for which I carried out component total-dose testing and designed the 
radiation shielding for the Solar Cell Technology Experiment (SCTE). 
The practical results from these payloads, combined with my analysis of the SEE behaviour 
of the memory systems on-board the UoSAT-2, -3, -5, KITSAT-1, S801T and PoSAT-I 
spacecraft, constitutes the first comprehensive study of the in-orbit performance of commercial 
high-density memories. Through this research I have been able to contribute towards the design 
of digital systems on the UoSAT-5, KITSAT-1, S801T, PoSAT-I and HeathSat-II satellites, and 
in particular, I have instigated a more robust memory protection system for the on-board 
computer on the new FASat-alfa micro-satellite which was launched in 1995. 
The relevance and importance of my work is demonstrated by the number of refereed papers 
which it has spawned (9), and the number of times these are cited by other workers in the field. 
The most notable papers on single-event effects arising from this research are: 
0 Harboe-Sorensen R., Daly E. J., Underwood C. I., Ward J., Adams L. (1990) "The Behaviour of 
Measured SEU at Low Altitude During Periods of High Solar Activity ", IEEE Trans. Yucl. Sci, 37, 
§, pp. 1938-1946, December 19903 
0 Underwood C. I., Ward J. W., Dyer C. S., Sims A. J. (1992) "Observations of Single-Event Upsets in 
Non-Hardened High-Density SRAMs in Sun-Synchronous Orbit", IEEE Trans. Nncl. Sci., 39,6, 
pp. 1817-1827, December 1992. 
0 Harboe-Sorensen R., Daly E. J., Adams L., Underwood C. I., Muller R. (1993) "Observation and 
Prediction of SEU in Hitachi SRAMs in Low Altitude Polar Orbits", IEEE Trans. Nitcl. Sci. 40,6, 
pp. 1498-1504, Decmber 1993. " 
Underwood C. I., Ecoffet R., Duzellier S., Faguere D. (1993) "Observations of SIngle-Event Upset 
and Multiple-Bit Upset in Non-Hardened High-Density SRAMs in the TOPEX/ Poseidon Orbit", 199-3 
IF, FF Radiation E. 'flecfs Data Workshop Record, pp. 85-92.5 
3 Nominated for Best Paper at the 1990 IEEE/ NSREC Conference. 
-1 Quoted in the 1994 IEEE/ NSREC Short Course: Radiation in Commercial Electronics 
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Another indicator of the relevance and timeliness of this research is that the 1994 IEEE 
Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects Conference Short Course held in Tucson, Anzona in July 
was the first to specifically address radiation effects 'in commercial electronics in space. During 
this course, my research was directly quoted on the topic of singje-event effects. 
1.4 Summary of Research 
My research was carried out on a part-time basis, primarily during the period- January 1990 
to January 1995, and was written up over the next 18 months. "I'liere were a number of phases 
to the work, which I have indicated in the "Research Timeline", and have summansed below: 
Research Timeline 
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 
JFMAMJJASONDJFNIAYJJASONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAYJJASONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJAS 
_I 
ESA SEU Study 
I Integration of CREDO 
SERC Investigation 
DRA Post-Launch I 
Development of KITSAT-1 CRE 
Development ofPoSAT-1 CRE II 
CNES SEU Study 
Modelllng C RE & CREDO I 
.......... 
Transfer Thesis 
Write-Up 
1.4.1 Study for ESA (1990) 
The first piece of work carried out for this research concerned the analysis of single-event 
effects in the data-handling systems of UoSAT-2. I came into this project when it was half way 
through, and took over responsibility for the data analysis from Jeff Ward. My first task was to 
investigate the spatial distribution of errors recorded in the on-board computer (OBC) 
memories and the Digital Communication Experiment (DCE) memories. I did this by writing a 
graphical display program which showed the tracks of the satellite within one "wash" period of 
a SEU stnke. 
The results immediatelv showed the importance of the trapped proton envirorurnent of the 
South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) in causing upsets in these memory devices. This was (to mv 
knowledge) the first clear evidence of proton-induced nuclear reactions causing SEUs in a 
spacecrafl memory. 
I also configured the large (96K-býie) UoSA T-2 Data- Store-and- Readout (DSR) memory as 
an SEU "target", and used a fixed bit-pattem to look specifically for niultiple-bit upsets. 
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During the course of this two-year study, I statistically analysed almost 5,000 events, 
classifying them by device, technology and (probable) cause (either trapped proton, galactic 
cosnuc-ray or solar flare particle). In particular, I was lucky enough to operate the satellite 
during the major solar flare actiVity_of October M9, and showed that under these flare 
conditions, the error-rates became very large due to the effect of solar particles. I compiled the 
flight data into a database which was sent to ESTEC, together with samples of memories, so 
that ground-testing could be carried out. 
The major conclusions of the study were: 
The SRAMs used were much less susceptible (by over an order of magnitude) to SEU 
than the DRAMs used. Thus, it was recommended that SRAMs be used in future 
spacecraft. 
Despite the SRAMs ranging in capacity from 4K-bits to 64K-bits per device, and 
despite the use of several different manufacturers, the SRAM error-rates were more or 
less the same across all devices: -5 x 10-7 SEU bit-' day-'. 
Conversely the DRAM error-rate (per bit) did seem to scale Nvith device capacity (i. e. 
the 16K x 4-bit devices had -4 times the error-rate of the 16K x1 -bit devices). 
The use of 4-bit and 8-bit wide SRAM devices did not appear to give rise to problems 
due to multiple-bit strikes occurring Within a single byte. In fact, confirmed multiple- 
bit errors were very rare (3 in total). 'Ms was a major (and unexpected) finding which 
led directly to the choice of 8-bit wide devices for all subsequent UoSA T memory 
systems. (However, multiple bit errors in a single byte were later detected in denser 
SRAM technolOlPies). 
9 Spatial analysis showed (again unexpectedly) that the bulk of SEUs were due to 
trapped protons in the SAA. Secondly, it showed that SEUs were enhanced at high 
latitudes during intense solar flare activity. 
Singje-event latch-up (SEL) was not detected during the primary observation period, 
although some devices did fail outside of this period. At the time we thought that these 
failures were possibly due to mechanical defects in a hybrid memory assembly, 
although my subsequent analysis (1996) suggests that SEL could have occurred. 
The EDAC schemes chosen for UoSA T-2 were effective at protecting the memon es. 
This study was written up for ESA-ESTEC in the Report [UNDE-90al, and the results were 
published in a number of papers including JUNDE-90b], [UNDE-90c] and JHARB-901. The 
results were also communicated to the non-specialist via interviews for electronics magazines 
.6 
JEPD-901, [NEW-91], and to the radio amateur commuruty [UNDE-90gl. 
"it should be noted that UoS IT-2 (also known as OSGIR-11) is in the Amateur Radio Satellite 
Service, and therefore there is an obligation to report results of acti-Otles on this spacecraft to the 
amateur radio community at large. I am very grateful to that community for allowing me to use their 
communications bandwidth to extract these data from the satellite. 
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1.4.2 Integration of CREDO on UoSAT-3 (1990-91) 
The second phase of the research involved integrating DRA's CREDO space radiation 
monitoring payload into UoSA T-3 (and also developing and building a second version of the 
Total Dose Experiment (TDE) part of CREDO for the ill-fated UoSAT-4 satellite). The 
availability of the CREDO payload gave me an unique opportunity to correlate radiation 
effects against radiation environment data measured in-situ. 
Apart from physically integrating and testing CREDO, and managing the project on behalf 
of SSTL, my most important task in this was to write the software for data capture and 
analysis. on the ground - both for the TDE part of the instrument, and the Cosn-u'c-Particle 
Experiment (CPE) part of the instrument. As part of tl-iis task, I again wrote a graphical data 
analysis package which showed the raw CPE data displayed as a histogram together with the 
spacecraft's position on a world map updating as the data were decoded from file. '17his enabled 
me to spot enhanced activity due to solar flares within the first weeks of operation, and tl-ýs 
enabled myself and the Principal Investigators at DRA (Dr Clive Dyer and Dr Andrew Sims) to 
examine the effects of solar flares within a few days of their occurrence. Again, we have been 
particularly fortunate in recording the effect of the massive solar flare of March 1991 which 
lead to the creation of a "third" (temporary) radiation belt, discovered by the CRRES spacecraft 
I have participated in the process of the trutial CPE data analysis and interpretation 
(alongside Dr Dyer and Dr Sims) and have taken responsibility for some specific aspects, such 
as extracting the long-terin trends in the cosrnic-ray background and searching for (and finding) 
the third radiation belt. More recently, I have developed an independent analysis technique 
which has allowed further details to be extracted from the CREDO flight data (see Section 
1.4.8). 1 have also taken prime responsibility for analysing the TDE, and have carried out a 
series of grow-id-tests using the Cobalt-60 source at Surrey in order to calibrate the RADFET 
sensors which that payload uses. 
The first results from the CREDO payload were published in [DYER-901, [DYER-91al, 
JUNDE-9 I a] and [DYER-91b]. However, since these initial investigations, much more work has 
been done on this payload, which I describe in Section 1.4-4. 
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"I'lie major conclusions from the initial work on the CREDO payload wereý 
The CREDO payload functions well, and allows comparison with environmental 
models such as CREME (cosmic-rays) and AP8 (trapped protons). 
Ile fluxes of particles seen in the spacecraft were much higher than those seen in the 
sinular CREAM instrument which flies on Concorde - showing the shielding effect of 
the atmosphere. 
T'lle SAA is well mapped out by large increases in particle count-rates which are 
spatially well correlated with predictions from the AP8MAX trapped proton model. 
(Absolute flux intensity comparisons were not made at this stage). 
The modulation of cosrmc-ray intensity with magnetic latitude is well observed, and 
processing the raw charge-deposition data from CREDO into an equivalent differential 
Linear-Energy Transfer (LET) spectrum at given magnetic rigidities shows generally 
good agreement with predictions from the CREME model. 
The flight data does deviate from predictions at the low-LET end of the spectrum, in 
that we observe a much greater flux of low-LET particles than CREME predicts. This 
could be due to the fact that the CREME code does not include the effect of secondary 
particle production in the spacecraft structure. The fit between flight data and the high- 
LET end of the spectrum shows the opposite, in that the measured flux Is lower than 
predicted by CREME. This could be due to an under-estimate of the average shielding 
effect of the spacecraft structure. More work was done on this later (Section 1.4.8). 
Solar particle events (SPEs) were well observed by CREDO, and in the most major 
events, we recorded solar particle flux levels, near the magnetic poles, as high as those 
due to trapped protons in the SAA (i. e. 10,000 times the background cosMIc-ray flux). 
The time history of the SPEs seen by CREDO m polar orbit was well correlated with 
measurements by the geostationary GOES satellites. 
Tlie fit between the observed SPE differential LET spectnim and that predicted by the 
CREME solar flare models was poor. 
SEU activity in UoSA T-2 was spatially well correlated with the environment as 
measured by CREDO in UoSA T-3. 
17he apparent dose-rate measured by the TDE was around 0.5 rads(SO per day, which 
was approximately half the expected value. I investigated this further by carrying out 
dose tests using the Co-60 source at Surrey, and was able to show that this apparent 
low-rate was due to the particular biasing conditions on the RADFETs in the TDE - 
once corrected for this effect, the dose-rates were in agreement with predictions made 
using the SHIELDOSE code. 
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1.4.3 SERC Investigation (1990-92) 
This two-year investigation comprised the bulk of my research- 
Part of it was concerned with the efficiency and effectiveness of the EDAC schemes used to 
protect the UoSA T spacecraft memory (particularly the new RAMDISK memories on UoS4 T-3 
and -5), with its block coding scheme devised by Dr Stephen Hodgart and Jeff Ward. I carned 
out a theoretical analysis of the performance of the block coding scheme, and also made a 
thorough statistical analysis of the actual perfon-nance of the UoSAT-3 memory systems. These 
investigations were documented m two internal memos'. [UNDE-91d] and JUNDE-91e]. 
I concluded that, with the observed error rate of -1 x 10 -6 SEU per bit-day for the UoSA T-3 
memory devices, and given a memory wash rate of one block per second, there was an even 
chance of getting an uncorrectable error in a year, due to independent particle events. I actually 
observed -100 times this rate, and thus, concluded that the errors must be primarily due to 
non-independent events - i. e. they were multiple-bit upsets caused by single particle events 7 
Thus, whilst the UoSAT-2 commercial SRAM devices showed virtually no evidence for single- 
event multiple-bit errors, the new generation 32K x8 bit devices did show evidence for this 
effect. Because these multiple bit-flips are due to single particle interactions, there is no 
additional benefit from increasing the wash rate. 
I showed that the error-rate for the, then, state-of-the-art 32K x 8-bit conunercial memory 
devices was double that for the earlier generation CMOS SRAMs. However, in general, I 
concluded that the 32K x 8-bit SRAMs were viable as spacecraft memories, but we should 
expect to see increasing error-rates and increasing numbers of multiple-bit errors as we 
progressed to increasingly dense memory components. 
'Me results of this investigation were published In JHODG-911 and [HODG-92]. 
'Me main part of the investigation entailed a complete analysis of the in-orbit perfon-nance 
of the UoSA T memory systems on-board UoSA T-2, -3 and -5. 
To do this, I instituted a programme of spacecraft operations, such that radiation effects and 
enVironment data could be obtained on a regular, and near-continuous basis, from the new 
UoSA T-3 satellite, as well as the p re-exi sting UoSA T-2 satellite. I was al ready monitoring three 
data-handling systems on UoSA T-2 for SEU actiVity: the Primary On-Board Computer (OBC), 
tile Digital Communications Experiment (DCE) and the Data-Store and Read-Out (DSR) 
Experiment. UoSAT-3 proVided two more systems- the 1802-based OBC, and the PACSAT 
Communications Experiment (PCE) with its associated solid-state bulk-memory RAMDISK. 
UoSA T-3 also carries the CREDO radiation environment monitoring payload. 
. This Thesis includes ail updated analysis (Section 7.4.2), where I take into account the peak in the 
SEU-rate in the heart of the SAA. However, the principal conclusion remains - the vast majority of 
these events must be. viikgle-event multiple-bit errors. 
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These operations were extended in 1991 to encompass the UoSA T-5 satellite launched in 
July of that year. UoSA T-5 carries an enhanced OBC (OBC- 186) With a 13 M-byte R_A%IDI SK, 
which I monitor for SEU activity. I also developed a RADFET-based Total-Dose Experiment 
(TDE) which is flown on UoSAT-5 to compliment the dosimeter part of the CREDO payload 
on-board UoSAT-3. 
I developed software to analyse the raw SEU data, and to display the results on map 
projections, in correlation with CREDO data. 
I also developed a method for mapping CREDO data such that it was possible to "re- 
construct" the radiation environment from the CREDO samples. This method was encoded in 
software, written in "C", by my student colleague, Luis Moran. 
DRA were generous in their software support for the research, making available the 
"industry standard" radiation environment and effects models in the UNIRAD suite [SIMS-871. 
However, in order to provide a fast response engineering tool at Surrey, I purchased the SPACE 
RADIATION software [SCC-901, which runs on an EBM-PC. Other supporting software models 
such as the TRIM-90 [BIER-901 and EDIPIS [FERN-87] codes were obtained for analysing the 
interactions between cosrMc-ray ions and the atoms of the silicon devices. TRIM-90 was 
particularly useful in the detailed analysis and design of the KITSA T- I Cosmic Ray Experiment 
(CRE) - and in associated analysis work with CREDO. 
Considerable effort was also expended by my colleagues in producing code for the on-board 
computers on each of the spacecraft, to gather raw SEU data, and also to interface with the 
CREDO and TDE payloads. The success of this code meant that there was Virtually continual 
operation of all the space-segment experiments during the period of the research. 
The raw SEU data are derived from the underlYing Error-Detection and Correction 
(EDAC) schemes implemented on the UoSA T spacecraft. These take two forms - 
1. Hammin (12,8) EDAC code implemented in hardware; 
2. Two types of block-coding scheme implemented in software. 
The hardware EDAC schemes were implemented as part of the program memory system for 
each of the spacecraft's OBCs. This provided automatic single-bit error detection and 
correction, which both protected the OBCs from executing erroneous code, and provided a 
mechanism for detecting SEUs. In order to keep the memory free from accumulating errors, a 
,4 wash" routine was instigated where, as part of its background tasks, each OBC would read 
and re-wnte each memory location in turn. The speed at which this could be done determined 
the time (and therefore the positional accuracy) at which anN, SEU could be related to location 
within the niagnetosp here. 
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More sophisticated software block-codes were implemented for the main solid-state 
Memories., the RAMDISKs. They give much more detail about the nature of events where 
multiple-bits may flip in a byte as the result of a single ion strike. Gathering data on such 
events was a very important part of the research, as such single-word multiple-bit upsets 
(SM-Us) can potentially defeat the standard Hamming codes often used to protect spacecraft 
data-handlirig systems. 
SEU activity was monitored in a wide variety of commercial memory devices, ranging from 
16K-bit nMOS DRAMs to IM-bit CMOS SRAMs, in operational spacecraft data-handling 
systems. A very large number of events were logged and statistically analysed over the course 
of the research : -7,500 events for UoSA T-2s OBC, more than 15,700 events were observed in 
the UoSAT-3 PCE, and over 18,000 events were logged in UoSAT-5, Diving very good 
statistical infortnation. 
Figure 7.14 gives an example of the output of one of my analysis programs, shoWlng the 
geographical location of SEUs occurring in the UoSAT-2 OBC. It clearly shows the 
contributions from the trapped proton population of the South-Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) and the 
effect of cosmic-rays of solar and p plactic on at high. er latitudes. 
Figure 7.25 shows the correlation between SEU activity and the radiation environment (as 
recorded by CREDO) during 10th-I Ith June 1991. This plot shows the start of a major solar 
particle event, beginning in the early hours of the I Ith. Tlie effect on the underlying SEU rate 
in the UoSAT-3 PCE RAMDISK can be seen as the "gaps" present on the 10th (when the 
satellite orbit misses the SAA region) are "filled-in" by solar-particle induced SEU activity on 
the I Ith. 
Figure 6.28 shows the "quiet time" radiation environment as observed by CREDO. The 
SAA region is clearly shown. Figure 6.29 shows a different view, taken during the major SPE 
of June 1991. The effect of the solar protons incident at high latitudes is very clear. It is 
interesting to compare this VAth the UoSA T-2 SEU data in Figure 7.14. 
The results of this research were published in [SVVEE-92b] and JUNDE-92a]. 
The principal conclusions from this work were: 
0 With the (possible) exception of the Sony CXK58 1000 1 M-bit devices, all memory 
devices examined were susceptible to upset in the proton environment of the SAA. 
a Correlations WIth the CREDO instrument have shown that solar proton events only 
have a mrginal effect on the upset rate for the CMOS devices, but do cause a 
significant increase in upset-rates in the more sensitive nNIOS DRAMs. 
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The older generation 16K-bit and 64K-bit CMOS memory devices all have error rates 
around 5x 10-7SEU bit-' day-', whilst the newer 256K-bit devices have error-rates 
close to IxI 0-6SEU bit-' day-', thus it would appear that an increase in device density 
has lead to an increase in SEU-rate for a given environment. However, Surprisingly, 
the IM-bit devices are more resilient than their 256K-bit counterparts, and in 
particular the Sony device, exhibits an error rate better than 10 SEU bif' day-' 
0 Multiple-bit upset (MBU) has been observed in all sizes of CMOS SRAM, and in the 
majority of cases, the outcome is a single bit-flip occurring in two separate bytes, 
although there is some indirect evidence for triple-byte upsets. The ratio of singIe-byte 
to double-byte upsets is very similar for the 256K-bit and IM-bit technologies, and is 
approXimately 200: 1 - i. e. 0.5% of all events are MBUs. Triple byte errors, if they 
occur, represent less than 0.05% of the total. 
0 These error ratios have implications for EDAC coding strategies. The performance of 
the modified Reed-Solomon block coding schemes developed at Surrey have been 
examined under these conditions and it would appear that changing the RS (255,252) 
block code currently used on the spacecraft to the RS (256,252) double-byte corrector 
code would reduce the number of uncorrectable errors occurring in the RAMDISKs by 
a factor of 10 - with no loss of infori-nation storage capability. 
0 The older lower-density CMOS SRAMs show a larger proportion of MIBUs (i. e. a few 
percent of events), which seem to occur mainly outside of the SAA, indicating that 
heavy-Ions may be the pnmary cause. 
0 Despite the results of ground-based tests which show that some of these devices are 
particularly susceptible to MIBU within a single byte, there was as yet no conclusive 
evidence of a MBU affecting bits within a byte for any of the SRAM devices flown on 
the UoSATs. Given this result, it would appear that the simple Hamming (12,8) code 
offers a large degree of protection against error - even with byte-wide devices. Where 
power consumption precludes the use of bit-wide devices, this EDAC scheme might 
still be an appropriate choice. (Note however, that I later found that such event do 
occur on similar memories on-board the higher altitude S801T satellite). 
0 The Texas nMOS DRAMs used on UoSAT-2, however, do exhibit large numbers of 
multiple-bit errors including MBU within a byte. Double and triple-byte errors occur, 
primarily in the SAA - indicating a proton-induced mecharusm. However, those events 
which upset larger numbers of bytes occur at high latitudes. In particular, the major 
strikes, involving seven or more upset bytes, seem consistent wIth glancing collisions 
by heavy ions, and it has been possible by exanurung the architecture of the devices 
and checking Texas Instruments literature, to plot the ion-trails across the die. 
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Other factors which need to be considered before choosing memory de"ces for 
spacecraft are latch-up sensitivity and total ionising dose tolerance. The dose rates 
observed in the UoSA T spacecraft are somewhat lower than expected from ground- 
based modelling, and, for low altitude satellites, it is clear that total-dose effects are not 
a problem for non-hardened technolOVes. Tlie RADFET dosimeters on-board UoSA T-3 
and -5 show that the ionising dose-rate for these spacecraft is much less than a rad(SI) 
per day, and so even relatively "soft" memory devices will survive in these orbits for 
mission lifetimes of several years. (Once I had completed my independent calibration 
of the RADFETs, the measured dose-rate figure was revised to between I and 1.5 
rad(SI) per day - in line with expectations from the models - however, the conclusion 
that memories will survive for many years remains valid. ) 
To date, no conclusive latch-up event has been observed on any of the UoSA A- 
despite the fact that all the older SRAM devices exhibit latch-up in ground-based 
testing. This suggests that latch-up testing may lead to overly conservative designs. 
However, the recently observed latch-up event on the ERS-1 satellite (in the same orbit 
as UoSAT-5), suggests that this is an area worthy of future investigation. (Subsequent 
analysis shows that SEL might well have occurred in UoSA T-2 - see Section 7.6.1.3). 
Commercial, non-hardened high-density SRAMs have been demonstrated to be an 
appropriate choice for a spacecraft's bulk memory resource, particularly when power 
consumption, cost and short lead-times are constraining factors. In addition, all the 
mi crop rocessors employed (80C 186, Z80, NSC-800, etc. ) have all performed wi'thout 
problem, often for periods of many years. 
The block coding schemes developed at Surrey to protect the large R-AMDISKs have 
provided a large degree (99.5%) of protection against SEU, and a simple software 
change (wl-iich can be carried out in-flight) should improve the level of protection by 
another order of magnitude to 99.95%. 
1.4.4 DRA Post-Launch Operations (1990-94) 
The initial operations and results from DRA's CREDO payload on UoSAT-3 are reviewed 
in Section 1.4.2. 
To provide further information on the radiation environment of low-Earth orbit, with the 
support of DRA and AEA Technology, I developed a Total-Dose Experiment (TDE) for the 
UoSAT-5 satellite, to provide a dose history for locations inside the spacecraft. This was ven, ' 
similar to the TDE part of the CREDO instrument, although a new sensor was tried on the 
outside of the satellite, as the original CREDO RADFET did not survive the severe environment 
on the exterior of UoSA T-3. This instrument was successful, and provides an interesting 
comparison to the CREDO instrument. 
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After perfornung ground-based tests using a Co-60 source. I ý'k, as able to calibrate the 
RADFET sensors of the TDE instruments, and through analysis of the flight-data from UoS4 T- 
3 and -5, derive a dose-rate for locations around the spacecraft. The results were consistent 
with predictions from the computer models, varying between approXimately 0.5 - 1.5 rad(SO 
per day inside the spacecraft (depending upon location) and 15 rad(SO per day on the exterior 
of UoSA T-5. 
My analysis was published in a report to DRA [UNDE-93a]. Results were also reported to 
the radiation effects community via two papers [DYER-921, [DYER-931. 
My main contribution to this work was extracting the long-term trends in the cosmic-ray 
background, and developing an analysis technique to examine the data in B-L space, and using 
this to locate and to chart the evolution of the third radiation belt caused by the March 1991 
solar flare. 
'Me main conclusions from this work were: 
The con-ýc-ray background flux had doubled in the period April 1990 - April 1993, in 
line with expectations of the effect of progressing towards solar nurumum. 
The third-radiation belt was detected even at these low-altitudes, and the count-rates 
associated with it decayed gradually over the year March 199 1- March 1992. There 
was some evidence for the belt (or perhaps a new one) being present in December 1992 
- possibly augmented by the large solar flare of November 1992. This is an important 
observation as it could be that there is a region of space around L=2.5 Earth-Radii 
which is subject to the formation of previously unexpected temporary belts of particles 
due to intense solar flare activity. This Will pose an extra hazard to medium altitude 
satellites (such as some of those proposed for supporting personal commurucations 
networks). 
1.4.5 Design and Development of the KITSAT-1 CRE (1991-92) 
As part of a collaborative research progranune with the Korea Advanced Institute of 
Science and Technology (KAIST), I conceived, designed, and developed a Cosrnic-Ray 
Experiment (CRE), sin-fflar in principle to CREDO, for the KITSAT-1 satellite, which was 
launched into a 66' inclination, 1,330 kni altitude orbit in August 1992. 
Although the instrument was designed to give sinular infon-nation to CREDO, my electrical 
design was quite different, and relied much more on hardware signal -processing to obtain ., er--, - 
fast response times. Mr David Brock (University of Surrey) provided support in the electronic 
design, and Mr Sungheon Kim (KAIST) provided software support and implemented the design 
using the "CADSTAR" computer-aided design software. 
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I became a registered radiation worker so that we coWd run an extensive test and calibration 
campaign usmg a pulsed laser (courtesy of Kevin Holmwood - UoS). and an Amencium-2 141 
alpha-particle source (courtesy of the UoS's Department of Physics). As part of this process, I 
also wrote a computer simulation of the instrument to aid in its charactensation. 
The CRE has advantages over CREDO in terms of its speed of response, and the detailed 
measurements it makes, however, this did mean that the CRE generated much more data than 
CREDO. To get around this, I devised a novel loss-less data compression algorithm (00'o 
compression), which was implemented in the internal controlling software - thus providing the 
first demonstration of in-orbit data compression on the UoSA T spacecraft. 
As usual, I wrote the ground decoding and analysis software, which was complicated by the 
fact that the instrument's built-in data-communications software has a bug which caused the 
measurement data to be scrambled occasionally. I therefore had to devise a statistical filtering 
algonthm, which would detect, and remove, corrupted data. 
The CRE data from KITSAT-1 have been as useful for this higher altitude orbit, as the data 
from CREDO at lower altitude, and have enabled similar correlations to be made between SEU 
activity and the radi ati on envi ronment for KITSA T- I and the co-orbiting S801T satellite. 
The KITSA T- IC RE 1s shown in Figure 5.9 
1.4.6 PoSAT-1 CRE (1993-94) 
Following the success of the KITSAT-I CRE, the instrument was replicated for the polar- 
orbiting PoSAT-I trussion. The precise calibration of the PoSAT-I instrument is slightly 
different to KITSAT-1, but essentially the instrument is the same. 
The details of the instrument and its test and calibration procedures are documented in 
JUNDE-94a]. 
The results from the CRE instruments are described in Section 1.4.8. 
1.4.7 CNES SEU Study (1992-94) 
With the launch of the S801T satellite for CNES (together with KITSAT-I for KAIST), I 
had the opporturuty to investigate the performance of commercial memories in a higher-altitude 
orbit (1,330 kin, 66' inclination). 11Us took the satellites further into the inner proton belt and 
thus presented a more severe radiation environment. 
Before flight, I carried out a study of the expected radiation environment using the UNIRAD 
and SPACE RADIATION tools, and was able to make predictions as to the expected dose-rates 
and SEU rates. I predicted that we would encounter a dose-rate approximately 8-9 rad(Si) per 
day. I also predicted that the SEU rate would show ail eight-fold increase over low-Ear-01 orbit 
rates, and infact they went tip by about a factor of 5-6 for similar memories. 
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Aws well as carrying out the usual in-orbit observations, I also obtained a set of memories (as 
similar to the flight parts as possible) for ground-based testing using ion beams and proton 
beams. This ground-testing was done in collaboration with CNES (Robert Ecoffet). 
I also sent a set of flight-spare parts to ESTEC to be ground-tested by Reno Harboe- 
Sorensen. This testing was also done, enabling us to publish the first comprehensive set of 
flight-results and ground-based predictions for an entire farruly of commercial devices (Hitachi 
2K x 8-bit through to 128K x 8-bit SRAMs) [HARB-93]. The major conclusions were that: 
Ibe memories had a nearly sinular sensitivity to upsets due to protons. 
As the density of devices increases, the overall sensitivity to heavy-ion cosnu'c-ra,.,, 
upsets decreases. This was due to the a decrease in asymptotic upset cross- 
section which outweighed the effect of decreasing LET-threshold. 
Thus, in general, as the density of memories increases, so the proton induced upsets 
come to dominate. Thus, the threat due to protons must be taken seriously. 
0 None of these memories showed latch-up behaviour under ground-test. 
The work for CNES involved morutonng and analysing both S801T and KITSAT-1. One 
very surprising outcome of this was that the Sony memory devices on KITSAT-I show very 
variable (orders of magnitude different) sensitivities to upset. I analysed these data very 
carefully, as up to now it has generally been accepted that devices from the same manufacturer 
- and indeed the same batch - should behave similarly. Despite initial disbelief from the 
radiation effects community, I showed that tl-ýs must be the case (using statistical arguments) 
and indeed, I was later proved correct in ground-based testing. This is a very important result, 
as it calls into question the reliability of testing methods which use just a few devices to 
indicate the performance of whole batches. This may well be a problem specific to some 
com. mercial devices, where it might be assumed that parametric control in manufacturing is not 
as stringent as it may be in military device manufacturing processes. Unfortunately, 
manufacturers will not discuss their processing (or *indeed the internal architecture) of devices, 
and so users of commercial devices should be aware that considerable device-to-device 
variability may exist for specific parts. 
I produced predictions of upset rates for the devices based upon the CNES proton-beani test 
data. The predictions were rnade by using a best-fit algorithm to a Bendel 2-parameter model 
of the measured proton upset sensitivity curves for the devices. In general, the predictions were 
'&reasonable" in that they were within a factor of five of the flight-data. It ought to be possible 
to get within a factor of two (which is usually counted as a "good" fit). The reason I could not 
do so here was mainly due to the proton sensitivity curves showing no defirute upset energy- 
threshold - the Bendel 2-parameter model is particularly sensitive to small changes in upset 
threshold. 
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The second important observation from this work was that multipit-, bit errors in single- 
words, due to singje particles, do happen (at least In the NEC 128K x 8-bit memones of S80 T 
and possibly for the Sony 32K x 8-bit devices as well). This has lead me to conclude that we 
will see non-correctable errors occurring in the Hamnu'ng-EDAC coded program memories of 
the UoSAT spacecraft - possibly causing the spacecraft OBC to crash or to behave 
unexpectedly. In fact such an event has recently been observed in UoSA T-5. 
Results from the CNES study were published in [UNDE-93b]. 
1.4.8 Modelling CRE and CREDO Results (1993-94) 
Initial results from the KITSAT-1 CRE were presented to the amateur radio communityN in 
the paper JUNDE-93c]. 
ne mapping software developed for CREDO was modified to enable the KITSAT- IC RE 
data to be displayed, and with the launch of PoSAT-1, further modified to display PoSAT-I 
CRE data. With the support of two Portuguese students (P. R. Santos and M. C. Bnto). I was 
able to display the CRE and CREDO data as a "cross-section" of the radiation belts, which 
was a useful visualisation tool [BRIT-931. 
Up to now, the radiation perfon-nance of the commercial memories had been compared 
quantitatively against standard models of the environment and qualitatively against flight 
results from the radiation monitors. The validity of the standard models has been tested against 
the results of CREDO payload (to some extent), but the advent of the two CRE instruments 
gives an opportunity to further thýis process (and indeed to cross-check all the instruments). 
Unfortunately, the standard models are couched in terms of linear-energy transfer (LET) 
spectra, whist the CRE (and CREDO) payloads actually measure raw charge-deposition 
spectra. Thus, the first step in the analysis was to convert the model LET spectra into predicted 
charge-deposition spectra for each detector. This was done under my guidance by my student 
Philip Williams [WILL-941. Having developed this tool, I was then able to examine the veracity 
of the CREME cosmic-ray model, and the AP8 trapped-proton models. 
'Me outcome is documented in the paper JUNDE-94b]. 
The major conclusions from this work were- 
All the instruments gave the same results when measunng the cos,,, c-ray background. 
indicating that they were all well calibrated prior to flight. 
The departures from the CREME model shown by CREDO were confirmed using this 
independent analysis technique, however, at the high-LET end of the spectrum (which 
is important in causing SEUs) the CREMIE cosmic-ray model was shown to 
be good. 
' KITS. -I T- I (also knowm as OS( 
AR-23) is in the Amateur Radio Satellite Service. 
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"I'lie CRE measurements of the trapped proton fluxes of the SAA showed that CREDO 
nussed" many particles because of its I ms "dead-time". 
0 They also showed that the AP8 model was good at these altitudes - 
By analysIng the flIght-results from the CRE and CREDO radiation environment monitors, 
I have shown that (under quiet-time conditions) the CREME cosnuc-ray model, and the A. P8 
trapped proton models, are actually good for these low orbits, and therefore despite their many 
inadequacies, they are still suitable for providing the environmental input into the process of 
predicting SEEs. 
It has also been shown that the CREME model of solar-flare particles is not good, however, 
I have shown that practically, solar flare particles have little effect on LEO satellite SEE rates. 
Through analysis of device behaviour, I have shown that the SEE-rates seen commercial 
SRAMs can be tolerated given an adequate EDAC-coding scheme - however, the Hamming 
codes most often used in spacecraft data handling systems (which can correct smgJe-bit errors) 
are not suitable when using byte-wide memories as single particles do produce multiple-bit 
upsets - occasionally v6thin a single-byte. Unfortunately the UoSA T spacecraft use this system, 
and so they are at nsk. In the future, I recommend the use of trip I e-modul a r- redundancy for 
byte-VVqde program memones. 
I have shown that the block-coding schemes currently used on the UoSAT satellites are 
adequate, but their effectiveness could be improved ten-fold if the modified scheme proposed by 
Dr Stephen Hodgart is used instead. 11iis kind of block-coding seems to be ideal for solid-state 
data recorders, due to its low overhead and relative simplicity. 
"Ist conunercial memories can have some unfortunate properties (such as Wide device-to- 
device variations in upset sensitivity), they actually perform perfectly well Vven adequate 
EDAC protection. In terms of reliability, no problems have been observed in the high-density 
devices. 
It is interesting to note that throughout these many investigations, no definite single-event 
latch-up (SEL) event has been observed, but the few anomalies and failures in the UoSA T-2 
Digital Commui-iications Experiment could be explained as latch-up events - albeit drawing 
latch-up currents which are (mainly) insufficient to trip the power-sWitch's over-current 
protection mechanism. My calculations show that the observed SEL-rates (assunuing that the 
DCE failures are latch-ups), are less than expected, but coit1d still be within a reasonable 
factor of predictions made on the basis of our ground-test data for the older SRANI 
technologies. The spacecraft would have to be tilorUtored for many more years before ally 
definite conclusions could be drawn. None of the newer SR_AMs latched-up under groLind-test. 
and indeed, no other spacecraft component (processors, logjc, etc. ) has shown latch-up 
behaviour. 
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1.5 Structure of This Thesis 
This first Chapter introduces the 'I'liesis with an outline of the research topic, and gives the 
motivation for it. The context is then set by a brief review of the history of research in thýs area. 
I then outline the main objectives of the research, and describe, in summary form, the progress 
of the work, and the major conclusions drawn. 
The second Chapter expands upon the background to the research, and describes the space 
radiation environment in some detail. Chapter Three then goes on to describe the effects of this 
environment upon spacecraft microelectronics. 
Chapter Four deals with the problem of single-event effect rate prediction, which is central 
to this Thesis, and sets the theoretical framework for the analysis of the practical results from 
my experiments. The remaining Chapters describe these experiments. and the results obtained 
from them. 
Chapter Five describes the design and development of my Cosnuc-Ray Experiment (CRE) 
for the KITSAT-I and PoSAT-I nUcro-satellites, and Chapter Six goes on to discuss the 
operation and major findings of this experiment, together with those from the Cosmic-Ray 
Effects and Dosimetry (CREDO) payload on-board UoSAT-3. This provides a check on the 
accuracy of the standard models of the radiation environment (CREME, AP8, etc. ). 
Chapter Seven gives an account of the experimental and analytical work which has been 
carned out on singJe-event effects in the spacecraft memories. The observation and analysis of 
singJe-event upset and multiple-bit upset in various commercial memory devices is detailed, and 
the results are analysed with respect to the radiation environment, and in comparison to 
predictions made using standard models. 
The last Chapter then presents the conclusions of the work, together with recommendations 
for the design of spacecraft solid-state data recorders using commercial memory devices. A 
prograrnme of future work is also outlined. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE SPACE RADIATION ENVIRONMENT 
This chapter describes the ionising radiation environment 
encountered by an Earth-orbiting satellite. It concentrates 
on the three sources of particles which are significant in 
inducing single-event effects: protons trapped within the 
Earth's magnetosphere, non-trapped galactic cosmic-rays, 
and solar-particle events. The electron and photon 
environments are also discussed as these make an 
important contribution to total radiation dose effects. For 
completeness, man-made nuclear environments are also 
outlined. 
2.1 Introduction 
lonising radiation is one of the major factors which has to be taken into account when 
planmng a space nussion. The energy deposited by such radiation in spacecraft materials, 
particularly electronic materials, such as serniconductor crystals, can cause significant damage 
[MESS-861, [MA-89]. 
In general, the level of ionising radiation encountered by an Earth-orbiting satellite is much 
greater than that usually found in a terrestrial envirorunent, and comprises both electromagnetic 
radiation, such as UV-light, x-rays and y-rays, and corpuscular radiation, such as electrons (e-), 
protons (p'), (x-particles', and other, heavier ions 
The electromagnetic component of this radiation, which nearly all emanates from the Sun, is 
not a significant source of ionlisation in the interior of a satellite, and therefore has little direct 
jg ificant source of effect on its electronic systems. The corpuscular component is, however, a s' nj 
iorusation, and thus of energy-deposition, inside a satellite. 
The particles encountered in space are collectively known as cosmic-rays. 'Mey are often 
distinguished according to their source; thus, particles of galactic and solar origin are known as 
galactic cosmic-rays (GCRs) and solar cosmic-rays (SCRs) respectively. 
T'lle particles of particular concern to my research are those with sufficient energy to 
penetrate into the interior of a spacecraft. A typical spacecraft wall-thickness is of the order of 
a nullimetre or so (usually of aluminium), and a particle requires a fairly high energy in order 
to penetrate it - i. e. electrons reqwre energies greater than 500 
keV, protons require energies 
greater than 10 MeV, and heavy-lons require energies greater than 10 NIeV per nucleon' 
Ii. e. helium nuclei. He2+. 
2 Nucleons are the particles inside the nucleus of an atoni. i. e. protons and neutrons. In radiation 
effects studies, particle energies are typically measured in units of inega-electron-volts (%Ie\'). 
I Nle\'= 1.602 x 10-13 J. A kilo-electron-volt (ke\) is 10-3 MeV. 
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The pnmary sources of high-energy particles encountered by a satellite in Earth-orbit are: 
* geomagnetically trapped particle populations (i. e. the Van Aflen belts), 
* galactic cosnuc-rays (i. e. interplanetary protons, electrons and hea,, Aý ions), 
e solar particle events (protons, alphas, and other heavy ions). 
However, secondary sources are also present, including: 
induced radioactivity in the spacecraft materials; 
bremsstrahlung (x-rays) primarily caused by the deflection of high-energy 
electrons in moderate-to-high atoMIc number materials. 
Short-lived particles, such as neutrons (no), muons (ýL+, ýf), pions (7r+, 7r-, IEO) and positrons 
(e+), may be encountered by a satellite as they back-scatter from cosn-uc-ray interactions in the 
upper atmosphere (Fig. 2.1). 'Mese, and other secondary particles (e. g. protons, alphas, etc. ) 
may also be present in the interior of a satellite as a result of nuclear interactions between 
incident cosn-tic-rays and its own material structure. However, the number of secondary 
particles will not be significant in comparison to the number of primary particles, unless the 
satellite contains substantial thicknesses of material (e. g. > 10 g CM-2 mass thickness). 
incident N, P = high energy nucleons 
n, p = disintegration nucleons 
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Fig. 2.1 : Secondary Products ftom a Primary Cosmic-Ray, Particle Collision 
in the Earth's A tmosphere [Adapted firom SIMpson et al., Plývs. Rev., 90, Q' 4,195 31 
3Mass thickness is the product of density (g cni-3 )x depth (cm) of a material and is usually expressed 
ill ullits of g cm This quantity is often used in radiation shielding analyses 
because the penetration 
depth of a particle. when expressed in units of g cni-2, is very similar irrespective of the material type. 
There are. however. second-order effects due to the material's atomic number and excitation potential. 
top of atmosphere 
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2.2 The Magnetosphere 
The magnetosphere is that region around the Earth where the influence of the Earth's 
magnetic field may be felt. This field plays a dominant role in determining the ionising radiation 
environment experienced by Earth-orbiting satellites. Its presence provides some degree of 
protection from the cosn-uc-rays and solar particles present in the interplanetary medium - 
particularly for low-altitude satellites. However, it also leads to the formation of regions of 
magnetically trapped charged-particles, which can severely affect satellites, in terms of ionising 
radiation dose and single-event effects. 
2.2.1 The Geomagnetic Field 
At low altitudes, the geornagnetic field is approximately dipolar in character - sirruilar to that 
due to a simple bar magnet. The axis of the dipole is offset from the geo-centre by more than 
300 km, and tilted by approximately IV with respect to the geographical axis (the north 
magnetic pole being at approximately 78.5'N, 29 V E). 
Fig. 2.2 : Dipole Approximation to the Geomagnetic Field 
[Adapted from B. Rossi: Cosmic Rays, George Aflen and Unwn, London, 1966, p. 54] 
'Me actual form of the geomagnetic field is more complex than that of a dipole, and may be 
thought of as being composed of three distinct components, each associated with an electric 
current. The core field is thought to be due to the convective motion of conducting (ferrous) 
liquid in the Earth's interior. The crustal field is associated with the distribution of 
ferromagnetic material near to the Earth's surface, and can be detected as magnetic anomalies 
associated with geological features. Both these comprise the main or internal field which 
represents approximately 09% of the field strength at the Earth's surface. The remaining I 0,, o is 
due to the external field, which results from the Earth's ring-current (a vast circulating belt of 
plasma around the Earth), and the solar-wind (a plasma originating from the Sun and 
"blovAng" out into the solar system). 
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The internal field is not constant, but changes slowly over time. Palaeomagnetic e%idence. 
particularly from ocean-ridge spreading zones, shows that the geomagnetic field has reveFSed 
Many times in the past. For example there have been at least nine major polarity changes over 
the last 3.6 million years. The last reversal took place 730,000 years ago, and currentlv the 
field is decaying (7% over the last 160 years). At this rate, the next reversal will probablý- 
occur within 2,000 years of present UMORG-891. The external field is very variable, and changes 
on all time scales from rrulliseconds to the 22-years of the solar cycle. 
Any attempt to model the magnetosphere must take into account both the complex structure 
of the field, and these temporal changes. This is done by representing the field by a series of 
spherical han-norUcs and the temporal variations are dealt With by producing a new model 
periodically. However, this method only tracks the longer term changes, and the rapid 
variability associated with the external field is not accounted for (see SectIon 4.2.1) 
2.2.2 The Effect of the Solar Wind 
The Sun is releasing vast quantities of particles into space, the bulk of which comprise 
protons and electrons, with a few percent of alphas and some heavier nuclei. The low energy 
component (With less than 100 keV energy) moves into the interplanetary inediuni as a 
supersonic (400 km, s-') stream known as the solar-wind. The flux of these particles is typically 
10'- 109 particles cm -2 s-I , measured just outside of the Earth's magnetosphere. 
The solar wind extends far beyond the Earth's orbit out into the solar system. The boundary 
where solar influence gives way to the interstellar medium lies beyond the orbit of Neptune, and 
has yet to be detected by spacecraft leaving the solar system JJOKI-951. 
The solar-wind, being electrically charged, cannot easily penetrate into the Earth's magnetic 
field, and thus, the solar-Wind particles are rapidly decelerated and deflected when they meet 
the geomagnetic field. I'his leads to the formation of a supersonic shock-wave on the sunward 
side of the Earth known as the bow-shock ISAGD-911. This interaction has the effect of 
compressing the geomagnetic field to approximately 10 Earth-radii (Rd distance over the 
rrudday meridian, whilst, conversely, stretching it for over 1,000 RE into a long tail (known as 
the magnetotail) over the nudrýght mendian [AKAS-891. 
Thus, the solar-wind distorts the geomagnetic field into a vast comet-shaped volume, around 
which the majority of the solar-wind particles are deflected. 
-1 R4. - = o3 71 kni 
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Fig. 2.3: The Earth's Magnetosphere - Major Structural Elements 
[Adapted from M. V. Zombeck: Handbook ofSpace Astronomy & Astrophysics, CUP, 1990, p. 2441 
As the solar-wind interacts with the geomagnetic field, some of its energy is stored in the 
magnetotail in the form of magnetic potential energy. This energy build-up is released 
periodically, when magnetic re-connection takes place in the region of the magnetotail around 
15 RE. This results in energised plasmas (5 to 20 keV) bong injected towards the Earth, 
causing a magnetic sub-storm and ultimately resulting in auroral activity as the plasma 
precipitates into the upper atmosphere. 
'Mese plasmas can extend into the high-altitude geosynchronous orbits, causing the surfaces 
of spacecraft to become highly charged, and the sudden discharge of these surfaces by 
electrical arcing, may cause spacecraft anomalies (e. g. false commanding, etc. ) [PIKF, 751. TIUS 
is not a problem for small low-altitude satellites, where the density of the surrounding plasma 
is too high to support large potential differences across the spacecraft surfaces. It may however 
pose a problem for very large low-Earth orbiting platforms, if part of the structure is hit by a 
plasma flux-tube whilst under certain illununation conditions JVVREN-901. The signature of a 
spacecraft anomaly caused by spacecraft charging may be very similar to that caused by a 
single-event upset, and so when investigating such anomalies it is important to examine both 
possibilities. 
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2.2.3 Geomagnetic Shielding 
It is difficult for any electrically charged particles originating from outside of the Earth's 
magnetosphere to enter inside it, as they tend to be deflected away via the Lorentz force' 
However, the tendency to be deflected is opposed, to some extent, by the particles' kinetic 
energy. Thus, the ability of a particle to penetrate into the field actually depends upon a 
quantity called its magnetic rigidity, P: 
P- PC (usually expressed in GV i. e. 10' volts) [Eqn. 2.1 Ze 
where: 
P= relativistic momentum expressed in units of eV/c 
C= velocity of light: 2.998 x 108 m s-1 
e= elementary charge: 1.602 x 10-19 C 
Z= atomic number 
Particles injected into the field with the same rigidity will follow identical trajectories, 
whereas particles with the same momentum or energy, but different charges, will not. 
For each point in the magnetosphere there will be a minimum mapidity (called the cut-off or 
threshold rigidity) required to reach the point. Particles With less rigidity than the cut-off will 
be deflected before they reach the point, whereas thoseVqth more than the cut-offVlqll penetrate 
to it. 
The cut-off rigidity necessary to reach magnetic latitude k, and geocentric 6 radius R, is 
Dven (approXimately) by Stýn-ner's theory [ADAM-811 
A/I cos' A pl, 
R2 V(l + 
-cosa 
cos' 
where: 
P" cut-off rigidity in GV, 
, 11= normalised magnetic 
dipole moment of the Earthl 
a angle of arrival of a positive ion 
(a = 0' = West, 90' = vertical', 180' = East*, etcA, 
R geocentric radius in kin-, 
A magnetic latitude. 
[Eqn. 2.2] 
This equation shows that, for vertical arrival (a = 90'), the cut-off rigidity goes as Cos 
4 
where X is the magnetic latitude. Thus, it is easier for particles to penetrate the mapetosphere 
at high magnetic latitudes than it is near to the magnetic equator (see 
Figure 2.4). 
5 i. e. the force on a moving charge in a magnetic field. IF =qyxB 
StrictlN, speaking this is the radius Illeasured from the centre of the dipole, which is slightly offset 
fi-om the geocentre. 
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Fig. 2.4 : Deflection of a Charged Particle Approachingftom the Zenith 
[Adapted from T. A- Littlefield and N. lborley: Atomic and Nuclear Physics, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 
London, 1968, p. 358] 
Cut-off rigidity is also inversely proportional to the square of geocentric radius. T'lierefore, 
at a given latitude, penetration to lower altitudes requires a greater nVdity. 
The equation also shows the asymmetry in cut-off rigidity with respect to arrival direction. 
For example, for a positive ion, it is easiest to penetrate from the West (a = 0'). 
The most shielded location lies on the magnetic equator at the Earth's surface. For a positive 
ion arriving here (ignoring the atmosphere) from the least favoured direction: East (a = 180'), 
the cut-off rigidity has a maximum value: 
CR02 
X1 = 
where: 
Ro = 6378 km 
59.6 GV 
(the Equatorial radius of the Earth) 
[Eqn 2.31 
Ibus, particles with rigidities greater than 60 GV are totally urumpeded by the geornagnetic 
field. 
Although in this case arrival from the East requires a particle to have nearly 60 GV rigidity, 
a vertical arrival at the same location only requires one quarter of this rigidityý 14.9 GV, and 
for arrival from the West, only 10.2 GV is required. This asymmetry in cut-off rigidity ý, Nith 
arrival direction leads to the concept of a Stýrrner cone. 
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Consider positively charged particles With 10 GV rigidity- 
For an observer on Earth, located near to the magnetic poles, such particles can be seen to 
arrive from any direction (assunung for the moment the absence of the solid Earth and the 
atmosphere). However, as the observer moves towards the magnetic equator, there will be some 
critical latitude for which 10 GV is an in-sufficient ngidity to arrive from the East. From this 
point onwards, a cone-shaped forbidden zone will start to open up, with its axis pomiting East, 
and its apex bemg at the observer (see Figure 2.5). As the observer moves further towards the 
magnetic equator, the cone opens, and the 10 GV particles are increasingly constrained to 
appear from the West, until at the equator the "cone" becomes a full sphere - i. e. no charged 
particles of this rigidity, originating from outside of the magnetosphere, can be observed. 
S 
Fig. 2.5 : Stormer Conefor a Positively Charged Particle 
(BO = Allowed Trajectory, AO = Forbidden Trajectory) 
[Adapted from B. Rossi: Cosmic Rays, George Aflen and Unwn, London, 1966, p. 63] 
All particle trajectories within the Stýrmer cone are bounded and must remain forever in the 
vicinity of the dipole. Therefore they cannot be trajectories associated with particles originating 
from outside of the magnetosphere. 
However, although particle trajectories within the Stýnner cone are forbidden for particles 
onginating from outside of the magnetosphere, trajectories outside of the cone are not 
necessanly allowed, as the presence of the solid-Earth and atmosphere creates an additional 
shadow cone. This shadow is difficult to calculate and requires, extensive modelling of particle 
trajectones, ISMAR-671. For example, the Stýrmer threshold rigidity for vertically incident 
particles is: 
(14.9/ R2) COS4 A 
which is modified to: 
1ý, -( 16/ R') COS4 
A 
[Eqn. 2.4a] 
[Eqn 2.4b] 
to approximate to the shadow cone found in a more detailed treatment JDALY-881. 
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Fig. 2.6 : Vertical Threshold Rigidity, P, vs. Geomagnetic Latitude, A 
at Geocentric Radius RO = 6378 Ian 
[Adapted firom M. A. Pomerantz: Cosmic Rays, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 197 1, p. 74] 
Figure 2.6 shows the effect of the additional shadow on vertical cut-off rigidities. All exo- 
magnetosphenc particles With rigidities less than the Stýrmer cone cut-off, are forbidden, 
whereas all particles vAth ngidities greater than the main cone cut-off, are allowed. Some 
trajectories In the penumbra region are allowed and some are forbidden. 
15 
10 
'2 
Just taking the Earth's shadow into account, cosnuc-ray fluxes are attenuated by a shadow 
factor given approximately by: 
2 ShadowFactor [I - 
ýl 
- IIR [Eqn. 2.51 2 
where R is the radius of the satellite's orbit m urnts of Earth-radii [ADAM-811. 
Tbus, in low-Earth orbit, (e. g. 500 lcm), the Earth's shadow attenuates the cosfMc-ray flux 
by about 30%, whereas at geostationary Earth-orbit, the attenuation is less than 1% [LETA-851. 
For any position (Jý A) In magnetic space, the cut-off nVidity can be calculated via 
Equation 2.2. 'Mus, if the rigidity and direction of motion of a particle detected at that point is 
measured, it is possible to determine if the particle is inside or outside of its Stýrmer cone. 
If the particle was outside of its Stýrmer cone, then it most probably arrived from outside of 
the magnetosphere, and is therefore a galactic or solar cosn-uc-ray. However, if the particle 
arrived from vAthin its Stýrmer cone, then the particle must be trapped nside the 
magnetosphere and is therefore associated with a radiation belt. '111us, it is possible to 
determine the probable source of cosmic-rays. 
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2.4 Trapped Radiation 
In Stýnner's theory for a simple dipole field, particles cannot enter into the magnetosphere 
and become trapped. However) in reality, the presence of the solid Earth and atmosphere, and 
the complex form of the magnetosphere, means that stable or pseudo-stable populations of 
particles can exist in the form of radiation belts [ALLFgol. 
2.4.1 Particle Motion Within the Magnetosphere 
Fig. 2.7 : Typical Pseudo-Trapped Proton Trajectory in the Magnetosphere 
[Adapted from Letaw, JX et al. (1985) "Geometric Considerations in Single Event Upset Estimation 
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 32,6, pp. 4212-4215, December 19851 
The motion of any trapped particle within the belt may be understood m terms of three 
componentS7 : 
Firstly, any charged particle moving in a magnetic field B, at velocity!!, Will feel a force: 
F= (Ze1c)(v x B) [Eqn. 2.61 
In general, v will have components both perpendicular and parallel to B, and so the motion 
will be helical. Ibe radius of the helix is called the ion gyroradius or cyclotron radius, r. 
r, = mv_, cl(ZeB) [Eqn. 2.7] 
where: 
V-L the velocity component perpendicular to the field; 
M= the particle's relativistic mass m= mo / [I _ 
(VIC)2]112 
For example, the gyroradius for aI MeV electron near the equator at 500 km altitude is 
approximately I km. The gyroradius for aI MeV proton in the same rqyon would 
be 
approximately 10 km. 
Note- the product Br, equivalent to the magnetic rigidity as defined in Equation 2.1 proVided 
that v -2 "1. 
C. g. s. units are used in this analysis unless othervvise stated. 
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"Ilie pitch of the helix Will depend upon the magnitude of the velocity component parallel to 
the field, v//, and the ion's gyrofrequency, vg (typically a few MHz)- 
vg = 
(Zel27rmc)B 
pitch = v11 I vg 
=--> pitch= 
27zmcvcosa 
ZeB 
where a is the pitch angle. 
vsin 
vcc 
-A 
ýaB 
)Sa 
pitch of 
helix 
[Eqn. 2.8al 
[Eqn. 2 8b] 
[Eqn. 2.8c] 
Fig. 2.8 : First Component of the Motion of a Charged Particle in the Magnetosphere 
(Cyclotron Motion) 
If the gyroradius is small compared to the dimensions of the field, the particle will follow a 
helical path centred on a particular field line. The line defines the direction of the motion of the 
particle's guiding centre - the point about which the particle executes its cyclotronic motion. 
The second component of the motion arises from the form of the dipole field, where the field 
strength along any particular field-line changes with magnetic latitude, A. 
In a dipolar field, the equation of a field line is given by: 
R, COS2 Z 
and the field strength by: 
+3 sin2 
where: 
R the radial co-ordinate, having value Ro at the equator-, 
= the magnetic latitude, 
Af = the geomagnetic dipole moment (0.304 gauss. RE 
3, RE= 6371 km). 
[Eqn. 2.91 
[Eqn. 2,10] 
Thus, the magnetic field strength is at a nurumum at the magnetic equator 
(. A. 
increasing to a maximum at the magnetic poles 
90'). 
= 
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To a first approximation, the motion of a particle in tl-ýs static magnetic field cannot invoke 
any change in its energy. This requirement, together vAth requirement that the -CI Torad us van s 
with the field strength, means that the pitch angle, a, must be related to the field strength, B, as 
follows: 
B/Sin2 a=a constant = Bni,,, (00 <- a:! ý 1800) [Eqn. 2.111 
T'hus, the pitch angle at the magnetic equator, is a minimum (a, < 90') or a niaximuni 
(aO > 90'), and increases (or decreases) to a value of 90' at some magnetic latitude, ý", Lffor , VAth 
a field strength: 
Býirror = Bý /Sin 2 a,, =a maximum [Eqn. 2.12a] 
where B,, = the magnetic field strength at the magnetic equator. 
amirror -= 900 => circular motion [Eqn. 2.12b] 
At this point (the mirror point) the motion of the particle is instantaneously circular, but 
because the field is not uniform, a residual force acts upon die particle, perpendiculat- to the 
circular motion and acting towards the magnetic equator. 
Tbus, the particle spirals back to the magnetic equator, passing through, and continuing 
uritil it arrives at the conjugate mirror point in the opposite hemisphere, where its pitch angJe is 
igain 90'. Once here, it "bounces" back, oscillating between the two mirror points at Z: 7- 
frequencies of the order of a few hertz. 
If the nurror point is at low altitude (less than 100 km), the particle is likely to be absorbed 
into the atmosphere, and will therefore be lost from the trapped population. Thus, particles with 
a, close to 0' or 180', may be missing from the population. This is defined as the loss cone. 
A spacecraft at a particular magnetic radius and latitude, (R, A) can only encounter trapped 
particles that do not mirror at latitudes between A and the magnetic equator. Thus, it can only 
encounter particles with equatorial pitch angles, %I sufficiently far from 90' that they are able 
to reach A. For low altitude spacecraft (e. g. less than 1,000 km altitude), this may imply that 
the particles are very close to, or are within, the loss cone. Therefore the spacecraft is largelý' 
shielded from the trapped particle population. Indeed, for low altitude satellites the trapped 
proton population is only encountered in a relatively small regpon known as the South Atlantic 
Anomaly (SAA). 
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'Me third component of the particle motion is called the longitude drift and arises because 
of the non-uniform nature of the magnetic field, which, for a given magnetic latitude, decreases 
with increasing geocentric radius. As the particle cycles around a particular field line, part of 
its motion will take it closer to the Earth, and therefore the magnetic field strength voll be 
slightly higher at this point. The particle's gyroradius is related to the field strength, and so this 
small change in field strength also causes a small change in the gyroradius. 
These changes make the particles drift in magnetic longitude, moving slowly around the 
Earth in a cycloidal trajectory. 
For positively charged particles, the drift is towards the West, and for negatively charged 
particles it is towards the East. The period of the drift motion is of the order of a few hours. 
N 
S 
, 
-446"- - -0 
Fig. 2.9 : Second and Third Components (Magnetic Mirror Effect and Longitude 
Drift) 
of the Motion of a Charged Particle in the Magnetosphere 
[Adapted from R Massey: Space Physics, CUP 1964, p. 2021 
The result of these three components of the motion of charged particles in 
the 
magnetosphere is to lead to the formation of torroldal belts of charged particles surrounding 
the 
Earth - the Van Allen belts. 
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2.4.2 The Formation of Radiation Belts 
Particle 
Trajectorý 
Fig. 2.10 : Combined Motion of Charged Particles in the Magnetosphere 
[Adapted firom Zeilik and Smith: Introductory Astronomy & Astrophysics, 2nd Ed. 
Saunders College Publishing, 1987, p. 72] 
The belts are not in static equilibrium, particles are continually being lost to the atmosphere, 
whilst new particles arrive in the form of cosnuc-rays, and as the result of spallation reactions 
of cosmic-rays in the atmosphere. In particular, some of the inner belt protons are consistent 
with a cosmic-ray albedo neutron decay (CRAND) source, where neutrons, released as the 
result of cosrrUc-ray interactions in the atmosphere, fly out and decay (after about 12 minutes) 
into protons and electrons, providing part of the particle population of the inner belt. Sources 
for all particles have yet to be determmed. 
The equilibrium distribution of particles depends upon the time in the II -year solar cycle, as 
at times of high solar activity, the atmosphere is raised (so absorbing more particles) and the 
galactic cosilUc-ray flux is reduced (as the result of the solar influence over the inner solar 
system), causing a reduction in the trapped radiation levels at low altitudes. Whereas around 
solar trurumum, the atmosphere contracts (cutting down absorption), and the galactic cosmic- 
ray flux increases, increasing trapped radiation levels at low altitudes. 
However, it should be noted that in the years around solar maximum, the probability of 
solar particle events (see Section 2.5.2) is very much increased, which can p've rise to sudden 
large increases in pseudo-trapped radiation fluxes, persisting for a few days. There is also some 
"filling of the slot between the two electron belts. 
Although the Earth's rnagxietic field has contracted somewhat since the discovery of the 
radiation belts in 1958, the belts have actually remained in more or less the same location. 
1-hus, the dwainic processes that create and maintain the belts, require careful consideration 
when modelling the Earth's radiation environment, particularly in the choice of an appropriate 
111agnetic field model ILEMA-901 (see Section 4.2). 
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2.4.3 The Distribution and Composition of the Belts 
Conventionally, the radiation belts are divided into two, with the inner or hard belt being 
centred at approximately 1.5 Earth-radii and the outer or soft belt being centred at 
approximately 5 Earth-radii' (see Figure 2.11). 
The inner belt extends from approximately 300 km to 6,400 km altitude, and consists of 
high energy protons (10s to 100s of MeV) and electrons (10s of keV to a few MeV)- The outer 
belt extends from approximately 16,000 km to 59,000 km altitude9, and consists mainly of high 
energy electrons (typically a few MeV, to a maximum of 7 MeV ), With few protons. 
/ 
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Fig. 2.11 : Van Allen Radiation Belts - Schematic 
[Adapted from J. Van Aflen, Scientific American, 200,3, p. 39,1959, IN TA Littlefield &N 'Morley, Atomic 
and Nuclear Physics (2nd Ed. ), Van Nostrand Reinhold, London, 1968, p. 3 60] 
Because the particles are associated with particular magnetic field lines, it is converuent to 
introduce a co-ordinate system which reflects this structure. Such a system has been defined by 
McIllwain [MCIL-611 using his magnetic shefl parameter, L, and the magnetic field strength B. 
The magnetic shell parameter, L, is related to magnetic latitude, X, through: 
L= R/COS2 A [Eqn. 2.13] 
Combirung Equations 2.9 and 2.13 - 
[Eqn. 2.14] 
"Mus, L is constant on a given magnetic field line. 
measured from the geocentre in the plane of the magnetic equator. 
the altitudes given refer to the plane of the magnetic equator. 
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Given a certain field-line, it is possible to imagine the particles associated kith this line 
tracing out a "shell" as they oscillate between their nurror points and drift around in Iongi, tude. 
Because L is a constant on a shell, it can act as a labelling parameter, which (for a perfect 
dipole field) is simply the radial distance at which that shell crosses the magnetic equator. 
Thus, the L=2 shell crosses the magnetic equator at 2 Earth-radii . 
The magnetic field strength, B, vanes with position within the L-shell, according to: 
ý) 
x J[4 - 
-(3RI L)l B= 
(-kM3 [Eqn. 2 151 
Thus, a point in the magnetosphere labelled by the polar co-ordinates (R, can sirrUlarly 
be labelled by (B, L) - the transfonnation being camed out via Equations 2.10 and 2.13. 
A particular particle-drift shell can simply be identified by its L-shell number, and the 
magnetic field strength at its mirroring points, B,,,. 
L-shells can also be used to label the radiation belts directly Tbus, in units of Earth-rachi, 
the heart of the inner-zone electron popLdation is centred on the L=1.4 shell, whilst the outer- 
zone electron population is centred on L=4.5. 
The L=2.5 shell marks the boundary between the inner and outer zones. 
The proton popidation forms a single zone centred on the L=1.7 shell. 
Geomagnetic 
axis 
Fig. 2.12 .- 
Trapped Proton Radiation Belt (AP8 Model) ISAWY-761 
(contours of equal proton flux of enerD, above 10 Me V) 
[Adapted firom Daly, E. J. (1989) "Tlie Radiation Environment" IN 
ESA (1989) "Radiation Design Handbook", ES. 4 Document fýýS-01-609. ESTEC, Noordwijkl 
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Fig. 2.13 : Trapped Electron Belts (AE8 Model) "irr-9 1 
(contours of equal electronflux of energy above I Me P9 
[Adapted from Daly, E. J. (1989) "The Radiation Environment" IN 
ESA (1989) "Radiation Design Handbook", ESA Document PSS-01-609, ESTEC, Noordwijkj 
At high magnetic latitudes (60* - 70'), the outer-belt population is brought down to low 
altitudes in the polar-homs or auroral-ovall region. The tilt and offset of the magnetic dipole 
with respect to the geographic axis also brings significant particle populations from the inner 
belt down to low altitudes in the area known as the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), centred 
just to the East of BraZil. 
The SAA region is relatively stable and gives rise to sigruficant 10 proton fluxes for low 
altitude spacecraft. ne protons are very penetrating and give nse to relatively high doses 
inside the spacecraft. Tbey also contribute indirectly to single-event effects through proton- 
induced nuclear reactions (PUqts). 
Electrons make a significant contribution to the surface dose on spacecraft (e. g. In its solar 
cells), and are encountered both in the SAA region (iriner-belt) and in the polar-homs (outer- 
belt). Ibe outer-belt electron flux is very variable and is strongly affected by solar and 
geomagnetic activity [VETT-671. 
Dunng solar particle events, solar protons are also encountered in the polar-hom regions on 
the outer L-shells. 
10 -I- e. g. typically -100 - 1,000 protons cm -s1 above 30 MeV in the heart of the SA LEO, 
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)mni -direct tonal flux in protons cm 2s'. iAdapted from Stassinotu)uio... F (j-. 11orld Hý L 
"lu., ( Contours, NASA SP-3054.1970. ) 
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Fig. 2.14 : Trapped Proton Population (5 00 kn Altitude) 
[Adapted from Stassinopoulos, E. G., 'Vorld Map of Constant B, L and Flux Contows", NASA SP-3054, 
1970, IN MV Zombeck, Handbook ofSpace Astronomy 4 Astrophysics (2nd Ed), CUP, 1990, p. 2341 
Omni -directional flux in electrons cm -Is (Adapted from Stassinopoulos, E. G., World Maps of Constant B, L, and Flux Contours, NASA SP-3054,1970. ) 
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Between the radiation belts is the so called slot-region, which is relatively deficient in 
particles. The reason for this is not entirely clear, but it may be that particles associated with 
these shells have a greater tendency to be lost to the atmosphere. During times of enhanced 
solar activity, the slot region tends to fill in with electrons. This effect also occurred as the 
result of exo-atmosphenc nuclear bomb tests. In particular, the U. S. "STAUISH" hydrogen 
bomb explosion of 1962 caused significant changes in the radiation belts which persisted 
throughout the mid- I 960s IMASS-641 (see Section 2.6.1). 
2.4.4 Trapped Heavy Ions 
Comparatively little is known about heavy ions trapped in the Earth's magnetosphere. 
Singly charged oxygen (0+) and fully lonised helium (i. e. (X-particies) are typically observed 
[SPJE-781, [FRIT-791. The energies of these ions are relatively low, being typically less than 50 
MeV per nucleon, and they can be largely screened out by moderate shield thicknesses (e. g. Ig 
cm -2 aluminium). However, if these ions can penetrate into the interior of spacecraft, they could 
give rise to single-event effects. 
The source for these particles is not well understood, although it is suspected that the 0+ 
ions are of ionospheric origin, whilst the helium ions may be due to the solar wind entering the 
magnetosphere [CORN-721. There is some evidence for long tenn enhancements of low energy 
heavy ion fluxes after large solar-flares - perhaps associated with the anomalous component of 
the galactic cosmic rays (see Section 2.5.3). One suggestion is that anomalous cosmic-rays, 
which may be singly tonised initially, become more highly ion-ised through interactions with the 
atmosphere near their geomaggnetic cut-off, and subsequently become trapped within the 
magnetosphere IBLAK-771. Tl-ýs mechan-ism is supported by the latest observations from the US 
SAMPEX satellite ICUMM-931. 
COMPARISON OF THE COMPOSITION OF MAGNETOSPHERIC TRAPPED HEAVY IONS 
WITH THE GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS AND THE ANOMALOUS COMPONENT 
(Nornialtsed to Oxygen) 
Element Me7gnetosphetic 
Trapped Ions 
Anomalous 
Componen 
Galactic 
cosmic-Ralw 
C 
N 
0.200 - 0.019 
0.210 -0.041 
0.230 - 0.090 
0.220 -0-090 
1.13 0 0.03 0 
0.270 0.020 
1.000 1.000 1.000 
., \'e 
0.080 - 0.020 0.070 -0.040 0.180 
0.010 
ýl & 
0.006 4 -0.004 0.002 - -0.002 0.200 
0.010 
si 0.004 4 -0.002 0.020 
0.140 0.006 
s 1 0.004 0.035 --0.003 
, -I? - . 
0.00-11 0.013 --0.002 
1, 'e Group 0.0.50 --0.020 
i 
0.084 --0.001 1 
Table 2.1 IROBI-881 
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2.4.5 Extra -Terrestria I Trapped Radiation 
Earth is unusual in having a very intense magnetic field for its size. Jupiter and Saturn also 
have appreciable magnetic fields, and the Voyager fly-bys of these planets (and indeed Uranus 
and Neptune) have confirmed the existence of trapped belts of radiation [KRM-861, IALLE-901. 
The Jovian radiation belts are particularly intense, rivalling the most intense man-made 
nuclear environments. Thus, the Jovian belts represent the worst radiation environment likely to 
encountered by spacecraft. 
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Fig. 2.16 : Jovian Trapped Electron Belts 
(contours of equal electronflux of enely above I Met) 
[Adapted from Divie, T. N. and Garrett, H. B., (1983) "Charged Particle Distnbutions in jupiter, s 
Magnetosphere", J. Geopks. Rcv- 88, A9, pp. 225-249, Sept. 1983, IN'Garrett. H. B. et al, ( 1993) -Radiation 
Environments withm Satellites", IEEE VSRE ('Short ('ourse, Votes, Snowbird, Utah, July 19th, 1993, p. Il- I 181 
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2.5 Non-Trapped Radiation 
Outside of the magnetosphere, two distinct sources of particles can be identifie& the 
relatively low-flux of galactic cosnuc-rays, wfuch onginate in deep space, and arnve at Earth 
isotropically, and the penodic, medium-to-high fluxes of cosmic-rays of solar ongin, which are 
associated with solar particle events. 
2.5.1 Galactic Cosmic-Rays 
The term cosmic-ray is used to descnbe any corpuscular radiation coming from space, and 
therefore includes both the solar particles - solar cosmic-rays (SCRs) - and particles which 
ong)nate from deep space - galactic cosmic-rays (GCRs). Except for solar-flare particles, the 
vast majonty of ( >1 MeV) cosmic-rays arriving at the Earth are GCRs. 
Conditions I Solal-Protons(--JOAlel) I GCRs (> 30 Me Iý 
Solar Maximum 8x 109 7x 10 7 (isotropic) 
Solar Minimum 5x 105 1.3 x 108 (isotropi .c 
Table 2.2 IZOMB-901 
GCRs are predominantly protons (-85%) and (x-particles (-14%), although there are 
electrons and a few heavy-ions (1%-2%) present. The heavy-, on component decreases with 
increasing atonlic number Z, and beyond Z=30 (Zn'(+) the numbers are very small, however 
some Z> 90 super-heavy particles have been detected. 
RELATIVE ABUNDANCES OF NUCLEI IN COSMIC RAYS 
(Normallsed to Oxygen) 
k7ement Solar Cosinic-Ravs (falactic Cosmic-Ravs 
, if 700 (86.5%) 350 (8 6.1 Yo) 
21le 107 - -14 (13.2 Yo) . 50 (12.3%) I l'i ... ... 
0.3 (0.1 %"ý) 
I Be, 5B 0.02 ... 
0.8 (0.291n) 
6c 0.59 , -0.07 (0.1 vo) 1.8 (0.4 Yo) 
V 0.19 0.04 ... 
0.8 (0.2 Yo) 
80 1.00 (0.19/0) 1.0 (0.2 Yo) 
') b, 0.03 ... 
0.1 
... 
10. Ve 0.13 -1 -0.02 ... 
0.1 (0.19/') 
"Na 
... ... 
0.19 
... 
0.043 0.01/ ... 
0. --? -1 - (0.1%) 13., 1/ 
... ... 
0.06 
... 
I -1si 0.03 -) - -0.011 ... 
0.1 1 ... 
151), 21 ý; -, c 
0.05 
1 
22 7'i- 28. \*, 0.02 ... 
0. Is 
Table 2.3 IJOHN-651 
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GCRs have a slightly different elemental-abundance signature to cosn-uc-rays of solar 
origin, indicating that some heavy-ion cosrnic rays have undergone spanation in interactions 
with material in the interstellar mechum, and have thus split into li&er ion fragments. 
lOrUsation energy loss is essentially proportional to Z2, and so heavy-ion cosrruc-rays are 
partictdarly effective at causing single-event effects (see Chapter 3). 
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Fig. 2.17: Differential Energy Spectrafor Cosmic-Rays 
(Below afew GeV, the interstellar spectra are strongly influenced by, the Sun) 
[Adapted firom Adams, J. H Jr., Silberberg, R_ and Tsao, C. R (198 1) "Cosmic Ray Effects on 
Microelectronics, Part I: The Near-Earth Particle Environ-ment", NRL Memorandum Repo? Y 4506, Naval 
Research Laboratory, 1981, IN, Sexton, F. W. (1992) "Measurement of Single Event Phenomena in Devices and 
ICs", IEEE NSREC Shori Course Notes, New Orleans, Louisiana, July 13,1992, p. IH-361 
The energies of these particles range from a few MeV to more than 10" MeV, although 
their typical energy Is a few GeV (see Figure 2.17) - 
Such particles are highly penetrating, as material shielding is ineffective at stoppirig 
particles With more than 100 MeV per nucleon - even with shielding in excess of 10 g cm-2 
mass-thickness (eqmvalent to 3.7 cin aluminium). Also, an unavoidable side effect of shielding 
greater than app roXimately 0Ag cm -2 (0.37 mm aluminium) is to crease the fluxes of low 
energy (100 keV per nucleon - 50 MeV per nucleon) particles through nuclear interactions in 
the shields. 
It is interesting to note that the mass-thickness of the Earth's atmosphere is approximately 
1,000 g cm-'(eqwvalent to 370 cm, of alunu'ruum), affording a large degree of protection for the 
terrestnal enviroament. 
Although material shielding is impractical against high-energy cosrrUc-rays, those particles 
with ene ies less tim 3 GeV per nucleon can be substantially attenuated by the Earth's rv 
magnetic field (see Section 2.2.3), and therefore (depending upon the orbit), this affords the 
most effective protection for satellites against cosnuc-ravs of both galactic and solar origin. 
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In any case, the flux of GCRs is relatively low, being approximately 4 particles cm-2 s-' at 
solar minimum, and 2 particles cm-' s-' at solar maximum. measured just outside of the 
magnetosphere - i. e. the flux of GCRs is anti-correlated with sun-spot number. This vanation is 
due to the Sun tending to prevent GCRs from penetrating into the inner solar system .,, -hen it is 
at its most active. 
For a given altitude, satellites are most exposed to GCRs near to the magnetic poles, and 
least exposed near to the magnetic equator. However, very higji energy GCRs can strike at an\, 
location - for example, particles with more than 10 GeV per nucleon are unattenuated down to 
very low altitudes (50 km). 
2.5.2 Solar Particle Events 
Occasionally, very intense bursts of activity occur on the Sun, known as solar flares and 
coronal mass ejections, which lead to a vast out-pouring, of radiation. The electromagnetic 
radiation component (x-rays, UV-11ght, etc. ) travels out into space crossing the Earth's orbit, at 
some 150 nullion krn distance from the Sun, approximately 8.5 minutes later. '111is 
electromagnetic radiation component usually gives the first warrung that a flare has occurred. 
Neutrons, being electrically neutral, also travel in straight lines from the Sun. Most will 
have decayed" into protons and electrons in the time taken to traverse the distance between the 
Sun and the Earth; however, very energetic neutrons , Aqll arrive at Earth, and in 1980, solar 
neutrons were detected unambiguously by the Solar Maximum Mission spacecraft ISIMN-81 I. 
'I'lie particle component (i. e. the solar cosnUc-rays) follows on some time later, depending 
upon the magnetic connection between the Earth and the flare-site on the Sun. '111is connection 
is not line-of-sight as the solar wind (which is an electrically conductive plasma), tends to 
"freeze-in" the Sun's magnetic field, dragging it out into interplanetary space, and the rotation 
of the Sun (approXimately once every 27 days With respect to the Earth), causes the magnetic 
field lines to form into an Archimedes spiral (see Figure 2.18) 
Because solar flare particles are also electrically charged, their trajectory is affected by this 
interplanetary magnetic field. If the Earth happens to Ile on a field line which is connected to 
the flare reVon on the Sun, the flare particles will arrive at the Earth promptly, causing a 
solar-particle event (SPE). 
If the Earth is not niapetically connected to the flare region, the particles may diffuse 
across field-lines and still impinge upon the Earth, or alternatively, they may miss the Earth 
altogether. Tius, even if a flare is observed on the Sun, the particles associated with it xill not 
necessarily arrive at the Earth. Similarly, particles can arrive at the Earth associated vAth solar 
flares occuri-ing on the hemisphere hidden from %lew - i. e. 'Mth no prior warning. 
The half-life of a free neutron is 12.8 minutes ILM-681 
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Fig. 2.18: The Solar- Terrestrial Environment 
[Adapted from Smart, D. F., (1988) "Predicting the Arrival Times of Solar Particles; 
Interplanetary Particle Environment", JPL PubLication 88-28 IN Tranquille, C. and Daly, E. J. (1992) "An 
Evaluation of Solar-Proton Event Models for ESA Nfissions", ESA Journal, 16,1992, p. 2781 
If the solar magnetic field forms a good connection between the flare site and the Earth, the 
highly relativistic particles" from the flare, travelling at near-light speeds, will arrive at the 
Earth tens of nunutes, after the flare has erupted. Lower energy particles (10s of MeV) 
travelling at over 1,000 km s-1 will arrive at the Earth's orbit within a matter of hours. The flux 
of solar particles seen at the Earth will thus mcrease dramatically" over a period of hours, 
before decaying to background levels, usually over the next few days. 
When flare particles arrive, they can cause a large increase in the radiation dose received by 
spacecraft, and high-altitude aircraft. Intense geomagnetic storms may be assOCIated with such 
events, causing a considerable disturbance in the outer electron belt, and leading to highly 
visible aurorae at middle-to-low latitudes. 
Such storms can also disrupt radio commurucations, and can even cause overloads in the 
national gnd [COVA-901, [ROBE-921. However, the precise effect of the event Will depend upon 
its maximum intensity and duration, and upon the relative abundances of ion species, and their 
maximum energy. 
12 that is par-ticles which have kinetic energies greater than their rest mass energy (i. e. =- I GeV for a 
proton, 5 11 keV for an electron). 
13 to levels as high as 104 -10' particles cm-2 s- 
I 
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Solar flares are often associated with sun-spot groups, and their frequency of occurrence is 
well correlated with the I I-year sun-spot (or solar) cycle 14 . The current cycle 
(number 22) 
readied its maximum in 1989, and the next minimum is due around 1996-1997. T"he next cycle 
(number 23) should reach maximum early next century. 
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Fig. 2.19 : Annual Mean Sun-Spot Number Since AD 1610. 
[Adapted firom M. G. Kivelson and C. T. Russell: Introduction to Space Physics, CUP, 1995, p. 51 
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Fig. 2.20: Solar-Rare Activity Correlated with Sun-Spot Number 
[Adapted from Goswami, J. N., McGuire, R-E., Reddy, R-C., Lai, D. and Jha, R- (1988) "Solar Flare Protons 
and Alpha Particles During the Last 3 Solar Cycles", J. Geopks. Res., 93, p. 7195,1988, IN Andrew Holmes- 
Siedle and Len Adams, Handbook qf Radiation ýffects, OUP, 1993, p. 25] 
14 There is sorne good evidence that the cycle actually has a periodicity of 22-years, consisting of two 
"traditional" I 1-year cVcles [BUMB-891. 
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HIGH ENERGY SOLAR PROTONS 
Yeaf ly-Integrated Flux at I ALJ from the Sun, Outside of the Magnetosphere / Protons cin-2 
Conditions Protons (> 30 Me P) Protons (> 100 Me I) 
WarWaxi . mum 8x 109 6x 108 
Solar. Winimum 5x 105 5x 104 
Table 2.4 JZOMB-90] 
Major flare events occur intermittently, and essentially unpredictably, but more often in the 
seven year period around solar-maximum. 
Anomalously large events (ALEs) may occur once or twice in a cycle, giving rise to very 
large particle fluences. For example, a single ALE in August 1972, completely donuinated cycle 
20 in terms of fluence and total-dose. No such flare was seen in cycle 21, although there may 
have been several large flares in cycle 19. More ALEs occurred in the present cycle (22), of 
which the March and October 1989 flares were the most notable IMARV-911 (see Chapter 7). 
Recent approaches to modellmg the probability of occurrence and intensity of solar-flares 
have concluded that these "anomalous" flare-events actually form part of a continuum 
distribution of flare probabilities, and therefore shoLdd not be treated as exceptional IFEYN-901, 
[TRAN-921. 
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Fig. 2.21 : Ae Solar Proton Event ofAugust 1972 Observed by Explorer 41 
[Ad2pted from Daly, E. J. (1988) "Tbe Evaluati(mm of Space Radiation Envuionments for ESA Projects", ESA 
Journal, 12,2, p. 234,19881 
'niere was also a dramatic SPE in March 1991, which lead to the formation of a new 
radiation belt around the Earth, Iving between the two conventional belts. Ilie creation and 
early history of this belt, was well studied by the US CRRES satellite, before is premature 
failure in 1001 [MULL-911. I also recorded and morutoredth's belt Wa UOSAT-3 (Chapter 6). 
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Solar particle events are very variable in terms of their particle-fluxes, duration and heavy- 
ion component. The bulk of flare particles are protons Ath energies n the 10s to 100s of NIeV 
range (cf solar wind protons with energies <I MeV), Vving flux-energy spectra whic h are 
generally "softer" than those associated with the galactic cosrruc rays. 
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Fig. 2.22 : Peak Solar Proton Differential Energy Spectra (King Model) 
F,,, = "Typical" Event; F, = "Worst Case " Event; F. = "Anomalously Large " Event 
[Adapted from Adams, J. R Jr., Sdberberg, R- and Tzao, C. R (198 1) "Cosmic Ray Effects on 
Microelectronics, Part 1: The Near-Earth Particle Environment", NRL Memorandum Report 4506, 
Nava I Research Laboratory, 198 1, IN Garrett, I-L B. et al. (1993) "Radiation Environments within Satellites, 
IEEE NSREC Short Course Note-ý, Snowbird, Utah, July 19,1993, p. H- 1061 
The degree of exposure of a spacecraft to solar cosnýc rays is dependent upon its orbit. The 
Earth's magnetic field provides good shielding at equatorial latitudes (except for very high 
altitude satellites), but allows particles to funnel into polar regions, giving a high degree of 
exposure for polar or highly inclined orbits - even at low altitudes [GUSS-881. 
For geostationary satellites, orbiting at approximately 36,000 Ian altitude - well above the 
inner proton belt, SPEs provide the dorninant source of energetic proton radiation dose. 
Because solar flares can cause intense geomagnetic disturbances, the geornagnetic shielding 
effect can be very much reduced, leading, as a secondary effect, to a dramatic increase in 
radiation levels in Earth-orbit generally. 
Mso, as seen in the case of the March I QQ I flare. temporarv radiation belts can form in the 
slot repon IMULL-911 
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2.5.3 The Anomalous Component 
The vast majority of cosnuc rays are fully iorused. However, there is an anomalous 
component, observable near solar n-unimurn, which consists of only partially ionised particles - 
mainly He, Ne, Ar, 0, and N. 
'Mese were first detected by interplanetary spacecraft (Pioneer, LW-7, AIP-8) in the early 
1970's as a low-energy enhancement on an otherwise smooth distribution of cosmic-ray 
enerVes. 
The origin of these anomalous cosn-uc rays is not fully understood, but the fact that theN, 
still have some orbital electrons suggests that they have suffered relatively little interaction wth 
matter, and therefore are probably of local (i. e. solar-system) origm. 
In 1974, Fisk, Kozlovsky and Ramaty [FISK-741 suggested that these anoinalous cosn-uc- 
rays may be due to neutral interstellar material which has passed into the hellosphere, 
whereupon it becomes ionised by the Sun's radiation or by interaction with the solar wind. 
These ions are then accelerated by the solar magnetic field. Another suggestion made in 1981 
by Jokipii, Pesses and Eichler, is that the acceleration takes place in the shock wave at the 
heliopause [JOKI-951. 
In any case the energies of these cosmic-rays, is relatively low, typically a few 10s of MeV, 
but they are important insofar as, being only partially ionised, they can penetrate much deeper 
into the magnetosphere than fully iorused cosrnic-rays of similar mass and energy. 
2.5.4 High Energy Photons 
The high energy photon environment of Earth-orbiting spacecraft is donuinated by the Sun. 
For example, at wavelengths shorter than 100 rim (EUV), the solar flux vanes between 107 and 
1010 photons cm-' s-'. However, whilst this radiation is important for processes on spacecraft 
surfaces (such as charging), it does not contribute to single event effects, and is not a 
significant source of total ionising radiation dose in the spacecraft interior. 
However, the brenisstrablung (x-rays or y-rays) created by relativistic electrons 
accelerating in the coulomb field of the nuclei that make up the spacecraft structure is 
important, in as much as, increasing shield thicknesses give rise to increasing bremsstrahlung 
dose. Typically, 3g cm-' (eqwvalent to approximately I cm of alunuruum) is the limit at which 
the dose-depth curve becomes flat (see Section 3.5.1). 
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2.6 Man- Made Sources 
There are two sources of man-made radiation which are of potential concern to spacecraft 
designers: that due to the detonation of nuclear weapons in space; and that due to inclusion of 
nuclear power sources on spacecraft. 
2.6.1 Nuclear Weapons Environment 
Prior to the adoption of the Atmospheric Test Ban Treaty, both the US and former USSR 
carried out exo-atmospheric nuclear detonations, which caused major, long-lasting, changes to 
the Earth's radiation environment. V&Ist the threat of all-out nuclear war has receded in recent 
years, the possibility that a newly emerging nuclear power will resort to such a test remains. 
The immediate effect of a detonation is the creation of a rapidly expanding plasma "bubble" 
consisting of the nuclear fuel and remains of the bomb casing. During the first 100 ns, there is 
a "prompt" radiation burst consisting of y-rays, x-rays and energetic neutrons. These travel 
away from the detonation site, falling off as r-2. As the plasma bubble rises and cools, the 
debris it contains becomes trapped by the geomagnetic field. It is then either lost to the 
atmosphere, or plates out on spacecraft surfaces. 'I'lie debris is highly radioactive and P-decays, 
emitting highly energetic electrons which add to the natural electron environment. The energy 
spectrum of these P-decay electrons is "harder" than that of the natural environment, and is 
thus more damaging. Within approximately six hours of the detonation, a new artificial 
radiation belt is formed, which may persist for a matter of months, or even years. 'Mere is 
evidence that the belt created by the US ARGUS and STARFISH explosions lasted for at least a 
solar cycle. Approximately 70%-80% of the energy of the bomb is in the form of x-rays, With 
about I% in the form of neutrons and y-rays. 
The y-rays are produced in the first 10 ns and give rise to very high dose-rates, although the 
total dose is small compared to that of the x-rays. 
The x-rays may deposit energy so rapidly in a spacecraft, that its surfaces are vapourised 
and blown off. 'T'hey Will also penetrate into the interior of the spacecraft, causing rapid heating 
and mechanical stress due to the resulting shockwave. X-rays can also induce very large 
photocurrents in individual devices, which may lead to their destructive burnout or upset. 
I'lie neutrons are also very energetic (> I MeV) and will penetrate the spacecraft causing 
displacement damage. The neutron blast can last for a nuillisecond, and thus may actually cause 
more damage that the short-lived but intense x-ray and y-ray flash. 
'nie total dose from tl-ýs prompt environment may not be too severe, for example a typical 
dose at 1,000 km distance from aI MT explosion is of the order of I krad(Si). However, the 
dose-rates are very higli (e. g. 10'0 rad(Si) s-) leadnig to dose-rate latch-up, upset, etc. I 
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Debris from the explosion may coat the spacecraft, Dvmg rise to a small radiation dose via 
cc, P and y-decay. However, the main radiation dose comes from the P-decay electron belts, 
which Will affect spacecraft for many years [GARR-931, [HOLM-93al. 
2.6.2 Nuclear Power Sources 
Spacecraft which venture into the outer solar system, or which require very large amounts 
of electrical power, make use of radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs). 'lliese use 
the heat generated m the radioactive decay of fissile materials such as 238pU, to produce 
electrical power via SI-Ge thermocouples. 
The main radiation concern with these systems is their neutron and y-ray output. 
A typical RTG (e. g. that on the Galileo probe) contains some II kg Of 238pU, which is 
equivalent to 137,000 Ci of radioactive material, producing some 7,000 neutrons per second 
per gramme at the fuel surface. As it is difficult to shield against neutrons and y-rays, the main 
protection is to locate the RTG on the end of a boom, and make use of the inverse square law 
of radiation dose with distance from the source. 
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2.7 Summary - Radiation Environment 
The near-Earth space radiation environment is complex, and is still the subject of active 
research. The Earth is surrounded by a vast comet-shaped magnetosphere, shaped by the 
dynamic interplay between the solar-wind and the geomagnetic field. The magnetic field 
dominates the structure of the near-Earth radiation environment, and provides a natural 
boundary between "Earth-space"' and the interplanetary medium. It acts as a partial shield 
against charged-particles corning from outside, and it contains vast circulating belts of charged- 
particles trapped inside. Thus, there are three primary environments of concern for spacecraft- 
trapped radiation, galactic cosnuc-rays (GCRs) and solar flare particles. 
The trapped radiation belts (van Allen belts) are a very serious threat to satellites, both in 
terms of radiation dose, and SEEs. There Is a single proton belt, comprising high energy 
protons, which affects low-Earth orbiting satellites in a region known as the South Atlantic 
Anomaly (SAA). The electron belts are divided into two, the inner electron belt being more-or- 
less coincident With the proton belt, and the outer electron belt being at very high altitude. Low- 
Earth orbiting (LEO) satellites pass through the inner belt electrons in the SAA, and high- 
inclination LEO satellites will also pass through the outer belt electrons near the poles. 
Geostationary (GEO) satellites orbit within the outer-belt, and elliptical orbits such as 
Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO), or the MoIniya orbit, cross both inner and outer belts. 
The motion of all trapped particles is governed by the magnetic field, and so the belts are 
described and modelled in terms of a magnetic "dipole" co-ordinate system. 
GCRs comprise protons and heavy-ions with very high energies (typically a few GeV). 
Satellites in high-Earth orbits are essentially totally exposed to GCRs, but satellites in low- 
Earth orbits receive some shielding effect from the Earth's magnetic field - except at high 
latitudes. Tliere is also a shielding effect from the solid Earth and its atmosphere. 'Me flux of 
GCRs is low, and so they do not constitute a serious source of radiation dose, however, the 
heavy ion content is very effective at causing single-event effects (SEEs). 
Solar-flare particles are sinular to GCRs, comprising mainly protons with a few percent 
heavy ions. 'T'heir ene ies tend to be slightly lower than GCRs. The occurrence of flares Is TV 
correlated with the II -year solar (sun-spot) cycle. Major flares occur around the time of solar 
maximum, and can produce very intense particle fluxes at Earth for a day or so, posing a very 
serious threat to satellites. Geostationary and other high-altitude satellites are particularly at 
risk, and one major flare may give the equivalent of a year Is radiation dose. Polar, and other 
high-mclination low-Earth orbiting satellites, will also encounter these particles at high 
latitudes. As with GCRs, solar flare particles are wi effective Source of SEEs. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RADIATION EFFECTS IN MICROELECTRONICS 
This chapter describes the way that different ionising 
radiations interact with microelectronic materials and 
devices, and describes the resulting effects. It concentrates 
on two important groups of phenomena - total-dose effects 
and single-event effects - in MOS devices. Methods for the 
abatement of radiation effects are described, and I show 
that there are many useful Earth-orbits where commercial 
MOS devices can be used without risk of total-dose failure. 
However, single-event effects cannot be eliminated, and 
therefore these remain a concern. 
3.1 Introduction 
The radiation environment of near-Earth space (described in Chapter 2) Vves rise to a 
complex mix of ionising particles inside spacecraft. Photons, neutrons, electrons, protons and 
heavy-Ions, each interact With the structures that make up the spacecraft and its systems, giving 
rise to changes in material properties, and damage which accumulates over time. 
In this chapter, the fundamental mechanisms of these interactions are described, and the 
practical impact on microelectronic device operation is discussed in terms of total-dose damage 
and single-event effects (SEEs). 
At the end of the chapter, methods of MItigating these effects are discussed, and I shall show 
that total-dose damage is not too great a problem for commercial MOS electronic devices in 
many useful Earth-orbits - provided that sufficient attention is given to the choice of devices, 
and to material shielding. However, single-event effects are of concern, as they cannot be 
eliminated by matenal shields. Thus, in order to design robust systems, that can operate in the 
presence of SEEs, it is crucial to understand their nature - hence, the main theme of this Tliesis 
which is the investigation of such effects m commercial MOS devices. 
3.2 Radiation Interaction vvith Matter 
'Me interaction between ionising radiation and with matter depends upon the charge-state, 
momentum and energy of the radiation, and the atomic-number, mass and density of the 
matenal involved. Photons, neutrons and charged particles are all present in space, and all have 
verv different behaviour in matter. 'I"herefore, I shall consider each of these in turn. 
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3.2.1 Photons 
Fligh energy photons (x-rays, y-rays) are very penetrating in matter, as they do not suffer the 
multiple inelastic collisions With atorrUc electrons which are characteristic of charged particles. 
A beam of photons does not degrade in energy when passing through a medium - it only 
degrades in intensity. This is because once a photon has interacted with the material, it is 
removed from the beam entirely - either through absorption or scattering. 
The drop-off in intensity with penetration distance, x, into material, is given by: 
I(x) = 10 exp(-fa) [Eqn. 3.1] 
where: 
1. = the initial intensity (photons CM-2 S-1) 
,u= absorption coeffiCient (cm-') -a property of the material. 
With very few exceptions', photons can only transfer energy directly to the electrons in 
matter. They do this via three distinct mecharusms: the photoelectric effect, Compton 
scattering, and pair production. 
The relative importance of these different processes depends upon the energy of the 
photons 2, and the atornic-number, Z, of the target material. In any case, the probability of these 
interactions is low, hence the penetrating nature of the photons compared to charged particles. 
In the photoelectric effect, the photon-energy is completely absorbed by an orbital electron, 
giving it sufficient energy to be enutted, leaving behind an ionised atom. Typically, an x-ray 
photon will interact with an inner (K-) shell electron, causing this to be enutted. This in turn 
causes an outer (L-, M-) shell electron to fall into the vacancy left in the K-shell, which loses 
energy via the enussion of an x-ray photon or the production of a low-energy Auger electron. 
The result is that the atom is left ionised. 
For higher energy photons, the Compton scattering process becomes more probable. In this 
process, only a fraction of the energy of the photon is absorbed by an orbital electron. The rest 
of the energy is used in etmtting and scattering an electron and a lower-energy photon. 
Pair production can only occur if the energy of the photon is greater than twice the rest- 
mass energy of an electron (i. e. greater than 1.02 MeV). In this process, the energy of the (y- 
ray) photon is completely annihilated in the creation of an electron-positron pair m the coulomb 
field of the target atoni. 
' Nuclear dissociation reactions, for example (y, n). are possible but are much less common than the 
three effects discussed. 
2 The energy of a photon is proportional to its frequencv v, via E= h v, where h= Planck's constant 
6.6 x 10-3" 
J s. 
- 
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For silicon (Z= 14), the photoelectric effect is dominant for photon energies below 50 keV, 
and the pair-production process is dominant for photon energies in excess of 20 MeV. In 
between these energies, the Compton effect is the dommant process. 
The emitted particles (electrons, positrons and photons) may all go on to interact with other 
atoms in the target material, creating complex cascades of particles. In particular, the emitted 
electrons and positrons Will generally suffer acceleration (i. e. changes in velocity) as they move 
through the Coulomb fields of the atoms in the target material, giving rise to the ernission of 
bremsstrahlung photons (x-rays). 
In spacecraft, high energy photons are usually present in the forrn of brernsstrahlung. These 
x-ray photons are important as far as total-ionising radiation dose is concerned, however they 
do not deposit sufficient energy in matter to cause SEEs. In contrast, the high-intensity x-ray 
and y-ray flash from a nearby nuclear weapon detonation can cause upset and bum-out, etc., 
due to the very high deposited dose-rate -a process known as dose-rate upset. 
Because the nuclei of the target material are not (generally) affected by photons, the 
material does not become radioactive when exposed to a photon envirorunent. This makes x-rav 
sources and y-rays sources (such as cobalt-60), verv convenient tools in investigating total-dose 
effects in spacecraft electrorUcs (see Section 3.3.3). 
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3.2.2 Neutrons 
Neutrons (as their name implies) are electrically neutral, and so like photons. are not subject 
to Coulomb interactions with the electrons and protons in matter. However, they can interact I 
with the protons and neutrons in nuclei through the strong nuclear force. As this is a ý, ei-N 
short range force (typically operating over 10-" m), the probability of interaction is very low. 
Thus, like photons, neutrons are very penetrating. 
When they do interact, a variety of processes can occur depending on the neutron energy: 
For high energy neutrons (>100 MeV), a collision with a target nucleus may produce 
hadron showers (bursts of protons, neutrons, 7c mesons, etc. ). However, such neutrons are 
unlikely to be encountered in space, except, perhaps, as the result of an major solar flare. 
For fast neutrons, (i. e. few 100 keV to 10s of MeV), elastic and inelastic scattering from 
nuclei are the most important energy loss processes. 
In elastic scattering, the neutron is scattered off the target nucleus, imparting energy to it in 
the process which may cause the atom to be displaced from its lattice site. Typically, 25 eV or 
more is required to accomplish this. 'Me target atom, which is known as the primary knock-on 
atom (PKA), may go on to cause ionisation and further displacement damage. 
In inelastic scattering, the neutron (typically >I MeV energy) is briefly captured by the 
target nucleus, before being re-ernitted at a lower energy. This leaves the target nucleus in an 
excited state, which returns to the ground-state through the emission of a y-ray photon, or some 
other forin of radioactive emission. 
For neutrons in the epithermal energy reDme (i. e. 0.1 eV to a few 100 keV), neutron- 
induced nuclear reactions can occur. In these processes, the neutron is captured by the target 
nucleus, and charged particles, such as protons, deuterons, and (x-particies, are emitted. 
Similarly, radiative capture may occur, where the neutron is captured (changing the atornic 
mass of the target atom), and a y-ray is enutted. These ernitted particles, as well as the recoilmg 
nucleus, may go on to cause further iornsation and displacement damage. The cross-section for 
these reactions is generally inversely proportional to the velocity of the neutron. 
In spacecraft, neutrons are, normally, only present in small numbers. 7hus, in total-dose 
calculations, the effects of neutrons are ignored, unless nuclear weapons are being considered. 
Neutrons (via the production of PK. As), do deposit sufficient energy to be a source of SEEs 
[BRAD-801. This is not a problem in spacecraft, where the flux of neutrons is low compared to 
other sources of SEE-causing particles, such as cosnuc-rays and trapped protons, however, 
they are a dominant source of SEEs in high altitude aircraft avionics, where the 1-10 MeV 
neutron flux can be of the order of I neutron cm-' s-' ITABE-931. 
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3.2.3 Protons and Heavy Ions 
Protons and other ions interact with matter primarily through the Coulomb forces 
prevailing between the positive electric charge of the ion, and the negative charge of the orbital 
electrons in the target material, giving rise to multiple inelastic coffisions Nvith atonuc 
electrons. 
Other forms of interaction include elastic scattering from the nucleus of the target atom, 
and various inelastic nuclear processes, leading to nuclear reactions, nucleon ejection and 
recoil. These latter interactions are relatively rare, although they are important as a source of 
SEEs - particularly in the case of proton-induced nuclear reactions. Radiative energy loss 
processes also occur, including the generation of bremsstrahlung and Cherenkov radiation. 
However, for heavy-ions in particular, these processes are unimportant compared to the 
collisional energy loss processes. 
Thus, the inelastic collisions between ions and aton-uc electrons constitute the don-unant 
energy loss process. The attractive impulse due to the passage of an ion, near to a target atom, 
can either cause an orbital electron to be promoted to a higher energy shell (excitation), or can 
liberate it from the host atom completely (ionisation). 'I'lle energy needed to accomplish this is 
found at the expense of the incoming ion, and thus, the ion begins to slow down. 
Because of the large mass disparity 3 between an atonuc electron and the incoming ion, only 
a tiny fraction of the ion's energy is lost in any single encounter. T'hus, many thousands of 
encounters are needed to bring the ion to rest. However, the probability of interaction is so high 
that large amounts of energy can be lost from an ion, even in fairly thin slices of material. This 
is why a single thin sheet of paper can stop a typical (5 MeV) decay a-particle, whereas a5 
MeV y-ray photon may require several centimetres, of lead to be absorbed! 
Often, the electrons liberated from the target atoms are so energetic that they go on to cause 
further ionisation vAthin the target. These energetic electrons are called knock-on electrons or 
delta-rays. 
'Me maximum energy of a delta-ray electron is given approximately by: 
E111ax = 4(nilAII)E (provided that the Ion velocity << c) [Eqn. 3.2] 
where. 
Al mass of the incoming ion, 
III mass of the knock-on electron, 
E energy of the incoming ion. 
Ilius, considemig a 100 MeV (x-particle in a head-on collision with an atornic electron; the 
electron will be "knocked-on" with an energy E,,,, close to 50 keV, which Dives it a practical 
range of 15 ýirn in silicon. By companson, the range of the (x-particle itself is in excess of 3,400 
pin in silicon (as simulated by the TRI M computer code JBIER-901). 
3 For example a even a simple proton has a rest mass 1,836 times that of an electron. 
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As the range of delta-rays is relatively small compared to the range of the ion which creates 
them, it is possible to think of the energy lost from the ion as being deposited direct4, into the 
material. However, this is conditional on the dimensions of the structures of interest being 
much bigger than the range of the delta-rays -a condition which is usually valid In radiation 
shielding materials, but is not always true in modem nuicroelectronic devices, where structures 
can be at the micron or sub-Micron scale [XAPS-92b]. 
As the ion moves through the target material, it loses energy at a rate which depends on the 
ion type, its residual energy, and the target material. The collisions are statistical 'in nature and 
are governed by the laws of quantum mechanics. However, because the number of collisions 
per unit path length is so large, it is generally meaningftd to define an average rate of energy 
loss. This is described by the linear stopping power (S) of the material, which is defined as 
being the differential energy loss for a given type of particle, within a given medium, divided by 
the corresponding differential path length: 
dElchc [Eqn. 3.3] 
Experimental and theoretical values for the stopping power of materials for various ions 
have been published (e. g. [NORT-701, [z][EG-851), and can be readily calculated using the 
"TRIM" code [WER-901, which nins on most IBM-compatible PCs. 
The tenn -dEldr along a particle track is also known as its specific energy less. 
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Specific Energy Loss Calculatedfor Different Charged Particles in Silicon 
[Adapted from Binder, D., Smith, C. E. and Holman, A. B. (1975) "Satel-lite Anomahes from Galactic 
Cosmic Rays", IEEFTrans. Vucl. Sci., 22, pp. 2675-2680, Dec. 1975, IN T. P. Ma and P. V. Dressendorfer, 
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The concept of finear energy transfer (LET) is, siM. 1larly, of fundamental importance in 
understanding the interaction between radiation and matter, and is a measure of the energy 
given up to the medium by the incorning ions per urut path length. 
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Thus, the uruts of LET are strictly energy per urut distance - commonlyý Nle%' 4m-' 
However, a number of more or less equivalent terms are also variously used to describe LET 
Mass stoppmg power: (Ildensity) (dElcbc) - MeV CM2 mg7 I or MeV CM2 g7l 
" Energy Deposited per unit path length: (dElch) - MeV pm-' 
" Linear Charge Deposition (LCD) - PC pm-, 
" Electron-hole pairs per unit path length ýIm -1 
LET and linear stopping power, whilst superficially sinUlar, are not identical. 
LET is a measure of the energy deposited in the medium by a particle, whereas linear 
stopping power is a measure of the energy lost from the particle when travelling in the medium. 
Provided that all the energy lost is deposited locally (as is the case in collisional processes), 
the two are equivalent. However, in radiative energy loss processes (such as the generation of 
bremsstrahlung), the photons carry away energy to be deposited elsewhere, and so the energy 
lost from the ion is greater than the energy deposited locally. 
Thus, LET and linear stopping power can be used more or less Interchangeably for protons 
and other, heavier, ions, where energy is primarily lost through ionisation and excitation. 
However, for electrons, the radiative energy losses can be significant, and so in this case, the 
LET of the particle is less than the linear stopping power of the medium - the difference being 
the radiative energy loss tenn. 
In single-event effects literature, where protons and heavy-ions are of major concern, it is 
common (if slightly inaccurate) to use the mass stopping power as the measure of LET i. e. to 
use (Ildensity) (dEldx), given in uruts of MeV CM2 Mg7 I or MeV CM2 g7l 
The rate of kinetic energy loss of an ion (with kinetic energy < rest mass energy) Is gIven by 
the Bethe-Bloch fon-nula (cgs uruts)-. 
-(dElchc) = 
(47='e'1m,, v')NZ[ln(2m(, V2 
/I) 
_ 
111(l 
_ 
g2 g2 
where: 
E kinetic energy in MeV, 
#= v c-, v= particle speed, c= speed of lightl 
velocity of particle in cm s-1 =3x 10'0,8, - 
charge on incident particle in charge units'. 
Z absorber atomic number-, 
1023. Al = absorber atomic density = p. Ix6.022 x 
A= absorber atomic mass. 
1? 1(1= electron rest mass-, 
= mean ionisation potential of absorber atorns (approx. 13.5 Z) in eV, 
_g)=(, 
+E,. I 1)-2. 
. 
Af = mass of particle in MeV. 
[Eqn. 3.4] 
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From this formula it can be seen that rate of loss energy is independent of particle mass but 
is dependent upon the square of the charge of the incident on. Thus, for example, the specific 
energy loss of an ot-particle isfour times that of a proton with the same velocity. 
For non-relativistic particles (v << c), the specific energy loss vanes inversely with v' (i. e. 
inversely with kinetic energy) - therefore slower particles lose energy much more rapidly than 
faster ones in the non-relativistic case. Ibus, a plot of dElc& versus E has a negative slope In 
the non-relativistic rqpon. 
For a ratio 8=0.95, a minimum occurs in the dEldc versus E curve. At this point, the 
kinetic energy of the incident ion is equal to twice its rest mass energy (i. e. the total energy, U, 
of the particle is three times its rest mass energy). The particle is relativistic, and said to be 
minimum ionising. As 8 increases towards unity, there is a slow logarithmic increase in energy 
loss - this is the extreme relativistic case. 
The atonuc number of the absorber appears outside of the logarithmic term only as ZIA (as 
N= plA x 6.022 x 1023) which does not change greatly across different atomic species. 
However, the mean ionisation potential is approximately linear in atomic charge number, Z, as 
the orbital electrons of heavy elements are bound more strongly than those of lighter elements. 
Therefore, for a given energy, dElc& decreases somewhat with the increasing atomic number of 
the absorber medium. Thus (surprisingly), on an equal mass-thickness (i. e. density x thickness) 
scale, alurytinium is a more effective absorber than, for example, lead! 
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At very low energies, the Bethe-Bloch fonnula breaks down as there is significant electron 
pick-up by the incident ion - i. e. the ion accumulates electrons from the host mechum and goes 
from being fully ionised to being either partially lorUsed or (eventually) neutral. In this low 
energy regime the slope of the dEldc versus E curve is positive. 
Thus, LET is a multi-valued ftiriction of particle energy - i. e. given the LET of a particle, it 
is not possible to uniquely detennine its energy. The same LET may be given by an 'on which 
has. 
0 very low kinetic energy and is subject to electron pick-up; 
0 moderate kinetic energy; 
0 or extreme relativistic energy. 
The use of LET in modelling SEEs in microelectronic devices is discussed in Chapter 4. 
Because ions are much heavier than the atornIc electrons they collide with, their track tends 
to be relatively straight, with major deflections only coming near to the end of their range. 
'17he energy loss of an ion increases as it moves through matter, reaching a peak (known as 
the Bragg peak) near to the end of its track. 'Thus, ions deposit most of their energy near to the 
end of their track. 
The final stages of an ion's passage through matter will involve electron pick-up and so the 
charge on the ion will decrease. This will reduce the ion's energy loss and result In some degree 
of range straggUmg. However, as this is small compared to the path length, ions can be said to 
have a defirUte range in matter. 
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Ions may also suffer elastic collisions VAth the nuclei of the target matenal. These 
interactions are much less probable Om collisions with atorruc electrons, due to the small size 
of nuclei compared to that of the atom as a whole. Also, because the mass of the incoming 
particle is usually less than the mass of the target nucleus, only a fraction of the particle's 
energy is lost in the process. Tlius, the majority of the energy loss from protons and liglIt ions 
occurs via multiple collisions With atoMIc electrons. 
Elastic collisions may result in sufficient energy deposition to cause displacement damage. 
In this process, the colliding particle knocks the target atom from its crystal lattice site, causing 
it to recoil away and come to rest in an interstitial location. The combination of the interstitial 
atom and the resulting lattice vacancy are known as a Frenkel pair. 'I'lle recoiling atom may go 
on to cause further displacements, resulting in a displacement cascade. It will also cause a 
sigruficant quantity of ionisation. 
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[Adapted firom Sununers, G. P. (1992) "Displacement Damage: Mechanisms and Measurements", IEEE 
Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects Conference Short Course, New Orleans, July 13th 1992, Notes p. IV- 11. 
tn silicon, about 90% of these defect-pairs recombine within a nunute of their creation at 
room temperature ISUMM-921. However, those that remain (e. g. stable divacancies, etc. ), result 
in the creation of deep and shallow traps, which, in-turn, result In reduced minority carrier 
lifetime, reduced carrier mobility, and an increase in thermal noise generati on- rate. Thus, 
displacement damage is particularIv of concern in devices which rely on minority carriers for 
their operation, e. g. bipolar transistors. and optoelectronic devices (including solar-cells). It is 
onk, of secondary importance in MOS devices. 
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Occasionally (for perhaps one particle in every 10), an inelastic collision may take place 
between the incon-ang particle and an atomic nucleus 4. 
I'lie inelastic collision may result m: 
the evaporation of nucleons (I e. protons and neutrons), 
secondary particle formation-. principally pions, 
nuclear break-up by spallation or fragmentation, where nucleons or groups of nucleons 
(such as (x-particles) are emitted, 
0 nuclear fission where the nucleus breaks up into two or more nearly equal sized 
fragments. 
Such inelastic collisions may occur with any on (or indeed neutron), however, protons are 
of particular concern, as the flux of these can be high - particularly in the inner radiation belt. 
T'lle specific iorusation (i. e. the LET) associated with proton elastic collisions is usually 
insufficient to cause sing)e-event effects in microelectroruc devices. However, the specific 
ionisation associated with a proton inelastic collision, (especi I 'ally from the recoil of the residual 
nucleus) is much greater, and thus single-event effects may be induced. 
For example, Petersen [PETE-811 discusses the maximum energy that could be deposited in a 
sensitive volume of a microelectron-ic device with a 30 pm maximum path length (Table 3.1), 
and shows that inelastic collisions resulting in (x-particle or other heavy ion emission, deposit 
much more energy than direct ionisation or even elastic recoils [FARR-841. 
Reaction Class Max. EneM 
Deposited / Me V 
Electrons 
Released 
Direel lonisation 0.08 0.02 x 165 
Reactions not Producing Ilemy Partieles 2.3 0.6 xW 
ElastieScattering Recoils 5.3 1.5 x 100 
Reactions Produeing a-Partieles 10 2.8 x1 U' 
Spallation Reactions "'0 , l' 22 6x W' 
Table 3.1 [PETE-811 
This can only occur if the particle has sufficient energy to overcome the Coulomb barrier associated 
vAth the target nucleus. The energv of this barrier goes approximatelv as: 
1/3 + 113 Eh.. i. - z1z, / (III MeV 
For example. a proton (A= 1, Z- I) must have an energy greater than 3.5 MeV for it to have any 
chance of suffering an inelastic collision xvitli silicon (A=28. Z=14). 
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I'lius, for satellites outside the trapped-proton belt, the major source of single-event effects 
are the heavy-Ion galactic cosmic-rays coming from deep space or solar cosrrUc-ravs from the 
Sun. However, for satellites within the trapped proton belt, an additional source of single-event 
effects is due to proton-induced nuclear reactions. 
As the flux of high energy protons inside the belt is typically 104 _ 10' times the flux of 
cosmic-rays, the proton-induced single-event effect rate can be sign-ificant - even though the 
probability of any individual proton causing a nuclear reaction is very low. 
3.2.4 Electrons 
For protons and heavy ions, the donunant energy loss processes are represented by 
collisional processes - ionisation and excitation. However, for electrons penetrating matter, a 
significant quantity of energy can be lost in radiative processes - i. e. in the generation of 
bremsstrahlung. 'Mus, electrons require an additional energy loss temi to account for these 
radiative processes, which is a strong fLinction of the initial energy of the electron, and the 
square of the atorMc number, Z, of the absorbing medium. nis is to be compared with the 
collisional energy loss which vanes logarithmically with energy and linearly with Z. 
It is possible to define a critical energy, E, , at which the radiative energy 
loss equals the 
collisional energy loss for an electron in a particular medium. For energies greater than E, the 
radiative losses dominate. Table 3.2 shows that for the electrons likely to be encountered by a 
spacecraft in Earth orbit (i. e. with energies less than 7 MeV), collisional energy loss processes 
still dominate. 
RITICAL ENERGIES OF SELECTED MATERIALS. 
Material Critical Ener&, l Mel' 
Lead 9.51 
Aluminium 51.0 
Iron 27.4 
Copper 24.8 
Polvstvrene 109 
Table 3.2 ILEO-941 
Electrons do not come to rest in straight lines, but rather "scatter" through the medium and 
may be deflected througli large angles, or backscattered, as they collide With aton-uc electrons 
of the same mass. I'llus, they lose energy in a non-uniform wav. For this reason, it is difficult 
to define a range for electrons in matter. However, approximate range-energy curves can be 
constructed, which show that the most energetic electrons that a spacecraft is likely to 
encounter are unlikely to penetrate a shield of more than 2-3 g cm -2 of matter (equivalent to 
approximately I cin thickness of aluminium). 
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Thus, electrons are mainly a problem for the surfaces of spacecraft (i. e. solar-cells, then-nal 
surfaces, etc). It is realistic to consider materially shielding electronics inside spacecraft to 
prevent electrons from being a significant source of ionismg radiation dose. However, stopping 11) 
electrons inevitably produces bremsstrahlung, which gives a nummum irreducible dose. 
The specific iorusation of electrons is insufficient to cause single-event effects. 
3.3 Total Dose Effects 
As described in Section 3.2, neutrons, ions and to some extent, high-energy photons, can 
cause displacement damage in the crystal structure of sen-konductor matenals, VAth a 
consequent alteration of their electrical properties, eg.: 
increased defect concentration, 
decreased carrier lifetime, 
0 decreased carrier mobility. 
Often, thi s damage is cumul ati ve vAth dose, I eading to the eventual fai I ure of the devi ce. 
The energy deposited by ionising radiation within materials can also lead to the generation 
of electrical charge, which may become trapped in dielectrics, such as the field and gate oXides 
of a MOS device, or in the insulating materials used in the construction of the spacecraft. 
These trapped charges can also cause cumulative changes in the electrical behaviour of 
devices through: 
" altered populations of charge-trapping sites; 
" charge build-up, 
" changes in chemical bonding; 
" decomposition. 
These phenomena can all be identified as total-dose effects. 
Total-dose damage affects all electroruc technologies - bipolar as well as MOS - however, 
in general, bipolar technologies are more resilient than MOS devices [PEAS-831. The hybrid 
BiCMOS technology, designed to combine the high-speed and current-drive of bipolar 
transistors with the low-power and high packing density of CMOS, is generally less tolerant 
than either CMOS or bipolar technology IDELA-941. 
As MOS technology is dominant in the manufacture of microprocessors and memories, I 
shall concentrate oil total-dose effects in MOS devices. 
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3.3.1 Total-Dose Damage Mechanisms in MOS Devices 
When silicon metal -oxi de-semi conductor (MOS) devices are exposed to a source of ionising 
radiation, electron-hole pairs are generated in response to the energy deposited along the track 
of the incident particle. Experiments show that approximately 3.6 eV of energy is required to 
create one electron-hole pair in silicon (Si), whilst approximately 17 eV is reqwred for the 
same process in the silicon dioxide(SI02) JAUSM-751. 
'Me charge-pair creation process is very rapid and may be considered as occurring the 
instant the iorusing particle hits. The charge-pairs effectively form an electrically conducting 
micro-plasma "wire" along the track of the incident radiation. 
The density and thickness of this plasma track vvqll depend upon the type of incident 
radiation, its energy (or more accurately its LET), and the material properties of the device. In 
general, for a cosmic-ray strike in silicon, track thicknesses are of the order of 0.1-0.5 ýIm 
diameter, and charge-densities may be of the order of 10"- 10'9 electron-hole pairs per cm' 
[STAP-881. 
Some fraction of these charge-pairs will recombine almost immediately, however, some 
charges will remain free and will be transported under the action of local electric fields. 
For example, if we consider a particle strike in a gate oxide under positive electrical bias, 
the electrons (which are highly mobile inSiO2)will n-u*grate towards the gate electrode and be 
swept into the external circuit in a matter of picoseconds. The holes (which are much less 
mobile in SI will suffer a stochastic transport 5 to theS'02 / S' [MCLE-76b]. 1 
02) 11 
When the holes arrive at the interface, a certain percentage become trapped. In commercial 
(steam grown) oXides, the percentage of holes trapped can be as high as 50%. With special 
processing (dry oxygen and low temperature, slow oxide growth) the oxide can be "hardened" 
to radiation and may offly trap a few percent of the holes IWINO-921, 
I. e. hopping between locallsed states randomly distributed in the gate oxide. 
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Fig. 3.6 : Band Diagram Illus trating the Physical Response of an Irradiated MOS Device 
[Adapted from McLean, F. B. and Oldham, T. R_ (1987)'13asic Mechanisms of Radiation Effects in 
Electronic Materials and Devices", Harpy Diamond Laboratories Technical Report, IH[DL-TR-2129, Sep. 1987, 
IN Winokur, P. S. (1992) "Total-Dose Radiation Effects (From the Perspective of the Experimental ist$, IEEE 
NSREC Short Course Notes, New Orleans, Louisiana, July 13,1992, p. H-4] 
Most holes are trapped within 7.5 run of the SiO2/ Si interface and generally anneal over 
time. A combination of two mechanisms has been proposed to explain this annealing: The 
ftmdamental mecharusm seems to be a first-order tunnefling process in which electrons tunnel 
into the gate oXide, from the silicon and recombine with the holes [MCLE-76al. 
Ibe second process is thermal emission, in which the holes are thermally emitted from the 
trapping site, into the valence band of the oXide. These models are consistent with a wide body 
of experimental evidence, and in particular explain the observed "log-time" dependence of the 
annealing process [MCWH-90]. 
In the tunnellirig mechanism, the log-time behaviour results from the probability that an 
electron will combine with a hole, which vanes exponentially with the distance between the hole 
and the Si/ S102 interface. The thermal enussion process also has a log-time character, as the 
probability that a hole will be excited to the valence band, depends exponentially on the energy 
of the trap relative to the S102valance band. 
This can be represented on an energy-band diagram as two "fronts" advancing into the 
trapped hole population. The tunnelling front, advances from the Si/ SiO2 interface into the gate 
oxide such that, to first order, all holes trapped behind the front have annealed, and all holes 
trapped ahead of the front have not. Sirrillarly, the thermal enuission front advances in energy. 
Again to first order, all holes trapped with enerspies below this front will be annealed, and all 
holes trapped at energy levels ahead of the front vAll remain (see Figure 3.7). 
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Fig. 3.7: Band Diagram Showing Tunnelling and Thermal Emission Charge-Loss 
Mechanisms for the A nneahng of Trapped Holes. 
[Adapted from McWhorter, P. J., Miller, SL and Mfller, W. M. (1990) "Modelling the Anneal of Radiation- 
Induced Trapped Holes in a VaryIng'Ibermal Environment", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 37, p. 1682,1990. IN 
Winokur, P. S. (1992) "Total-Dose Radiation Effects (From the Perspective of the Expenmentalistý, IEEE 
NSREC Short Course Notes, New Orleans, Louisiana, July 13,1992, p. 11-51 
As well as causing holes to become trapped, ionising radiation also causes the build-up of 
charge trapping sites in the interface region (as well as within the bulk of the oxide). These 
sites have energy levels within the silicon band-gap, and may have positive or negative charge. 
'Mere is much experimental evidence which indicates that these sites build up over time 
following the irradiation - perhaps over tens or thousands of seconds, at room temperature 
ISCHW-861. The presence of hydrogen at the interface plays an important role in the build-up of 
these states, and this has implications for the radiation hardness of commercial devices which 
have their oxide layers grown under steam [SCHW-871. 
Thus, MOS devices -exhibit the effects of radiation long after their exposure. Whilst it may 
be expected that radiation damage (in the form of trapped holes) will generally anneal out over 
time - giving rise to some form of recovery; it is also possible that there will be a bWld-up of 
additional charge trapping sites, which may, in the end, cause the device to fail - or indeed may 
cause an apparently failed device to become operational again! 
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3.3.2 Total Dose Effects in MOS Devices 
The accumulation of radiation-induced space-charge within the S102 layers of MOS 
devices, leads to a number of senu-pen-nanent effects, such as- 
" Voltage Shifts, 
" Leakage Currents; 
" Speed Degradation. 
One important effect is the shift In threshold-voltage (Vh) III p- and n-channel MOS 
transistors. The accumulation of trapped holes (positive charge) in the gate-oXide, causes a 
negative shift in the threshold-voltage of both types of transistor (see Figure 3.8). 
2 
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p-ch 
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OFF 
Fig. 3.8 : Threshold Voltage Shift Versus Dosefor n- and p-Channel AIOS Transistors. 
[Adapted from T. P. Ma and P. V. Dressendorfer: Ionizing Radiation Effects in MOS Devices & Circuits, 
John Wfley & Sons, New York, 1989, p. 265] 
In the case of an n-channel device, a large charge build-up can cause the transistor to 
conduct - even at zero applied bias. At this point, it becomes impossible to turn the transistor 
off, and so it has failed. At some time later, the threshold voltage may "turn-around" as the 
build-up of negatively charged interface traps out-paces the accumulation of trapped holes. 
'Mus, the device may become ftinctional again. The threshold- voltage may even recover to a 
level greater than its original, pre-irradiated, value. In this case the transistor is said to have 
gone into rebound or super-recovery [SCHW-841. 
Similarly, the accumulation of trapped holes causes a negative shift M the threshold-voltage 
of a p-channel transistor. However, in this case the failure is more "graceftd" as the transistor 
starts off With a negative threshold voltage anyway - it simply becomes harder and harder to 
turn the transistor on. 
In a practical device. such shifts cause failure when the n-channel transistor Vh falls below 
zero, or the p-channel transistor Vd, falls below Vdd. The onset of such effects show up as an 
increase in standby current (1,1d) for an IC (see Figure J. Q). 
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(a) Typical drain current / gate voltage curves for an n-channel MOS device showing the 
progressive effect of increasing radiation dose. The dose levels 1-4 correspond to the 'Yadure 
mechanism" described in the table. The solid curves show the ideal case where positive charge onI ,V is introduced into existing traps; the effect of the production of interface states on the shape of the 
curves is shown by the broken line. 
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(h) Typical radiation-induced shift in the drain current " gate voltage characteristic of a P- 
channel MOS device. Leakage current u411 not be a problem in this case, but progressiveýv higher 
gate voltages will be required to invert the channel region. 
Fig. 3.9 : Total-Dose Effects - Degradation of MOS Transistors 
[Adapted from A. Holmes-Seidle and L. Adams: Handbook qf Radiation ýffects, 
Oxford University Press, 1993, pp. 10 1- 104] 
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In commercial CMOS devices, the gate-oxide is very thin compared to the isolation or field 
oxides, which may be 400 nm - 1,000 nm thick. It is thus the latter that are important in terms 
of hole-trapping. The positive charge trapped in the field-oXides causes parasitic current 
leakage paths between the source and drain (Figure 3.10), again leading to increased standby 
currents. These leakage currents may become substantial even at relatively low doses (e. g. a 
few krad(SO), and thus it is thefield oxides that dommate commercial CMOS response to total 
dose. It should also be noted that recent advances in bipolar technology manufacture, through 
the use of recessed oXides, mean that these too are substantially at risk of parasitic leakage 
currents, and may fail at low doses (e. g. a few 10s of krad(Si)). 
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Chargelnduced 
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Fig. 3.10 : Parasitic Current Leakage in LOCOS Isolated Commercial CMOS Technologý. 
[Adapted from McLean, F. B. and Oldham, TR, (1987) "Basic Mechanisms of Radiation Effects in 
Electronic Materials and Devices", Harry Diamond Laboratories Technical Report, E11D1, TR-2129, Sep. 1987, 
IN Winokur, P. S. (1992) "Total-Dose Radiation Effects (From the Perspective of the Experimentalist)", IEEE 
NSREC Shotl Course Notes, New Orleans, Louisiana, July 13,1992, p. H- I I] 
In radiation hardened CMOS technology, the field oxide is "hardened" or guard-bands are 
put in to remove these current paths. Under these conditions, it is the thin gate-oXide which 
donunates, the radiation response, leading to survival levels as I-iigh as 10 Mrad(SI). 
The build-up of interface traps leads to mobility degradation, which in turn leads to a 
slowing down of the speed of response of a device giving longer gate delays and greater set-up 
times. '17hus, electronic systerns need to have sufficient margins designed in to thern to allow for 
these changes in timing - particular in terms of memory read/ wnte access times, etc. Also, the 
drive capability of devices will be degraded, which may cause problems in systems which use 
mixed logic families (such as CMOS interfaced to TTL). 
I'llus, total-dose effects may cause system failure before the devices which constitute those 
svstenis actually fail in themselves. 
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3.3.3 Total Dose Ground-Based Testing 
The foregoing discussion indicates the importance of knowing device response to 
accumulated radiation dose. Unfortunately, this response is affected by many variables 
including: 
total-dose, 
dose-rate; 
time elapsed since irradiation; 
electrical bias; 
temperature, 
0 nature of the ionismg radiation (x-rays, y-rays, electrons or ions). 
Accordingly, many test standards exist which address the issue of the total-dose effects in 
senuconductors. In particular, the U. S. Department of Defense test standard- AlLL-STD-883D, 
Method 1019.4, Ionizing Radiation (Total Dose) Test Procedure, is Widely used for testing 
microelectrorucs for military and space use. The method specifies the use of a cobalt-60 y-ray 
source with a dose rate of between 50 and 300 rad(Si) per second, and a test procedure which 
is summansed in the followmg flow-chart (Figure 3.11). 
I Select dose rate I 
I Irradiate to specified dose I 
Per-form specified electrical tests I io Fall 
Pass 
Pass 4 
No Determine if accelerated ageing I 
test is required 
Yes 
Determine if 0.5X overtest 
is required 
i 
No II Yes 
Irradiate an additional 
0.5X specified dose 
Perform one of three accelerated I 
ageing procedures 
I 
Pass 41 Perform specified electrical tests Io Fail 
Fig. 3.11 : Row-Chartfor AHL-STD-883D, Vfethod 1019.4 
[Adapted from A. Hotmes-Seidle and L. Adamsý Handbook o(Radiation F, ýýects, 
Oxford University Press, 1993, p. 3621 
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However, despite the widespread use of such hardness assurance test procedures for 
evaluating spacecraft rrucroelectrOTUcs, they have been criticised on a number of accounts, in 
particular ISTAS-911. 
" Non-Equivalence of Sources and Energies; 
" Non-Equivalence of Annealing/ Rebound; 
" Non-Representative Dose-Rate, 
" Non-Representative Electrical Bias Conditions. 
The first point concerns the fact that the cobalt-60 source is essentially a monoenergebc" 
source of y-rays, which deposit energy in the device primarily via Compton electrons. In space, 
the device would be exposed to a mixed particle environment, each with a spectrum of energies. 
It has been demonstrated that for some devices a specified dose of gamma rays does not 
necessarily have the same effect as an equal dose of proton or electron radiation (Figure 3.12). 
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[Adapted from Stassinopoulos, E. G. and Brucker, G. J. (1991) "Shortcomings in GTound-Testing, 
Environment Simulations, and Performance Predictions for Space Applications", First European Coryerence on 
Radiation and its 1:: 'ýIects on Devices and, ýysterw: PUDECS- 91, Montpellier, France, Sept. 199 1, IEEE 
Publication 91TH0400-2. pp. 3-161 
6 Actually there are two y-rays erni"ed in the decay of 6OCo: one of 1.17 %leVand one of 1.33 %leV 
energy. 6OCo + P-+ +2y+3.99 MeV, where -v is an anti-neutrino. 
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The reason for this is that low-energy particles (such as protons) have higb LETs, and 
therefore produce much higher charge-densities in the tracks thev leave through deices. This 
higher charge-density causes more of the electron-hole pairs to recombine, thus. leaving behind 
less trapped charge. Gamma-ray interactions produce much lower charge densities, and 
therefore will leave behind more trapped charge for an equivalent dose. 
Another difference concerns the long-term annealing processes following irradiation. T'he 
annealing response following y-ray irradiation seems to follow that after irradiation of I MeV 
electrons (as might be expected). It also matches the effects of high energy (7 MeV) electrons. 
However, the annealing effects of electrons with rruxed energiies, (typical of the space 
environment) or of protons are not well matched by 60CO y-rays. Proton irradiated devices 
recover rather less than those irradiated with an equivalent does of gammas, whilst devices 
irradiated in a mixed electron environment recover rather more. 
A further cnticism is that the dose-rate is important in deternuning, the failure dose of a 
device. Ground-tests obviously need to be done at a high dose-rate in order to accumulate the 
specified dose in a reasonable time. N4][L-STD 1019.4 allows for rates up to 300 rad(SO per 
second. This is to be compared to dose rates of around 300 rad(SO per year in a typical low- 
Earth orbiting satellite. Tests show that irradiating at low rates can increase the apparent 
failure dose by a factor of 3-4 times. 
Parts are ground-tested under electrical bias. However, in service they may be un-biased for 
much of the time, or may be cycled between biased and un-biased states. Generally, biased 
parts show more damage than un-biased ones, as the electric fields in the devices tend to 
prevent recombination of the electron-hole pairs. 'Mus, irradiating under bias may well 
overestimate the damage that would be seen in a part undergoing normal operation. However, 
sometimes the fully biased condition is less damaging than, say, cycling the device, which 
suggests that parts really ought to be irradiated under as close to operating conditions as 
possible. 
Tbus, the effect of all these criticisms is to show that irradiation with 60CO y-rays using the 
current industry standard tests in the main over-estimates the damage due to a given dose of 
radiation, and under-estimates the recovery of devices when exposed to a real space radiation 
envi ronnient. 
Whilst this margin may give spacecraft design engineers an extra feeling of comfort, it does 
imply that devices are being rejected which would actually prove perfectly serviceable in 
spacecraft, aiid that expensive radiation hardened technolopies may be being used when non- 
hardened commercial devices would actually suffice. 
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This conclusion is supported by the expenence of the eight Uruvers, ty of Surrey UoSA T- 
class satellites (UoSAT-1, -2, -3, -5, KITSAT-1, S801T, PoSAT-I and HealthSat-H), which are 
constructed using (virtually all) commercial microelectronic devices, and Much to date (M 
nearly 40 orbit-years) have suffered very few failures which can be ascribed to the effects of 
accumulated radiation dose (see also Chapter 7). 
Despite these shortcomings in total-dose testing methods, a vast number of electronic 
devices have been tested and tables of test-data published (e. g. in IEEE Radiation Effects Data 
Workshop Records, and IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science). Unfortunately, very often, 
the precise test conditions are not given, and so it is not possible to make a judgement as to the 
real applicability of the results to devices destMed for use in space. ESA and JPL have 
recognised this failing, and are addressing the issue by publishing test conditions along With the 
results. ESA in particular have addressed some of the problems associated with MIL-STD 
Method 10 19.4, and have there own standard (SCC 22900) which recognises the variability in 
device response with dose-rate, and the possibility of time-dependent effects such as rebound 
and annealing. 
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In ground-tests, commercial MOS devices are found to vary dramatically in their tolerance 
to radiation dose. Some devices will functionally fall after only a few krad(Si), whereas others 
may survive more than 100 krad(Si). It is important then to have test data on a specific de, ice 
if it is to be used in space. 
However, caution is required as commercial manufacturers may change manufacturing 
processes and device parameters without necessarily indicating this in any identifying marks on 
the device's packaging. 'Mus, even if a particular device labelled as being of type "T', has been 
previously total-dose tested and found to survive 'T' krad(SI), this does not imply that every 
type "A" device will survive 'T' krad(Si) - the device inside the packaging may be different to 
the one tested, and may have quite a different dose-response. 
Faced with this, the only way to be certain of a device's performance is to carry out dose- 
testing on a number of devices, identifiable by batch and serial number as coming from a 
particular production run. Often, manufacturers can trace devices back to an individual wafer, 
and ideally all the procured devices should come from the same wafer. 
By testing a representative sample of the devices (e. g. -8-10), the statistical variability in 
devices' perfon-nance can be assessed. Often, they will show a fairly consistent radiation 
response, and thus the behaviour of the un-tested devices can be predicted with reasonable 
confidence. If the device shows an inconsistent behaviour, then it may be advisable to use a 
different manufacturer, or choose an alternative device. 
If the mission constraints are such that devices cannot be tested (e. g. because of cost or 
tirne-linutations), then the design engineer will have to rely on previously published test-results 
as being a reasonable guide to device response. This runs the risk that the manufacturer may 
have changed the chip design or manufacturing process in some way which compromi'ses the 
device's radiation tolerance. 
If no test data are available, then using the device is taking a gamble! 
Looking at a wide range of commercial devices and their dose response, it is possible to 
make some form of assessment as to the risks of this approach. I would suggest that Table 3.3 
offers a reasonable guide based on my assessment of typical devices from my own Co-60 
testing ILUCA-931, and frorn other sources [PEAS-831, [HART-861, [ANSE-861, [HARB-911, 
[PEDE-911, [WULF-911, [MAUR-911, [BRYL-921, ISHAR-921, JDAVI-931, [HOLM-93b]. 
However, an initial assessment of the radiation dose tolerance of devices can be done easib., 
and relatively inexpensively using a cobalt-60 source. Indeed, I have used such a source housed 
at die University of Surrey nianY times for such assessments. I would thus, recommend that this 
is alit-cp's done phor to flýiiig a new device. 
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RAMATION DOSE RISK ASSESSMENT FOR CONINERCIAL NIOS DEVICES 
Dose / krad(Si) 
I 
Probable Outcome 
0-5 Almost certainly no functional failures. Possibly some increase in current 
consumption. 
5-10 Unlikely to be any functional failures. Possible changes in device 
characteristics (e. g. current consumption). 
10-20 Significant chance of functional failure. Almost certainly a noticeable 
change in current consumption. 
20-30 Functional failures are likely to occur. 
30-50 Functional failures are almost certain. 
50-100 Devices unlikely to survive. 
Table 3.3 
3.3.4 Environmental Dose and Device Survivability 
The accumulated radiation dose that commercial devices can survive vanes considerably 
from technology-to-technology, and even from device-to-device. With two-orders of magnitude 
variation in dose-tolerance, it is difficult to nominate a figure for a safe dose-limit for 
commercial device technologies. However, from my own testing expenence, and reviewing 
other test data, I would suggest that 10 krad(SO total-dose is a reasonable figure to take as a 
safe failure dose-limit for "typical" commercial devices in space. Few devices fail at dose- 
levels significantly below this, and a good many fail at dose-levels significantly higher. ESA 
suggest 2 krad(SO as the maximum acceptable limit for un-tested commercial MOS technology 
devices JESA-871. However, given the inadequacies of both ground-testing and the 
environmental models (see Chapter 4), 1 would suggest that fl-iis is overly cautious. 
So the question is, what orbits fulfil this dose criterion over a mission lifetime? 
Tlie dose expected inside a spacecraft vanes considerably With the orbit trajectory - as may 
be expected from the complexity of the radiation environment described in Chapter 2. It is also 
strongly dependent upon the mechanical configuration and phvsical structure of the satellite, 
which provides some degree of shielding against radiation. The rrussion tinung, with respect to 
the solar cycle is also a factor, unless the mission is designed to last for 10 years or more. 
To accurately predict the expected dose, the desip empneer needs to use sophisticated 
modelling software, as descnbed in Chapter 4.1 have used such software 7 to analyse a number 
of common orbits, assunung that a typical spacecraft has a structure with a shielding effect 
equivalent to a spherical shell of Ig cm-' alurrumum. The results are shown in Table 3.4. 
SPACE RADIATION ISCC-901 -a PC-based software tool comprising the CREME, AP8 and AE8 
environment niodels and several magnetic field models (see Chapter 4). 
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Orbit Application Solar 
- 
kfinimum8 
Solar 
Alaximum 9 
Hal-e* 
(one dai) 
Sun-Synchronous Remote Sensing 1.0 1.3 0.010 
Low-Earth Orbit (800 km) 
Low-Inclination (28.50), Space Shuttle 0.16 0.10 0.000 
Low-Earth Orbit (500 km) 
Geostationary Earth Orbit Communications 24.4 24.4 0.008 
(35,876 km) 
Geostationary Transfer Orbit (7') 
(200 km x 35,876 km) 
Molniya (63.4') 
(1,250 kin x 39,105 kin) 
Technology 106 145 0.002 
Demonstration 
Communications 17.3 17.4 0.020 
High-Earth Orbit (55") GPS-Navigation 114 147 0.022 
(20,200 kin) 
I 
Table 3.4 
This analysis shows that if we consider a mission lifetime of 8- 10 years, commercial devices 
will survive in all the common low-Earth orbit (LEO) environments, from polar-orbiting 
renlote-sensing missions such as ERS-1 to Shuttle-denved missions. 
'nie commercially valuable geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) is a problem, as here the 
nominal lifetime of con-imercial components is around six months! However, in this orbit, the 
bulk of the dose is deposited by electrons, which can be effectively screened by extra material 
shielding. Thin layers of high-density materials such as tantalum (or less expensively - brass! ) 
can applied to individual devices, to afford adequate protection, albeit at some mass penalty. 
To prolong the mission lifetime to 8-10 years would require a shield of approximately 0.6 mm 
tantalum, or 1.2 inin brass to be applied on either side of each commercial component. Such 
spot shielding is practical. but the extra mass required implies a cost-penalty (e. g. in 
equivalent loss in mass of fuel and therefore reduction in the spacecraft's operational lifetime). 
I'llis has to be carefully traded against the expense of buying FAD-HARD versions of the 
components (assuming that they are available). In long duration rrussions, the RAD-HARD 
option could be the most cost effective. 
1964 solar minimum, Cain et al. GSFC 1966 magnetic field model. 
1970 solar maximum, Cain et al. GSFC 1966 magnetic field model. 
10 Adams 90% worst case flare, vAth mean composition. Flux integrated over one dav onlV. 
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'11-ie geostationary transfer orbit (GTO) is particularly hostile environment, and the nommal 
lifetime of commercial components is only of the order of two to three months. Extra shielding 
can be added, but this has a limited effect because a sigruficant proportion of the dose is 
deposited by penetrating protons. However, shielded commercial components are an option for 
short duration nussions. Indeed, this is the approach I adopted when carrying out the radiation 
analysis and design of the power systems and Solar-Cell Technology Expenment (SCTE) for 
the DRA's STRV-1a and -1b satellites [UNDE-92c], which have now each survived more than 
two years in GTO. Even so, it would be impractical to provide enough shielding to prolong the 
mission lifetime beyond 3-4 years (see Table 3.5). 
Medium-altitude, low-inclination orbits present sinularly severe conditions due to the 
intense proton fluxes of the inner radiation belt. Hence, orbits with altitudes between 1,500 km 
and 7,000 km represent a "no-go" area for commercial devices. To date, these orbits have not 
seen significant utilisation, however, they may be required in the future for constellations of 
communications satellites, in which case RAD-HARD electrorucs will be a necessity. 
Orbit II Year 13 Years 5 Years I 10 Years 
Sun-Synchronous 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 
Low-Earth Orbit (800 km) 
II 
Low-Inclination (28.5'), 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Low-Earth Orbit (500 km) 
Geostationary Earth Orbit 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.0 
(35,876 kni) 
Geostationary Transfer Orbit (7') 1.0 2.8 NOT NOT 
(200 kin x 35,876 km) POSSIBLE . 
POSSIBLE 
MoInlya (63.4') 0.3 1.0 1.4 2.8 
(1,250 kiii x 39,105 lun) 
IIII 
High-Earth Orbit (550) 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0 
(20,200 kni) 
IIII 
Table 3.5 
Note- 1.0 g C111 -2 alurninium is equivalent to 3.7 mm thicknessl 
1.0 g CIII-2 brass is equivalent to 1.2 mm thickness, 
1.0 g CIII-2 tantalum is equivalent to 0.6 mni thickness. 
" Approximate figures derived from dose-depth curves generated by E. J. Daly [DALY-89b]. 
Shielding must be applied oil all sides of the device. "Lifetime" implies time to device r failure. Ext a 
margins need to be built in to cope with device degradation, which typically becomes significant at 
halfthefi7i lure dose. 
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3.4 Single Event Effects 
Single-event effects (SEEs) are those phenomena which occur as the result of the energy 
deposited along the track of a single particle striking a rrucroelectroruc device. Iliese include 
so-called soft errors or single-event upset (SEU), in which the state of the device is disturbed, 
but may be corrected by external action. More seriously, hard errors, such as smigle-event 
latch-up (SEL), singje-event hard-error (SHE), single-event bum-out (SEB) and single-event 
gate-rupture (SEGR), may occur, where the disturbance is permanent and usually catastrophic. 
3.4.1 Charge Collection Mechanisms in MOS Devices 
A proton or heavy-ion penetrating a device, will deposit energy along its track, leading to 
the fort-nation of a dense column of charge. Depending upon the LET of the particle, typically, 
a few MeV of energy may be deposited in a path-length of only a few nuicrons, causing the 
generation of hundreds of thousands of electron-hole pairs. Once formed, these charges rapidly 
migrate under the influence of electric fields within the device, giving charge-pulses with rise- 
times of the order of a tenth of a nanosecond. 
+ 
Drift 
w 
Funneling 
Diffusion 
1 
CR 
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0.4 1 10 luu 
Time (ns) 
Fig. 3.14 : Ion Track and Charge Pulse Due to a Single Ionising Particle Penetrating a 
Semiconductor Junction 
[Adapted firom Pickel, J. C (1983) "SIngle-Event Upset Mechanisms and Predictions", NSREC Short Course, 
GatIMburg, IEEE, 1983, IN Sexton, F. W. (1992) "Measurement of Single Event Phenomena in Devices and 
IC s ", IEE'E NSREC Short Course Notes, New Orleans, Louisiana, July 13,1992, p. IR-31 
If the ion strike happens to cross a depletion region in the device (where there is a strong 
electric field), there will be a prompt current spike, lasting of the order of 100 ps, where the 
charges created by the ion-strike are swept into the external circuit from the depletion region 
and from the funnel region. This funnel region is an extension of the electric field of the 
depletion region, carried into the substrate by the highly conductive plasma track left by the ion 
IHSIE-81 1. 
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The f-Linnel exists for as long as the charge concentration along the ion's track is large 
compared with the doping concentration. In silicon, a typical doping concentration is 10" cm-', 
whereas the charge concentration along the ion track may be as large as 10 "- 10" electron-hole 
pairs cm-' ISTAP-881. 
The peak in this drift current occurs at a time which corresponds approXImately to the 
12 dielectric-relaxafion time of the substrate , which 
for silicon is typically 14 ps. The funnel 
reaches its maximum extent in approximately 25 ps [HSIE-831. 
FolloWlng this prompt dnft current, a delayed current, lasting hundreds of nanoseconds, 
occurs, due to charges diffusing into the funnel or depletion regions. 
For silicon, the funnel greatly enhances the charge collection process, increasing the 
sensitivity of bulk silicon devices to singJe-event upset. 
If the ion is particularly iornsing (i. e. of high LET), the funnel may collapse before all the 
charge has been collected. In this case the charge may diff-use to other circuit nodes suving rise 
to the possibility of multiple-bit upsets [KUCK-791, IZOUT-881, [MART-871. 
An additional charge collection process may occur in multiple p-n structures, such as 
CMOS transistors - the ion-shunt effect [KNUD-841, [HAUS-851, IZOUT-871. Figure 3.15 shows 
the effect in an n+-p-n-n+ structure. The charge density along the ion-track is much greater 
than the doping concentration in the p and n layers, and so the n+ regions are effectively 
shorted together. If there is a potential difference between the n+ layers, charge will flow, and 
may in sorne cases exceed the charge deposited by the ion itself. The higher the LET of the 
particle, the more charge will be collected. 
Ion Track 
Depth 
0ý8 
1.0 
06 
34 
30 
V2 
Fig. 3.15 .- Ion 
Shunt Mechanism in an n+-p-n-n+ Stnichire 
[Adapted from Hauser, J. R., Diehl-Nagle, S. E., Knudson, A. R., Campbell, A. B. Stapor, W. J. and Shapiro, P. 
0985) "Ion Track Shunt Effects in Multi-Junction Structures", Ih-h-F7rans. Nucl. So., 32,6, pp. 4115-4121.1 
12 The dielectric relaxation time is given by &/a- the dielectric constant divided by conductivity. 
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3.4.2 Soft Errors in MOS Devices 
Single-event upsets (SEUs), also known as soft-errors, are temporary bit inversions in 
diDtal-IoDc circuits, nu crop rocessors, memory systems etc., caused by the passage of an 
iomsing particle through the device. They are not permanent changes and the device operation 
is not compromised in the long-term. "Mey are most often noticed m memory circwts as the 
target area for upset is relatively large, however, they can occur in any digital circuuit. p 
At the simplest level, the upset occurs when a certam c6tical-charge is deposited in a 
sensitive-volume within the device (e. g. the depletion region of a p-n junction). This charge 
may be deposited directly by the passage of an iorusing, particle through the volume, or may 
subsequently nUgrate there because of the disturbance of the electric field within the device, 
caused by the ion-trail left behind by the particle - the charge funnelling, effect. 
Tlie ftinnelling effect can cause an order of magnitude more charge to nugrate from the 
silicon substrate into the sensitive volume than may have been deposited there directly by the 
particle, thus, the use of insulating substrates (i. e. silicon-on-insulator (SO[) or silicon-on- 
sapphire (SOS) technology) can significantly reduce the probability of upset to the point where 
devices may be said to be SEU irnmune. 
SEUs were predicted by Wallmark and Marcus in 1962 [WALL-621, and were first noticed 
in dynan-uc-RAMs (DRAMs) due to the effects of (x-decay of elements such as urafflum and 
thorium in their ceramic packaging [MAY-791, IYANE-79]. However, SEUs can also occur in 
static-RAM (SRAM) and other logic devices. 
Decay (x-particles have less than 10 MeV energy and are not very penetrating, therefore 
such SEUs can be easily prevented by incorporating an organic absorbing layer (such as 
polyimide) between the packaging and the die. However, in space, lonising particles (including 
(x-particles) can have much greater energies, and so this is not a solution to SEU in spacecraft 
electronics. 
The first observation of SEU in a spacecraft system was made by Binder, Smith and 
Holman in 1975 [BIND-751. Subsequently there have been numerous examples reported. 
SRAMs store information in a latch which can be represented as a pair of cross-coupled 
inverters. In order to change the inforination held in the latch, the logic state of one or both 
sides of the latch must be held in the new state for a time sufficient to allow the new 
inforniation to be fed back around the inverter loop. Thus, the "refreshing" of a SRAM cell is 
inherent in the cross-coupled circuit-design. In order to cause an SEU, a particle must reverse 
the lOgIc-state of one of the logic gates and overcome the restorative capability of the other gate 
in order that the erroneous information is fed-back and the state of the cross-coupled inverters 
is re%, ersed. 
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Conversely, in order to protect the cell from SEU it is only necessary to ensure that tile 
restoration of the perturbed cell takes place more quickly than the feed-back of erroneous 
information. 
For SRAMs produced in CMOS technology, where the static power consumption is ý, ery 
small, the DRAM concept of a critical charge is still useful provided that the charge-collection 
time from the upset is small compared to the write time of the memory cell. Other memory 
technologies, such as emitter-coupled logic (ECL) and current-mode logic (CML). which have 
much larger static currents may have current restoration capabilities which are comparable to 
or greater than the upset current due to the ion-strike, and may therefore be less prone to upset. 
Thus, RAM upsets can only occur if the current generated by the traversal of the ion Is 
sufficient to upset the state of the cell despite the cell's self-resupply of charge. 
A more detailed description of DRAM and SRAM upset is given in Section 4.4. 
3.4.3 Hard Errors in MOS Devices 
The term single-event hard error (SHE) is usually employed to cover all types of hard 
error: latch-up, bum-out, etc. However, more recently, some authors have used the term to 
refer to a specific phenomenon, that is the creation of a permanent bit-error caused when the 
dose deposited by a single ion exceeds the total-dose capability of a circuit node [KOGA-911, 
IDUFO-921, JOLDH-931. I shall thus use the term "single-event hard-error" to refer to this 
process, and "hard-error" to refer to any permanent change brought about by a single ion. 
Single-event latch-up (SEL) is a high-current condition which results (for example) from 
the parasitic bipolar transistors inherent in CMOS circurtry giving rise to a thYristor (silicon- 
controlled rectifier - SCR) action [GREG-731. The parasitic SCR action can be irutiated by the 
passage of a heavy ion through the device, which within a few hundred nuicroseconds can lead 
to its destructive bum-out. If the latch-up condition is detected (e. g. by a current probe) and the 
power-supply is removed before bum-out occurs, the latch-up condition can be rectified and 
normal operation restored. However, this must be done rapidly in order to prevent permanent 
damage. 
EpItaxIal/CMOS is much more resistant to SEL than bulk/CMOS, however, SEL irnmuruity 
can only be guaranteed by the use of SOS or SOI CMOS technology where the n-channel and 
p-channel FETs are dielectrically Isolated [NICH-861. 
Latch-up currents typically exceed a few hundred mA - but they may be smaller, depending 
upon the latch-up path in the device. If flie latch-up current is comparable to the normal 
operating current of a device, then it will be difficult to detect as an over-current condition, and 
instead, the latch-up may show itself in terms of unexpected device behaviour. This will be 
corrected by powering the device do\, oi and then powering it up again - unless permanent 
damage has been done. 
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vss 
Fig. 3.16: The Parasitic p-n-p-n SCR Structure Inherent in a bulk CMOS Inverter 
Structure 
Single-event gate rupture (SEGR) [FISC-871, [BRIEW-93] is caused when a heavy-ion 
passing through an insulator under high field conditions leads to the catastrophic breakdown of 
the insulator with a consequent thermal runaway condition. Such events may occur in the gate 
dielectric of a non-volatile SRAM, or E2 PROM, during a write or clear operation. 
Single-event burn-out (SEB) [HOBUL, 871 is observed in bipolar power-transistors and 
power-MOSFETs, where heavy-ions may induce avalanche breakdown, causing the 
catastrophic failure of the device. SEB has a defirUte voltage threshold, and has been observed 
in n-cliannel MOSFETs at as low as 22% of the devices' rated breakdown voltage. P-channel 
devices are thought to be SEB-immune [FISC-871. 
All singje-event effects are most efficiently caused by heavy-ions which have a high LET 
and thus can cause a high specific ionisation (i. e. deposit a sigruificant charge *in a small 
volume). However, protons may also cause SEEs - albeit indirectly - through proton-miduced 
nuclear reactions [PETE-801, IMCNU-931 (see Section 3.2.3). 
3.5 Abatement of Radiation Effects 
An engineer, contemplating the use of cornmercial devices in space, must consider the 
impact of total-dose effects and singJe-event effects upon the system design. It is possible to 
provide abatement of these effects - for example through the use of shielding, redundancy, error 
detection and correction coding, and latch-up protection. However, whilst total-dose failure 
over a iven mission lifetime may be prevented (by shielding), sing)e-event effects cannot - 
thus, systenis must be designed to function despite the occurrence of SEEs. 
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3.5.1 Shielding 
I have already indicated how material shielding can be used to reduce the dose-rate 
experienced by devices, enabling their use in a variety of commercially important orbits. 
Computer models" are available which produce dose-depth curves for a given orbit, allowing 
the engineer to see how the accumulated radiation-dose diminishes with increasing material 
shielding. An example is shown in Figure 3.17. 
By material shielding, I include all materials in the spacecraft - that is its structure, its 
module boxes, and even other electrical components - as well as any shielding specifically 
added to reduce radiation dose. If shielding is measured in terrns of nwss thickness, then to a 
first approXimation, the effectiveness of the shielding is independent of material type. 
In Section 3.2,1 discussed the fundamental mechanisms of the interaction of radiation with 
materials, and stated that electrons are readily slowed down, scattered and absorbed in material 
(albeit with the consequent generation of bremsstrahlung). 
This is shown in the dose-depth curve, where the dose contribution from electrons falls 
rapidly With increasing shield-thickness. Thus, material shielding is effective at protecting 
against electron dose, although, the inevitable creation of bremsstrahlung does linut the 
nurumum dose achievable. 
Protons, however, behave very differently. For most of their path through a material, they 
lose energy only slowly, giving up most of their energy at the end of their track. Thus, a shield 
of a given thickness will stop protons whose range in that material is less than the shield 
thickness, however, protons of higher energy Will be transmitted through the shield with little 
energy loss. Indeed, the effect of material shielding on very high energy protons (100s MeV) is 
negligible. This effect is shown in the dose-depth curve, where initially, a small increase in 
shield thickness leads to a large decrease in proton dose. This is because the lower energy 
protons are being screened out. However, beyond the equivalent of a few nuillimetres of 
aluminium, increasing the shield thickness has very little effect on proton dose, as only the 
high-energy, penetrating protons are left 14. Thus, a "law of diminishing returns" operates, and 
the dose-depth curve quickly becomes asymptotic towards some rruirumum dose-rate - 
dominated by the protons. It is this proton-dominated nuinimurn dose-rate which determines 
whether or not commercial devices can be used at all in a given orbit. 
3 See also Chapter 4 
For example, a 50 MeV proton %kill pass through aI cm thick aluminium wadi. 
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Fig. 3.17: Dose-Depth Curvefor UoSA T-3 Generated by the SHIELDOSE Program 
(Computer Facilities Courtesy of DRA Farnborough) 
Because some protons are screened out by matenal shielding, the proton-induced SEE-rate 
will be reduced, however, high energy GCRs are essentially UrUmpeded, and so the SEE-rate 
due to them remains unchanged. 
3.5.2 Redundancy 
The total-dose tolerance of devices is a ftinction of their operation and electrical bias under 
irradiation. Often, devices which are un-biased, receive less damage because of their reduced 
internal electric fields. It is thus possible to address total-dose effects through cold redundancy 
- that is to have "spare" devices, or circuits capable of taking over the ftinction of a system, but 
which are normally left un-powered. If a device or system fails due to radiation dose (or indeed 
any other cause), the back-up device or circuit can be switched on as a replacement. This seems 
to me to be a method of last resort, as doubling up components can at best only double the 
lifetime of the system as a whole. In fact, even in the un-powered state, some damage will be 
accumulated by the back-up devices, and so they cannot be expected to survive as long. 
However, if perhaps only one or two components are at risk of total-dose failure over the 
planned mission lifetime, then this might be an option worth considering. Also, if the 
redundancy is built-in anyway, (e. g. to guard against random failure), then I recommend 
keeping the back-up circuit un-powered until it is required, in order to mininUise radiation 
dainage. 
Such a system pre-supposes that there is a radiation tolerant supervisor that is able to 
perform the sWitching function. It also supposes that any failure in the redundant system is 
detectable, and that the failure mode is such that it Will not affect the operation of its back-up. 
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It is unlikely that an error could be detected, and operation transferred to the back-up, 
without there being an interruption to non-nal service. This would therefore not be an option in 
a mission critical system. 
Another form of redundancy is hot redundancy, where the back-up system(s) work in 
parallel With the main system. This may be used to address the issue of SEEs. For example, in 
lock step, duplicate systems work with the same data, and share a system clock, or some other 
method of synchronisation. If the systems disagree, they halt and an error-flag is raised, 
enabling intervention from an outside system. If three or more systems are operated, then they 
can use majority voting to deternune which system has an error. The erroneous system can 
either be ignored or reset in some way. For example, the Space Shuttle, uses five general 
purpose computers operating together to provide majority voting. This system is robust enough 
to cope with two system failures. 
Majority voting can overcome SEU in a memory, where, for example, the erroneous bit- 
pattern can be cleared by writing-back the correct-bit pattern derived from the majority voter. 
Such a system can even cope with SHE, although in this case, writing back the corrected bits 
will not clear the error, and the system is compromised. so that further errors may cause the 
system as a whole to fail to deliver a correct response. 
3.5.3 Error Detection and Correction Codes 
Another method of detecting and correcting SEUs is to use error detection and correction 
(EDAC) codes. One commonly used code is the Hamming code, which is available in a single- 
chip hardware implementation. The UoSAT satellites use a Hanuning (12,8) code to protect 
each byte of program memory for the on-board computers. This code uses 12 bits to store and 
protect an 8-bit byte. The 4 extra code-bits are generated by the EDAC circuit whenever a byte 
is written to the mernory*, the 4-bit code being stored in an extra area of memory. When a byte 
is requested by the CPU, all 12-bits are read into the EDAC circw't, which performs any 
necessary bit-corrections, before passing on the (corrected) 8-bit byte. The code is self 
protecting, and so any bit-error in the 4-bit code word is also correctable. However, corrected 
data are not automatically written back to memory. Thus, in order to keep the program memory 
free frorn accumulated errors, each memory location must be periodically read, and actively re- 
written by the CPU -a process called "washing" or "scrubbing". 
Tlie Hamming (12,8) code can detect and correct any single bit error in each 12-bit word 
(i. e. 8-bit data byte and 4-bit code word). If two or more bit errors occur, the EDAC circuit 
W1 11 give an erroneous output. There is no way of knowing if this has occurred. 
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SirrUlar Harnnýng codes exist for 16-bit data, and have been used to protect NASA's 
Standard Spacecraft Computer (NSSC-H) [WM-821. Single-chip Hamming (22,16) EDAC 
circuits are now available (e. g. Hams ACS/ACTS630), which can detect and correct any 
single bit-error and also detect double-bit errors. 
Hamming-based EDAC systems are fast, and simple to use (i. e. single-ýp hardware 
implementations exist), and have become a standard method for protecting memories against 
SEU. However, the degree of protection is low (i. e. only single-bit correction), and the coding 
rate is low (0.67 m the case of the (12,8) code). 
Other more complex EDAC codes exist, which can provide better protection, and a higher 
coding-rate (i. e. less overhead). However, these often require software implementation, and are 
consequently much slower in operation. Nonetheless, the UoSAT satellites use such a code -a 
modified Reed-Solomon code - to protect their solid-state data-recorders (RAMDISKs). This 
code provides protection for a whole 8-bit byte within a 256-byte block of data, and can detect 
the condition that two bytes are in error. The coding rate is 0.99 [HODG-91, -921, UNEWM-921. 
In Chapter 8,1 discuss the effectiveness of these techniques in coping with the SEE- 
envirorument observed in the UoSAT-class nucrosatellites. 
3.5.4 Latch-Up Protection 
Singje-event latch-up (SEL) is much less probable than SEU. The main protection for a 
latched device is to quickly detect the resultant over-current condition on the device's power 
supply (typically a few 100 mA), and to have power switches that can rapidly cut off the 
power (i. e. in a few 100s of Microseconds). Once the power is removed, the device will quickly 
recover, and may be re-activated. The UoSA T power system provides this capability at a sub- 
system level, although it can be improved by the addition of a few extra componarits, JBAIL-931. 
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Fig. 3.18. - UoSA T Standard Sub-System Power Switch (With Over-Current Protection) 
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3.6 Summary - Radiation Effects 
In this chapter I have exanuned the fundamental interactions between different radiation 
types, and the materials that go to make up a spacecraft and its electronic systems. The 
interactions lead to a number of observable changes in device behaviour, which are grouped 
into two sets of phenomena - total-dose effects and single-event effects (SEEs). 
Taking into account the near-Earth space radiation environment (discussed in Chapter 2), 
the main particles of concern are electrons, protons and heavy-ions. 
Electrons interact strongly with the material structure of spacecraft, and they lose energy 
erratically as they are scattered and slowed. Some of this energy is deposited locally through 
collisions, whilst some is lost in the form of bremsstrahlung (x-rays). Material shielding is 
effective at screening out electrons, and can be used to reduce the radiation dose received by 
components inside spacecraft. However, the bremsstrahlung - created by the slowing electrons - 
is not so easily stopped, and gives rise to a minimum irreducible dose-rate. Electrons are an 
important source of radiation dose, but are not ionising enough to cause SEEs. 
Trapped protons, and cosmic-rays are very penetrating and lose energy gradually in matter, 
mainly through multiple collisions With the atonuc electrons. Energy is deposited along the 
particles' track by delta-rays, creating a thin "plasma-wire" which can seriously interfere With 
a device's operation. Most energy is deposited just before the particle comes to rest. The rate of 
energy deposition (i. e. the LET) of heavy-Ion cosn-uc-rays is usually sufficient to cause SEEs in 
commercial devices; the LET of protons is not. However, recoils from proton inelastic 
collisions and induced nuclear reactions can cause SEEs. Material shielding is relatively 
ineffective at stopping protons and cosmic-rays, and for some orbits, the radiation dose from 
the trapped proton environment is too high to allow the use of commercial MOS devices, w1uch 
typically can only survive moderate doses (circa. 10 krad(SO). 
Total-dose failure of conunercial MOS devices occurs mainly because of hole-trapping in 
the field and gate-oXides. These effects can be experimentally simulated on the ground, usually 
through the use of y-ray sources. Standard testing methods exist, but there have a number of 
inadequacies, which, in general, lead to conservative predictions of a device's dost-Ainut. 
Material shielding can prevent total-dose failure, but cannot prevent SEEs. SEEs include 
single-event upset (SEU), hard-error (SHE) and latch-up (SEL). SEUs are unexpected, but 
rcu impennarient changes in a device's state. T'hey can be corrected by EDAC, or voting C-1 its. 
SHEs are total-dose failures at a microscopic scale. They are usually perinarient, but EDAC, or 
redundancy, may maintain system function. SELs are usually pennanent failures unless the 
power can be s\vitched off rapidly, whereupon the device will recover. However, the abilitv to 
design a system to cope with SEEs is critically dependent upon an understanding of their nature 
and frequency - and so, llo\A,, do commercial MOS deNices behave in an SEE environment9 
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CHAPTER 4 
SINGLE-EVENT EFFECT RATE PREDICTION 
In this chapter I examine the process of single-event rate 
prediction for spacecraft electronics. I describe models of 
the space environment, radiation transport and effects in 
devices, and in particular introduce the key concepts of 
critical-charge and sensitive-volume. I shall discuss the 
applicability and limitations of these models, and develop a 
"best practice" approach. This will form the basis for my 
analysis of flight data as described in Chapters 6 and 7. 
4.1 Introduction 
In previous chapters, I have described the fundamentals of the space tonising radiation 
environment, and discussed the physics of the interaction between this radiation and the matter 
that comprises a spacecraft's electronic devices. I have also introduced the concept of single- 
event effects (SEEs) in MOS devices - particularly single-event upset (SEU), which is the main 
subject of my research. 
In this chapter, I shall discuss the modelling tools and procedures available for predicting 
SEEs in MOS devices, outlining their strengths and weaknesses. Finally, I shall recommend a 
"best practice" approach to this modelling, which I shall apply to the analysis of flight-data in 
later chapters. 
In order to predict SEE-rates in spacecraft electronics, we need to start with a model of the 
ionising radiation enviromment. As discussed in Chapter Two, this envirorn-nent is largely 
deten-nined by the orbital trajectory of the satellite within the geomagnetic field, and so a model 
of this field forms the starting point for the modelling process. 
Having established a geomagnetic "framework" for the model, we can then apply particle 
models, to predict the fluxes and energies of galactic cosn-uc-rays, magnetospherically trapped 
particles and solar particles which impinge upon the spacecraft. However, the radiation 
environment of the electronic components itithin a spacecraft is not the same as the 
environment of the spacecraft itself, as the flux and composition of the radiation is affected by 
the process of passing through the spacecraft's structure. We therefore need to model this 
transport process in order to determine the fluxes, energies and particle-types which impinge 
upon the devices in question. 
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Next we need to model the interaction between the radiation and the devices in order to 
predict the likelihood of any SEEs. Often, this Is done within the conceptual framework of a 
critical charge and sensitive area or sensitive volume Wlfl-ýn these devices (see Section 4-5). 
Our models then need to determine the number of particles (of each type and energy) which will 
strike the sensitive area (or volume) within a device in a given time period-, and further, 
determine what fraction of those strikes will cause sufficient energy to be deposited within the 
sensitive volume to create more than the critical charge. We therefore need a method of 
deternuning these parameters, either through detailed physical modelling of the device, or via 
the results of ground-based experiments. 
This methodology, whilst commonly used, is open to question for some types of device, and 
therefore we may adopt a different modelling approach based upon device simulation. In any 
case what constitutes a "sensitive volume" or a "critical charge" will depend upon the device's 
state, which is generally changing according to its operation. 
'Mus, the modelling of SEEs is a multi-step process, which can be broken down into the 
following areas: 
" modelling the radiation environment; 
vi " modelling the transport of radiation through the spacecraft to the de ce, 
" modelling singJe-event effect processes within the device. 
Each step needs to be carried out accurately in order to arrive at a final realistic prediction 
of a device's SEE response. I shall therefore consider each of these areas in turn and comment 
upon the veracity of current modelling techniques. 
4.2 Radiation Environment Modelling 
The fundamentals of the near-Earth radiation environment are described in Chapter 2.1 
shall now discuss the tools available to model this environment. 
The choice of environment model obviously has a direct impact on SEE-rate prediction. If 
this model is invalid, then all predictions will be invalid no matter how well understood the 
sensitivities of the device. 
Tlie radiation environment in Earth-orbit is strongly influenced by the existence and form of 
the Earth's magnetic field, and so I shall address thýis first. I shall then discuss models of the 
trapped particle environment, galactic cosnuc-rays and solar-flare environments. 
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4.2.1 Geomagnetic Field 
The internal geomagnetic field B can be mathematically represented by an infinite series of 
spherical han-norucs in V, its scalar potential - 
B=-V V [Eqn. 4.1 ] 
sudi that 
at' [Eqn. 4.2a] 
Or 
B6, I ov [Eqn. 4.2b] 
" C? o 
B, 1 01' [Eqn. 4.2c] 
" sin 0 do 
where: 
r =the radial distance; 
0= the colatitiude, 
0= the east longitude. 
'nie most commonly used representation of the field is called the International Geomagnetic 
Reference Field (IGRF) [BARA-811 which takes the forrn of a series expansion for Vý 
k 
-! i 
I ol 
all r)"+ 
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where: 
a radius of Earth (= 6371.2 km in the IGRF model), 
(r, 0,0) the position of the point of interest; 
g:, K the model coefficients; 
P" the associated Legendre polynomials. 
[Eqn. 4.3 ] 
The model consists of 120 spherical harmoruc coefficients (g, h) to degree and order 10. 
As discussed in Section 2.2, the geomagnetic field actually comphses both an intemally 
generated magnetic field, and an external magnetic field. Therefore, such models can only 
accurately represent the field close to the Earth (say Within three Earth-rad"), the outer 
inagnetosphere being subject to strong perturbations due to variations M the solar wind and 
ring-current. 
Even the internally-generated. geoniagnetic field is not truly static, but is changing slowly 
with time. At present, it is decaying in strength (approXimately 0.1% per year) and is shifting 
slightly (approximately 2.5 krn per year increase in offset) with respect to the solid Earth 
ILENLA-901. To account for this, the IGRF model contains a further 80 linear rate-coefficients 
(dg/dt, dh/dt) of degree and order 8, describing this secular variation. Even so, the IGRF model 
coefficients have to be updated penochcally in order to maintain accuracy. The last set of 
coefficients were published in I QQ0, as IGRF-90, which remain valid until 1995. 
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As discussed in Section 2.4, the trapped radiation environment (protons and electrons) are 
largely orgamsed by the geomagnetic field, and so it makes sense to orgaruse models of these 
particle distributions in terins of their locations Within the geomagnetic field. Indeed the 
commonly used NASA particle models (AP8 for protons and AE8 for electrons) [SAWY-761, 
[VETT-911 are static and are organised with respect to the geomagnetic field as it existed in 
1960. Such models represent a time-averaged approXimation to spacecraft data acquired in the 
1960s and 1970s, and are presented as oinill-directional integral particle fluxes, each as a 
function of particle energy, mapped essentially in McMwain's B-L co-or(finate systent' 
IMCIL-611, where B is the magnetic field strength in an ideal dipole field and L is the equatorial 
radius of the field Ime. By taking the azimuthal surface of revolution of the field line, It is 
possible to define an L-shell, upon which particles drift around the Earth, whilst bouncing 
between their mirror points P, F at field strength B,,, ,M the north and south 
hemispheres. 
The value of McUlwain's L-shell at a point P is defined through a function of the adiabatic 
invariant integral, evaluated along the field line between two conjugate mirror points, P, P': 
BL 
3fA, 3 
[Eqn. 4.4] 
MdMd 
where: 
pi 
f (BIBý))dl [Eqn. 4.5] 
p 
and 
Md = is the magnetic dipole moment chosen by McIllwain to be a constant 
nurnencally equivalent to that for the 1955 epoch: 
= 0.311653 gauss. Earth-radii3 IMCIL-661. 
This functiorif is derived from a dipolar representation of the field, but is evaluated by a 
method according to McIllwain using values for I and B computed for the true field, derived 
from a complex field model, such as the IGRF. 
McIllwain's method for the evaluation off (approXimated by a 9" order polynollUal) Yields 
accuracies in L of between 99.7% and 99.97%. It is interesting to note that an error of 0.3% in 
L is eqwvalent to a 20 km error in altitude for a typical low-Earth polar-orbiting satellite near 
to the magnetic equator. Such errors are particularly important at low-altitude, as this is were 
the flux-gradient is steepest - i. e. a small change in L gpives rise to a big change in flux. 
Hilton has since found a simpler representation of f which yields accuracies better than 
c)9.9QO, o for all L, but it should be noted that the NASA models still use McIllwam's onginal 
method IHILT-711. 
I actually the quantity (H 13o) is substituted for the B coordinate. xvhere BO is the nummull value of B 
oil the field line defined by L. 
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VO-fflst being a useful way of ordering radiation flux-data, there remains a number of 
problems in using Mcfllwain's B-L co-ordinate system in radiation environment models. 
Firstly, the system represents the intemal field only, and does not account for the effects of 
the time-variable external field which is due to the Earth's ring-current and the solar-Wind. We 
may therefore expect the accuracy of radiation models to din-unish at higher L-shells (i. e. L >3), 
where the effects of the external field are most noticeable. 
Secondly, because of the static nature of the model, we may expect that its predictions are, 
at best, only valid as long-terrn averages, and that in reality, short time-scale variations in the 
radiation environment will occur which are not modelled. 
Thirdly, the underlying theory for the B-L system is based upon a perfect dipole field. even 
though a more accurate field model is used in its detailed calculations. It is thus unable to 
account for some of the more complex phenomena, such as shefl-splitting, which occur on the 
higher L-shells, where the invariants no longer hold true. 
Further more, the requirement to use an accurate field model to compute B (and I) 
introduces an increasing error due to the model's use of afixed magnetic dipole moment, Md in 
the computation of mirumum magnetic field strength on a field line, Bo. 
B= 
Md 
0L3 [Eqn. 4.6] 
Because of the secular changes that have occurred in the field since the 1955 epoch, the 
calculated value of Bo is effectively too high, and thus the ratio BlBo is too low. For low- to 
medium-altitude Earth-orbits, this leads to an over-prediction in the radiation flux at a 
particular location - an effect which worsens as the epoch of the contemporary field model 
departs from 1955. 
This result is quite spurious, as the population of particles should remain static (to a first 
approximation), despite the contraction of the field 2. Thus, the suggestion by Vette and Sawyer 
to effectively replace Md by M, computed from the contemporary field model, might be 
expected to solve the problem [VETT-861. However, investigations by Daly have shown that 
this is not the case as, whilst improving the situation dramatically, it still leads to an over- 
prediction in radiation flux [DALY-89a]. 
Ibis further predicted increase in flux was found to be due to the secular changes in the 
higber-order terms of the model, which correspond to the gradual movement ' of the dipole 
centre, rather than the contraction of the field. However, even these increases have not occurred 
in practice. 
2 As B is proportional to NI, Equation 4.4 shows that L is independent of changes in M. 
kni per year In the direction of the North Pacific. 
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For example, considering the South Atlantic Anomaly (S. -V-\). the L-shells here are 
lowering in altitude as the dipole centre moves away to the North Pacific (approximately 80 km 
since 1955), and thus it may be expected that the particles assoCiatedvvqth these L-shells will 
lower with them, increasing particle-fluxes at any given altitude. However, as particles lose 
altitude they are quickly absorbed into the atmosphere (e. g. at 500 km a typical particle lifetime 
is of the order of a few years), and the overall loss is made up by replenishment from cosmic- 
ray albedo neutron decay, thus establishing a dynamic equilibrium. 
Therefore, in order to use the models most accurately for the prediction of particle fluxes, 
Lemaire et al. [LEMA-90] suggest using the Jensen and Cam NASA/GSFC/I 960 geomagnetic 
field model [JENS-621 set to the 1960 epoch, with McIllwam's method of computing L, and 
retaining the use of McElwain's Md. This is at variance with the advice of NASA (for the 
design of the Space Station) which is to use the IGRF-65 geomagnetic field model projected to 
the 1964 epoch to model solar minimum. conditions, and to use IGRF-70 at the 1970 epoch to 
model solar maximum conditions JANDE-90]. 
In my radiation analyses, I have generally adopted the conservative approach of using the 
NASA/GSFC 12/66 (1960 Epoch) magnetic field model, projected to 1964, to represent solar 
mirumum, and 1970, to represent solar maximum. 
It should be noted that whilst these procedures allow the calculation of radiation fluxes to be 
made on an time-average basis, the use of non-contemporary field models means that the 
radiation belts are incorrectly located geographically. Thus, the actual SAA of 1995 is 
displaced somewhat to the West4 of that predicted by these early field models. Hence, these 
methods do not allow an accurate prediction of instantaneous radiation flux at a particular 
geographical location, but do give better time-averaged results. 
4.2.2 Trapped Particles 
Ibe National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) AP8 and AE8 models are the latest 
versions of the computer models developed by Vette and others, of the stably trapped proton 
and electron populations in the Earth's maggrietosphere. 
AP8 was published in 1976 and supersedes the previous AP-1, AP-5, AP-6 and AP-7 proton 
models. It is an empirical model based partly upon old spaceflight data from the 1960s and 
partly from the (then) new data acquired from the A.: ur and OV3-3 satellites around 1970. Data 
acqwred around 1964 were used to generate a solar mirumurn version of the model (AP8MIN), 
whilst data acqwred around i 970 were used to generate a solar maximum version (AP8MAX). 
AE8 is sinularly based on spacefliot data acqwred in the nud- I 970s. 
.1T lie S AA is currently drifti ng westv, -ard at a rate of 0.3' per year. 
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Ilie AP8 model covers protons with energies between 0.1 MeV and 400 MeV, whilst AE8 
covers electrons with energies between 50 keV and 7 MeV. The models each have a spatial 
coverage ranging from low-Earth orbit (LEO) to geostationary Earth-orbit (GEO). However, 
the spatial distribution of the spaceflight data upon which they are based is somewhat patchy 
(see Figure 4.1) 
Together, the models essentially describe a trapped particle poptilation which may be 
divided into two regions: the inner zone and the outer zone. 
Inner Zone. comprises slowly var)nng, stably trapped high energy protons and the 
inner zone electrons (L <3 Earth-radii). 
Outer Zone: comprises trapped but highly variable outer zone electrons (L > 3). 
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Fig. 4.1 : RIBO -L Coverage for the Spaceflight Data Used to Construct the A P8 Model 
[Adapted from Vette, J. I., Teague, M. J., Sawyer, D. M. and Chan, K. W. (1979) "Modeling the Earth's 
Radiation Belts. IN Solar- Terrestrial Prediction Proceedings, NOAA, Boulder, 1979, 
IN Garrett, RB. et al. (1993) "Radiation Environments within Satellites", 
IEEE NSREC Short Course Notes, Snowbird, Utah, July 19,1993, p. H-96 ] 
Because many spacecraft With different instruments operating at different times were used 
in compiling the models, much work went into forming a self-consistent data set from the many 
empirical observations. Some of this inter-comparison was done through the use of least- 
squares curve fitting to a generalised exponential-like ftiriction for the flux [SAWY-761- 
A, e 
A2 
where: 
J is the differential fluxI 
e 
B2 
E is the particle energyl 
AI-3, BI-3 are the six curve-fitting coefficients. 
[Eqn. 4.7 ] 
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This was possible in the inner zone, where there were generally more that six observations 
at any B-L location. However, where data points were sparse - particularly in the outer zone - 
some spectra were drawn in by hand. 
Once compiled, the models take the form of time-averaged omniidirectional fluxes of 
particles, greater than some energy, plotted as a function of position in the BIB. -L co-ordinate 
system. Short-term time variations are not represented, even though the data used to construct 
the models are "contammated" with short-term variations due to magnetic storms and the 
effects of the exo-atmospheric nuclear weapons detonations of the 1960s. This complicates the 
models' ability to represent the "average" environment, particularly for the outer zone. 
There are other problems with the models. One major deficiency arises from the use of 
oninidirectional fluxes. In reality, the flux of particles from different directions Will, in general, 
be different. This effect is particularly marked at low-altitudes in the SAA where, for example, 
the flux of protons from the West can be more dmftve times that from the East. 
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Fig. 4.2 : WestlEast Ratio of Integral Protonf7ux Spectra (VFI Model) 
[Adapted from Armstzw4ý T. W., Colborn, B. L. and Watts, J. W. (1990) "VFIMIN and VFIMAX Vector 
Flux Data Bases for Trapped Proton Anisotropy", Proceedings of the ESA Workshop on Space Environment 
A nalys is, MTP-23,5.14,19901 
The reason for this is that the protons arrivmg from the East have their gwding centres 
below the satellite in regions of higher atmospheric density, and so suffer more absorption than 
those arriving from the West, with gwding centres above the satellite. Modified versions of the 
AP8 models, VF I MIN and VF I MAX, have been proposed to account for this effect [ARMS-901. 
It is particularly important to take this flux arnsotropy into account for satellite platforms 
which are stabilised along their flight-path direction (e. g. Space Station Alpha), as shielding 
will need to be thicker on the westward facing parts of the structure. 
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It has long been suspected that the electron flux predictions of AE8 are over-estimates, and 
flight data from NIEPI instrument on the ISEE-I spacecraft are consistent w1th this ITRAN-90]. 
These data also indicate that the AE8 electron fluxes also fall off too quickly with increasing L- 
shell, and that there are sigmficant fluxes of electrons at high altitudes beyond 15 Earth-radii 
(the AE8 model cuts-off at 12 Earth-radii). 
On the other hand, the AP8 model predictions seem to be much more consistent with 
spaceflight data, both at LEO and MoIniya orbit, although the CRRES satellite shows a 
divergence between measured data and the AP8 model predictions beyond approximately L=2 
Earth-radii JUNDE-901, IBLAK-901, [GUSS-931. 
Neither the AE8 or AP8 models address the issue of magnetospherically trapped heavy ions. 
Given these problems, coupled with the underlying problems associated with the use of 
McIllwain's B-L co-ordinate system, there are obviously major uncertainties in each of these 
models. Having said that, it is also clear that the inner magnetosphere is much better modelled 
than the outer magnetosphere, and therefore the models are appropriate in many space 
applications. Thus, the models certainly have a place as engineering tools for the prediction of 
the radiation environment of satellites, even if they err somewhat on the cautious side. 
It is certain that the Earth's trapped radiation environment needs to be re-assessed, and data 
from missions such as CRRES, and the resulting models, such as CRRESRAD and CHIME, are 
important supplementary tools for space radiation effects predictioii [KERN-921, [CREN-941. 
The variability in the trapped radiation environment observed by CRRES (and indeed by 
UoSAT-3 as part of this research [DYER-931), suggests that the environment should be 
routinely monitored. 
4.2.3 Galactic Cosmic-Rays 
The first LET-spectrum describing the space radiation environment was developed in 1977 
by Henrich for biomedical applications in space [HEIN-771. However, in 1981, the Cosnu'c- 
Ray Environment in Ntcro-Electrorucs (CREN11E) model was developed by Adams at the Naval 
Research Laboratory (NRL) in order to construct LET-spectra under all interplanetary weather 
conditions then known at Earth's orbit, or within the magnetosphere. The model was last 
updated in 1986 [ADAM-861. 
CREME consists of a series of FORTRAN routines which calculate differential and integral 
energy and LET spectra of cosrMc-rays incident upon spacecraft electronics. The code also 
enables single-event upset rates to be calculated. The inputs to the model include setting a 
parameter to describe the interplanetar,,, and magnetosphenc "weather" conditions, the 
spacecraft's orbit, the shielding surrounding the electronic devices, and the characteristics of 
the device wider consideration. The main programs within CREME are SPEC and LET, which 
produce spectra, and BENDEL and UPSET, %Nhich calcWate upset rates. 
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The auxiliary program STASS is used to provide data on the trapped proton flux around the 
orbit, and GEOMAG2 computes the geomagnetic cut-off transn-ussion function for the orbit. 
SPEC outputs the differential and/or integral energy spectra for a single GCR ion species. 
These spectra are based on fits to measured data for hydrogen, helium and iron, along with 
a formula to scale other elements to these three basic spectra. Lithium, beryllium and boron are 
assumed to be entirely secondaries resulting from spallation reactions, whilst nitrogen is 
assumed to be a mixture of secondary and primary material. Therefore each of these has a 
different energy dependence compared to the basic spectra. 
It is important also to realise that these fits have a time dependence bwlt into them reflecting 
the solar cycle, viý: - 
(E, t) = A(E) sinlco(t - to)l + B(E) 
[Eqn. 4.8] 
where: 
f (E, t) =: the differential flux of particles of energy E at time t, 
A (E) = 0.5 
(Fniax 
- Fmin); 
B (E) = 0.5 (Fmax + Fn, ý, 
); 
are functions related to solar maximum and solar nuinimum). 
w=0.576 radians per year; 
t= the date (in years); 
to = 1950.6 A. D. 
Because phase differences have built up in the solar cycle since 1950, these fits are not 
accurate if a contemporary epoch is used. 
SPEC uses a subroutine (INSIDE) to transport the external cosmic-ray spectrum (including 
trapped protons if STASS was called) through the shielding material, which is assumed to be 
aluminium. It takes into account energy loss and nuclear fragmentation, but does not keep track 
of any secondaries produced. 
LET is sinular to SPEC, except that it outputs differential and/or integral LET spectra (in 
silicon) for a range of cosnuc-ray elements (including trapped protons if STASS was called). 
LET uses the subroutines: DEDXSI, together vvqth DEDXAL and R-AL (called by INSIDE), to 
interpolate from M-bwIt range and stopping power tables. 
Tlie auxiliary program GEOMAG2 is used to calculate the geomagnetic cut-offs for the orbit 
(derived from Shea and Smart's world map of vertical cut-off rigidities [SHEA-751), which is 
described by ail apogee and perigee altitude, the orbital inclination, initial loniptude of the 
ascending node, etc. A two-day trajectory is modelled, sampled at 200 points spread everdy in 
time. This same orbit model is used by the STASS subroutine to simulate the trapped proton 
environment. Tlie program allows the user to select "normal" or "magnetic storm" conditions, 
and the user n1av also choose to account for the shadowing effect of the solid-Earth. 
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CREME also allows the user to select one of twelve "interplanetary weather" indices, N1. 
" M= I gives the normal expected galactic cosnuc-ray background-, 
" M=2 adds in the "anomalous component" assun-ung these cosnUc-rays to be fully 
iorused. We now know that this is not the case, and so this option is defunct, 
M=3 gives the "90% worst case" for the cosnUc-ray flux; 
M=4 adds in a singly ionised anomalous component to the normal cosnuc-ray flux. 
AJI the other options (M=5 to M=12) add in solar flare particles. with varying heavy-ion 
compositions, to the normal background cosmic-ray flux. I shall discuss these in the next 
section. I'lle methods used by UPSET and BENDEL to predict upset rates VAII be discussed in 
Section 4.4. 
CREME remains the standard model for predicting the radiation environment in spacecraft 
for SEU-rate prediction, although a new model of the heavy-Ion environment, CRRES/ 
SPACERAD Heavy Ion Model of the Environment - CHINTE) has been developed [CHEN-941. 
Until recently, the radiation effects community recommended the use of the M=3 option as 
the standard model for device comparisons. This option assumes that there are additional 
particles of solar or interplanetary origin alongside the normal galactic cosrnIc-ray background, 
resulting in an instantaneously higher particle flux. This enhanced environment is expected to 
occur with a probability of 10%. However, it is now suggested that this environment is too 
severe, and the M=I option is to be preferred, as this option, run for solar minimum 
conditions', is consistent with observations. 
CREME was last updated in 1986, and since then there have been a number of important 
discoveries affecting the space radiation environment. One such discovery has been the 22-year 
periodicity in the modulation of the galactic cosmic-ray flux. That is, the cosrffl'c-ray intensity 
around the minima of the II -year solar cycles is alternately peaked and flat-topped. Thus, the 
smusoidal fit in CREME is a poor analogue. 
"Me anomalous cosmic-ray model in CREME is very out of date, and there are now many 
more data on the spectra of these particles. It is probable that CREN11E overestimates the effects 
of these particles. However, the most serious deficiencies In the CREME code anse out of its 
solar particle event models, which are far too pessimistic. 
Solar niminium corresponds to the worst case GCR emironment because of the inverse correlation 
between GCR flux and solar cycle. 
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4.2.4 Solar Flares 
Solar particle events (SPEs) are in progress for less than 1% of the time (mainly in the 
seven year period around solar maximum), however, they can produce severe radiation 
enviroruments over a penod of a day or so. 
Within the CREME model, solar particle events are included as part of the "Interplanetary 
weather" index, M. The solar particle flux (With varying heavy-ion composition) is added to the 
background cosnUc-ray flux: 
M=5 peak ordinary flare flux and mean composition, 
M=6 peak ordinary flare flux and worst-case composition, 
M=7 peak 10% worst-case flare flux and mean composition; 
M=8 peak 10% worst case flux and worst case composition, 
M=9 peak August 4th 1972 6 flare flux and mean compositionl 
" M=10 peak August 4th 1972 flare flux and worst-case composition, 
" M=l I peak composite worst-case flare flux and mean composition; 
" M=12 peak composite worst-case flare flux and worst-case composition. 
Here, peak flux refers to the maximum flux resulting from the flare (which in reality would 
only last a few hours), and composition refers to the ratio of heavy-ions to protons - "worst- 
case" implies a higher ratio of heavy-ions to protons. 
In this model, based upon the work of King [KING-741, an M=5 ordinary flare occurs less 
than 0.1% of the time (perhaps a few times per year around solar maximum), whilst an M=9 
anomalously large event flare is very rare, and represents perhaps a once-In-a-anission event. 
Even so, the particle fluence from just one M=9 flare would donuinate the fluence from all 
flares during a solar cycle. 
One problem With the CREME model is the somewhat arbitrary distinction between an 
IC ordinary" event and an "anomalously large" event, which makes engineering predictions of the 
effects of solar particle events difficult to make. For example, how many anomalously large 
events shoLdd be considered during the nussion lifetime? 
In 1986, Feynman and others at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), developed a solar 
particle event model wNch showed that, rather than there being "ordinary 31 events, with the 
occasional rare "anomalously large" event, SPEs actually have a continuous disti-ibution of 
intensities which fit a log-probability model IFEYN-901. This overcomes the difficulty of the 
arbitrary division in flare-types, and allows the generation of fluence-probability curves for 
missions of varying lifetimes. Such curves have been constructed for protons of energies 
greater than 1,4,10 and 30 MeV (see for example Figure 4.3). 
6 i. e. t lie "Anornalously Large Event" refered to In Section 2.5.2 
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Fig. 4.3 : Fluence Probability Curves for SPE Protons of Energies > 10 and 30 Me V 
[Adapted from Tranquifle, C. and Daly, E. J. (1992) "An Evaluation of Solar-Proton Event Models 
for ESA Missions", ESA Journal, 16, pp. 275-297, ESA-ESTEC, Noordwijk, 1992] 
Tranqwlle and Daly [TRAN-921 have investigated the CREME and the JPL models, and 
found that, in general the JPL model predicts higher fluences at energies below a few tens of 
MeV, but lower fluences at higher energies. This is an important difference when, for example, 
predicting the lifetime of solar cells, as they are more damaged by lower energy protons. 
By comparing the JPL model with measured worst-case fluences, Tranqwlle and Daly have 
found appropriate confidence levels for nussions of different durations, from which it appears 
that choosing a model confidence level of 90% is most appropriate for rrussions lasting 4-7 
years 
A further problem with the CREMIE model is its assumptions about the heavy-ion content of 
the solar particle events. 
Data from TDRS, and other satellites, have shown that SEU-rates during solar particle 
events are consistent with primarily proton-induced upsets, whereas CREME predicts that the 
SEU rate is dominated by the heavy-ions, and for TDRS-1, over-predicts the SEU-rate by two 
orders of magnitude [WIILK-911. CRENffi assumes that the heavy-Ion differential spectra can be 
found by scaling the proton spectra - an assumption which is based on measurements of heavy- 
ions at fairly low energies [ADAM-841. New data may show that this assumption is invalid for 
higher-energy heavy-Ions. Also, there is some evidence that the high-energy heavy-ions are not 
fully lorUsed. If this is the case, they pose a threat to low-Earth orbiting satellites which is not 
predicted by CREMIE. In any case, solar particle events do seem to affect low-Earth orbits more 
than expected, With solar particles detected much deeper in the magnetosphere than ought to be 
the case. This effect has been experienced by the polar-orbiting U. S. DMSP satellites as well as 
by UoSAT-3 during this research [GUESS-881, [MULL-931, [DYER-91b]. 
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4.2.5 Future Requirements 
The engineering models of the space radiation environment, CRENTE, AP8 and AE8, ývere 
last updated a decade ago, and for the most part, are based on data gathered over thirty years 
ago. I have shown that they have a number of problems which makes accurate calculations of 
the radiation environment all but impossible. It is certain that the Earth's trapped radiation 
environment needs to be re-assessed, and data from missions such as CRRES and the resulting 
models such as CRRESRAD are important supplementary tools for space radiation effects 
prediction. The variability in the trapped radiation environment observed by CRRES (and 
indeed by UoSA T-3 as part of thi s research), suggests that the envi roriment shoul d be routinel y 
morutored. In particular, missions should be targeted at providirig routine monitoring of the 
outer magnetosphere (beyond L=3 Earth-radii), and providing directional particle-flux data so 
that a proper "vector-flux" model can be constructed. Further measurements of the anomalous 
cosmic-rays and magnetospherically trapped heavy-Ions are also required. 
4.3 Radiation Transport Modelling 
The radiation environment experienced by electronic components inside a spacecraft is 
modified by the way in which that radiation is transported through the material structure of the 
spacecraft. Whilst material shielding has relatively little effect on high energy galactic cosn-u'c- 
rays, it does alter the effectiveness of the trapped protons at causing SEEs. Shielding can also 
be very effective in reducing the total radiation dose experienced by a component inside a 
spacecraft, and therefore may be used to extend the lifetime of a mission. 
In Section 3.2,1 outlined the basic mecharusms by which radiation interacts with matter, 
and in this section, I shall discuss methods of modelling the effects of such interactions on the 
flux of particles passing through the spacecraft walls. 
4.3.1 Modelling the Effects of Material Shielding on Total Dose 
The passage of a particle through matter involves numerous complex interactions, which 
give nse to cascades of particles (5-rays, etc. ). As these particles are evolved and pass through 
the matenal of the spacecraft, they Will lose energy until a point is reached where either the 
particles pass back out of the spacecraft structure, or they have too little energy to be able to 
invoke further interactions, and thus come to rest. 
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Fig. 4.4 : Radiation Transport Modelling Flowchart 
A common way of modelling the details of such events is through the use of Monte Carlo 
simulations, often running on super-computers, and taking many hours of CPU time. Whilst 
these techniques are very thorough, and can account for many subtleties in the interaction 
processes, they are not really suitable as engineering tools for radiation effects prediction. 
Tbus, alternative codes have been devised which are based on analytic fits to the results of such 
simulations, often applicable to restricted geometries such as slabs and spheres. 
Typically five such geometries are considered. 
Sphexical Shell- This configuration represents a hollow sphere (the size of which is 
unimportant), where the material of the shield is evenly distributed in all directions. 
'Ibis configuration most closely resembles that of a hollow spacecraft. 
Sphere: This is similar to the above case, but there is no void between the material of 
the shield and the dose-deposition site. This tends to give a bigger dose than for a 
spherical shell of the same thickness as scattering takes place close to the dose site, 
and little scattered flux is lost. This configuration most closely resembles a "spot" 
shield placed over a device. 
0 Slab: This is an infinite plane surface, where radiation comes from one side only to 
irradiate the dose site. No radiation flux is assumed to come from the other side, nor 
is there any backscattering of electrons - i. e. there is an "Infiruite back shield". To 
approximate the oninidirectional flux between two such thin shields (without 
backscattering), it is common to simply double the predicted flux. 
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0 Back Slab- This is sirrular to the above case, but now backscattering of electrons is 
taken into account from the infinite back shield. This usually nearly doubles the 
electron dose. 
0 Double Slab- Here, the dose point is sandwiched between two thin infinite plane 
shields, With particles con-ung from both sides and back scattering from each surface. 
This configuration most closely resembles a deployed solar panel. 
The particular geometry used in model is usually the one which most closely resembles the 
actual physical conditions. For example, the sphvical sheR is often used as the baseline model 
for dose predictions for electronic components inside a spacecraft. The thickness of the shell is 
chosen to represent the "average" thickness of the material of the spacecraft, typically in the 
range 1-3 g cm-2 (i. e. approximately 4- 10 mm aluminium). 
'Me SHIELDOSE code [SELT-801, used widiin the UNIRAD suite of programs [SIMS-871, is 
an example of a simplified transport code based upon the results of a more sophisticated 
Monte-Carlo code (ETRAN). SHIELDOSE jpves dose-depth curves for vanous geometnes, 
accounting for protons, electrons, and electron-generated bremsstrahlung. Thus, by using the 
electron and proton energy spectra predicted by radiation environment codes 7 as input, the 
SHIELDOSE transport code can be used to calculate the radiation dose behind a given geometry 
of alutmruum shield. 
The European Space Agency's ESABASE/Radiation software [KRUY-821, [AUBE-821, 
IDALY-881 includes the UNIRAD suite and SHIELDOSE, but goes further in that it also allows 
the dose at specific locations within the satellite to be more accurately computed by considering 
the true geometry of the satellite via a solid-angle sectoring program - DOSRAD. Rays are 
traced in all directions to the point of interest, and the equivalent thickness of alurminium is 
calculated for each ray. The dose-depth curve is then obtained by summation over all the rays 
assuming sphere geometry: 
dose d(t, )Qi [Eqn. 4.9] 
4)T 
where: 
d(t) = dose behind thickness, t, of alunuruum, 
tj = thickness of alurninim along the i1h ray; 
. (2i = solid-angle represented 
by the ihray. 
T'his procedure ignores angular effects in electron scattering and bremsstrahlung generation, 
but provides a good approximation to the behaviour of ions which slow down and stop in 
virtually a straight line. 
For example. these spectra can be calculated via the SOFIP prograrn ISTAS-79], which Integrates 
the trapped proton. trapped electron and solar-flare proton flux over a given orbital trajectory, 
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Fig. 4.5 : ESABASEIRadiation Software 
[Adapted from Daly, E. J. (1988) "The Evaluation of Space Radiation Environments for ESA Projects", 
ESA Journal, 12, p. 242,1988] 
In total-dose calculations for Earth-orbiting satellites, the trapped electron and proton 
environments (and depending upon the Mission, the solar-flare proton environment) dominate 
over the effects of the galactic cosnUc-rays, which can be ignored. However, whilst not a 
significant source of radiation dose, galactic cosnuc-rays are effective in causing single-event 
effects through the interactions of heavy-ions. Of critical importance here is the concept of 
LET - that is the energy deposited by ions as they pass through matter. 
4.3.2 Modelling the Effects of Material Shielding on SEEs. 
The LET spectrum associated vvqth cosn-uc-rays Will be altered by the passage of those rays 
through the spacecraft walls, and therefore this process needs to be modelled in order to carry 
out SEE-rate prediction [ADAM-821. 
The approach taken in the CREME code [ADAM-861 is to start with the orbit-averaged 
differential energy spectnim for each cosMIc-ray element at the spacecraft walls, and then to 
transport this through the spacecraft walls (assumed to be alurniruum) to irutially find the 
energy spectra at the electronic component level. 
The method adopted by Adams to do this, takes into account both energy-loss and particle 
losses through total inelastic collisions. However no account is taken of the way in which 
projectile fragments from such collisions add to the differential spectra of the lighter ions. 
Thus, the particle fluxes are systematically underestimated. However, this deficiency is small I-- 
for the small to moderate wall ducknesses found in most spacecraft. 
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The differential energy spectnim f (E), inside the spacecraft behind an alununium wall 
thickness, t, for a high energy ion is approXimately given by [ADAM-831 ý 
(E) = f'(E')[S(E') / S(E)le-' [Eqn. 4.10 ] 
where: 
CY = (1/27) [5x 10-26 NA(A"3+ 27"3 -0.4)2 
f'(E = differential spectrum inside shielding; 
t= thickness of shielding (in units of g cm-2); 
E= energy inside spacecraft (=K' (R(E)-t)); 
R(E) = range through the shield of ion having energy E, K' is the mverse function; 
S(E) = the stopping power of an ion having energy E (in UnIts of MeV CM2 g-) 
A= atomic mass of cosmic-ray ion; 
NA = Avogadro's number. 
Figure 4.6 shows the galactic cosmic-ray energy spectra at the surface of a spacecraft, 
'(E ), for iron in three conditions: Adams 90% worst case, solar minimum and solar maximum 
(assuming no magnetic shielding from the magnetosphere). 
Figure 4.7 shows the effect of transporting these through 0.025" (= 0.64 mm) of aluminium 
(equivalent to 0.17 g cm-2), via Equation 4.10, to gli ve the equivalent differential energy spectra 
inside the spacecraft. 
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Fig. 4.6 : Differential Energy Spectrafor Iron Cosmic-Rays 
(Adams M=3; M= 1, Solar Minimum and M= 1, Solar Mwdmum Cases) 
[Adapted from Adams, J. H. Jr. (1987) "Cosmic Ray Effects on Microelectronics Part IV", NRL 
Wemorandum Report 5901, Naval Research Laboratory, Der-ember 31 1987, IN Space Radiation L, 'Ser's 
Manual, DOS Version 1.0, Severn Communications Corporation, 1990, Appendix B, p. 5-33] 
Ilie differential LET spectrum can now be found from the differential energy spectrum 
by a simple transfonnation. 
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An approXimation is made that the stopping power of the ion, S, is equivalent to its linear 
energy deposition (see also Section 3.2.3): 
(S) f (E )[dE T-qn. 4.111 
dS 
Unfortunately, there are singulanties m Equation 4.11 where dSIdE becomes zero and hence 
dEldS becomes infinite (shown by the spikes in Figure 4.7). For this reason, the computer 
model makes use of the equivalent integral LET spectra (Figure 4.8). 
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By repeating this procedure for all cosmic-ray elements, and summing the corresponding 
LET spectra, it is possible to build up a complete LET spectrum for a location inside a 
spacecraft (Figure 4.9). This can be modelled with reasonable accuracy up to a LET of 30,000 
MeV CM2 gý' by a straight-line power-law fit, known as the Petersen approximation (Equation 
2 -1 - 4.19). The dramatic fall-off in particle flux above a LET value of 30,000 MeV CM g implies 
that electronic components with LET thresholds greater than this are essentially SEU-immune. 
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Fig 4.9: Ae Differential LET Spectrumfor all Cosmic-Rays Behind 0.025 "A luminium 4: 2 
(A dams M=3 Case) 
[Adapted from Petersen, E. L., Shapiro, P. and Adams, J. R Jr. (1982) "Calculation of Cosmic-Ray Induced 
Soft Upsets and Scaling in VLSI Devices", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 29, p. 2055,1982, IN Sexton, F. W. (1992) 
"Measurement of Single Event Phenomena in Devices and ICs", IEEE NSREC Short Course Notes, New 
Orleans, Louisiana, July 13,1992, p. III-38] 
Spacecraft in low-altitude and/or low-inclination orbits receive substantial "shielding" via 
the screening effect of the magnetic field. This obviously modifies the energy spectra of cosmic- 
rays impinging on the spacecraft surfaces, which in turn modifies the LET spectra impinging 
on the electronics within. 
CREMIE uses the sub-program GEOMAG2 to calculate the magnetic shielding effect for a 
particu. 1ar orbital trajectory. Having modified the input energy spectra, the LET spectra behind 
a shield can be calculated in the usual way. 
Figure 4.10 shows the effect of different inclinations for a 400 km circular orbit on the LET 
spectrum for a satellite. It can be seen that the high-LET particles (i. e. > 1,000 MeV cm' g-') 
are particularly affected by changes in inclination angle, With low-inclination orbits (i. e. < 40') 
receiving three orders of magnitude less flux above 3,000 MeV CM2 g-1. In contrast, polar and 
high- incl inati on orbits experience very little attenuation compared to the natural environment 
outside of the Earth's niagnetosp here. 
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Fig. 4.10 : Integral LET Spectrafor a 400 km Altitude Satellite as a Function of Orbital 
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[Adapted from Adams, J. 1-L Jr. (1983) "The Variability of Single Event Upset Rates in the Natural 
Environment", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 30, p. 4475,1983, IN Sexton, F. W. (1992) "Measurement of Single 
Event Phenomena in Devices and Ws", IEEE NSREC Sho? i Course Notes, New Orleans, Louisiana, July 13, 
1992, p. 111-391 
4.4 Single-Event Effects Modelling 
In order to predict the single-event effect (SEE) behaviour of devices in a radiation 
environment, it is necessary to have some model of interaction of the radiation environment 
with the device, either based on a theoretical understanding of the physics involved, or derived 
from empirical observations of devices placed in a radiation environment. 
Thus, one approach to the modelling of SEEs is through the detailed modelling of the 
physical processes which occur when an ion strikes a semiconductor device in order to simulate 
the charge collection process which occur in the active layers of the devices. This can be 
computationally intensive, particularly if 2-D or 3-D charge collection processes are modelled. 
Having simulated the charge-evolution from the ion strike, the results can be incorporated 
into a lumped-parameter circuit model using a circuit simulator such as SPICE ISPIC-751, 
which shoWd enable the circwt response to be predicted. Potentially this method is a good one 
because, if the basic physics of the serruconductor and devices is known, the resulting 
simulation should closely follow reality. However, the computational complexities (and hence 
long processing times) mean that it Is not really suitable as an engineering tool 
A second approach is to expose the device in question to beams of particles at a given 
energy (or LET) and simplý, count the number of SEEs induced by a 2ýiven fluence of particles. 
This approach has the advantage that it reqwres no a ph . on detailed understanding of the 
interaction between the particles and the device. 
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However, the tests require enormous ion-accelerator machines. and consequentb. - can only 
be carried out at a few sites world-Wide. Iliey are also very expensive to carry out, Costing 
around E1,000 per hour. Even given a comprehensive set of experimental results using heaý-, '- 
ions of differing LETs, or protons of differing energies, it can still be difficult to interpret the 
data in such a way as to get an accurate prediction of the devices' performance in a real space 
environment (see Section 4.4.2). In any case, there is no guarantee that the devices tested on the 
ground are necessarily representative of the devices which Will be flown, and the procedure 
offers no physical irisight into the reasons for the devices' behaviour, or how the device rrUght 
be modified to improve its SEE response. 
For these reasons, I recommend (where possible) a combination of modelling and practical 
ground-testing to gather the data needed to address the problem of SEE-rate prediction. 
4.4.1 Physical Modelling and Circuit Simulation 
The first step in this method is to model the interaction between the incoming ion and the 
semiconductor material of the device in question, In particular, the charge-collection behaviour 
at the semiconductor junctions in the device. The results of this modelling are then applied at 
the next layer of hierarchy (i. e. at circuit level) in order to predict the circuit response. 
As described in Chapter 3, the incoming ion loses energy by iorusing the semiconductor 
along its path. The resulting delta-rays are radially distributed about the Ion's track to form a 
ruicro-plasina track. Typically, the thickness of the "plasma-Wire" is of the order of a few 
hundred nanometres, although the highest charge densities (of the order of 10'9 electron-hole 
pairs cm -3 ) are confined to a region only a tenth of this size ISTAP-881. Computer simulation 
codes have been written which predict the charge density and size of this plasma-track for ions 
of a given energy [MASS-931. 
'T'he charge deposited in the bulk of the semiconductor is not under the influence of electric- 
fields in the device and therefore simply recombines. However, charge deposited within or near 
to a semiconductor Junction will be under the influence of the electric fields, and therefore the 
electrons and holes will be separated, leading to the generation of a photocurrent. T'llis charge is 
subject to several collection processes, including diiift collection in the depletion region, and 
field-assisted collection in the funnel region, as well as diffusion collection and ion-shunt 
collection. 
In the depletion region, the strong electric field causes the electrons to be rapidly swept 
towards tile n-region and die holes to the p-region (Figure 4.11). The drift velocity xIII be 
limited by die saturated cariier velocitý', which is of the order of 107 cin s-' for electrons in 
silicon. 
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A, s the dimensions of the depletion rqpon are of the order of half a Micron, the current pulse 
associated with this drift collection lasts approXimately 5 ps, and may be simulated as a simple 
impulse 
D "' [Eqn. 4.12] "': QD 05(t) 
where: 
QD is the charge deposited directly in the depletion reg)onl 
J(t) is the Dirac delta-function. 
'Me charge-density in the plasma-track distorts the electric field within the depletion region, 
dragging the electric potential down into the substrate to create a fimnel region -a 
phenomenon first recognised as the result of computer modelling by Hsleh et al. JHSIE-811. 
Within the funnel region, charge-camers which were originally outside of the depletion reg)'on 
will be accelerated by the field, and collected at the junction. Tlie collection of charge by the 
funnel is a complex process, and a number of simplified models of the process have been 
produced. 
For example, Hu JHU-82] predicts that the funnel depth is dependent upon the carrier 
mobilities and the original width of the depletion rqpon, and derives an equation for the time 
dependent current flow which has an instantaneous rise-time, and a "cosh' " form for the fall- 
time of the current pulse. This may be integrated to Dve the total charge collected by the 
uncti on. 
Messenger IMESS-821 uses a double exponential fon-n for the current-pulse, where the 
exponential parameters are derived empirically. This form is very swtable for driving circwt 
simulators such as SPICE (Figure 4.12). 
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(and Funnel Geometry). 
[Adapted firom Massengill, L. (1993) "SEU Modeling and Prediction Techniques ", IEEE NSREC Shorl 
Course Notes, Chapter 3, Snowbird, Utah, 19th July 1993] 
McLean and Oldham have developed a first-order analytical model of the funnel effect, 
deriving equations for the collected charge and the collection time IMCLE-821. Their model 
assumes that the track length is much longer than the funnel depth, which is not necessarily the 
case for high-LET ions which may have very short track lengths. Oldham has subsequently 
modified the model to include an empirical correction factor to prevent the model over- 
predicting the collected charge for high-LET ions [OLDH-861. 
The third charge-collection mecharusm is diffusion coHection which is particularly 
important on multi -transistor structures such as DRAMs, where charge may diffuse from the 
hit junction to neighbouring junctions to perhaps cause multiple-bit upsets. The diffusion 
process is much slower than the prompt drift and fUnnelling charge collection processes and 
typically occurs over several nanoseconds. However, it should be noted that this is still faster 
than the typical refresh time of a dynanuc-RAM (DRAM). The modelling of the diffusion 
process usually requires the use of full 2-D or 3-D finite-element "Poisson-Solver" models such 
as PISCESII (Stanford University), THUNDER (Silvaco), PADRE (Bell Laboratories) and 
DAVINCI (Technology Modeling Associates, Inc. ). 
In dense multi-layer structures such as found in modem CMOS devices, a fourth charge- 
collection process may occur - the ion-shunt effect. Here the plasma track forms a conductive 
bridge between neighbouring junctions allowing current to flow as if through a wire. Such 
effects have been expenmentally observed JKNUD-841. 
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Hauser et al. [HAUS-851 have developed an analytical model of charge-collection from an 
ion shunt which treats the plasma-track as a "resistance" appearing, for a certain time. T. The 
resistance is a function of the IMear charge density of the track, whereas T is a function of the 
voltages at the nodes of the shunt and may be determined by 2-D or 3-D finite-element models 
which evaluate the semiconductor carrier equations at every point on a grid, given certain 
boundary conditions. 
Whilst these finite-element charge transport codes produce impressive results, and 
potentially offer accurate solutions (as the number of built-in assumptions is small), diev 
consume many hundreds of hours of CPU time, and therefore are not realiv suitable as 
engineering tools for SEE-rate prediction. 
Once a prediction has been made of the charge-collection process. the calculated current- 
pulse can be applied to a lumped-parameter circuit-level model of the device in question in 
order to investigate its effect. 'T'he SPICE simulation code is a popular choice for this type of 
model. However as SPICE is intended to simulate the normal operation of a semiconductor 
device, care should be taken that the injected current does not drive the circwt into state for 
which the simulation is invalid. 
For example, in normal operation, the drain-substrate junction of a MOS device Is reversed 
biased, providing isolation between the device and the substrate. Under these conditions, only 
majonty-carner transport effects need be modelled. However, during an ion-strike, the junction 
can become forward-biased, leading to n-flnonty-camer charge storage in the diffusion 
capacitance, prolonging the disturbance frorri the strike. The time-scale for this effect is 
difficult to determine expenmentally, but is of the order of a nanosecond for 1-2 ýtm channel- 
length CMOS structures. 
The SPICE code can model minority-carner effects in CMOS by simply adding "diodes" 
and "bipolar transistors" in parallel With the MOS transistors - i. e. the diode represents the 
drain-substrate junction, and the bipolar transistor the dram-p-well-substrate junctions (for a p- 
well CMOS device) as shown in Figure 4.13. 
Circuit-stmulators can be used to evaluate the relative sensitivity of different technologies to 
SEEs as well as providing a means to determine the sensitive elements ivithin a device. To 
Illustrate this, I shall briefly outline models single-event upset (SEU) in common NIOS memory 
devices- NMOS DRAMs, RMOS SRAMs and CMOS SRAN'ls. 
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I/- - 
Vss 
Fig. 4.13 : Lumped-Parameter Circuit Model of a p- Well CMOS Structure Including 
Minority-Carrier Charge-Storage Effects. 
[Adapted from Johnson, R-L., Jr., Diehl, S. E. and Hauser, J. R_ (1985) "Simulation Approach for Modeling 
Single Event Upsets on Advanced CMOS SRAMs", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 32, pp. 4122-4127,19851 
4.4.1.1 NMOS DRAM 
Dynamic-RAM (DRAM) devices have an advantage over static-RAM (SRAM) devices in 
that they allow a greater packing density of memory elements. A modem one-transistor DRAM 
now has 16M-bits of memory per device and 256M-bit devices are becoming, commercially 
available. I"he memory element is essentially a charge-storage capacitor, accessed by a nMOS 
transistor. Figure 4.14 shows the cell-layout and circuit diagram. 'Ilie output-state of the 
memory cell is determined by comparing the charge-state of the cell with respect to an identical 
reference capacitor. Because charge will leak away from the cell (usually over a period of a 
few nulliseconds), the cell has to be "refreshed" periodically (i. e. the contents have to be 
actively re-written) well Within this leakage time - hence the dynamic nature of the memory. 
The memory cells are arranged in a matrix and are addressed by "row" and "coluniri". 
Figure 4.15 shows a single memory cell and the reading electronics. 
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Fig. 4.14 : One- Transistor Cell DRAM Circuit Diagram and Cell Layout 
[Adapted from S. M. Sze: Semiconductor Devices Physics and Technology, 
John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1985, p. 487] 
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Fig. 4.15 : One-Bit DRAM Cell, Column and Sense Amplifier 
[Adapted from McPartiand, R-C. (1991) "Circuit Simulations of Alpha-Particle-Induced Soft Errors in MOS 
Dynamic RAMs", IEEE Journal qf Solid State Circuits, 15, !, pp. 31-34,1981, IN Massengill, L. (1993) 
-SEU Modeling and Prediction Techniques", IEEE NSREC Shory Course Notes, Snowbird, Utah, July 19,1993, 
p. 111-45] 
To wnte data to the cell, the sense amplifier latch (SA) is forced into a high (or low) state by 
the 1/0 lines. The access transistor MI is then turned on and the voltage at SA is used to charge 
(or not) the cell capacitance CmEm. MI is now turned off and the charge-state of C,,,, is held. 
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To refresh the cell, a read operation is performed. The COLUMN and NOT-COLUNIN lines 
are set to a high voltage level via a logic high on the COLUMN PRECHARGE Ime, turTung on 
transistors M210 and M220. At the same time the reference cell capacitance CREF is diarged to 
half VDD (i. e. a state nudway between logic high and low) via the REFERENCE PRECHARGE 
transistor M7. The two access transistors M5 and MI are now activated via the ROW and 
REFERENCE ROW lines. 'Me voltages at SA and NOT-SA will now discharge into CmEM and 
CRL, F respectively, so that if the charge-state of CmEm was closer to logIc-high than the half-high 
state of CREF, the final voltage at SA will be higher than that at NOT-SA (and vice versa). 
Activating the sense amplifier latch now reinforces the voltage difference between SA and NOT- 
SA, causing the 10gic-state of CmEm to be reinforced (i. e. refreshed). 
This process shows that an ion-strike may upset the cell if it occurs m: 
the cell capacitance itself (or *in the access transistor source Junction)-, 
0 the access transistor dram junction (or in any other access transistor on the same 
column); 
0 the sense amplifier latch or reference cell prior to a read or refresh (which would 
actually affect every cell on the column causing a multiple-bit upset). 
It also shows that the susceptibility to SEU depends upon the timing of the ion-stnke with 
respect to a read/ refresh operation. An ion-strike on an individual cell will have most effect 
when the cell's state has decayed and the noise immunity has dropped - i. e. just prior to refresh. 
This suggests that it is best to maintain a high refresh-rate in order to maintain the maximum 
noise immunity (and therefore the minimum susceptibility to SEU). However, the strikes on the 
sense amplifiers etc. only have an effect dufing the refresh cycle, and therefore this suggests 
minimising the refresh-rate in order to prevent these upsets. Thus, any circw't-level simulation 
needs to address the effects of the ion-strike current-pulse in each of tIhme regions of the device 
at the most vulnerable time under different refresh regimes. 
SENSE 
AMPLIFIER 
CAPACITANCE 
CoWboo 
Fig. 4.16 : Simple Circuit-Level Model of an Ion-Strike in a One-Transistor DRAM 
[Adapted from McPartland, R. C. (1981) "Circuit Simulations of Alpha- Part ic le- Induced Soft Errors In MOS 
Dvnamic RAMs". IE'EEJotirnal qfSolidkate Orcims, 15,1. pp. 31-34.1981, IN Massengill, L. (1993) 
-SEU Modeling and Prediction Techniques", IEEE NSRECShorf CotirseNotes, Snowbird, Utah, July 19,1993, 
p. 111-461 
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4.4.1.2 RMOS SRAM 
Resistive-load static RAMs are designed to have cell densities close to DRAM levels, but to 
be static in operation - i. e. they do not require refreshing The memory cell elements are usually 
nMOS transistors, with CMOS transistors in the peripheral circuitry, hence this memory 
technology is sometime confusingly referred to as NMOS SRAM or CMOS SRAM! The term 
RMOS (i. e. resistive-mode MOS) is preferred, although is not yet in common use. 
The pull-up resistors (see Figure 4.17). have very high impedances (circa. 10' ohms), and 
serve to provide compensation currents to offset junction leakage. The I-iigh impedance means 
that the regenerative loop in the circuit has a time constant of the order of iTu'lliseconds, and 
therefore in practice' is unable to compensate for the effects of an ion-strike where the current 
pulses occur on much shorter time-scales (less than a nanosecond). 
The access transistors (MAI and MA2) connect the inforination storage transistors (M I and 
M2) to the bit-lines (BIT and NOT-BIT) during read and write operations. The transistors are 
complementary so that one will be in a logic-low state whilst the other is logic-high. 
The (nMOS) transistor with the Ngh voltage on its gate acts very much like a conventional 
DRAM cell, with its charge-storage element being the gate-capacitance of the opposite 
transistor. Only this logic-high transistor is sensitive to an ion-strike as the ion can only deplete 
(and not enhance) the stored charge. A hit on the 10gic-low transistor simply reinforces the 
existing logic state. 
Strike 
BitBar Bft 
Fig. 4.17: RMOS SRAM Cell Stnicture 
[Adapted from Massengdl, L. (1993) "SEU Modefing and Prediction Techniques", IEEE. VSREC Shori 
Cori rs c Notes, Chapter 3, Snowbird, Utah, 19th July 19931 
" Only the 
i 
high-state transistor is at risk of upset, and even this will eventually recover to a high state 
over a period of ni'lliseonds. However, any read operation during this period moll produce an 
erroneous output. 
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Fig. 4.18 : Simple Circuit-Level Model of an Ion-Strike in a RMOS SRAM 
[Adapted from Massengill, L. (1993) "SEU Modeling and Prediction Techmques", IEEE NSREC Shorl 
Course Notes, Chapter 3, Snowbird, Utah, 19th July 19931 
Because of the long time-constants involved in RMOS SRAMs, it is possible for diff-used 
charge from an ion-strike to migrate to several cells causing multiple-bit upsets. This has been 
observed experimentally in 64K xI polysilicon-load nMOS SRAMs [SONG-88]. 
Similarly, it is possible that an ion-stnke on a word-Ime dnver may cause multiple-bit 
upsets through activating the access transistors attached to the word line. This has also been 
observed experimentally [MCDO-891. 
4.4.1.3 CMOS SRAM 
The full six-transistor CMOS SRAM memory cell has been extensively studied for space 
and rmlitary applications as it is inherently less susceptible to SEU than either the DRAM or 
RMOS SRAM configurations. Radiation-hardened versions now exist which are virtually 
SEU-immune. The basic cell comprises six transistors as shown in Figure 4.19. 
The cell is essentially two cross-coupled CMOS mverters which form a latch. The nodes 
(MI-M3 andM2-K) are complementary so that a logic-high on one node gives a low on the 
other. Each inverter drives the mput to the other, givmg rise to a high-gain regenerative loop. 
This leads to a high degree of noise-immunity (and hence resistance to SEU). The circuit is 
fully static and requires, no external refreshing. 
As both n-channel and p-channel transistors are used to forin the basic CMOS structure, 
there are two possible mechanisms for upser an ion-strike on a logic-high n-channel transistor 
p -low p-channel transistor drai (ass ing, logIc-hilath drain or an ion-stnike on a los ic IM urru 
corresponds to high voltage). TInus, the circwt-level model for upset of a six-transistor CNIOS 
SRAM cell needs to consider two "hit" scenarios (see Figure 4.20). 
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Fig. 4.19: The Basic Six-Transistor CMOS SRAMMemory Cell 
[Adapted from: R. S. Muller and T. I. Kamins: Device Electronicsfor Integrated Circuits (2nd Ed. ), 
John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1986, p. 450, IN Massengdl, L. (1993) "SEU Modeling and Prediction 
Techniques", IEEE NSREC Short Course Notes, Snowbird, Utah, 19th July 1993, p. HI-5 1] 
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Fig. 4.20: Simple Circuit-Level Model of an Ion-Strike in a Six-Transistor CMOS SRAM 
[Adapted from Massengifl, L. (1993) "SEU Modeling and Prediction Techniques", IEEE NSREC Shorl 
Course Notes, Chapter 3, Snowbird, Utah, 19th July 1993, p. IU-521 
The upset mechanism in a fWl six-transistor CMOS SRAM is dominated by the current- 
feedback around the regenerative loop of the latch. Tlius, once disturW by an ton-strike, large 
regenerative currents flow to force the cell's output into one of the two stable states. This 
process occurs on a time-scale that is a nullion times faster than the recovery of the RMOS 
SRAMs discussed previously. For fast CMOS SRAMs, the recovery-time is of the same order 
as the time-profile of the current-pulse from the ion-strike itself. Under such circumstances, the 
shape of the ion-strike current-pulse is important in determining whether or not the cell is upset 
as well as the total charge collected. 
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Historically, the concept of critical charge, Q, and sensitive volume have been used in the 
task of SEE rate prediction. Ilie critical charge is defined as the minimum deposited charge in 
some sensitive volume of the device or circuit-element necessary to cause an upset. The region 
outside of this volume is assumed to have no effect on the device's upset sensitivity. 
However, it is clear that a single parameter such as critical charge is not sufficient In the 
case of a fast CMOS SRAM, as the same charge collected over different time-scales may lead 
to very different outcomes. 
Massengill [MASS-931 describes how the processes of physical modelling of devices at 
junction level and at Circuit-node level, can deternune the applicability of the concept of critical 
charge to a particular device. 
In a circuit-level simulation, the current-pulse from an ion strike is most often modelled as a 
double exponential, with a rise-time (CR) tYPIcally of the order of tens of picoseconds, and with 
a fall-time (10 of typically 200-300 picoseconds. The form is easily incorporated into circuit 
simulator codes such as SPICE. 
;t< tD 
Io I-e 
-1ýýR 
e- 
(t-'D )/' 
F ;t> tD [Eqn. 4.13] 
Ile parameters of Equation 4.13 may be derived from empirical observation, or through 
detailed nucro-modelling of the junction response using I-D analytical, or more complex 2-D 
and 3-D finite-element charge collection models. 
Equation 4.13 may be directly integrated to Vve the total charge, Q: 
Q= 10[tD + "F - 'rR - 
("F 
- "R)e- 
tDI"R ] 
[Eqn. 4.14] 
Figure 4.21 shows this model waveform and for comparison, Figure 4.22 shows actual 
current-pulses measured in a diode due to various ions. Incorporating this model of the current- 
pulse from an ion-strike into a lumped-parameter model of the circuit, enables the circwt- 
response to be simulated. 
If the characteristic time-constant of the ion-strike current pulse Tp (2-, = TR + TO IS Much 
shorter than the effective time constant of the circuit node 'CN (=REQ CN, where REQ is the 
equivalent a. c. resistance seen by the current source andCN Is the total nodal capacitance), then 
the circuit acts as ail integrator and only the total charge associated with the current-pulse 
effects the final state of the ci rcuit. 
In these conditions, the concept of critical charge is valid. 
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If, however, the time-constant of the circuit element is comparable to, or shorter th-an, that 
of the current-pulse, then the shape of the current pulse is of critical importance to the final 
state of the circuit. Fortunately, the condition 'IN >> cp typically holds for most CMOS 
SRAMs, resistive-load SRAMs, DRAMs and older bipolar technologies. 
Tbus, mi many cases, the concept of critical charge still holds its utility, and indeed Petersen 
shows that experimentally there is good agreement between measured "criti cal -charge" and the 
predictions from SPICE circuit-level simulations provided that the median critical-charge is 
used [PETE-92b]. 
- 
Fig. 4.21 : Simulated Current Pulse Waveformftom an Ion Strike in a Semiconductor 
[Adapted from Massengill, L. (1993) "SEU Modeling and Prediction Techniques", IEEE NSREC 
Short Course Notes, Chapter 3, Snowbird, Utah, 19th July 1993, p. 111-341 
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Fig. 4.22 : Experimentally Observed Charge Collection Wave/6"ns in a 
Semiconductor Diode 
[Adapted from Wagner, R. S., Bordes, N., Bradley, J. M., Maggiore, C. J., Knudson, A_R_ and Campbell, A-B. 
(1988) "Alpha, Boron, Silicon and Iron Ion-Induced Current Transients In Low-Capacitance Silicon 
and GaAs Diodes", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 35,6_ pp. 15 78-15 84, December 1988, IN Massengill, L. ( 1993) 
-SEU Modeling and Prediction Techniques", IEEE NSREC Sho ri CourseNotes, Snowbird, Utah. 19th JuIv 
1993, p. 111-34] 
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4.4.2 Ground-Based Experimental Simulation 
In order to experimentally determine the sensitivity of devices to SEEs, it is useful to expose 
them to ion-beams in order to directly measure their response. A typical procedure is to expose 
a de-lided device (under vacuum) to a mono-energetic beam of ions accelerated to MeV 
energies via a cyclotron or Van der Graff accelerator. The flux of particles is measured, and 
the LET of the particles is detern-imed from their initial energy (in the case of protons, ordy the 
irutial energy is required). If the ions are sufficiently energetic, the devices may be left 
encapsulated in their original packaging and/or irradiated in air. 
In static testing, the device-under-test (DUT) contains a fixed bit-pattem which is exanuned 
for bit-flips after a certain fluence of particles has been received. In dynxinic testing, the 
device is actively interrogated during exposure, often comparing its response to a sin-ular, non- 
exposed device. Such comparisons are particularly necessary when testing combinatonal lopic 
and analogue devices. Figure 4.23 shows a typical experimental set-up. 
The effective LET of the ions can be altered by tilting the device with respect to the beam- 
front, changing the energy of the beam, or changing the ion species used. Table 4.1 shows a 
typical range of ions used. 
TYPICAL HEAVY IONS AVAILABLE AT THE GANII, 
ACCELERATOR, FRANCE 
................ 
Ions Energy /Me I" LETIMel" RanZe9 lpm 
180 90-1,080 5,000-500 130-250 
40, AX 280-1,800 17,000 - 3,500 100-510 
86 Kr 430-4,472 30,000 - 12,000 45-600 
129Xe 700-5,800 60,000 - 30,000 105-625 
TYPICAL HEAVY IONS AVAILABLE AT THE BERKELEY 
884NCH CYCLOTRON ACCELERATOR, USA 
Ions EneiýU /Me V LET / Me V Ranzel pm 
16o 428 1,000 >100 
2'Ne 90 5,600 55 
40, A, r 180 15,000 48 
65cU 2Q0 32,000 45 
86 Kr 380 41,000 45 
13,, Xe 603 63,000 47 
Table 4.1 
[Adapted from [DUZE-901 and ISEXT-921 
9 
111 sillcoll. 
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Fig. 4.23 : ]on-Beam Test Set- Upfor SEU 
[Adapted firom Sanderson, T. K., Mapper, D. and Stephen, J. H. (1982) "Effects of Space Radiation on 
Advanced Semiconductor Devices", ESA Contract Repori CR(P)1801, (AEA Harwell), ESTEC, Noordwijk, [N 
Andrew Holmes-Siedle and Len Adams, Handbook of Radiation hffiects, OUP, 1993, p. 353] 
The results of the tests are plotted on a "LET-cross-section" curve. The cross-section is 
calculated as the number of upsets, N, diVided by the fluence (flux x time = Ot) and diVided by 
the cosine of the beam angle with respect to the deVice normal, 0 
(3-- 
Nu 
otcoso 
[Eqn. 4.15] 
'Me cross-section has dimensions of area and is usually identified as the sensitive area of 
the deVice. Cross-section is usually plotted logarithmically to cope with the large variation M 
cross-section vAth LET. 
The LET is taken as the effective vertical incidence LET of the ion at the point of impact 
with the device. If the beam is at some angle, 0, to the device nomial then the effecfive LET is 
calculated as: 
LETi,,, id,,, 
coso 
[Eqn. 4.16] 
This approXimation is based on the assumption that charge collected by the sensitive volume 
of the device scales With the path-length of the ion, which itself scales as secant 0. This is only 
valid if 
; iven LET is large compared with the dimensions of the 0 the range of the ion of a pi 
sensitive volume so that there is no appreciable change in LET over the path-length-, 
40 the angle is sufficiently small that the charge from the ion-track does not come under 
the influence of other regions of the device, or impinge on senuiconductor boundaries 
which may truncate the charge collection process. For example, a beam at 90' would 
give an infinite effective LET, which is patently absurd. 
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To achieve a sufficient number of different LETs, the ion may be accelerated to different 
energies. Increasing the beam energy decreases the LET. However, care has to be taken that 
the ion has sufficient energy to penetrate the region of interest in the DUT. To get further 
points on the LET scale, different ions can be used. However, the assumption that one ion-t), pe 
of a given LET deposits the same charge as a different ion-type with the same LET is 
questionable as the radial structure of the plasma-track is liable to be different. Also, the rate of 
change of LET with penetration depth (d(LET)/dx) is unlikely to be the same with different 
ions, even if they have the same effective LET. 
Despite these difficulties, a large quantity of experimental data has been acquired in recent 
years, and convenient data summaries have been published, especially by Nichols et al at JPL 
IKOGA-841, [NICH-851, [NICH-871, [NICH-891, INICH-911, [NICH-931. 
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Fig. 4.24 : Typical Upset Cross-Section Curvefor a SRAM Device 
Figure 4.24 shows a typical LET - upset-cross-section ettirve for a memory device. The 
main features of the curve appear to be that at low-LETs, no upsets occur, whilst at high- 
LETs, the cross-section seems to be constant, implying that this is a measure of the total 
sensitive area of the device. In-between, the cross-section increases rapidly With LET, and 
usually some arbitrary point on the rising edge of the curve is selected as representing a 
"threshold" or critical-LET of the device, which, as charge is proportional to LET, can also 
be identified as representing the critical-charge for the device. This point is taken as being at 
I 1, o, 10%, 30% or even 50% of the saturated cross-section level, according to the author's 
preference. Often, the curves themselves are not published, but only the two derived 
parameters: saturated cross-section and threshold-LET (or equivalently critical-charge). 
There are many problems With this interpretation of the curve, as explained in Section 4.4.3. 
pi The development of ion-niicrobeam techniques (With ty ical beam diameters of I pm) have 
allowed individual regions within a device to be probed for SEU sensitivity. Ilie results can 
even take the f6mi of -m image of the sensitive repions of the device, xluch dramaticaliv 
confinu the theoretical results derived from circuit-level simulation (see Figure 4.25), 
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Circuit Mask Upset Lmage 
If ,ý 
Fig. 4.25: An Image of the SEU-Sensitive Regions of a 16K TA670 SRAM Using a I-Pm 
Focused Beam of 24 Me V Si Ions. 
[Adapted from Horn, K. M., Doyle, B. L. and Sexton, F. W. (1992) "Nuclear Microprobe imaging of Single 
Event Upsets in Microcircuits", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 39, p. 7,1992, IN Sexton, F. W. (1992) "Measurement 
of Single Event Phenomena in Devices and lCs ", IEEE NSREC Shorl Course Notes, New Orleans, Louisiana, 
July 13,1992, p. IH-3 I] 
Ion-beam tests are very expensive and reqwre access to major accelerator facilities. An 
alterriative approach is the use of radioisotope sources or focused laser beams to simulate 
upsets in the laboratory. 
Alpha particle sources, such as 24Am, are readily available but unfortunately decay-alpha- 
particles have relatively low energies (circa 5 MeV) and are therefore not very penetrating. 
They are mainly of use in simulating upsets due to alpha decay in devices' packaging materials 
In recent years, much work has been done of the Use Of 212Cf, [SAND-82], [COST-901 which 
has the property of undergomg spontaneous fission to produce relatively high-LET fission 
fragments (see Table 4.2). 
Fig. 4.26 : Californium-252 Assessment of Single-Event Effects ("CASE") Apparatus 
[Adapted from Sanderson, T. K., Mapper, D. and Stephen, J. H. (1982) "Effects of Space Radiation on 
Advanced Semiconductor Devices". hS. 4 Contract Repo? I, CR(P)1801, (AEA Harwell), ESA ESTEC, 
Noordwijk, Netherlands, 1982, IN Andrew Holmes-Siedle and Len Adams, Handbook of Radiation Ellects, 
OUP, 1993, p. 354] 
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The low-energy of the fission fragments leads to a low penetration depth and a large rate of 
change of LET with penetration distance, and therefore the results obtained need careful 
interpretation. 
A commercial SEU tester based on this technology is available, which uses scinfiflators and 
time-of-flight measurements to track the energy and mass of each fragment that hits the device. 
From these measurements, a fairly accurate LET value can be derived, although to be fully 
accurate the charge-state of the fragment is also required. Such systems are useful in making an 
initial assessment of the SEU vulnerability of devices, provided that the over-layers of the 
device are not too thick. 
Half Life: 2.64 years (alpha decay) 
85 vears (st)ontaneous fission 
Decay Probabilities: 96.91 % (alpha) 
3.09% (spontaneous fission) 
Alpha Energies: 5.98 MeV (0.2%) 
6.0 8 MeV (15.2 %) 
6.12 MeV (81.6%) 
Fission Fragment 78.7 MeV (heavy fragment) 
Average Energies: 102.5 MeV (Ii, 4t fragment) 
Fission Fragment LET -1 
2 42,000 - 45,000 MeV g cm 
(in SO- 
Fission Fragment 
Range (in Si)-. 
6- 15.5 ýtm 
Table 4.2 ISTEP-831 
Recently, attention has been paid to the use of Nd-YAG lasers in testing for SEU sensitivity. 
The laser may be tuned in wavelength to alter the absorption characteristics of the beam, as 
well as in intensity, which alters the density of the plasma produced in the semiconductor. 
Near-IR wavelengths produce the best penetration of a device, although t1le beam will not 
pass through metallized layers. The beam can be collimated and focused to a spot size of the 
order of the dimensions of the active areas in a device, and so various rqpons within the device 
can be probed. This procedure is much simpler and cheaper than ion-nuicrobeam analysis, 
however the advantage of the ion-beam is that it can penetrate all regions. 
The charactenstics of a laser-induced plasma are very different to those from an ion-beam. 
The plasma track is much broader (by some 20 times), and the photons are absorbed 
exponential1v VAth penetration depth, and therefore most charge is deposited near to the surface 
of the device. 
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In contrast, high-energy ions produce a much more uniform. plasma-track, with a very dense 
charge-core. The laser has to be pulsed in order to simulate an ion-strike and Q-switching 
techniques can produce pulse-widths as short as 50 ps. This is reasonably short compared to 
typical total charge-collection times (100-500 ps), but is long compared to the drift charge- 
collection times (circa 5 ps) and is very long compared to the prompt charge generation time of 
an ion (<< I ps). Work continues on comparing the results of laser tests to heavy-ion tests 
[BUCH-871, [BUCH-881, [BUCH-901, [BUCH-921, [MEELI-941. 
4.4.3 Interpretation of the LET- Cross-Section Curve 
'Me LET - cross-section curve (Figure 4.27) plotted in its typical linear-log form has the 
property of emphasising the threshold-LET and indicating an apparent saturated cross- 
section for high LETs. One could easily imagine such a curve being approximated by a 
rectangle characterised by threshold-LET and saturated cross-section. Indeed these two 
parameters are often extracted for use in SEE-rate predictions. 
p 
E 
z 
0 
LU w 
U) 0 0 
Fig. 4.27: Measured Upset Cross-Section Vs. LET Curves For Various Memory Devices 
[Adapted from Petersen, E. L., Pickel, J. C., Adams, IR Jr. and Smith, E. C. (1992) "Rate Prediction for 
Single Event Effects", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 39,6, pp. 1577-1599, Dec. 1992] 
Petersen et al [PETE-92b] have argued that such curves are misleading as they suggest that 
all the cells on the DUT are the same and are charactensed by a single LET-threshold, which 
(they argue) is not the case. If the same data are plotted such that the cross-sections are on a 
linear scale, and the effective LETs on a logarithmic scale, then it becomes clear that there is 
no single LET-threshold, and often, what appeared to be a limiting saturated cross-section is In 
fact still an increasing function (Figure 4.28). Petersen ef al reconunend this method of plotting 
the data as it allows "sanity checks", and better m(ficates when the true saturated cross-section 
has been found. 
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The question anses as to why there should be a distribution cell thresholds. This could be 
due to: 
different regions on the device having different sensitive areas and depletion depths 
(such as the p-channel and n-channel transistors on a CMOS SRAM). 'Mus, if there 
were N different rqpons on a device, each charactensed by a different threshold LET 
and sensitive area, then the observed LET- cross-section curve would be a convolution 
of N such curves; 
0 statistical variability in charge collected from thin layers even from ions of constant 
LET. Calculations by Xapsos [XAPS-92a] suggest that this vanation is too small to 
explain the shape of the LET- cross-section curve by itself, 
0 variability in processing across the cells on a device (i. e. through different doping 
profiles, mask alignment errors, etc. ). 
Another possibility is that cross-section actually does vary with LET. In this case there 
should be no saturated cross-section (and indeed this is sometimes observed). A possible 
explanation for this is that at high-LETs the diffusion charge is contributing to the upsets, and 
so as the LET increases and more charge is developed, more and more cells are being affected 
by a single ion-strike. 
Petersen et al argue that this is a second order effect, and that there is a genuine spread in 
LET thresholds. In this interpretation, the traditional threshold-LET derived from the curve is 
now simply the threshold-LET of the most sensitive cell hit in the most sensitive part of is 
charge-collection volume. 
As circuit-analysis simulations involve "average" circuit properties, the "average" - i. e. 
median - threshold-LET should be used for comparisons (that is the LET at 50% of the 
saturated cross-section). Petersen shows that when this is done, a good fit is obtained between 
ineasured and simulated data for a vAde variety of device technologies. 
In order to obtain a range of effective LETs, for these curves, the ion-beams are often tilted 
with respect to the device normal and Equation 4.16 applied. Tilting should not exceed 60' 
otherwise there is a danger of physical shadowing by the device packaging. However, even at 
shallower angles, great care must be taken that the ion's LET does not sign-ificantly change in 
traversing the increased depth of the overlayers. Particular attention needs to be paid when 
testing for single-event latch-up (SEL) as the sensitive regions for latch-up tend to be much 
deeper than those for upset (i. e. 15 ýim instead of 5 pm typically). 
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Fig. 4.28 : Ae Data From Figure 4.2 7 Re-Plotted According to Petersen et al. 
[Adapted from Petersen, E. L., Pickel, J. C., Adams, J. H. Jr. and Smith, E. C. (1992) "Rate Prediction for 
Single Event Effects", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 39,6, pp. 1577-1599, Dec. 1992] 
Sometimes when several ion-species are used in combination with tilting, discontinuities 
appear in the LET- cross-section curve. Petersen et al argue that this is due to fact that the 
depth of the sensitive volume is not insignificant compared to the sensitive area, and therefore a 
further geometric correction needs to be applied when tilting the device. They argue that as ions 
passing through the comers of the device cannot deposit enough charge to cause an upset, the 
true projected area is smaller by a "z sin 0" factor (Figure 4.29). However, this correction 
seems simplistic when considering the effect of charge funrielling, and does not take into 
account any differences in track structure due to different ions being used. 
Z SIN T14ETA 
/ 
ACTUAL PROJECTION 
USUAL CORRECTION 
THETA 
x 
/ 
/ 
SENSITIVE VOLUME 
Fig. 4.29: Geometric Correction Due to Thickness of the Sensitive Volume 
[Adapted from Petersen, E. L., Pickel, J. C., Adams, J. RJr. and Smith, E. C. (1992) "Rate Prediction for 
Single Event Effects". IEE-E Trans. Nucl. Sci., 39,6, pp. 1577-1599, Dec. 1992] 
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Petersen et al suggest measuring 7- 10 points on the curve, and then using a Weibull fit to 
derive the complete curve shape. The Weibull curve is particularly useful in modelling these 
(normalised) data as it fits a wide range of statistical distribution functions- 
LET - LET s F(LET) exp 
w 
,? uet -) for LET > LET,,,,.,,, 
F(LET) =0 for LET < LET,,,,,,, [Eqn. 4.171 
where: 
W= Width of the distribution (= the LET at 63.2% of the saturated cross-section), 
s= shape parameter (s=l = Exponential, s=2 =Rayleigh, s=4 = Normal Distribution). 
The three parameters, LET,,, s,,, W and s should be chosen so as to give the best fit to the 
measured data (non-nalised by I/ saturated cross-section) as follows: 
0 two points measured at very high LET (e. g. 65,000 and 130,000 MeV g7 I cm 
2) to 
deternUne the saturated cross-section. If these vary by more than 10% then take more 
readings at the high LET end. If the saturated cross-section is greater than, or close to 
the physical size of DUT, then correct for multiple-bit upsets, 
0 one point at 75%-80% of the saturated cross-section for curve-fitting; 
0 one point at 50%-60% of the saturated cross-section. The 50% mark represents the 
median threshold LET (as discussed); 
0 one point at 25%-30% of the saturated cross-section. This value is recommended for 
quick "figure-of-meirit" upset rate calculationsl 
0 one point at 10% of the saturated cross-section. This point is useful for comparison 
with previous published data; 
one point at 0.1 % of the saturated cross-section. This represents the onset threshold, 
which is necessary for the Weibull fit (LET,,,,,, ). 
two or more points in-between to get a good Welbull parameter fit. 
Once the Weibull curve has been derived, error-rate calculations become easier as the 
function can be directly integrated. 
Whilst Petersen et al's work provides a methodology for interpreting and using LET-cross- 
section curves, it should be noted that not all authors agree on their interpretation. For example, 
Langworthy has managed to model the upset cross-section curves of several technologies by 
ignoring critical charge variations, and instead uses the concept of LET-dependent sensitive 
volume size [LANG-891. 
Recently, Xapsos et al [XAPS-941 have produced a critique of Petersen et al's work and 
proposes an alternative model, which accounts for both cell-to-cell variations and the variation 
in sensitive volume size with LET in terms of the product of two probability density functions. 
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This model is slightly more complex, in that it requires a knowledge of the distribution of 
transistor threshold voltages, which is taken to be representative of the corresponding 
distnbution of critical charges. "I'lie model then uses three fitting parameters to find a smooth fit 
to the cross-section data. The great advantage of this model is that it does not involve the use of 
the concept of "effective LET", instead it works directly in tenns of deposited charge. 
Xapsos et al tested their model on a bipolar and an SOS technology device, with good 
results, however, unfortunately neither of these technologies is representative of the MOS 
devi ces of concern to thi s Thesi s- 
Tbus, there is currently no agreed interpretation of the LET-cross-section curve, although I 
am inclined to believe that Xapsos et al's model gives a more realistic picture. 
Petersen et al's model does seem to provide an adequate fit to the cross-section data from 
many different technologies - including bulk[MOS. However, neither inodel properly accounts 
for the effects of charge funnelling or for the radial distribution of charge across the ion's track 
and so t1iis is an area for further work. 
4.4.4 Proton Induced SEE Modelling 
The foregoing sections have concentrated on modelling upsets due to heavy-ions, as 
traditionally, it has been heavy-ion cosmic-rays which have been of major concern as a source 
of SEEs in spacecraft electronics. However, since 1981, increasing attention has been paid to 
modelling and predicting proton-induced single-event effects [PETE-811, [BEND-831. Indeed, 
the early part of my research demonstrated the relative importance of protons as an (indirect) 
source of upsets in commercial MOS devices operating in low-Earth orbiting spacecraft 
JUNDE-90al. 
Proton induced upsets are very different to those from heavy-ion cosmic-rays. The LET of 
protons is usually insufficient to cause upsets directly, but the LET of particles produced as the 
result of proton-induced nuclear reactions is much higher, and these can induce upsets. Of 
central importance therefore is the reaction cross-section (i. e. probability of reaction) of 
protons of a given energy. 
Petersen [PETE-811 investigated proton-silicon reactions and showed that the elastic- 
scattering reaction cross-section peaks at about 40 MeV proton energy, whereas alpha 
producing and spallation reactions have a nearly constant cross-section above 60 MeV proton 
energy. These latter reactions, in particular, can deposit large amounts of energy (and therefore 
charge) in the critical volume of devices leading to upset (see also Table 3.1). 
The natural trapped-proton environment of tile Earth's magrietosphere comprises protons of 
typically I Os- I 00s MeV energy, which are easily able to induce sLich reactions. 
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Fig. 4.30 : Cross-Sections For Proton-Silicon Reactions" 
[Adapted from Petersen, E. L. ( 198 1) "Soft Errors Due to Protons M the Radiation Belt", IEEE Trans. N'ucl. 
Sci., 28,6, p. 3984, Dec. 198 1] 
To experimentally simulate proton-induced upset, devices are exposed to cyclotron proton 
beams in a similar way to the heavy-Ion beams already discussed. Typically the devices are 
exposed to a certain fluence of mono-energetic protons whilst the upsets are recorded. An 
energy range of 10 MeV to 1,000 MeV is sufficient to observe the device's behaviour, although 
as the tests are expensive, only a few discrete energies are used, e. g. 30,50,100, and 200 
MeV. The results are plotted on a curve of upset cross-section versus proton energy rather 
than proton-LET (which has no bearing on the upsets). This curve has a similar form to the 
LET-cross-section curves plotted for heavy ions, and shows "threshold" and "saturation" 
regions. This reflects the underlying probability of different types of reactions, e. g. alpha- 
producing reactions become sigruficant (> 10 mb cross-section") above 10 MeV proton energy, 
whereas fission reactions become significant above 45 MeV proton energy. 
Bendel and Petersen produced a semi-emphical model of proton induced upset, in which a 
parameter "A" (called the apparent threshold) and the limifing cross-section at high energy 
(1,000 MeV) could be used to fit an equation to the energy-cross-section data [BEND-83]. A 
two-parameter version of the model has been produced by Stapor et al ISTA-P-901, where the 
Such th 
cc( / )14 
parameter "A" is retained, but a second parameter "B" is included at BA 
represents the litniting cross-section at infinite energy. This formalism gives better results, 
particularly for devices with small geometries, and thus this method has become standard. 
10 Key: CN= Compound Nucleus Recoils-, PE= Proton Emission. ER= Elastic Recoil Energy (%Me%ý 
11 Reaction cross-sections are ty 1 10-28 M2 
. pically measured in units 
of "millibarns" (mb): I barn = 
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Because of the expense of proton-beam tests, the relationship between heavy-ion upsets and 
proton upsets has been investigated vAth the aim of using the hea,. -,, -Ion test data to predict the 
proton-induced upset response of devices. Petersen [PETE-92a] reports that the Bendel "A" 
parameter can be related to the LET at the lin-uting cross-section for heavy-Ions by: 
A= Lo., + 15 
where: 
[Eqn. 4.18] 
LO., is the LET threshold defined at 1/10dof the litniting cross-section [MeV cm' mg-]. 
A different modelling approach, first put forward by Ziegler and Lanford IZEIG-791, is 
called the Burst Generation Rate (BGR) method. In this method it is assumed that upsets 
occur because of the energy associated with the recoils. The function BGR(Ep, E, ) is derived 
from nuclear interaction data and gives the probability that a proton of energy Ep will generate 
recoils with energy of at least E, in silicon. Energy deposition in the sensitive volume is then 
given by multiplying the function BGR(Ep. E, ) by the flux of protons of energy Ep passing 
through the volume, and multiplying this by a "collection efficiency" factor to account for the 
fact that not all energy will be deposited in the sensitive volume. This method is also suitable 
for predicting neutron-induced upset rates, as the BGR from neutrons and protons is similar 
above 100 MeV. 
A sin-fflar technique is used by Fernald in his EDEPIS 12 software [FERN-881, which 
combines a microdosimetic fon-nalism With a path-length distribution algorithm to simulate the 
effects of proton-induced nuclear reactions. It uses probability density functions of nuclear 
reactions to predict the probability of each reaction type, which enables the software to run 
much faster than an equivalent full Monte Carlo transport code. It simplifies the reactions by 
assuming that the result Will be a recoiling "heavy" and "light" fragment. 'T'he heavy fragment 
typically accounts for about 85% of the energy deposition in the sensitive volume, whilst the 
light fragment (actually a lumped representation of many light particles such as protons, 
neutrons, etc. ) accounts for 15% typically. This code gives a reasonable match to the results of 
a full Monte Carlo transport code, except at very low and very high energies. 
4.4.5 Summary - SEE Modelling 
Thus, there are two basic approaches to modelling SEEs: theoretically via simulations at 
device and circuit level, or experimentally via exposure to particle-beams, lasers, etc. Both 
these approaches have their strengths and weaknesses- Simulations wve real insight into SEE 
mechanisms, but to be accurate, require detailed knowledge of the device's electrical behaviour 
They are computationally intensive, and thus not really suitable as the basis for an engineenng 
prediction tool. 
12 Ener&v Deposition in Proton Irradiated Senil conductors 
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On the other hand, experimental observations can be carried out without detailed prior 
knowledge of the device, but are very expensive, require specialist equipment and generate 
results which, in reality, are more difficult to interpret than their general use in the literature 
would suggest. Nontheless, such experimental data generally form the basis for SEE-rate 
calculations, as described in the next section. 
Further work is required on the interpretation of the LET versus upset-cross-section curve, 
and in particular whether this formalism for ground-based testing and presenting data from 
such tests can lead to accurate predictions as to devices' behaviour in a real space radiation 
environment. 
4.5 Single-Event Effect Rate Calculations 
We now have all the modelling tools in place to begin the task of actual SEE rate-prediction 
for a particular device in a particular orbit. The tools are made readily available to the enggineer 
through the industry-standard prediction code: CREME (described in Section 4.2.3) and similar 
codes such as SPACE RADIATION which will run on a desktop PC [ADAM-861, ISCC-901. 
4.5.1 The CREME Upset Model 
The CREME suite of programs is the standard engineering tool used to predict the LET 
environment inside a spacecraft due to galactic cosnUc-rays, solar particle-events and trapped 
protons. It also contains two sub-programs for the prediction of single-event upsets in digital 
devices. One, called UPSET, is used to predict the effect of direction ionisation due to particles 
passing into the spacecraft, whilst the other, called BENDEL, predicts upsets due to proton- 
induced nuclear-reactions. 
UPSET assumes that each bit is stored in a nucro-circult which has a single, continuously 
sensitive node surrounded by a sensitive volume wl-ých can be represented by a rectangular 
parallelepiped. The node will upset when a more than a certain critical charge is deposited in 
the sensitive volume. 
To calculate the upset rate, the LET sub-program is used to find the integral LET spectrum 
(in silicon) inside the spacecraft and incident upon the device. This is then integrated over the 
differential distribution 13 of path-lengths (chord-lengths) inside the sensitive volume. The 
differential chord-length distribution is calculatecl by the sub-program DIFPLD using the 
method described by Bendel [BEND-841, assuming an ornni-directional flux. The number of 
upsets (per bit) is then simply equal to the number of particles which jove a LET-chord-length 
product sufficient to deposit a charge greater than, or equal to, the critical charge. 
13 i. e. the distribution of probabilities, given randorn straight-line trajectories through the rectangular 
volume, that the path-length of the ion %NIll be equal to some predetermined 
length, ý. ýt d).. 
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The dimensions of the sensitive volume have to be found, either from knowledge of the 
physical characteristics of the device, or (more usually) from the analvsIs of the results of 
ground-based ion-beam testmg. For example, the sensitive area may be judged from the 
physical size of the transistors constituting the "sensitive node", whilst the depth of the 
sensitive volume may be estimated from knowledge of the device technology. In anN, case, the 
size of the sensitive volume has to be adjusted (increased) to take into account the phenomenon 
of funneffing which is not explicitly dealt with in the CREME code. 
In general, the size of the sensitive area can be estimated by dividing the linuiting device 
SEU-cross-section by the number of bits per device and the number of sensitive nodes per 
bit. If the width/length ratio, (w/1), of the sensitive area is known, then it should be used, 
otherwise a square cross-section can be assumed, as tl-ýs gives worst-case results and is a 
reasonable approXimation in bulk-MOS memory devices. For bulk devices, these dimensions 
will typically be a few 10s of microns. For SOS or SOI devices, where the sensitive volume is 
confined to the drain-source channel, the sensitive area is only a few square microns, and the 
w/I ratio is around 3. A similar w// ratio (=3) should also be used for bulk-MOS non-memory 
devices. 
2 -1 For "soft" devices which upset mainly at LETs (Ldueshold) in the 1,000-20,000 MeV cm 9 
range, the SEU-rate calculation is relatively independent of the assumed sensitive volume 
thickness, h, as a larger h implies both an increase in the sensitive volume and an increase in 
critical-charge. In this LET regime, the LET spectrum encountered in space follows the 
Petersen approximation IPETE-831: 
5xlO-'o o", upsets per bit-day 2 Lthreshold [Eqn. 4.19] 
Tbus, the fall-off in particles that can cause upsets implied by the bigger cntical-charge is 
compensated by the increased path-lengths available because of the larger value of h. T'hus, 
these effects cancel to make the upset rate independent of h. 
'I'lle precipitous fall-off in the space-LET-spectrum above 30,000 MeV cm' g-, means that 
for "hard" devices, the increase in path-length does not compensate the fall-off in particle flux, 
and so for these devices it is important to estimate h accurately. The smaller the value of h 
assumed, the more conservative the error-rate calculation. 
For bulk CMOS or bipolar devices, h may be taken to be I Vim as a conservative estimate, 
but 4 ýtni is probably closer to reality. For example, McNulty measured depths of between 3.8 
and 5 [Lm for bulk CMOS devices and 13.6 pm for an RMOS device IMCNU-91al. 2 pm is a 
reasonable estimate for a CMOS/epi devices and 0.5 pm for SOS or SOI devices [PETE-92b]. 
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CREME, and its denvatives have the follolAing in-built assumptions. 
0 The energy deposited in the sensitive volume of a device equals the energi, loss of the 
ion passing through the sensitive volume as calculatedftom its LET 
(This is not necessarily true for very short chord-lengths where the delta-rays may 
pass out of the sensitive volume, and thus not all energy lost by the ion will be 
deposited in the sensitive volume). 
0 Ions with the same LET have the same effectiveness at causing SEEs. 
(This allows a useful simplification, as, under this assumption, we can ignore the 
particular ion species and energy and just concentrate on the total LET spectrum 
impinging on the device. VA-iilst this assumption is largely justified, different ions (or 
ions of different energies) which have the same LET can give rise to different track 
structures (i. e. density of ionisation) and this may result in different effects - 
particularly in devices with small geometries). 
0 The change in LET along the path of an ion through the sensitive volume is 
negligible. 
(This assumption is largely true in the space environment, where the ions are very 
energetic, and thus very penetrating. However, it is not always the case in ground- 
based ion-beam tests, where the ions may be considerably slowed in traversing the 
device). 
Given these three assumptions, the SEU-rate (per bit) may be expressed (in spherical polar 
co-ordinates) in the fonn of a tnple-Integral - 
fff u(L, 0u)f (L, 0u), udgkludL 
where- 
P= Cos (0); 
a= SEU cross-section (as a function of LET and incident angle), - 
f= particle-flux (as a function of LET and incident angle); 
0,0 polar angles; 
L= LETI 
[Eqn. 4.20] 
However, to make practical use of this equation, further assumptions are made, Oiý 
The charge generated in the sensitive volume is given by the product of the ion's LET 
and its chord-length through the sensitive volume, augmented by afimnel region and 
(possibl)) a diffitsion region - i. e. an "effective chord-length - 
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Thus, when usmg CREME, we have to choose the dimensions of the sensitive volume so as 
to include a contnbution from the funnel. In the SPACE RADIATION code. "e can type in the 
funnel length explicitly. 
Let us define a critical chord-length, x, such that. 
xc = Qc / 
where: 
QC the critical charge; 
L= LET; 
[Eqn. 4.2 1] 
Now, for each direction (0,0) through the sensitive volume, we can define an area, o7,, 
projected in the plane normal to (0,0) such that the chord-length through the sensitive volume 
is equal to or exceeds x,,. If x, is greater than the largest chord-length through the sensitive 
volume in that direction then a. = 0. 
Making the further assumption that: 
0 The charge collection path is independent of LET. 
Then, Equation 4.20 may be re-wntten as: 
R= fff f (L, 0, O)u, (x,, 0,0) sin(O)dOdOdL [Eqn. 4.221 
where: 
a,, projected area (as a ftinction of critical chord-length and incident angle)l 
f= particle-flux (as a function of LET and incident angle); 
0,0= polarangles, 
L= LET; 
Given two further assumptions, this equation can be considerably simplified- 
The sensitive volume is a convex body. 
jl-ýs assumption is not necessarily valid, as many sensitive nodes are "L"-shaped or 
have even more complex shapes. However, in practice, this makes little practical 
difference as the concept of a single sensitive volume is flawed anyway). 
The particleflux is isotropic at the device, and therefore the LET spectrum is 
independent of direction (0,0). 
(This assumption is not strictly valid as the cosmic-ray flux and proton flux impinging 
on the spacecraft is not isotropic - particularly in low-Earth orbits, and the spacecraft 
may have considerably different degrees of material shielding in different directions. 
However, investigations by Letaw et al of SEU rates in the General Purpose 
Computers on-board Space Shuttle have found that t1lis assumption has very little 
effect upon the final SEU rates I LETA-851. ) 
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Now, the LET spectrum becomes independent of direction and the projected-area as a 
function of path-length, a., can be converted to the distribution of chords through the convex 
sensitive volume (usually represented as a rectangWar parallelepiped) - for which a closed- 
form solution exists [BRAD-791, [PICK-801, [BEND-841. 
Thus, the SEU-rate may either be calculated from the convolution of the integral chord- 
length distribution and the differential LET spectrum. or equivalently, the convolution of the 
differential chord-length distribution and the integral LET spectrum. This latter approach 
is recommended as it avoids the Dirac delta-ftinctions 14 present in the differential LET 
spectrum. 
Having found the SEU-rate per bit, R, we simply multiply by the number of bits in a device, 
and the number of devices in a system to find the overall system error-rate. 
4.5.2 Integral SEU-Rate Method 
The CRIER (Cosmic-Ray Induced Error-Rate analysis code) IPICK-811, CRUP (Cosmic-Ray 
Upset Program) ISHAP-831 and CREMIE-based codes such as the SPACE RADIATION suite 
[ADAM-861, [SCC-901, assume that there is only one fixed critical charge, and one well defined 
sensitive volume contributing to the bit-SEU rate. Illese are questionable assumptions when 
applied to modem device technologies, and thus methods have been devised to overcome this. 
Both Petersen and Massengill have presented methods based upon the earlier work of Binder 
[PETE-92b], [MASS-921, [BIND-88]. Petersen's method (integral weighting) is as follows 
(based upon the theory discussed in Section 4.4.3): 
(1) In a ground-based ion-beam test, measure the number of upsets per device as a 
function of effective LET, correcting for incidence angle, energy loss and any 
geometrical effects. 
(2) Assume that there is a distribution of threshold LETs (critical charges), for the 
various sensitive volumes on the device and that this is represented by the measured 
LET-cross-section curve, c(LET). 
(3) Determine a normalised disolbution of threshold LETs by dividing c(LET) by 
the larger of the saturated cross-section or the expected device cross-section 
derived from knowledge of the device layout. Thus, a ..... represents the sum of all the 
sensitive areas on the device, and c(LET)/qj-,,, is the fraction of sensitive volumes on 
the device which upset at that LET value. 
Every ion species in the differential LET spectrum gives rise to two delta-ftinctions (which forrilally 
go to Infinity). where the ener&v loss is a nuninium and a maxInium (i. e. 
dE/dx Is zero) 
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(4) Now assume that all the sensitive volumes are the same and have chmensions- length I 
= width w= ý(a., e. ), (as a worst case, or use true values of it- and I if known) and 
depth h which is chosen according to the device technology. Usuallý' there is one 
sensitive volume per bit, so that number of bits x a,, e, = cy,,,,. Further, assume that the 
critical charge, Qý = LET x h. 
The partial SEU-rate (per sensitive volume), R(LE7), can now be found using CRE%ME to 
calculate the rate for the sensitive volume based solely on h and LET, and multiplying the 
answer by the fraction of sensitive volumes that upset at that LET (i. e. the normallsed 
distnbution c(LE7)la,,. ): 
R(LET) = CREAIIE[a area ý 
h, LET] x o7(LET)/u. ax [Eqn. 4.23] 
Now the total SEU-rate (per sensitive volume) is given by the integral over all LETs- 
R=f (dR(LET)IAETýLET 
Vv%ich may be approXimated by the summation. 
R=I (AR(LET)IALET) x ALET =I AR(LET) 
where: 
AR(LET) = R(LET-) - R(LET.,, ) 
which for small increments gives: 
[Eqn. 4.24] 
[Eqn. 4.25a] 
[Eqn. 4.25b] 
R (a o7..,, ) x (CREME h, LET. CREME 
[07aiva 
5 
hl. LET.,, 
where: 
((Tila..,, )~--I[u(LETi)lu 
-u(LETi+, )Ilu 2 ni&x Max 
[Eqn. 4.25c] 
[Eqn. 4.25d] 
With a only a few discrete measurements, the function ai / a,,. is not known at every LET. 
However, comparison with Equation 4.17 shows that it is equivalent to the fitted Weibull 
fimetion F(LE7), which can be evaluated for all LETs. 
The error-rate for the whole device can be found by multiplying the rate, R, calculated 
above, by the number of sensitive volumes on the device. 
Massengýll's method (differential weighting) can be shown to be equivalent to the method 
discussed here. 
These integral error-rate calculations are much preferred to any single-threshold error-rate 
calc ation. 
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4.5.3 Proton Induced SEU Rates 
'Me methodoloD, es for SEU-rate calculations discussed so far are only appropriate for 
upsets caused by direct ionisation. Protons. whilst constitutAng the bulk of the particle 
population impinging on the spacecraft, in general, are not sufficiently iorusing in themsel-ves to 
cause upsets directly, but instead do so through nuclear reactions. 'T"he outcome of such 
reactions depends upon the energy of the incon-ýng proton, and thus when producing ground 
test data, the SEU cross-section is measured as a function of the proton enera rather than its 
LET. 
Bendel and Petersen investigated proton-induced smgJe-event upsets, and derived a fonnuia 
for predicting SEE-rates based partly upon knowledge of nuclear reactions and partly as an 
empirical fit to measured SEU-cross-section versus proton energy data [BEND-831. This semi- 
empirical formula has the form of an exponential function for proton energies in excess of 90 
MeV: 
o7(E) - cy(oo)[I - exp(-hY(E)m)] 
where: 
cr(E) = the SEU cross-section 
[CM2 proton-' bit-'], 
a(oo)= the limiting SEU cross-section at high energy (ý! 1,000 MeV), 
Y(E) =a linear function of the proton energy going to zero at some 
apparent threshold, A; 
h, m, n= fitting parameters. 
[Eqn. 4.26 ] 
With a single fitting parameter, A (the apparent threshold), the best-fits to existing ground- 
test data were found with the following formula (the so-called Bendel I-parameter model)ý 
a(E) = (24/ A) 
14 [1 
- exp(-0.18Y(E) 
0.5 )]4 [Eqn. 4.27a] 
Y(E) = (18/ A) 
0" (E 
- A) [Eqn. 4.27b] 
where: 
A= the apparent threshold parameter [MeV]; 
E= proton energy [MeV]; 
cy(E) = the SEU Cross-Section [x 
10-12 CM2 proton-' bit-' ]l 
This model is used in the CREME suite of programs to calculate proton-induced 
SEU rates, 
via the sub-program BENDEL, which integrates Equation 4.27 over the 
differential energy 
spectnim of protons encountered inside the spacecraft (i. e. transported through the material 
shielding of the spacecraft walls). 
Because of the relative dearth of proton test data compared to heavy-ion test data, Petersen 
suggests that the Bendel "A" parameter may be estimated 
from the LET at the limiting cross- 
section for heavy-lons (see Equation 4.18). 
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For small-geometry devices, a better model (called the Bendel 2-parameter model) has 
been developed. '17his is identical in forrn to the previous model except that the fixed quantitN' 
"24" (Equation 4.27b) is replaced by a second parameter, "B", measured m MeV, and so the 
fimiting or saturated cross-section now becomes: (BIA )14 instead of (24/. A )14 . 
This 2- 
parameter model is currently the accepted standard method for calculating proton-induced SEU 
rates and is included m the SPACE RADIATION code. 
4.5.4 Single-Event Latch-Up and Single-Event Hard-Error Rates 
Single-event latch-up (SEL) rates can be calculated using a LET-latch-up cross-section 
curve, similar to that used in predicting heavy-ion SEU rates (Figure 4.24). These data are 
generated in a similar way to those for heavy-ion induced SEU, and may be gathered 
concurrently. However, latch-up sensitivity usually increases with increasing temperature and 
increasing power supply voltage, and so often latch-up ground testing is done under the worst- 
case conditions of maximum temperature and voltage, whereas SEU testing is Usually done 
under normal operating conditions. The device-under-test (DUT) may be prevented from 
undergoing destructive bum-out by means of a "fast" power switch which can detect over- 
current conditions (typically in excess of 100 mA). Many test exposures are needed at each 
LET value as there is typically a large scatter in the fluence required to cause latch-up. 
It is difficult to assign a sensitive area (per bit) without detailed knowledge of the latch-up 
paths, and so it is usual to quote the latch-up cross-section in terms of area per device rather 
than area per bit. Sirrularly, it is difficult to know the depth of the sensitive volume, other than 
to say that it is likely to be deeper than that for SEU. For a typical bulk/CMOS device, 15 ýIm 
is a reasonable estimate for the depth of the latch-up sensitive volume [PETE-92b]. 
Until 1992, SEL had only been observed to occur with heavy-ions. However, since then, 
SEL has been induced under proton and neutron bombardment [ADAM-921. Models for this 
have been proposed, but as yet little experimental data is available to test these models. 
Recently, the phenomenon of single-event hard error (SHE) or "stuck-bits" has been 
observed in 4-transistor CMOS SRAMs, and highly integrated DRAMs, when exposed to 
heavy-ion bombardment. The "stuck-bits" eventually anneal out at room-teniperature, or when 
exposed to UV-radiation, which indicates that the phenomenon is due to total-dose damage. 
The stuck-bits result from the failure of a transistor, due to the dose deposited by only one 
or two ions, across an ion track of -0.1 ýim thickness. Thus, the phenomenon was not observed 
in earlier devices, where the feature size was I ýAm or greater, and even with current technolocgý 
(0.8 ýtm), only very high-LET particles cause stuck-bits. Therefore the probability of observing 
such effects in space is low, as the flux of high-LET particles is small. However, it is likely 
that this phenomenon will become more important as feature sizes are reduced. Predicting these 
effects Will require careful statistical modelling of the dose deposited in micro-volumes 
IDUFO-921, JOLDH-931, [GAIL-931. 
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4.6 Summary - Single-Event Effect Rate Prediction 
In this chapter, I have outlined the two basic approaches to SEE modelling (simulation and 
physical testing under ion-beams), and discussed how the data derived from such modelling can 
be combined with models of the radiation environment inside a spacecraft to produce 
predictions of SEE-rates for nucroelectroruc devices. 
I have described the mdustry-standard CREME upset model, and given a critique of its 
underlying assumptions. CREME uses the concepts Of critical charge and sensitive volume, 
which, whilst not strictly applicable to CMOS SRAM structures, still retains utility for slow- 
to-medium speed commercial devices which are generally "soft" (i. e. sensitive to SEEs). 
The CREME model requires only a single value for threshold LET and saturated cross- 
section, derived from experimental data. However, Petersen has shown how CREME's 
predictions can be improved by fitting a Weibull distribution to the experimental LET-cross- 
section data, and using an integral method to obtain the SEE-rate. Thus, where the full 
experimental data are available, I recommend using an integral method. 
Proton SEE-rates are predicted via the Bendel I- or 2-parameter model, which uses data 
derived from proton-beam tests. The 2-parameter model is more accurate, particularly for small 
geometry devices, and so this should be used where possible. Where no proton test data are 
available, the single Bendel "A" parameter may be estimated from the LET at saturated cross- 
section derived from heavy-ion tests using Petersen's method (Equation 4.18). 
Given that the forin of these models is applicable to commercial devices, the accuracy of the 
predictions is crucially dependent upon the quality of the data derived from beam tests, Tl-: iis 
requires that in heavy-ion beam testing, a range of LETs is explored using different ion species 
and changJng the beam angles, so that the shape of the SEE-response curve is well established. 
Careful attention must be given to any geometrical effects which occur with non-vertical 
incident beams. Attention must also be paid to any SEL or SHE behaviour which may be 
exhibited - particularly at high LETs, and particularly for small geometry devices. 
In proton beam testing, a range of proton energies should be used so that the shape of the 
SEE-response curve with proton energy is similarly well established. Commercial devices tend 
to be very sensitive to proton-induced SEEs, and so the low-energy threshold region needs 
particular attention in order that the Bendel "A" and "B" parameters can be accurately derived. 
However, no matter how good these models, or how carefully executed the ground testing, 
the SEE-rate predictions will onIN, be valid if the ionising radiation environment miside the 
spacecraft is accurately known. Thus, in the next two chapters, I describe an experimental 
payload ., diich I developed to measure this environnient, and discuss the results obtained. 
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CHAPTER5 
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE COSMIC-RAY 
EXPERIMENT 
In this chapter I describe the design and development of 
my Cosmic-Ray Experiment (CRE) which flies on-board 
two UoSAT-class micro-satellites. I use this payload, 
together with the Cosmic-Ray Environment and Dosimetry 
(CREDO) payload, provided by the Defence Research 
Agency, to monitor the ionising radiation environment 
encountered in low-Earth orbit. The purpose of these 
experiments is to help verify the accuracy of space 
radiation environment models and to provide coflateral 
data to aid in the analysis of single-event effects in micro- 
electronic devices on-board the same spacecraft. 
5.1 Introduction 
The preceding four chapters set out the background to my investigation into singJe-event 
effects in commercial MOS devices on-board Earth-orbiting spacecraft. This chapter, and the 
ones that follow, describe my methodology in carrying out this investigation. 
The bulk of my research comprises the investigation of radiation effects occurring within 
the advanced commercial MOS memory devices and data-handling systems carried on-board a 
number of Earth-orbiting micro-satellites, which we designed and built at Surrey. I will 
therefore describe the characteristics of these satellites (as they affect the design of radiation 
monitoring payloads and radiation effects observation), and give an outline of the missions 
which have been used in tl-ýs research. 
In this chapter, I shall outline the radiation environment monitoring payloads which were 
flown on these satellites, descnbing my Cosn-uc-Ray Expenment (CRE) payload in some detail. 
The folloNkring chapter will discuss the analysis of data, and the results from these payloads. 
5.2 The UoSAT Micro-Satellite Missions 
The UoSA T satellites are a series of small 50-60 kg research rrucro-satellites, designed, bWlt 
and operated by the University of Surrey, England. To date, all the satellites in the senes have 
ging from appro imately 550 km to 1,330 km in attitude been placed in low-Earth orbits ran . X. 1 I 
Each has earned an evolving range of on-board computers and solid-state memories built 
using commercial NIOS devices. 
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During the course of this research, I have monitored many of these devices for SEE activity. 
In addition, some of the satellites have carried radiation environment morutors which have 
provided collateral environmental data. 
Ile UoSA T programme began in 1979 With the objectives of ISVVEE-92a]: 
investigating cost-effective satellite engineering techruques. 
demonstrating the feasibility and capabilities of nucro-satellites: 
stimulating space education in schools, universities and tile amateur radio communityl 
catalysing the industrial exploitation of nucro-satellites as a means of providing low- 
cost access to space. 
Since then, twelve satellites have been launched under the programme, some primarily as 
expenmental satellites (e. g. UoSATs 1-5, PoSAT-1, KITSAT-I and -2, and FASat-Atfa) and 
some primanly as conunercial satellites (e. g. S801T, Healthsat-2 and CERISE). 
Their roles have encompassed: 
0 technology demonstration of commercial-device-based nucrocomputers and 
memories, advanced reduced-instruction-set computers (RISC), digital signal 
processing (DSP) devices, new solar cell technologies (e. g. GaAs, InP) and two- 
dimensional CCD-based imagers and star-sensors, 
specialist store-and-forward communications from low-Earth orbit, e. g. for medical 
relief agencies; 
the development of gravity-gradient and magnetorquer-based attitude control with 
low-cost attitude sensors; 
" medium resolution CCD-based optical remote sensing-, 
" autonomous orbit determination througli an on-board global-positioning system 
(GPS) receiver, 
" providing technology transfer to developing space nations and training engineers in 
spacecraft design (e. g. Pakistan, Korea, Portugal and Chile)l 
" carrying out radiation environment and effects studies In collaboration with ESA- 
ESTEC and DRA Famborough. 
UoSAT-I and -2 comprised the first generation spacecraft, designed to be launched on US 
Delta launch-vehicles. They are similar in size and shape to subsequent UoSA T micro- 
satellites, but have a different internal configuration, havmg a "box-girder" primary support 
structure, upon which 16 housekeeping and payload module boxes were mounted. 
UoSATs -3, -4 and -5 constitute the second generation "modular-bus" micro-satellites, 
tailored to the European Ariane launch velucle. In these satellites, the housekeeping and 
payload module boxes are an integral part of the ptimary spacecraft structure [BEAN-881. This 
modular spacecraft bus has also foniled the basis for the commercial, and technology-transfer 
micro-satellite missions, including KITSAT-1, S80,, T and PoSAT-1, all of which have been 
monitored for space radiation effects as part of this research. 
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Healthsat-2 was launched alongside PoSAT-1, but is operated on a purely commercial 
basis, and therefore has not been used in this research. KITSAT-2 is a Korean-built and 
operated follow-on from KITSAT-1, and is also based on the UoSAT bus. Both CERISE and 
FASat-Aýfa were launched m 1995 - too late to be available for this research. In fact, FASat- 
Atfa attamed orbit, but failed to separate from the host satellite, and so had to be written-off. 
5.2.1 UoSAT-1 and -2 
UoSAT-I and -2 were designed primanly as scientific and educational satellites supporting 
radio-amateurs, schools and colleges. (Hence their alternative designations UoSAT-OSCAR-9 
and UoSAT-OSCAR-Il). They were launched by NASA as secondary payloads to Solar 
Mesosphere Explorer (October 198 1) and LANDSA T-5 (March 1984) respectively. 
Fig. 5.1 : UoSAT-1 (Showing Internal Configuration) and UoSAT-2 
[Adapted from Sweeting, M. N. (1982) "UoSAT - An Investigation into Cogt-Effective Spacecraft 
Engineering", JJERE, 52,8/9, p. 368, August/September 1982, and Sv., eeting, M. N. (1987) 
"rhe University of Surrey UoSAT-2 Spacecraft Mission", J. IERE, 57, -5 
(supplement), p. S 104, 
September/October 19871 
1 OSGIR - Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Racho. 
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UoSAT-1, launched into a 560 km Sun-synchronous orbit, remained ftffly operational until 
its re-entry on 13th October 1989. It carried simple Geiger-tubes which were activated from 
time-to-time, and which showed the general panem of the radiation environment m this orbit 
[SWEE-871. 
C/Sec UoSAT-Oscar 9 Whole orbit plot of Radiation detector R Count 
3120.0 75 
2787.2 67 
2412.0 58 
2880 .@ 5e 
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1372.8 33 
1840.8 25 
7@7.2 17 
332.8 
IA- 8 
0. @0 
-332.8 -8 0 38 6e 98 12e 158 188 210 240 270 300 
Minutes since data collection started at 00: 99: 60 utc 18-3-96 
Fig 5.2 : UoSA T- I Geiger Tube A ctivity 
[Adapted from Sweeting, UN. (1997) "UoSAT-1: A Review of Orbital Operations and Results", 
J. IERE, 57,5 (Supplement), p. S 19 1, Sept/Oct 198 7. ] 
UoSAT-2 continues to ftinction well in its 670 km near-polar orbit, where its on-board 
systems have, sMce 1988, provided my research with long-term radiation-effects data for a 
vanety of conunercial MOS devices - particularly widiin its RCA-1802 nucrocontroller-based 
pnmary on-board computer (OBC) [PEEL-871, [UNDE-90b]. 
UoSAT-2 flies the Digital Communications Experiment (DCE) which was the pre-cursor 
to the operational digital store-and-forward communication transponders carried by UoSAT-3 
and UoSAT-5, through which all subsequent data have been handled [NVARD-871. 
The DCE payload provided valuable operational expenence with large (by 1984 standards) 
commercial-MOS-based memory systems, and was a test-bed for the block-coding schemes 
used to protect the solid-state data recorders (RAMDISKs) on-board the current generation of 
UoSAT spacecraft. There is also a 96K-byte Data Store and Read-Out (DSR) experiment 
memory, initially intended to store CCD images and space-sCience data [RADB-87a], 
[RADB-87b], but which has mainly been used specifically for SEU monitoring. 
My research on UoSAT-2, supported by ESA-ESTEC and SERC, has been sigruficant in 
showing the importance of the trapped proton environment in Miducmig SEU activity in 
commercial devices, as well as showing the dramatic effect that the major solar-particle events 
of 1989 had on such devices in low-Earth orbiting spacecraft (see Chapter 7) [ADAM-891, 
JUNDE-90a], JUNDE-90c], [HARB-901. 
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5.2.2 UoSA T-3 and -4 
The UoSAT-3 and -4 rmcro-satellites were launched together with the French SPOT-2 
remote-sensing satellite by Arianespace on 22nd January 1990. Both UoSATs were 
successfully injected into 800 lun altitude, near-polar orbits. 
UoSAT-3's primary role is to provide an advanced store-and-forward communications 
transponder (known as the PACSAT Communications Experiment - PCE) based upon an 
Intel 80C186 n-flcrocontroller [WARD-901. This has access to a 4M-byte solid-state data 
recorder (known as the RAMDISK) which is made up from 32K x 8-bit (i. e. 256K-bit) CMOS 
SRAM devices. This memory acts as the data storage area for experimental payloads, but also 
acts as a target for SEUs, which I monitor continuously. UoSAT-3 also carries an 1802-based 
OBC which I monitor occasionally for SEU activity (see Chapter 7). 
The satellite's other main payload is the Cosmic-Ray Environment and Dosimetry 
(CREDO) radiation monitor, which is in continuous operation gathering radiation environment 
data. This payload was designed and built by AEA Technology Harwell and RAE (later DRA) 
Famborough. It has provided a wealth of information on the radiation environment in low- 
Earth orbit JUNDE-91al (see Chapter 6). 
UoSAT-3 was initially operated within the Amateur Radio Satellite Service as UoSAT- 
OSCAR-14, however, after the launch of UoSAT-5, UoSAT-3 was handed over to a medical 
relief agency and was re-named Healthsat-1. Fortunately, I was granted dispensation to 
continue to operate CREDO, and to monitor SEE-activity. 
UoSAT-3's sister satellite, UoSAT-4 (UoSAT-OSCAR-15), carried three main payloads.. a 
CCD-based Earth-Imaging System, a Transputer-based on-board parallel processor, and an 
experiment to measure the long-term performance of new solar-cell technologies (the Solar Cell 
Experiment - SCE). It also carried a solid-state radiation dosimeter experiment (the Total-Dose 
Experiment - TDE), which I constructed and which was based on the design of the dosimeter 
part of the UoSAT-3 CREDO payload. Unfortunately, all contact was lost with the UoSAT-4 
spacecraft some 30 hours into the mission and it has not proved possible to re-activate it. 
My research with UoSAT-3, supported by, and in collaboration with DRA, has mainly been 
to analyse the results from the CREDO payload, and to correlate these with the SEU activitv 
moMtored in the PCE and primary OBC memories [DYER-91al. The results have shown that 
the standard models of the near-Earth radiation environment are reasonably good as far as 
predicting SEU rates are concerned, although some unexpected features have been observed, 
such as the appearance and decay of a "third" radiation belt following the major solar flare of 
March 1991 [DYER-931. I have monitored long-term changes in the cosrruic-ray background 
which sho,, \- a correlation wl'Uch long-terni changes in SEU-rates. I have also shown that, even 
in lox\r-Earth orbit, SEU-rates are affected by solar-particle eý, ents (see Chapter 7). 
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5.2.3 UoSA T-5 
UoSAT-5 (UoSAT-OSCAR-22) is effectively a replacement m-ission for ['ToSAT-4 and was 
launched by Ahanespace on 17th July 1991 alongside the European Space Agency's ERS-1 
remote-sensing satellite into a 770 km near-polar orbit. UoSAT-5 carries updated versions of 
UoSAT-4's payloads, together with an enhanced on-board computer (which also doubles as a 
store-and-forward commUnIcations transponder) based around the Intel 80CI86. This has a 
13M-byte RAMDISK mcorporating IM-byte of 32K x 8-bit CMOS SRAMs and 12M-bytes of 
128K x 8-bit (i. e. IM-bit) CMOS SRAMs, which I monitor for SEEs. 
I constructed another solid-state radiation dosimeter (TDE) for this spacecraft as a 
replacement for the one lost with UoSA T-4. 
I have used UoSAT-5 mainly to compare SEU-rates in memories of different densities and 
from different manufacturers [UNDE-92a]. 'I'lie TDE has provided collateral dose-rate 
infon-nation, including data on the dose experienced in tmshielded locations JUNDE-93a]. 
5.2.4 S801T, KITSAT-1 and PoSAT-1 
S801T and KITSAT-I were the first commercial technology-transfer versions of the UoSA T 
modular nucro-satellite bus concept. These satellites were launched together in August 1992 
alongside the joint NASA/CNES TOPEXIPoseidon nussion, into a 1,320 km altitude, 660 
inclination orbit. 
S801T was built at the University of Surrey by Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd (SSTL) 
under contract to Matra Marconi Space (France) for the French space agency CNES. The 
primary role of S801T is to investigate the technical feasibility of Lising a constellation of small 
satellites placed in near-Earth orbit to provide global coramunications and position location 
using hand-held terrrunals. S801T contains an 80C I 86-based OBC and 13M-byte RAMIDI SK 
very similar to that in UoSAT-5, giving me the opportunity to investigate SEEs in this relatively 
high orbit. 
S801T's sister satellite, KITSAT-1 (KITSAT-OSCAR-23), was also constructed at Surrey as 
part of a collaborative programme in satellite technology between the University of Surrey 
(UoS) and the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST). The primary 
role of KITS, 4T-1 is to support aniateur-radio through its digital store- and-fo rwa rd 
communications transponder, whilst also acting as a vehicle for the education and training of 
Korean engineers in the techniques of satellite construction and operation. The satellite carries 
technology demonstration payloads in the form of a 400m ground-resolution CCD-based Earth- 
Imaging System (EIS), and a Digital Signal Processing Experniment (DSPE). 
KITSAT-I's OBC and RAMIDISK are identical to those in S801T, except that the memor\- 
devic, es are from a different manufacturer. allowing me to further Investigate the influence of 
manufacturer on SEE-rates in commercial NMOS devices I UNDE-93b]. 
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In order to provide detailed infori-nation on the radiation environment in this higher altitude 
orbit, I designed and developed a new radiation monitor - the Cosmic-Ray Experiment (CRE) 
- for use in this spacecraft. The CRE, whilst functionally sirruilar to CREDO, has a different 
design, specifically intended to cope with the high particle count-rate expected in the KITSA T-1 
orbit JUNDE-93a]. 
Following the success of the CRE on the KITSAT-I nu cro-satel lite, a further opportunity to 
fly the experiment came about in 1993 when a consortium of Portuguese industrial and 
academic institutions engaged in a micro-satellite technology transfer progranu-ne with Surrey. 
The resulting satellite, PoSAT-1, was launched in September 1993, alongside SPOT-3 into a 
790 km, 980 inclination orbit - very sinular to that of UoSAT-3. PoSAT-I carried a CRE that 
was Virtually identical to that in KITSAT-1, and allowed rne to make a direct comparison of the 
perfon-nance of the CRE and CREDO instruments. 
PoSAT-I also carnes a 80C186-based OBC, but its RANTDISK comprises 16M-bytes of 
128K x 8-bit commercial CMOS SRAM devices. 
ne UoSA T rmssions (launched prior to July 1995) are sunu-nansed in Table 5.1. 
. ........... ............. .............. 1 ............... ..... ........ I .... ....................... ....... ............. ....................... . ............ I. ............ .............. ... ... .................... ................... ................... 
. . ...... .-... I ... ............ ............. ............ ............. ............ ............. .............. ... 
UoSAT M-ICRO-SATELLITE MISSION STATUS 
(July 1995) 
......... 
Satellite Launch Orbit Incl. Systems Monitored Environment Status 
1br SEE's Wonitor 
(IoSA T- 1 Oct. 81 - - None G-M Tubes Decayed 
(7oSA T-2 Mar. 84 672 x 654 kni 97.8" OBC, DCE, DSR G-M Tubes Active 
(IoSA T-3 Jan. 90 801 x 782 kni 98.6' OBC-1802, PCE CREDO Active 
(IoSA T-4 Jan. 90 802 x 785 kin 98.6' TDE Failed 
(IoSA T-5 Jul. 91 774 x 764 km 98.4' OBC-186. RAM TDE Active 
KITX4 T- I Aug. 92 1312 x 1321 kin 66. V OBC- 186, RAM CRE Active 
S80/7' Aug. 92 1312 x 1321 ki-n 66. V OBC- 186, RAM No Active 
Po&/4 T- I Sep. 93 806 x 790 krn 98.6' OBC- 186, RAM CRE Active 
Table 5.1 
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5.3 UoSAT Micro-Satellite Modular Bus 
6.3.1 Spacecraft Structure and Shielding 
Most of the commercial MOS devices and radiation environment monitors flown as part of 
this research are contained within a UoSAT modular n-ucro-satellite bus, and therefore I shall 
now review the properties of this bus in so far as they impact the design or operation of these 
experiments. 
We designed the UoSA T modular micro-satellite bus after the launch of UoSA T-2 (1984) 
so that our nucro-satellites could be re-configured easily for specific launches and mission 
opportunities. The modularity extends both to the mechanics and electronics, With each major 
sub-system housed in a module tray. The main feature of the bus is that these module trays 
stack to form the primary nucro-satellite structure - i. e. there is no separate support structure. 
The trays are approximately 330 min x 330 nun in area and range between 23 mm and 50 
mm. in height. They are constructed from Dural (an alunuruum alloy), for ease of manufacture 
and assembly. The wall thiclaiess is mainly 2 min to provide both structural strength and to 
provide shielding against radiation for the internal components (see Figures 5.3 and 5.4). 
The mass and volume of the micro-satellites are constrained by the requirements of the 
launch vehicle. In the case of an AtIane 4 ASAP2 launch, the mass is limited to 50 kg and the 
volume to 400 mm x 400 mm x 600 mm. 
Each nucro-satellite is constructed from a stack of II module trays which Comprise the 
housekeeping systems and payload (there are usually 3 payload modules). This stack is 
approXimately 400 nun tall. The top of the spacecraft comprises a 10 mm thick alurninium 
honeycomb panel approXimately 150 nun above the top of the stack. The volume between this 
panel and the top of the stack is used to house the gravity-gradient boom mechanism, and some 
additional systems, such as the navigation magnetometers, and in some cases additional 
payloads (see Figure 5.4). 
The bottom module tray has a6 mm. thick alunuruum base and contains two NiCd battery 
packs, each housed in a substantial alun-uruum box, giving a large degree of radiation shielding 
from below. 
Four 5 nim thick alunuruum honeycomb solar-array panels are bolted on to the sides of the 
structure to proVide the electrical power. 
2 ASAP -. -b-ione Sh-ucturefor. -Imriharv Pqvload. s- -a ring structure place in the nose cone of the 
Ariane rocket below the level of the primary satellite attach fitting, which can carry up to six micro- 
satellites. 
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I'lius, there is in excess of 2 mm alumiruum between any interior point and the outside, With 
considerable extra shielding provided by the shadowing effect of the batteries and bottom plate. 
In addition, there are also 0.5 mm alUMIrUurn plates between every module box. 
9% 
pp , 
Fig 5.3 : UoSA T Module Tray Showing PCB Mounting 
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m 013co (80CI86) 
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(5) ILIJ & Icuo 
(4) KP + PCU - POU 
TROSUMER (UHf) 
BATI(RYIAWCNNA F((D 
ý) 
ITTACH F111K 
Fig. 5.4 .- UoSA T 
Modular Micro-Satellite Bus - General Configuration 
[Adapted from Allery, M. and Castetbert. H. "Microsatelilte Operations In the First Year of the 
S-80/7 Mission", 1-ý-oceedmgs ofthe International Svmpo. vi . um on Small Satellites Svvtems 
andSen, ices, June 27-July 1,1994, Biarritz, France] 
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5.3.2 Attitude Control 
The attitude of each of the micro-satellite is held such that the battery-box end of the 
satellite points towards the nadir (i. e. at Earth), whilst the top panel points towards the zeruth 
(i. e. to space). These facets are known as the -Z and +Z facets respectively. The solar panels 
are body mounted, and comprise the X and Y facets. 
The satellites usually spin slowly around the Z-axis (i. e. in yaw) for thermal control 
reasons, completing one revolution every 5-10 nunutes. 
Attitude control is carried out under OBC software control using data gathered from the 
attitude sensors (navigation magnetometers, Sun-sensors and Earth-honzon sensors). These are 
part of the Attitude Deternunation and Control System (ADCS) which occupies the top module 
box. 'Me OBC runs a perturbed-Keplenan orbit model, from which it calculates the satellite's 
position. It is also programmed with the IGRF-90 magnetic field model so that it can compare 
the measurements taken by the flux-gate navigation magnetometers with the calculated 
magnetic field vector. It uses these data to decide if it needs to fire any of its magnetorquers 
(electro-magnet coils built into the solar panels and the ADCS box) to maintain attitude and 
yaw-spin. 
Basic attitude control is achieved through a6m long gravity-gradient boom which extends 
along the zenith direction from the +Z facet. 
This system of passive gravity-gradient, and active magnetorquer, attitude control can 
maintain the satellite pointing within a few degrees of nadir. Thus, the bus is not capable of 
supporting instruments which require precise, sub-degree level pointing accuracy. 
5.3.3 Power Supply 
In order to avoid deployment mechanisms, all the satellites (with the exception of CEPJSEý 
have fixed body-mounted solar panels. This severely linuts the power available, even though 
the satellites use relatively efficient GaAs solar cells. The typical raw orbit-average electrical 
power available ranges from around 15-18 W for the Sun-synchronous near-polar missions 
(S801T and K[TSA T- I have slightly more during the seasons when their orbits are not eclipsed). 
The spacecraft's transnutter consumes approximately 3-5 W for basic telemetry transnussions, 
but can consume considerably more when acting as the store-and-forward communications 
transponder. The rest of the houskeeping systems (receivers, power system, telemetry and 
telecommand systems, OBC and ADCS), take around 3-5 W. This leaves around 7-10 W for 
the payloads. 
Because NiCd re-chargeable batteries are carried for operations during eclipse (usually 30- 
35 ilUnutes each orbit), it is possible for payloads to draw higher powers than this for short 
time periods. 
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All payloads (and virtually all housekeeping svstems) are connected to the regulated po,. ý-er 
rails (at +5V, +IOV and -IOV) via specifically tailored power switches. This switches are 
telecommandable, and provide protection against over-current by switching off rapidly. Tests 
carried out by myself and my student, Giles Baillou, suggest that the standard power switch 
provided in the UoSA T power system Will protect most systems against permanent damage as 
the result of single-event latch-up [BAIL-931. 
5.3.4 Payload Data Handling Support 
The spacecraft are equipped with powerful on-board computers based around the Intel 
80C 186 rnicrocontroller. Payloads can commurucate with this system via an internal serial data 
network called the DASH (Data Sharing) network operating at 9.6 kbps. 
The OBC runs a multi-tasking operating system (Spacecraft Operating System - SCOS), 
which executes a number of application programs written in 'C'. Each task is given a priority, 
which determines how often it is serviced. The basic time-quantum for servicing a task is 0.1 s. 
The OBC is connected to a large solid-state data recorder (called a RAMIDISK) which is 
used to store payload data. The RAMDISK is protected against SEUs by a modified Reed- 
Solomon block coding scheme implemented in software (see also Chapter 7). 
The OBC contains a real-time clock, which can be used to schedule experiments and to 
time-tag results, and has access to the telemetry and telecommand systems, through which it 
can exercise control over the spacecraft's systems and payloads. 
The OBC also acts as a digital store-and-forward commurucations transponder, 
implementing the AX. 25 PACSAT File Transfer Protocol [FOX-841, [PRIC-891 to provide an 
error-free 9.6 kbps digital packet data link with the ground. Data are FSK modulated onto a 
single U14F FM radio-frequency (RF) carner, wNch uses packet-switching to implement 
several virtual channels (i. e. for commurucations, payload data and telemetry). This 
transponder also provides a means of control over payloads via a single packet-switched, FSK 
modulated VHF FM carner up-link. 
This OBC/packet-sWitched transponder system was designed and developed by Dr. Jeff 
Ward and others at the University of Surrey and is described in Dr. Wards Ph. D Thesis 
[WARD 93]. 
Although single RF links are used, these are selected from several redundant transnutter/ 
receiver chains which can operate on different frequencies within the UHF and VHF bands. 
Control may also be exercised independently of the OBC via direct ground command to the 
telecommand system and data may be retrieved from payloads via the telemetry system or by 
direct connection to the downlink. 
A block diagram of the data-links in the spacecraft is shown in Figure 5.5 
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VHF Antenna UHF antenna 
v 
I&I vjý" 
Fig. 5.5 .- UoSA T Modular-Bus Internal Sub-Systems Block Diagram (S80/T) [Adapted from Allery, M. and Castetbert, H. "Microsatellite Operations in the First Year of the 
S-80/7 Mission", Proceedings of the International Symposium on Small Satellites Systems 
and Services, June 27-July 1,1994, Biarntz, France] 
5.4 Radiation Monitoring Payloads 
5.4.1 The Objectives of the Radiation Monitors 
My initial research, in collaboration with, and under the sponsorship of, ESA-ESTEC, 
demonstrated the importance of SEUs in commercial memory devices on-board the UoSAT-2 
satellite. This prompted the UK Defence Research Agency (DRA) Famborough to provide a 
space environment monitor - CREDO - for flight on-board the UoSAT-3 Mission, in order that 
we could gather collateral environmental data alongside the SEU statistics for UoSAT-3s data 
systems. This instrument was developed from a sIrMlar CosMIc-Ray Environment and 
Activation Monitor (CREAM) instrument which had previously flown on-board the Concorde 
(G-BOAB) and was designed for flight on-board Space Shuttle [DYER-871, [RUSS-891. 
FolloVAng the success of the UoSAT-3 CREDO payload, I desiped and developed a 
similar, though somewhat faster instrument (the CRE) for the harsher radiation envirorurnent of 
the KITSAT-I satellite [UNDE-92b]. This version was also later flown on PoSAT-I for cross- 
calibration with CREDO JUNDE-94a]. Subsequently, DRA have developed a particle-telescope 
version (CREDO-11) for the STRT'nucro-satellite IDYER-951. 
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ne purpose of CREDO and CRE instruments is to charactense the space radiation 
environment encountered inside free-flying spacecraft, over both short-term and long-term time- 
scales. 
Tbrough the flight of such instruments, we can verify (or challenge) the accuracy of existirig .5 
radiation environrnent models such as CREME and AP8 (Chapter 4), and can compare observed 
radiation effects with observed features in the environment (such as trapped particle 
populations and solar particle events). 
The CREDO and CRE payloads each consist of two sub-systems- the Total Dose 
Experiment (TDE) and the CosnUc Particle Experiment (CPE). 
The TDE proVides a means of measunng the long-term total accumulated ionising radiation 
dose (in S102) for various locations in and around the spacecraft. 'I'lle radiation sensors are 
solid-state RADFET dosimeters (modified p-channel MOSFETs), which are morutored for 
changes in threshold voltage which is known to be a ftmction of exposure to ionising radiation. 
The CPE measures the Linear Energy Transfer (LET) spectrum (in a silicon detector) of 
ionising radiation particles passing through the spacecraft over short intervals of time. T11is 
spectrum should be well correlated with the SEU environment (ignoring nuclear-reactions for 
the moment) as it is the LET of such particles in active devices which leads to their upset. 
The sensor element consists of one or more largearea PIN diodes, connected to a charge 
pulse-height analysis system implemented in software (CREDO) or hardware (CRE). 
The sensor is shielded by 10 nun thick alun-unium walls, preventing most primary electrons 
and all low-energy ions from contnbuting to the LET spectrum (for example, protons of less 
than 48 MeV energy Will not penetrate the walls). This leaves the high-energy proton, alpha 
and heavy-ion content of the costnic-ray flux to be detected. 
As the system is only capable of measuring the deposited energy (in terms of the electronic 
charge produced in a senuconductor junction), the particle-types and energies cannot be 
identified directly. However, broad populations of particles can be inferred from ýnowledge of 
the position of the spacecraft in the magnetosphere, and analysis of the LET spectra produced. 
With the UoSAT-3, PoSAT-I and KITSAT-I satellites, the CREDO and CRE payloads are 
capable of sampling regions of the magnetosphere dominated by the inner (so called "hard") 
Van Allen radiation belt. 'Fhis region has a large population of high-energy protons which 
contributes significantly to both long-ten-n and transient radiation effects. The system Will also 
detect galactic cosn-uc-rays (GCRs) coming from deep space, and solar cosrrUc-rays (SCRs) 
associated vvith solar flares, especially when the spacecraft are at high magnetic latitudes. 
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5.4.2 The UoSAT-3 CREDO Payload 
The Cosmic Radiation Environment and Dosirnetry (CREDO) experiment was laMChed 
into a low-Earth near-polar orbit in January 1990 as one of the payloads on-board the 
University of Surrey's UoSAT-3 nilcro-satellite. The instrument was designed and constructed 
by the DRA Farnborough and AEA Technoloc, - Harwell, and was integrated with UoSA T--) I gy 
satellite by myself and others at Surrey. 
CREDO is well Suited to a inicro-satellite bus being compact occupying a single UoSAT 
module box 330 nun x 330 turn x 26 mrn), light (having a mass of 2.2 kg), having a low power 
consumption (less than 500 mW from regulated +5V, +10 and -10V supplies), low data-rates 
(less than 30 K-byte per day), and having no partiCUlar pointing requirements. 
CREDO has its ovm Intel 8OC31 microcontroller with in-built software loaded via a RON/1- 
based bootloader into sificon-on-sapohire (SOS) 2K x 8-bit SRAN/I devices 
" CREDO Payload Fig. 5.6 
.- 
The UoSAT-) 
The first "in-orbit" data from the CREDO payload were received on 2()th January 1()()0, 
after the initial clieck-out of the spacecraft's housekeeping systems. These data were received in 
real-time at tile UoSAT Mission Control Centre in Guildford via die UoSAT-3 VLSI telemetry 
system. and concerned tile OUtpUt of the Total-Dose E\penillellt (TDE) part of CREDO. The 
Cosmic Particle E\penment (CPE) pail was SUCCeSSfUlk" tested oil Ofli March IQQ0, and the 
first data were received in real-time at the Nlission Control Centre oil 2nd ApnI I QQO. 
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CREDO has been in virtually continuous operation since that time, and has provided much 
useful data on the evolution of the near-Earth radiation environment. As of July 1995, the 
instrument had returned almost 60 million bytes of raw data constituting almost half a nullion 
separate observations of the Linear Energy Transfer (LET) spectrum inside the spacecraft. The 
total operation availability of the instrument to date has been -97%. 
The CREDO payload is sub-divided into two experimental systems. the TDE and CPE. 
5.4.2.1 CREDO Total-Dose EýWeriment (TDE 
The purpose of the TDE is to measure the accumulated jorusIng radlatIon dose at varlous 
locations on-board the UoSAT-3 spacecraft. This is done by a series of solid-state "RADFET" 
dosimeters (modified power MOSFETs) which have a thick (> 0.1 ýim) gate-oxide to make 
them especially sensitive to ionising radiation. Exposure to radiation causes the formation of 
trapped holes (positive charge) in the gate oxide, which in turn causes a gradual shift in the 
threshold voltage (Vh) with accumulated dose. 
Each RADFET sensor consists of a matched pair of p-channel MOSFETs, one of which is 
biased during exposure (Measure Mode), whilst the other remains un-biased. In Read Mode, 
a constant current (approximately 6 ýiA) is switched to each RADFET in turn, and the threshold 
voltage is measured. This voltage is a function of temperature as well as dose, but the 
temperature effect can be largely compensated for by noting the difference in threshold voltage 
change between the biased and unbiased RADFET on a particular sensor. The gradual shift in 
this voltage difference is approximately proportional to the accumulated ionising radiation 
dose. 
To maintain the correct biasing conditions, the CREDO payload has to be kept powered-up. 
The data from the RADFETs, and associated temperature and current sensors, are passed to the 
telemetry system by multipleXing the 32 analogue outputs onto a single analogue telemetry 
input as follows: 
I Sync Value 0 (ADC Vref) 
2 Sync Value I (ADC Vref / 2) 
3 Sync Value 2 (0 volts) 
4 RADFET Constant Current 
5 RADFET 0 (+Z Facet) 
6 RADFET I (+Z Facet) 
7 RADFET 2 (PACSAT Comnis Expt - PCE) 
8 RADFET 3 (PACSAT Comnis Expt - PCE) 
9 RADFET 4 (Batt. Charge Monitor - BCM) 
10 RADFET 5 (Batt. Charge Monitor - BCM) 
II RADFET 6 (CPE Position 1) 
12 RADFET 7 (CPE Position 1) 
13 RADFET 8 (CPE Position 2) 
14 RADFET 9 (CPE Position 2) 
15 RADFET 10 (CPE Positioti 3) 
16 RADFET II (CPE Position 3) 
17 RADFET 12 (CPE Position 4) 
18 R-ADFET 13 (CPE Pos'n 4) 
19 RADFET Constant Current 
20 WatchDog 
21 Temp. Sensor I (+Z Facet) 
22 Temp. Sensor 2 (PCE) 
23 Temp. Sensor 3 (Battery) 
24 Temp. Sensor 4 (CPE) 
25 Temp. Sensor 5 (CPE) 
26 Idd 80C31 
27 Idd 27C64 
28 Idd Program RAM 
29 Idd Data RAM 
30 Dose Rate Diode 
31 R., kDFET Offset Voltage 
32 Power OK. 
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5.4.2.2 CREDO Cosmic-Particle EXperiment (CRE) 
The CPE consists of several I CM2 PIN diodes, 300 ýim in depth, housed in a separate 
screened aluminium box within the CREDO modWe box. These are connected to a charge 
pulse-height analysis circuit, which is controlled autonomously by the 80C31 rrUcrocontroller. 
The CPE has two detector systems: 
ne Low-Area Detector (LAD) consists of a single PIN diode designed to detect particles 
under high-flux conditions - avoiding excessive dead-time. This has a charge-threshold of 0.02 
pC (eqwvalent to a normally-incident particle LET of 6.4 MeV g7' CM2 
). Charge-pWses are 
counted, but not analysed further. The dead-time of this detector is around 0.5 ms. 
The High-Area Detector (HAD) consists of a flat array of 10 PIN diodes connected in 
2 
parallel to form a 10 cm area detector. This is connected to a software-based 9-way multi- 
channel analyser with thresholds ranging from 0.1 pC to 20 pC (corresponding to a LET range 
of 3 2.2 MeV gý' CM2 to 6,430 MeV g7l CM2). 
In operation, the charge-pulses from the HAD are detected and assigned to "energy-loss 
bins", and the results are integrated over a 300 second period. The dead-time of the instrument 
is around I ms. 
The detector is shielded by aluminium to elinunate electrons and to linut the count-rates to 
around 100,000 counts per integration period (300 s) In the most sensitive channel when 
passing through the heart of the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). 
I 
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Fig 5.7: UoSAT-3 CREDO CPE Sub-System Block Diagram 
[Defence Research Agency, Famboroughl 
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Data from the experiment are communicated over the spacecraft's DASH (Data Sharing) 
network to the 80C186 based OBC/ packet communications transponder which handles time- 
stamping and filing of data. The OBC also accesses the random-access telemetry (RAT) system 
to sample the 32 sub-multiplexed channels from the TDE, together with temperatures and the 
+5 V line voltage from other "house-keeping" telemetry sensors on the spacecraft. 
The CPE Data Packet consists of 53 bytes as follows 
I = status byte 
2 =I st internal RAM failure address 
3 = No. of internal RAM check failures 
4-5 =I st ext. data RAM failure address 
6-7 = No. of ext data RAM check failures 
8-9 =I st ext. pgrm. RAM failure address 
10-11 = No. of ext pgrm RAM check failures 
12 = Collection Period (secs / 2.17) 
13-15 = Low Area Detector (LAD) test data 
16-17 = High Area Detector (HAD) test data 
18-20 = LAD data (threshold LET 6.4 MeV cm2 9- 1) 
21-23 = HAD channel N data (negative) (this channel should always be 0) 
24-26 = HAD channel 0 data (underflow) (this channel should be ignored) 
27-29 = HAD channel I data (threshold LET = 32.2 MeV cm 1 9- 1) 
30-32 ý HAD channel 2 data (threshold LET = 62.4 MeV cm2 1) 
33-35 = HAD channel 3 data (threshold LET = 121 MeV cm2 I) 
36-38 = HAD channel 4 data (threshold LET = 234 MeV cm2 I) 
39-41 = HAD channel 5 data (threshold LET = 453 MeV cm2 1) 
42-44 = HAD channel 6 data (threshold LET = 881 MeV cm2 9- 1) 
45-47 = HAD channel 7 data (threshold LET= 17 10 MeV cm2 9- 1) 
48-50 = HAD channel 8 data (threshold LET = 3312 MeV cm2 9- 1) 
51-53 = HAD channel 9 data (threshold LET = 6430 MeV cm2 9- 1) 
Occasionally, "reset" packets are generated caused by a delay in the PCE responding to the 
DASH packet from CREDO. However, these do not imply missing data as the input buffer to 
the PCE is sufficient to hold the data packet, and thus, such reset packets can be ignored. 
Files stored on the spacecraft are protected against SEU by software block-coding and wash 
routines, and the downlink is error-controlled by the packet communications protocols ensuring 
error-free data at the ground-station. Data are initially received at the UoSAT Mission Control 
Centre at Guilfford, where I analyse them, before sending them on to DRA Famborough for 
further analysis and archiVing. Thus, in the normal mode of operation, the previous day's file 
will be downloaded to the ground-station and, on successful reception, deleted from the PCE 
RAMDISK memory. 
By collecting data from CREDO each day, it has been possible to morutor the Earth's 
radiation environment at low (800 km) altitude in some detail, which I discuss in the next 
chapter. 
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5.4.3 The UbSAT-4 and -5 TDE Payloads 
In further collaboration with DRA Famborough and AEA Technology Harwell, I mochfied 
the design for the Total-Dose Experiment (TDE) part of the UoSAT-3 CREDO payload and 
included it as a stand-alone payload on-board the UoSA T-4 spacecraft. This would enable the 
collection of collateral radiation dosimetry data for the Solar Cell Experiment carried by that 
particular spacecraft. 
Unfortunately, UoSAT-4 ceased transmission after only 30 hours of operation, and my 
version of the TDE payload was never activated. It was therefore decided to re-fly it on-board 
UoSAT-5, which was launched eighteen months later. 
Dunng this delay, I took the opportumty to further modify the design of the TDE in order to 
overcome a problem which I noted on the original CREDO version - the extemal dosimeter 
sensor (a RADFET-pair) apparently failed to survive the harsh environment on the exterior of 
the satellite. I developed a new sensor based on commercial power MOSFETs (VP300s) which 
I hoped would be better able to survive the then-nal cycling experienced on the outside of the 
satellite, and which would also be less sensitive to radiation dose, enabling me to measure the 
relatively high dose-rate in this unshielded location. I'lils design was successful and so I 
repeated it for the TDEs flown on KITSA T-I and PoSA T-I (see Figure 5.8). 
Ar 
- lzý 
Side View 
4mm Delrin Washers 
Fig. 5.8. - External Radiation Monitor Board - UoSAT-5 
Also at this time, my co-investigators at AEA Harwell expressed concern that the initial 
results for the TDE w-ithin CREDO seemed inconsistent with expectations - the apparent 
measured dose-rate was too low. Harwell suggested that I change the biasing conditions on the 
UoSAT-5 RADFET devices by grounding the substrate. (In the original design the substrate 
was tied high to +I OV). 
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I modified two of the sensor elements as suggested, but decided to keep the rest the same as 
on the onginal TDE as, at the very least, this would enable a consistent set of results to be 
obtained from the different spacecraft. 
The RADFET sensor elements for CREDO had been tested and calibrated by AEA prior to 
flight - however, this had not been done under flight-biasing conditions. I therefore decided to 
carry out an independent calibration test using the cobalt-60 gamma-ray cell at Surrey to 
expose the flight-spare sensor elements under exactly the same electrical biasing conditions as 
exist m the spacecraft. The results of these tests (reported in the next chapter) show that the 
TDE results are reasonably consistent With environment models. 
Ile UoSAT-5 (UoSAT-OSCAR-22) satellite was successfully launched by Arianespace at 
01: 46: 31 on the 17th July 1991. During the first few days of the mission, the TDE was kept 
switched off whilst the spacecraft's housekeeping systems were checked-out. It was first 
activated on 25th July when the TDE controlling software was uploaded to the OBC. The 
initial results were very encouraging, and showed that the TDE was working perfectly With the 
exception of the RADFET-pair in the Transputer/ SOS RAM Module (which appears to be a 
random component failure) and the two RADFET sensors which were modified to have a zero 
volt substrate bias. 
As of July 1995, over 400,000 observations have been by the instrument, with a total 
operational availability of -97%. 
The TDE RADFET-pair sensors are located at seven positions around the UoSAT-5 
spacecraft: 
RADFETO Exterior (Unshielded) (SCTE Panel) 
RADFETI Transputer / SOS Memory Module. (Module Box 9) 
RADFET2 Battery Charge MorUtor (BCM) PCB. (Module Box 1) 
RADFETs 3-6 TDE/SCTE Payload Module. (Module Box 10) 
Positions I to 6 are populated with 14-pin DEL dual RADFETs (type 501A from R. E. M. 
Ltd. Oxford). RADFET position 0 (which is on the outside of the spacecraft on the Solar Cell 
Technology Experiment (SCTE) panel) is populated with two VP300 p-channel power 
MOSFETs selected by myself I retained a batch of VP300 MOSFETs so that ground- 
calibration could be perfon-ned. 
The UoSAT-5 TDE occupies one half of a UoSAT module box (165 nu-n x 330 mm x 26 
mm), and consumes less than 30 mW from a regulated +5V, +I OV and -I OV supply. 
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The data from the RADFETs and associated temperature and current sensors are passed to 
the telemetry system by multiplexing the 32 analogue outputs onto a single analogue telemetry 
input as follows: 
I RADFET Constant Current 
2-3 MOSFET 0 (biased/unbiased) 
4-5 RADFET I (biased/unbiased) 
6-7 RADFET 2 (biased/unbiased) 
8-9 RADFET 3 (biased/unbiased) 
10-11 RADFET 4 (biased/unbiased) 
12-13 RADFET 5 (biased/unbiased) 
14-15 RADFET 6 (biased/unbiased) 
16 RADFET Constant Current 
17 Temperature I TDE Outer 
18 Temperature 2 TDE Inner 
19 Temperature 3 TCNID Expansion 
20 Temperature 4 SCTE Panel 
21 Temperature 5 SOS RAM 
22 Temperature 6 BCM 
23 RADFET Offset Voltage (4.6V) 
24 Temperature Offset Voltage (1.6V) 
25-28 Ground (OV) 
29 Dose Rate Diode 
30 Sync I Voltage Ref (2.5V) 
31 Sync 2 Voltage Ref (1.25V) 
32 Sync 3 Voltage Ref (Ground) 
SCTE Panel (VP300) 
SOS RAM 
BCM 
TDE I (+I OV substrate) 
TIDE 2 (OV substrate) 
TIDE 3 (OV substrate) 
TDE 4 (+1 OV substrate) 
(Module Box 10 - near edge) 
(Module Box 10 - near centre) 
(Module Box 6) 
(-Y Facet) 
(Module Box 9) 
(Module Box 1) 
-Y Facet 
Module Box 9 
Module Box I 
Module Box 10 
Module Box 10 
Module Box 10 
Module Box 10 
The analogue voltages representing the data have the range 0 to 5V, and these are digitised 
to 12-bit resolution (i. e. I part in 4096). Tlius, the resolution is a factor of four greater than 
that for the TDE on-board UoSAT-3, which was digitised to I part in 1000. 
RaW data from the TDE payload are gathered every 5 mmutes by the OBC, and stored on- 
board as a binary data file. A new data file is created each day, enabling each file to be labelled 
vAth the sample date m "YYMNMD" fon-nat. 
Files stored on-board the spacecraft are protected against SEU by a nuxture of hardware 
and software error-detection and correction techniques, ensuring their integrity. These raw data 
files are downloaded to the UoSAT Mission Control Centre each working day using the AX, 25 
PACSAT File Transfer Protocol, wl-iich ensures error-free transnussion. 
Whilst giving no information on the LET spectrum inside the spacecraft, the TDE is useful 
in showing the accumulated radiation dose in various locations around the spacecraft. 'I'lle 
external sensor in particular has shown how harsh the environment is for essentially unshielded 
components. 
I discuss the results from this expenment in the next chapter. 
. 
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5.4.4 The KITSAT-1 and PoSAT-1 Cosmic-Ray Experiment 
In 1991, a collaboration was set up between Surrey and the Korea Advanced Institute of 
Science and Technology (KAIST), to build a nucro-satellite (KITSAT-1) to support the 
education and training of Korean engineers in satellite technology. 
Following the success of CREDO on UoSA T-3, it was agreed that the satellite should carry 
a radiation monitor, and given the short time-scales involved in the satellite project, another 
CREDO instrument was the obvious choice. Unfortunately there was no flight-spare of the 
original CREDO, and at that time (Spring 1991) the enhanced CREDO-fl payload, which was 
being built for DRA's STRV-Ia micro-satellite rrussion, was not yet ready. Tbus, with support 
from SSTL and KAIST engineers, I designed and built a new instrument - the Cosn-u'c-Ray 
Experiment (CRE), which first flew on the KITSAT-I nucro-satellite launched in August 1992 
0 into a 1,320 km, 66 inclination orbit. It has been returnIng data since September 1992. 
The CRE is functionally similar to CREDO, although it fits in half the space and operates 
some 200,000 times faster, giving better data under the Ngh-flux conditions of the SAA. It also 
splits the recorded LET spectra into 512 linear channels for finer LET-resolution than is 
possible given CREDO's 10 logarithmic channels. The resulting increase in data-rate is dealt 
with through a fast on-board data compression technique, which I developed specifically for 
this payload. 
As with CREDO, the CRE contains two sub-units: a TDE and CPE, which I describe in 
detail in Section 5.5. 
Because the CRE is different in design to CREDO, it was desirable to fly a CRE in the 
same orbit as CREDO for validation and cross-calibration purposes. An opportunity to do this 
came about in 1993 when a consortium of Portuguese industrial and academic institutions 
became involved with Surrey in a micro-satellite technology-transfer programme sirrUlar to that 
wl, flch lead to KITSAT-1. A CRE was placed on-board the resulting satellite (PoSAT-1), which 
was launched in September 1993, into a 790 km, 98' inclination orbit - i. e. virtually identical to 
that of UoSAT-3, thus allowing for direct inter-comparison between the CREDO and CRE 
instruments. 
The KITSAT-I CRE occupies one half of a standard UoSAT payload module (i. e. 330 mm x 
165 mm x 26 mm), the other half being occupied by a Digital Signal Processing Experiment 
(DSPE). It has a mass of 1.1 kg and a maximum power consumption of 2.5 W. Data from the 
TDE and CPE parts of the instrunient are sent to OBC over the DASH network for time- 
stamping and storage in the spacecraft's solid-state data recorder as for CREDO. 
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Fig. 5.9. - fhe KITSA T- / Coslnic-Rm, Experimew (Righi-Haiid Side) 
mid Digital Sigiial Processnig Experiment (Lýft-Hand Side) 
The KITSAT-1 CRE is vii-tually identical to that in PoSAT-1, tile main differences bellic, 
that tile PoW-I CRE memorv is implemented using commercial 8K x 8-bit CMOS SRAN/I 
devices, whereas that In tile KITSA T- I version is Implemented using tile IIILICII more expensive 
si'licon-on-sapphire (SOS) 8K x 8-bit devices. 
KITSAT-1 reqUired the SOS memory as the CRE does not implement any error-correction 
coding, and therefore is Linable to detect or correct bit-errors due to SEU. For KITSA T- 1, the 
radiation environment is severe, giving rise to an appreciable probability of SEU in commercial 
CMOS teclinolocy , and therefore 
I chose to use the VirtLially SEU-immune SOS devices. In the "Y 
case of PoSA T- 1, tile orbit is much less exposed to radiation, and therefore tile probability of 
SEU is 111LIC11 less (bv a factor of 6 or so). 'Merefore, I decided to accept tile odd bit-error, 
sýlven that tile effects oil power C011SUIllption of using commercial CMOS were so draniatic 
(PoSA T-1 consumes a total of 1.8 W, whilst KITýA T-1 C011SUrnes 2.5 W- tile only difference 
being the Lise of SOS memory devices in KITSA T-1). 
The KITSAT-I CRE also had a minor buc, in its communications software which was 
(partly) corrected in the PoSA T- I version. Ills bugg leads to a corrupt data packet from time to 
time, which has to be detected and discarded by die grOLInd-based analysis software (see 
Chapter o). 'T'liere are also minor differences in die selection and placement of RADFET 
dosimeter sensors, and these are detailed in Section 5.5 33, 
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5.5 The Cosmic-Ray Experiment Hardware Design 
5.5.1 Constraints 
As with the design of any payload for a n-ucro-satellite, the primary constraints are mass, 
volume and power (and to some extent cost). 
The aim of the CRE was to provide similar data to that of CREDO, and ý'et to do this in 
less volume (as there was only half a module box available on K[TSA T- 1), at low cost, whilst 
increased simultaneously operating under a much harsher radiation environment due to the i 
altitude of KITSA T- I over UoSA T-3. 
The other major constraint was time. The KITSAT-I MIcro-satellite programme began in 
earnest in the Spring of 1991, with launch slated for Summer 1992, giving approximately 18 
months to design, build, test, and calibrate a new scientific instrument. 
5.5.2 Design Decisions 
5.5.2.1 The CRE Total Dose ENperiment Sub-System 
My first design decision was that it would be useful to incorporate a TDE into the CRE 
sinular to that already flown on UoSAT-3, and -5.1 therefore sought and obtained pen-nission 
to re-use this design for KJTSAT-1 on the basis that the resulting data would be made available 
to DRA. 11-iis had the advantage that I would be able to directly compare results from this 
higher altitude orbit with those of the polar-orbiting UoSATs. By removing some parts of the 
original TDE design, such as the dose-rate diode (which in any case proved not to give useful 
information), I was able to considerably reduce the board area occupied by the circuit, 
shrinking it from half a module-box size to sometl-ýng close to one sixth of a module box size. 
This was made possible by deciding to implement the circuit on a 4-layer printed-Circuit board, 
instead of the 2-layer boards which had been standard practice up to that point. 
5.5.2.2 The CRE Cosmic Particle ELcperirnent Sub-System 
My major design decisions concerned the CPE part of the instrument. 
I earned out a pre-flight radiation environment analysis of the KITSAT-I orbit, assuming 
solar maximum conditions' (see also Section 6.3.5.1). The main issue which would affect the 
design of the CRE was the expected increase in proton flux in the heart of the SAA over that 
encountered by the lower-altitude UoSA T-3. For the purposes of this model, I took the orbit of 
KITSAT-I to be circular, at 1,335 kni altitude. UoSAT-3's orbit was also taken to be circular, 
at 825 km altitude. For comparison purposes, UoSA T-2 was also modelled, at 670 km altitude. 
3 In this pre-flight arialysis, I used the AP8NIAX trapped proton model for 1970 using the IGRF75 
magnetic field model. The analysis was carried out at DRA using the UNIRAD suite. 
The data for 
Table 5.2 were read off from graphs of proton energy spectra. 
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Table 5.2 shows the peak proton flux incident upon the various spacecraft according to 
these models. The results indicated that, for the same detector area, the CRE would expenence 
approximately a seven-fold increase in peak-flux over CREDO - thus, speed of operation 
would be a cntical design-cinver. 
Table 5.2 
5.5.2.3 Speed of Qperation 
CREDO made use of a hardware peak detector to detect the peak of the charge-pulse 
resulting from a particle-strike in its detector, and the height of the peak was assigned to an 
cc energy-deposition" bin under software control. This whole process took approximately I ms, 
partly limited by the peak-detection hardware, and partly limited by the software execution 
time. During this time, no other particle-strike can be processed, and therefore this represents 
the instrument's dead-time. 
However, if the KITSA T-I CRE was to cope with nearly an order or magnitude greater peak 
particle-fluxes, I reallsed that I would have to employ a purely hardware solution in order to 
cut the dead-time as short as possible. 
Because particle-strikes are governed by Poisson statistics, it is necessary for detection 
circuitry to act much faster than rrught be first imagined, in order to avoid chance coincidences 
and to avoid nussing substantial numbers of particles. 
For example, given a mean arrival rate of p particles per second, the probability of detecting 
q particles in time T is given by: 
P(q, p, r) = e-" (VIT)q / q! [Eqn 5.11 
Thus, the probability of detecting zero particles in time'r is'. 
P(O; Vt, T) = e-" [Eqn 5.2al 
Whilst the probability of detecting one (and only one) particle in timeT is: 
P( I, p, T) = e-l" (pT) [Eqn 5.2b] 
I-lius, the probability of two or more particles arnving in timeT I S. * 
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[P(O; V, -r) + P(l, V, -r)) 
+ 4-r)j [Eqn. 5.3 ] 
The flight-data from CREDO showed that the peak particle fluxes were -2 x 10' particles 
per 300 second integration period - i. e. a true peak of -700 particles s-1 in the 10 CM2 detector. 
Given the expectation of a seven-fold increase for the CRE, the peak particle fluxes would be 
-5,000 particles s-'. Thus, assuming a mean arrive rate of ý1= 5,000 particles per second, and a 
dead-time of r= 10-3 seconds the probability of a chance coincidence (and therefore nussed 
particles) is: 
e-11'r (I ývr) =I- fe-5 (I + 5.0)] = 98.99% [Eqn. 5.4] 
Thus, with the particle fluxes expected for the KITSAT- I orbit, the oriDnal CREDO would 
nuss nearly all of the particles! 
lbus, to obtain a good detection efficiency (say better than 99.5%) the dead-time of the 
CRE would have to be less than - 10-5 seconds. 
+ [ir) =I- [e -ý0.05) (I + 0.05)] = 0.12% [Eqn. 5.5] 
I decided to opt for a "CR-RC" constant peaking time circwt design [NICH-741 as this 
obviated the need for a peak detector (which would be problematical at such high counting 
rates). The benefit of this is that having detected a particle, the peak of the resLdtant charge- 
pulse would occur at a fixed, controllable time later, and thus could be picked off by a fast 
anal ogue-to-digital converter (ADC). Achieving time constants ("RC") of the order of 10-' 
seconds or less is not a problem. However, an inherent disadvantage of the CR-RC circuit is 
that it is very slow to recover. The signal peaks In "RC" seconds, but decays back to the 
baseline in 20-30 "RU seconds! This meant that I would have to use some form of baseline 
restoration circuit to "short-out" this process and let the circuit recover faster. 
The CR-RC circuit (and the calibration pulse circuit) each require ultra-stable, non- 
polarisable capacitors, and so I decided to use glass capacitors. These are very expensive, but 
offer the required accuracy and stability. The alternative, polythene capacitors are not suitable 
for operation in vacuuo. 
5.5.2.4 Selection of the CPE Detector and AWlifiers 
To maintain maximurn compatibility, I chose to use a silicon PfN diode as my detector, of 
the same thickness as those in CREDO (300 ýtm approximately). I also decided to process 
charge-pulses over the same height range (as far as possible) so that data from the two 
instruments could be directly compared. 
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CREDO uses ten I cm2diodes in the manufacturer's hermetically sealed housings to form 
its ffigh-Area Detector. To reduce costs, I chose to use a single 9 CM2 area diode, with no 
special housing. This ran the risk of damage occurring during handling, but I was confident 
dW our flight-hardware handling procedures would provide adequate safeguards - which 
indeed has proved to be the case. 
Ibe charge amplifier used for the front-end of the CRE instrument is an OPAI 11, which is 
the same as that in CREDO. It has the requisite performance, and radiation hardness. The other 
amplifiers in the CRE's analogue chain are OP249's which combine the requisite noise 
performance, with the required speed and compactness. 
As with CREDO, the detector and analogue front end processing is carried out in a separate 
screened aluminium box, with 10 nim thick walls to screen out electrons and low eneW ions. 
5.5.2.5 Selection of the ADC 
The next problem was finding an ADC of sufficient speed to digitise the peak of the charge 
pulse to sufficient resolution (9-bits or greater) in less than a microsecond. 
There were a number of devices that could do this, however most were flash converters 
which consumed several watts of power on their own! I eventually found a 10-bit semi-flash 
device - the National Semiconductor ADC 100 10 - which could operate at the required speeds, 
and which consumed a reasonable power (a maximum of 235 mW). This enabled me to design 
the whole instrument within a power budget of 2.5 W (only 1.8W for the PoSAT-1 version). 
5.5.2.6 Self-Incrementing RAM 
The output of the ADC represents the height of the charge-pulse produced by a particle 
traversing the detector. To make a pulse-height analyser, I needed to set up a number of "bins", 
such that each bin corresponded to a particular range of pulse-heights, and such that every time 
a pulse of a particular height was detected, the contents of the appropriate bin would be 
incremented. 
CREDO carries out this function in software, using ten logarithmically spaced bins to 
record the charge pulse-height spectrum. I decided that, for the CRE, I would keep as much 
detail as possible in the spectrum, and so I assigned a separate bin to each output state of the 
ADC, disregarding the first least-significant bit. Thus, with 9-bits, this required 512 bins - i. e. 
512 accumulators of sufficient size to hold the expected particle counts. 
CREDO integrates its data over 5 Minute intervals4, which is a compromise between a time 
long enough to give good counting statistics, and yet no so long that the spacecraft moves 
through an appreciable part of its orbit. 
4 This time interval is actually under software control, and could be altered by re-loading the software. 
However, in practice, we have never done so. 
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Thus, given a particle count rate of around 1,000 per second in the UoSA T-3 orbit, the 
maximum count expected for any CREDO channel is 300,000, which is too large a number to 
be represented by 2 bytes, and is therefore held in 3 bytes (i. e. 24-bits = 16,777,215 counts). I 
decided that the CRE should have a time-resolution of 2.5 minutes to give a better spatial 
resolution to the data, and thus would expect no more than 1.5 nuillion counts (= 10,000 
particles per second x 150 seconds) in any bin. 'Ibus, 3 bytes was still sufficient. 
To implement the required 512,24-bit accumulators, myself and my colleague Mr David 
Brock, designed a self-incrementing RAM system addressed by the output of the ADC, such 
that every time a RAM location was addressed, the contents were incremented and anv 
overflow was carried into the next two addresses, thus achieving a 24-bit accumulation Within a 
8-bit data-bus system. 
. 
5.5.2.7 Selection of the Nficrocontrofler and Memories 
The CRE's CPE sub-system is controlled by an 87C51 nucrocontroller. I chose this as four 
such devices have been flown in each of the UoSAT-3 and -5 telecommand systems. It has also 
been used as the controller in the UoSAT-5 Earth Horizon Sensor, also vvithout problem. Its in- 
built UV-EPROM provides an easy route for programmiing, and it contains the necessary serial 
interface to link up to the spacecraft's DASH data network. 
I decided that the nucrocontroller should be pre-programed prior to flight with the complete 
CRE software, rather than implementing a bootloader to allow code to be up-loaded,. T'his 
simplified the memory arrangements, which were already complicated by the use of the self- 
incrementing RAM, which is effectively dual-ported to the nucrocontroller and the ADC. 
ne microcontroller is used for timing the integration periods, and for compressing and 
formatting the data for transnUssion to the primary OBC. In order to interrupt the OBC as little 
as possible, there is enougb memory inside the CRE to store four integration penods-worth of 
data (i. e. 10 Minutes). 
I decided not to use the microcontroller in the pulse-processing operations, as these had to 
be done at speeds best achieved by dedicated logic (primarily implemented using the 54ACT 
logic series). However, I did slave this logic off the same crystal clock as that used by the 
microcontroller (albeit divided by 2), thus the whole system, Microcontroller and serial 
communications included, is controlled from a single 14.7456 MHz crystal, which gives a basic 
IC time-quantum" of 68 ns. This had an impact on my choice of "RC" time for the CR-RC 
constant peaking-time circuit, as I had to make sure that a time-error of +/-34 ns did not cause 
a change in peak-voltage of more than 0.1%. Thus, the speed of the ADC, and the logic needed 
to carry out the pulse-processing operation, set the RC time at 1.8 ýIs, giving a total pulse- 
processing time less than _5 ýis, meeting niv objective of 
having a dead-time less than 10 ps. 
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The only external RAM required by the nucrocontroller is an 8K-byte area to store the 
compressed version of the raw data from the instrument (which is housed m the 8K-bytes of 
self incrementing RAM). Data compression is required to reduce the storage area needed in the 
primary OBC. The requirements for the data compression scheme were that it be fast, efficient, 
loss-less, and simple to implement in assembly language. I therefore developed a compression 
method tailored specifically to the expected data to meet these reqwrements. 
To save on complexity and board space, I decided not to implement any hardware error- 
detection and correction (EDAC) scheme for these memories, relying instead on using SOS 
technology to prevent SEU (for KITSA T- 1). 
SEU In the processor is of course a possibility, although as this research will show, we have 
only ever encountered one event which can be ascribed to processor upset in any of our 
spacecraft. 
SEL could also occur, however, some level of protection is available through the power 
switches which are used in all the power lines to payloads. 
5.5.2.8 In-Orbit Cahbration 
Finally, I thought it important to include an automatic calibration source within the payload. 
Ideally this would be a radiation source with a mechanical shutter, however, given the 
requirement for low mass and little mechanical complexity, I chose to use direct charge 
injection into the front-end via a stable capacitor. Because this would be a potential source of 
conducted noise into the system, I optically coupled the capacitor to the injection voltage 
source. This proved to be very effective at removing this source of noise. 
5.5.2.9 Design Summa 
Thus, I achieved my aim of designing an instrument which gave data compatible with 
CREDO, and yet which was capable of operating in the more extreme radiation environment of 
the KITSA T- I orbit. 
We did manage to squeeze this onto a half-module sized circWt-board, primarily through the 
efforts of my Korean colleague Sungheon Kim, to whom I am indebted for laying-out the 
circuit, and who was also responsible for coding-up the software in Intel assembly language. 
The design was a great success, and was subsequently re-flown on PoSAT-1 with virtually no 
modifications. 
Having described the general philosophy of the design of the CRE, I shall now descnibe its 
principle of operation, and detailed hardware design of both its TDE and CPE sub-systems. For 
the most part, I shall describe the PoSA T-I version, indicating any differences between that and 
the KITSA T- I version where necessary. 
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5.5.3 The TDE Sub-System Circuit Design 
5.5.3.1 Principle of Qperation 
The CRE's Total Dose Experiment (TDE) sub-system measures the long-term accumLdated 
ionising radiation dose (in S102) for UP to seven locations on-board the spacecraft. The TDE 
part of the Cosrnic-Ray Experiment is identical in operation to that of the previous CREDO 
and TDE payloads. 
The sensing elements are "RADFET" p-channel MOSFET dosimeters specially fabricated 
for this purpose by REM Ltd. Each RADFET sensor consists of a matched pair of p-channel 
MOSFETs mounted in a standard 14-pin dual-in-line IC package. 
One of the MOSFETs is biased during exposure (Measure Mode), whilst the other remains 
un-biased (Figure 5.10). Exposure to lonising radiation causes the formation of trapped holes 
(positive charge) in the gate oxide, which in turn causes a gradual shift in the threshold voltage 
(V, h) with accumulated dose (as described in Section 3.3.2). T'he electric field across the biased 
FET causes it to experience a greater shift in Vth with dose than the un-biased FET. 
Every five nunutes, the TDE system is put briefly into Read Mode, where a constant 
current (of approXimately 6 pA) is switched to each RADFET in turn, and the threshold voltage 
is measured and telemetered to the spacecraft's on-board computer. 
This voltage is a ftinction of temperature as well as dose, but the temperature effect can be 
largely compensated for by noting the difference in threshold voltage change between the 
biased and un-biased RADFETs on a particular sensor. Temperature sensors are also placed 
alongside the RADFETs as a precaution. The gradual shift in this voltage difference is 
approXimately proportional to the accumulated ionising radiation dose, and is calibrated prior 
to launch (under flight biasing conditions) With a cobalt-60 gamma-ray source. 
The positions and types of dosimeter on PoSA T- I are as follows: 
RADFET 0 +Z Facet (PCB on the outside of the Earth Horizon Sensor) 
- Siliconix VP300 MOSFET-pair 
RADFET 1: Telecommand Expansion (EXP) Module Box (middle of spacecraft) 
- REM Ltd. RADFET 
RADFET 2 Battery Charge MorUtor (BCM) PCB (very well shielded location) 
- Un-Populated 
RADFET 3-6: CosnUc-Ray Experiment (CRE) Module Box 
- REM Ltd. RADFETs 
The dosimeters on-board KITSAT-1 are similar except that RADFET 2 is populated with a 
REM Ltd. RADFET whilst RADFETs -3 and -6 are populated with VP300 MOSFETs. 
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A pair of commercial MOSFETs was used for the unsNelded +Z Facet location instead of a 
dedicated RADFET sensor, as experience from UoSAT-3 had shown that the RADFET would 
-cych egime. Simi not survive the harsh dose-rate and thermal ing r VP300s were also used 
in two of the internal locations on-board KITSA T- 11 as an experiment to see if the internal dose- 
rate for this spacecraft (which is in a higher altitude orbit) was sufficient to cause measurable 
changes in non-nal commercial FETs. 
I chose Silicorux VP300 pMOS FETs as their electncal characteristics were well matched 
to the RADFETs, VAth the exception that they had a much thinner gate-oxide, and thus had a 
rather different initial threshold voltage. The thinner gate oXIde also gave them a much reduced 
response to radiation dose, which was necessary to record the expected high dost-, rates. 
5.5.3.2 Detailed Circuit DeSig, 15 
I'lie TDE has two operational modes - MEASURE MODE and READ MODE. 
Measure Mode 
In MEASURE MODE, the NAND gates (1120) hold the 4024 counter (1200) in a reset state, 
which in turn holds the 4514 de-multiplexer in State 0, (i. e. SWITCHO is low, all other outputs 
are high). This enables the DG303 analogue swtch (1222), which in turn allows the LM 134 
constant current source (1224) to pass its current through the 1.5 NM resistor (RI92). The 
voltage generated is sent Oa line ANA3 and LINK 38 to a voltage follower OP290 (half of 1236) 
See also the schematics In Appendix A. 
Vout 
-', -3 
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before being added to the RADFET offset voltage via the OP290 non-inverting surnnung 
amplifier (other half of 1236). '17he gain of tl-ýs amplifier is set by the 220 kf2 input resistors 
(R203 and R204) and the feedback resistors (R207 and R206). In PoSAT-1, R-107 (normally 220 
kf-)) is replaced by a wire link, in order to reduce the gain so that VP300 FETs can be mixed in 
with REM Ltd. RADFETs. If only RADFETs are being used, this should be left as a -120 U2 
resistor in order to maxinuse the RADFET output range. 
Setting V, to be the output of the voltage follower (= x 1.5 MQ) and Vf to be the 
RADFET OFFSET VOLTAGE: 
= 10 Vx (R133+RI34) / (R133+RI34+R208) 
= 10 Vx (2.7 M+1.8 M) / (2.7 M+1.8 M+5.6 M) 
= 4.46 V (measured to be 4.42 V when V+lo = 10-25 V) 
Now Vi = V,, as R207 =0Q (wire link) 
(V, -Vi) / R203 + (Vf-Vi) / R204 = Vi / R205 
As R. 203, R204 and R205 are all 220 M, 
V,, =Vi=(V, +Vf)/3 
V,, was measured to be 2.32 V when in this state, and when V+10 =10.25V 
Lonst= [10.25 - (6.96 - 4.42)] V/1.5 NIQ = 1.7 jA . 
[Eqn. 5.6a] 
[Eqn. 5.6b] 
[Eqn. 5.6c] 
[Eqn. 5.7a] 
[Eqn. 5.7b] 
[Eqn. 5.7c] 
This is a smaller than on previous spacecraft, and is perhaps beginning to approach a 
bottom linut. A more optimal current is around 4-6 ýA. The RADFETs were tested by the 
manufacturer at 40 ýiA. The current is programmed by the resistors (R129 and R130) around 
the LM 134, which are the sarne as in all the previous rnissions. 
T'llus, in the MEASURE MODE, the output to the telemetry system will be constant at 
approximately 2.3 V. 
In MEASURE MODE the RADFETs are specially biased (or un-biased) by the settings of the 
DG303 analogue switches. The basic configuration is shown in Figure 5.10. 
The proper biasing of the FETs is crucial. For this reason, the TDE has to be turned on as 
soon as possible after the spacecraft reaches orbit. To maintain the correct biasing conditions, 
the TDE part of the CRE payload must to be kept powered-up and the system held in 
MEASURE MODE at all times (apart from the brief interruption when reading the threshold 
voltages). 
'nie resistor connected to - 10V ("ION' Special") is R-100 set to 20 M. The resistor shown 
connected to ground is the 1.0 NLQ resistor (i, e R123, R1 -14, R126 and R300). 
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Read Mode 
In READ MODE, The 4024 counter (1200) is enabled, and the telemetry clock pulses are 
gated through to its clock input. This causes the 4514 de-multiplexer to cycle through each of 
its outputs in turn, enabling SWITCHO through to SWITCH 15. This causes the constant current 
source (LM 134) to be switched to each RADFET in turn via the analogue switches (DG303), 
and the threshold voltage is measured as shown in Figure 5.10. 
Lines SWITCHI to SWITCH6 control the "external" RADFETs, i. e. those that lie off the 
board. Odd numbered switches control the non-nally biased FETs, whilst even numbered ones 
control the nonnally un-biased FETs, e. g.: 
0 SWITCHs 1/2 go to the FETs on the +Z Facet (mounted on the EHS), - 
SWITCHs 3/4 go to the RADFET in the Telemetry Expansion Board, 
SWITCHs 5/6 go to the (vacant) RADFET position on the BCM Board. 
AJI signals are switched through the DG303 analogue switches (1301-1306) to the HPF 
connector (identified as RADFET OAX-OCX, IAX-IBX, 2AX-2CX, 3AX-3BX, 4AX-4CX and 
5AX-5BX) and via the spacecraft's harness to the RADFETs in the various locations. In fact 
each external RADFET position receives eight wires: 
" RADFET (n)AX R-ADFET (n+I)BX 
" RADFET (n)BX TEMP (m) IX=+I OV (vi a 1.8 M resi stor RCN I 
" RADFET (n)CX TEMP (m)2X = Temperature sensing input 
" R-ADFET (n+ I)AX TEMP (m)3X = TDE Ground 
The rest of the SWITCH lines (7-15) control the RADFETs on the CRE board itself The 
order of sWitching causes the RADFETs to be read from the edge of the board to the fruddle of 
the board in sequence. This placement of the RADFETs will help identify any dose effects that 
are due to position with respect to the spacecraft walls. 
The RADFETs are identified by am 
RADFET 7 501A-1-2 8825 
RADFET C2 50IC-2-3 9006 
RADFET 303 50IC-2-3 9006 
RADFET 1 501A-1-2 8825 
anufacturers code as follows (from edge to centre): 
UoSA T Flight Spare (Irradiated and annealed in 
UoS ground tests) 
New RADFET 
New RADFET 
UoSATNon-Flight Spare (Marked "dummy" 
At the time of construction of PoSA T-1, it was unclear that any new RADFET sensors 
would be available and so it was decided that PoSAT-I should use the few remaining spares 
from previous UoSA T missions. Thus, the BCM and Telemetry Expansion board were left un- 
populated, and two remaining UoSAT RADFETs were put on the CRE board (ID Codes 7,1), 
both of which were deemed to be still functional. Just prior to launch, we received three new 
RADFET sensors (ID Codes Cl, C2 and 303), and so the other two RADFET positions in the 
CRE were populated. However, it was decided that it was too risky to re-work the BCM board 
just in order to put in a R-ADFET, and so this position remained un-populated. 
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All the RADFETs come in 14-pin DEL packages, with 4 FETs in each package. We only use 
the two most radiation sensitive FETs (QI and Q4) which are known as type "R" by the 
manufacturer. The other two FETs on the die (Q2 and Q3), known as t"pe "K" by the 
manufacturer, have a masking fault which causes them to short the substrate (body) to some of 
their pins. Thus, if the pins are tied to ground (as shown in the schematic), this shorts the + IOV 
line directly to ground (via the body pin). To avoid this, the unused FET pins were cut off, so 
that they would not have any effect (i. e. pins 2,3,4,12,13 and 14). The bad type "K" FETs 
do not otherwise affect the type "R" FETs. 
As with the reading, the threshold voltage appears essentially as V, at the output of 
the voltage follower (OP290,1236), and is summed with the P-kDFET OFFSET VOLTAGE in 
exactly the same way. The output voltage (V,, u, ) is therefore related to the threshold voltage 
bv 
the following expression: 
V, =3 V .... - Vf [Eqn. 5.8] 
I'lie Gate-Source threshold voltage (Vtl, ) is actually V, -I OV (where "I OV" is the +I OV line 
voltage), and so 
Vth= 3 V,,,,, - Vf - 10 
or V,,,,, = (Vh+10 + Vf)/3 
[Eqn. 5.9a] 
[Eqn. 5.9b] 
Typical values for V,,,,, are about 2.8 V for the REM ltd. RADFETs and 4.0 V for the 
Siliconix VP300 FETs. This gives a threshold voltage of approXimately -6.3 V for the 
RADFETs and -2.4 V for the VP300 FETs. 
SWITCH 15 has the same function as SWITCHO, and links the constant current source to the 
1.5 N4f2 resistor, thus the 14 RADFET measurements (7 pairs: biased and un-biased) appear 
between two measurements. 
Dunng these first 16 states, the output of the OP290 (1236) is sWitched through a DG303 
(1235) directly to a voltage follower (OP90,1227), which has the usual resistor and diode 
protection (D 117 and RES201) to protect the telemetry system from voltages outside of the 0 to 
5V range. This protection is important, as during module level testing, when the external 
RADFETs are not present, the output of the OP290 goes to -IOV, which could seriously affect 
the telemetry system's input. 
Wien the 17'h state is reached, and the Q5 output from the 4024 (1200) goes high, the 
DG303 (1.2.35) and 4514 (1201) are inhibited and the DG508 multiplexer (1225) is enabled. This 
now allows a sequence of temperature measurements to be camed out using solid-state 
precision temperature sensors (LM35). 
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The LM35 was chosen because it is precise, accurate (+/- 0.25 T at room temperature), 
covers an appropriate temperature range (-55 to +150 OC) and is easN, to drive (the output is 
10.0 mV per T). 
As the 4024 counter continues to count, the AO-A2 inputs of the DG508 select each 
temperature channel in turn to be fed directly (via link LK41) to the OP90 voltage follower. The 
lines marked TEMPI and TEMP2 connected to the DG508 are outputs from the two 
temperature sensors in the CRE module box. Lines TEMP3 to TEMP6 link to external 
temperature sensors, placed next to the external RADFET positions: 
TENIEPI CRE Module 
TEMP2 CRE Module 
TENT3 CCD / Transputer Module (No RADFET) 
TENIIP4 +Z Facet/ EHS External 
TEMIP5 Telecommand Expansion 
TEMP6 Battery Charge MorUtor (BCM) Board (No RADFET) 
The other two inputs to the DG508 are linked to the RADFET OFFSET and TEMP OFFSET 
voltages derived from a simple voltage divider network R208 (= 5.6 M), R133 (=2.7 M) and 
R 134 (= 1.8 M). 
The TEMPERATURE OFFSET VOLTAGE is required to keep the temperature measurements 
a within a0 to 5V range and is calculated to be - 
+10 Vx R134 / (R134+RI33+R208) [Eqn, 5.1 Oa ] 
= 10 Vx1.8 M/ (1.8 kf2 + 2.7 kf2 + 5.6 kn) [Eqn. 5.1 Ob ] 
= 1.782 V (Measured to be 1.704 V with V+10 =10.25 V) [Eqn. 5.1 Oc] 
The temperature measuring circuit is as follows: 
470K 
I Lit 
Fig 5.11 : TemperatureAfeasurement Circuit 
Tliere are six identical circuits occupying three dual op-amps (OP290- 1232,1228 and 1229). 
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The output voltage is related to the temperature as follows- 
Temperature 100 x V, (in 'C)l [Eqn. 5.1 ]a] 
V. W = Vx (100 M -t- 470 M) / 100 M [Eqn. 5.11 b] 
and (TEMP OFFSET-Vx) / 470 kf2 + (Vt-V, ) / 100 M=V, / 470 kQ [Eqn. 5.12al 
=> vt = 0.2 5 V,,,, t - 0.213 x TENIIP OFFSET [Eqn. 5.12b] 
Thus T= 25 V,, d - 21.3 X TENIIP OFFSET [Eqn. 5.12c] 
So when V,,,,, = 2.39 V (as on the last bench test, with TENIIP OFFSET = 1.704 V), 
23.5 T= Room Temperature. [Eqn. 5.13 ] 
Once the 4024 counter reaches 23, all the channels have been sampled. If the counter is 
allowed to clock on to 3 1, the Q5 output of the 4024 remains high, and the 8 channels ( 16-23) 
are repeated. Once this has occurred, the system should be put back into MEASURE MODE. 
5.5.4 The CPE Sub-System Circuit Design 
5.5.4.1 Priiicýple of Qperation 
'Me Cosmic Particle Experiment sub-urut monitors the SEU particle environment by means 
of the pulse-height analysis of charge-deposition spectra in a single, fully-depleted, 300 ýIm 
thick, 30 mm x 30 mm PIN diode which is housed in a separate screened aluminium box within 
the CRE module box. This is connected to a charge amplifier and a "CR-RC" (constant 
peaking-time) pulseshaping circuit which in turn is connected to an event-driven, hardware- 
logic controlled multi-channel analyser. The overall experiment is controlled by an 87C51 
microcontroller with its own data-storage memory (16K-bytes) and built-in data-compression 
and commUrUcations software (Figure 5.12). 
The instrument can cope with both low and high flux conditions, and has a dead-time (from 
detection to full baseline restoration) of less than 5 ýis. 
The multi-channel analyser has 512 channels, each of approximately equal width equivalent 
to the follovAng: - 
0.05 pC charge deposited in the detectorl 
1.1 MeV energy deposited, 
16 MeV CM2 9 -1 normal -incidence linear energy transfer (LET). 
The total usefid range of the instrument is approximately as follows. - 
13 0. -' to 
26 pC 
4.5 to 584 MeN7 
64 to 8360 MeV cm'g7' 
(charge deposited)l 
(energy deposited), 
(nornial-incidence LET). 
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"Me instrument was calibrated prior to flight using a 0.125 ýLO Am-241 source (5.48 NIeV 
(x-particles), and a pulsed He-Ar laser. The alpha source was used to test its response to low 
energy-deposition particles arriving at high rates (around 4,000 particles s-1), whilst the laser 
was used to test the response over the whole energy-deposition range using calibrated neutral 
density filters. 'I'liese data were also used to verify a computer simulation of the instrument. 
The instrument also has its own built-in calibration pulse with a fixed charge injection for in- 
flight performance verification. 
In operation, the particle-induced charge-pulses from the PfN diode sensor are amplified 
and shaped, and the pulse-height is recorded by a fast semi-flash 10-bit analogueto-digital 
converter. The output of this converter is used to address self-incrementing memory locations 
which can hold a count of up to 16,777,215 (i. e. 24). These counts are summed over a fixed 
period of 150 seconds, and data from four such periods are stored internally and processed 
using a loss-less data-compression coding scheme, before transnuission to the on-board 
computer via the spacecraft's serial data network. 
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Fig 5.12: CRE Cosmic Particle Experiment (Schematic) 
For simplicity of design, the three bytes of count-data for each channel are stored in four 
bytes of data memory. The fourth (unused) byte is used to store a fixed bit-pattern which is 
examined for SEUs. For KITSAT-1, the data-storage RAM is implemented using silicon-on- 
sapphire (SOS) technology, and so SEUs are not expected to be observed very often, if at all. 
For PoSAT-1, the SEU rate is low enough to justify the use of CMOS SRAM (With a 
consequent power saVing). 
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The sensor element is shielded at the sides by 10 mm thick alunuruum walls. preventing 
most primary electrons and all low-energy ions from contributing to the spectrum. (For 
example, protons require more than 48 MeV energy to penetrate the walls). 
'Me faces of the detector are shielded by the rest of the spacecraft structure, which 
constitutes approximately 10 mm aluminjum from above and between 20 and 40 mni 
aluminium from below. This lin-uts the count-rate to less than 10,000 counts per second for 
KITSA T- I and less than 1,000 counts per second for PoSA T- I when they are passing through 
the heart of the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). 
Thus, given the 5p dead-time, the counting efficiency Will be greater than 99% even under 
the highest flux conditions. (For comparison, the CREDO pulse-processinze; time is one 
MI'llisecond - limited by the peak detector and software implemented charge-binning). 
As the system is only capable of measuring the deposited energy (in terms of the electronic 
charge produced in the diode), the particle-types and energies cannot be identified directly, 
However, broad populations of particles can be inferred from the analysis of the position of the 
spacecraft in the magnetosphere, and the charge-deposition spectra produced. 
5.5.4.2 Detailed Circuit 
The CPE hardware has two sub-systems- an Analogue Board contaimng the following- 
+I 5V/- I 5V dual-rail power-supply (Interpoint), 
30mm x 30mm, 313 ý. im thick silicon PfN-diode particle detector, 
calibration charge-pulse injector, 
charge-amplifier (OPAI I I)i 
pre-amplifier, pulse-shaper and output buffer-amplifier (OP249s), - 
base-line restorer (DG303). 
pulse-detector and threshold-comparitor (OP249, REF05, COMP05); 
All of which are housed in a separate screened alurninium box, and a Digital Board 
consisting of - 
Total-Dose Experiment (totally independent of the CPE), 
DASH interface, 
Intel 87C51 n-ýcrocontroller with 8K-bytes of SOS SRAM (HS65647). 
8K-bytes of self-incrementing CMOS SRAM for particle-count data, 
National Semiconductor ADC 10061 fast anal ogue-to-diPtal converterl 
event-driven, counter-controlled, pulse-processing logic, 
opto-coupled calibration pulse generator. 
6See also the schematics in Appendix A 
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A nalogue Board 
2 The PIN diode detector (PI 00) has an active area of 900 mm and is 313 ýim in depth. It has 
two thin (0.2 [im) alurMnium electrodes, connected across +15 V and analogue-ground such 
that the diode is reversed biased. Because the full-depletion voltage of the diode is only 14 V, 
the whole detector volume is available for charge collection. The detector is AC-coupled to the 
OPAI II charge-amplifier (U105) by a 100 nF capacitor (CI 12) so that the DC-bias voltage 
across the diode does not appear across the input of the chargeamplifier. "Me resistor- 
capacitor network (R103, R104, C113, C118) provides some degree of noise filtering for the 
diode detector from the + 15 V power rail. 
The OPAI II amplifier is chosen for the front-end charge-amplifier due to its superior noise 
performance and low-leakage. Glass capacitors are used in the signal processing path because 
they offer excellent stability and are not subject to significant dielectric absorption. 
A particle striking the detector causes the formation of a burst of charge proportional to the 
energy deposited in the silicon lattice. The charge is formed very rapidly, and is swept out of 
the detector into the charge-amplifier at a rate which is lirruited by the response-time of the 
relatively slow (2 V ýts-' slew-rate) amplifier. 
The charge-amplifier has a 100 pF glass feedback capacitor (C 115) which, although small 
compared to the inherent capacitance of the diode (approx. 300 pF), is sufficient to ensure 
near-complete charge-transfer as the large open-loop gain (> 10) of the amplifier makes the 
apparent capacitance of the feedback capacitor very large. 
The output of the charge-amplifier is a very small positive voltage step, with a slow 
exponential (RC = 180 [is) decay back to zero. 
The magnitude of the voltage step is proportional to the charge stored on the feedback 
capacitor via V= Q/C (i. e. 10 mV per pC). The maximum signal level that can be processed is 
approximately 240 mV (analyser channel 511) and the minimum signal is 1.8 mV (analyser 
channel 4). 
The voltage across the diode could drop significantly if it is subjected to many particle- 
strikes in a short time and so a 1.8 N4K2 resistor (R105) is placed in the feedback circuit of the 
amplifier to provide a leakage path which allows the voltage across the diode to recover slowly 
back to + 15 V. The timeconstant of diis feedback circuit is 180 ýts, which Is chosen to be 10 
times the peaking time of the pulse-shaper so that it has a negligible effect upon the measured 
pulse-height. 
A 10 pF gJass-capacitor (C 114) is connected into tile front-end of the charge-amplifier 'in 
order to provide a calibration test pulse input. A negative-going voltage pulse applied to this 
capacitor from the opto-coupler on the Digital Board via the resistor divider network (RIOO, 
RIOI, R102) provides an 8.6 pC charge injection into the charge-amplifier. 
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This produces a correspondmg 86 mV signal at the amplifier's output. The opto-coupler 
helps to prevent conducted noise from the digital circuitry entering the amplifier front-end. 
Calibration pulses can be enabled or disabled via telecommand. 
This part of the circuit is very susceptible to electrical noise due to the small signal-levels, 
and so the components are mounted as near to the ground plane as possible. The resistor- 
capacitor network (R132, R134, C125, C126, C105, CIOO, C122) provides conducted noise 
filtration for the charge-amplifier's power lines (+ 15 V and - 15 V). The balancing resistors 
(R 120, R 12 1, R 125, R 126) were not needed on thi s board. 
The next stage along the signal processing path is a pre-amplifier, implemented using one 
half of an OP249 (UIOI-B). This provides an inverting gain-stage before the pulse-shaper 
circuit. The gain of this amplifier is theoretically -15 (defined by the resistors R107 and R106) 
and is measured to be -14.7. The 2.2 M resistor (RI08) is used for offset-current balancing, 
and on this board (C121) and (R127) were not needed. The pre-amplifier is DC-coupled to the 
output of the charge-amplifier. 
The OP-249 is a dual low-noise, low-offset current amplifier with a relatively high 22 Výts-' 
slew-rate, and has been chosen for all the amplification and pulse-shaping circuit elements in 
the signal path %"th the exception of the charge-amplifier. 
1"he next circwt element is the pulse-shaper itself. It consists of a series capacitor-resistor 
(CR) network (C116, R109) feeding the inverting input of the other half of the OP249 (UIOI-C), 
which has a parallel resistor-capacitor (RC) network (RI 11, C 117) in its feedback loop. The 
CR-RC pairs are identical and each consist of a 2,200 pF glass capacitor and an 820 Q resistor 
giving a theoretical time-constant of 1.804 ýLs. The measured time constant is 1.8 ýts. The 
resistors (R128, R129) can be used for fine adjustment if necessary. They were not needed on 
this board. 
This parficular CR-RC combination has the useful property of giving a constant pulse 
peaking-time independent of the pulse-height of the input (assuming the Input Is a perfect step 
ftinction). The pealcing-time is RC seconds (i. e. 1.8 ps) and the pulse decays slowly over 20-30 
RC penods. 
The constant peaking time means that peak-detection circuitry is not necessary. Once the 
pulse is detected (by the compantor circuit described later), the pulse-peak will always appear 
1.8 ýis later, and so the anal ogue-to-di i2ýgal converter can be synchronised to diis. 'Me inherent 
theoretical gain of tlýs circuit element at the pulse-peak is -e-1 (i. e. -0.368) and is measured to 
be -0.378. 
The great disadvantage of CR-RC pulse-shaping is the long decay time before the output of 
the circwt recovers back to the baseline-zero. This is circumvented in this design by a baseline- 
restorer implemented vla DG303 MOSIFET analogue-switches (UIOO). 
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Once the pulse has been processed (shortly after its peak) a 100 E2 resistor (RIIO) is 
switched across the feedback path, and another 100 K2 resistor (RIOO) Is switched across a 
point between the capacitor (CI 16) and resistor (RI09) on the input, and anal ogue-ground. This 
brings the output of the shaper-amplifier to zero volts within 2 ýis. 
'I'lle opening and closing of the MOSFET switches causes a certain degree of charge- 
injection into the pulse-shaper which in turn results in large output voltage spikes. However, as 
these occur after the processing of one pulse and before the circuit is re-arined for the next 
pulse, they have no effect upon the operation of the circuit. 'I'lie baseline restoration used here 
enables the circuit to process one particle strike and to be anned ready for the next strike within 
5 ýts. 
Because of the AC-coupling inherent in the CR-RC shaper design (via C 116), the output of 
the shaper cannot be truly urupolar, leading to a pulse-height deficit. The addition of a pole- 
zero canceflation resistor (R130) in parallel with the input capacitor (CI 16) restores the signal. 
The value of this resistor is critical, and is selected once the circuit is furictional and in this case 
is 78.8 M. 
The output of the pulse-shaper is fed into a non-inverting gain-stage buffer amplifier (UI02- 
B). This provides the final output signal for the ADC on the DIGITAL BOARD. The gain of the 
amplifier is determined by resistors R1 12 and R1 13 and is theoretically 4.11. The measured 
value is 3.8. Resistors RI 14 and RI 15 may be used for fine adjustments - they are not used on 
this board. 
This completes the description of the analogue signal processing path. 
The negative-going signal picked off from between CI 16 and R109 (PULSE) is passed to an 
inverting buffer amplifier (UI02-C) with a theoretical gain of -1 (actually -1.01) set by resistors 
RI 16 and RI 17. Resistor RI 19 is for offset current balancing, and C131 in the feedback loop is 
a 51 pF bandwidth-lirMting capacitor, which filters out high-frequency noise spikes and 
prevents the false-triggering of the comparitor (UI04). The BAT85 diode-clamps (DIOO and 
DIOI) prevent negative signals and signals greater than +5 V from being passed on to the 
positive input of the compantor. 
The negative input of the compantor is connected to a stable +5 V reference voltage source 
(U103) via a resistor divider network (R122, R123, and R124). The select-on-test resistor (R124) 
is set at 1.0 kK2, providing a notional 17 niV (actually 20 niV) voltage reference. The 100 nF 
capacitor (C I 11) is for high-frequency noise suppression. Any signal on the positive input of 
the compantor which exceeds 22 niV causes the output of the compantor to go high, signalling 
that a pulse has been detected, and initiating the pulse-processing state-machine logic on the 
DIGITAL BOARD. 
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The 20 mV threshold level at the compantor is selected to prevent false-triggenng of the 
system due to residual noise (residual noise levels in the system are approximately 8-10 mV 
rms present on the signal path and therefore the 20 mV threshold represents a 3cr lirrut). This 
input is equivalent to a 33 mV signal at the output of the analogue signal chain (UI02-B) so 
that output signals below 33 mV (analyser channel 3) are not processed. In practice analyser 
channel 4 is the first usable channel, equivalent to an input charge threshold of 0.22 pC (5-0 
MeV energy deposited). 
The final part of the ANALOGUE BOARD is the +15 V/ -15 V dual-rail power supply. Tfus 
is made up of an Interpoint DC-DC converter (U106) and van nng components. The ious filte i 
+5V input is filtered via surface mount capacitors S 108 and S 107 and the + 15 V and - 15 V 
outputs are filtered via surface mount capacitors (S 100, S 10 1, S 103 and S 104) and the tantalum 
electrolytic capacitors C 119 and C120. A 5-turn, counter-wound bifilar ferlite bead inductor 
is used to fonn a 7c-network filter with the output capacitors. Even with all this filtering, the 
output of the power-supply still has a significant 100 kHz ripple which donunates the noise- 
levels in the system. Ile minimum noise-level which could be achieved was 8-10 mV on the 
main signal path, amounting to 0.2% of the full-scale signal (i. e. I channel Width). 
..... ..... 
Fig 5.13(a) : Tantalum Capacitor Layout on the Underside of the PoSA T- I CRE 
Analopte Board 
INTERPOINT 
DC-DC CONVERTER 
Femte 
Bond 
Capecr4ors 
Cortnulty 
Fig. 5.13 (b) : Bifilar- Wound Ferilte Bead Layout 
The N/IDP I 21515DB Interpoint DC-DC converter was chosen because of its small size and 
because it met MIL-STD-883. However, its output has significant amounts of ripple (25 mV 
mis) when used without an Interpoint filter unit (which is a large and heavy unit) and therefore 
is perhaps the one circuit element which, if changed, could make a tremendous difference to the 
perforniance of the systern. When the CRE was operated from a bench power supply, the noise 
level on the signal output was too low to be measured by the oscilloscope (i. e. <I mV rms). 
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Another problem associated with the Interpoint converter was its start-up in-rush current 
characteristic, which has an initial very high current peak followed by another high current 
peak 15 ms later. 11-us second peak could not be tolerated by the power switch, and so the 
power switch tnp-current had to be set at a much higher level than the normal operational 
current. This gives poor efficiency in the power switch. 
I found that, although the KITSA T- I Flight Model and Engineering Model C REs showed no 
problem in powering up, the PoSAT-1 version would only power up properly if I put a 330 Q 
resistor in the PULSE SHAPER RESET LINE (actually this was put in as a link between the 
ANALOGUE BOARD and DIGITAL BOARD in hole XH106 - this is not shown on the 
schematic). 
Because of the sensitivity of the ANALOGUE BOARD to conducted and radiated electrical 
noise, the whole board is housed in a separate screened alurniruum box within the CRE module 
box. The walls of the box are 8 mm thick, and are designed to screen out electrons and low- 
energy ions. The +5 V, +15 V and REF05 feed-throughs are filtered with RF Tc-networks. The 
other lines are not filtered as they carry fast-pulse signals. 
Digital Board 
The DIGITAL BOARD houses the counter-driven, hardware-14c controlled pulse-height 
multi-channel analyser (MCA) and the 87C51 rt-ýcrocontroller with its own data-storage RAM 
and built-in data-compression and communications software. This sends data to the primary 
on-board computer via the spacecraft's serial data network (the DASH). 
The multi-channel analyser has 512 channels, each of equal width equivalent to 
approximately 0.053 pC of charge deposited in the detector (i. e. an equivalent normal-InCidence 
LET of 16.4 MeV CM2 g-'). The first four channels are sub-threshold and so the total charge- 
range of the instrument is approximately 0.223 pC to 26.9 pC (equivalent to a normal- 
incidence particle LET range of 68.7 MeV CM2 g-1 to 8,290 MeV CM2 g7l). 
In operation, the charge-pulses from the PIN diode are amplified and shaped, and the pulse- 
height is recorded by a fast serni-flash 10-bit anal ogue-to-digital converter (ADC). The output 
of the ADC is used to address self- incrementing memory locations which can hold a count of 
up to 224(16,777,215 counts). 'I'liese counts are integrated over a fixed period of 600 seconds - 
internally sub-divided into four periods of 150 seconds to improve orbit-position/ time 
resolution. 
Thus, 8K-bytes of data are recorded for each 600 second integration period, and are 
transmitted using a loss-free data-compression coding scheme to the OBC Wa the DASH serial 
interface. In the worst case, this transnussion will take 8-10 seconds (no compression), 
however, as there wll be a very high level of redundancy in the data (most channel counts will 
remain zero), die actual transmission time Nvill be reduced to approximately 2-4 seconds. 
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For simplicity of design, the three bytes of count-data per channel are stored in four bvtes of 
data memory. The fourth byte is used to store a fixed bIt-pattern for examination of anv 
possible single-event upsets (SEUs). 
The alurninium shielding around the detector should linut the count-rates to around 1.000 
counts per second in the most sensitive channel when passing through the heart of the South 
Atlantic Anomaly (SAA). The detector is designed to count particles up to a uniform rate of 
200,000 particles per second (i. e. particles which arrive within 5 ps of each other cannot be 
distinguished). This should give the detector a counting efficiency In excess of 99.5%. 
In operation the CRE payload produces DASH packets containing CPE data every 10 
minutes. These packets are received by the OBC, which then accesses the Random-Access 
Telemetry (RAT) System to sample the 32 sub-multiplexed channels from the TDE, together 
with other relevant "house-keeping" telemetry values. 
The OBC handles time-stamping and filing of CPE and TDE data, and data-files 
representing each day's activity are stored on-board in the RAMDISK until they are requested 
by the ground (usually each working day). Files stored in the RAMDISK are protected against 
single-event upset (SEU) by software coding/ wash routines, and the downlink is error- 
controlled by the packet communications protocols ensuring error-free data at the ground- 
station. 
The CPE should be operated as often as possible in order that unusual events (such as 
solar-flares) may be recorded. However, as the power consumption is relatively high 
(approXimately 1.8 W), it may not always be possible to operate it under all conditions. T'hus, 
in circumstances when the power-budget will not allow continuous operation, the CPE should 
be operated for one complete orbit in every cc n" orbits. This gives the best trade-off between 
power consumption, coverage of magnetospheric space and time-resolution. 
The entire digital system is controlled by the 14.7456 MHz crystal clock (X501, etc). This 
frequency was chosen because it is a binary multiple which can be used as a baud-rate 
generator (needed for serial communications over the DASH network), and that it provides a 
fast "time-quantum" of 67.8 ns. All event processing operations are synchronised to this clock. 
Events (i. e. particle strikes) happen asynchronously, therefore the system can only respond 
to an event on the next clock transition, which will occur on average within 33.9 ns of the 
event. Simulations showed that SZP*ven a 1.8 ps pulse-nse time, this ±34 ns "jitter" gives an error 
of less than 0.1 % in measuring the peak-height. 
The master clock is divided bv two (by the 54ACT74 XUI I I-C) and then used as the 
microcontroller clock source (i. e. the nilcrocontroller operates on a 7.3728 MHz clock). The 
master clock signal is also passed to a chain of 54ACT163 and 54ACT161 counters (XUI 13-B, 
X'U I 14-B, XU I 15-B, XU I 16-B and XU I 17-B) to provide all the system tinung pulses. 
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This system operates basically as follows- 
Upon start-up, the microcontroller has control of the system. It clears the memories and 
initialises the digital logic (most of the discrete logic parts are involved in enabling the dual use 
of the busses and generating appropriate addressing signals). The microcontroller then hands 
over control of the data and address busses to the digital logic system and goes into a quiescent 
mode where is simply counts-down time for 150 seconds. 
The system is now "armed" and will go into action as soon as the CONIPARITOR OUTPUT 
(CMP05 U104) goes high and the CRE PULSE DETECTED (54ACT74, XU112-C) is asserted. 
This signal starts an automatic sequence which enables the ADC10061 (XU601) in CONVERT 
mode and then after a time calculated to coincide With the peak of the analogue pulse puts the 
ADC into HOLD and enables the ADC's data output. 
This output is connected to the address bus (not the data bus) and has the action of 
addressing a location in the CRE data memory (8K x 8-bits). Tlie contents of this address are 
incremented. via the pair of 4-bit full adders (54ACT283, XU121-B and XU122-B) and are 
written back into the same location via the latch (54ACT574, XU120). 
The next 3 addresses are sirMlarly processed (i. e. if the contents of the first address 
overflows 8-bits, the next address is incremented, etc., so in total a full 24-bit addition is 
performed. The CREAO and CREA1 Imes control this action. 
The memory map is shown in Table 5.3 
The 512 output states of the ADC (most significant 9-bits) correspond to the 512 
"channels" of the instrument, i. e. the pulse-height is measured to a resolution of I part in 512. 
Once the pulse peak has occurred, and whilst the data memory is being processed 
appropriately, the PULSE SHAPER RESET is asserted, which shorts the analogue signal path to 
ground via the MOSFET solid-state switches (DG303, U100). This injects a pair of large 
charge-spikes into the analogue signal path, but this does not affect the system as the pulse- 
peak has already been measured, and the ADC is in HOLD. The PULSE SHAPER RESET is de- 
asserted before the system is re-armed, allowing the second charge-spike to decay below the 
system's pulse-detecting threshold. This timing and threshold setting is important, as , if it is not 
set correctly, the system will be fooled into processing this charge-spike as the next particle - 
setting up a self-sustaining oscillation. Thus, the threshold voltage set by REF05 U103 and 
R132, R124 and R12221 must be sufficiently high not to allow this to happen. 
Finally, the system is re-armed, and the counters are reset awaiting the next particle arrival. 
The whole process from particle detection to re-anning takes less than 5 ýts. 
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When 150 seconds have elapsed, the rmcrocontroller briefly intercedes, setting the CREAI I 
and CREA12 address lines so that the next block of data are stored at an address offset by 
800h,,, 
. 
(2048). The nflcrocontroller then goes back into its quiescent state, counting down the 
next 150 second penod. 
Note, if the microcontroller wakes up whilst a pulse is being processed, it is "locked out" 
until the pulse-processing is firushed 0 e. up to 5 ýis later). 
Four periods of 150 seconds elapse before the 8K-byte memory is full. 
COSMIC-RAY EXPERIMENT DATA MEMORY MAP 
(Self-Incrementing RýW) 
A ddress Contents "Channel 
0000 Least Significant Byte 0 
0001 Next Significant Byte 0 
0002 Most Significant Byte 0 
0003 SEU Target '5 5' or'AA' - 
0004 Least Significant Byte 1 
0005 Next Significant Byte 1 
0006 Most Significant Byte 1 
0007 S EU Target '5 5' or 'AA' - 
07FC Least Significant Byte 511 
07FD Next Significant Byte 511 
07FE Most Significant Byte 511 
07FF SEU Target '5 5' or 'AA' 
Table 5.3 
At this point, the nucrocontroller takes over and the DATA MEMORY enters into its address 
space. The nucrocontroller reads the data and compresses it, stonng the results temporanly in 
the 8K-byte STORAGE MEMORY (U702) selected by CREA13. 
Note: although both these memones are labelled HS65647RH (Harns R-AD-HARD 8K x 8), 
in-fact on PoSAT-I they were replaced by IDT7164 CMOS 8K x 8s to save power. The 
important characteristic is that their access time needs to be 50 ns or less. 
The data are sent to the OBC via the DASH network. The CRE's microcontroller retains 
control of the data and address busses until the conunurucations are done, hence no particles 
will be detected during this (usually short) tinie. 
When communications are complete, the microcontroller clears the memory and re-enables 
the divital logic system and the whole process is repeated. 
I'lie microcontroller is pre-programmed with the DASH protocol, and is linked to the 
spacecraft's DASH network via a standard DASH interface circwt (implemented in the 
transistor arrays: U401 and U402). 
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The particle detector circuit has a built in calibration pulse, which causes a series of pulses 
to be injected directly into the charge amplifier. The pulses are generated from the tinuing logic, 
and are connected to the ANALOGUE BOARD via an opto-coupler (SOCI), which prevents 
electric noise from being conducted directly into the analogue-chain. This circuit is of inunense 
value when testing the CPE on the ground, as there are few cosIMc-rays to drive the system! 
5.5.5 Miscellaneous Design Notes 
The digital board has separate analogue and digital ground planes for noise reduction 
(the lay-out of the ADC is particularly important). 
0 The interconnections between the DlGfTAL BOARD and the ANALOGUE BOARD are 
as short as possible. 
0 The microcontroller has multiplexed busses, which require latches to generate full 16- 
bit addresses. 
0 The ancrocontroller requires pull-up resistors on the busses to drive the IOIP'c correctly. 
0 Telecommand inputs are protected with diodes and resistors. 
0 The ACT logic fan-uly is used to attain the high speed of operation which is required. 
0 The system is pre-programmed before launch, there is no bootloader. This makes 
testing and integration much more straight-forward. 
0 The UV-EPROM window built into the micro-controller is covered with an opaque tab 
before flight. 
0 RAD-HARD SOS memory Is used for SEU immunity in KITSA T- 1, but the penalty 
for usmg this is a much Ngher power consumption (measured to be 2.5 W as opposed 
to 1.8 W for bulk CMOS RAM). As SEU rates are low in the PoSAT-I orbit, I 
decided to opt for the lower power consumption of non-R-AD-HARD memories. 
0 When designing the system for KITSA T- 1, it was discovered that the action of the 
ADC was not qwte as described in the data sheet (this was a very new device). The 
circuit shown here does drive it correctly. 
0 All Select-on-Test components have their proper values indicated on the schematics 
(see Appendix A). None of the components on this board need further selection. 
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5.6 The Cosmic-Ray Experiment Software Design 
5.6.1 Data Handling and Communications Protocol 
The CRE's CPE sub-system is controlled by software stored in the UV-EPRONI of its 
87C51 rrucrocontroller. This was wntten in assembly language by Sungheon Kim of KAIST. 
The M. 1crocontroller plays no part in the particle pulse-processing, it simply counts-down 
each 150 second integration period, altering the address on the self-Incrementing RAM as 
appropriate at the end of each period. After 4 such penods, it disables the pulse-processing 
lOgIc and gains access to the self-incrementing RAM. It reads the data contained within this 
RAK compresses it and formats it into packets for transfer across the spacecraft's DASH 
serial data network to the primary OBC. 
Once in orbit, a "bug" was discovered in the DASH Communications part of the code which 
meant that any byte-stuffed DASH frames had an incorrect checksurn calculation. 
Unfortunately, as the CRE has no facilities for boot-loading, this could not be fixed 
retrospectively. The code for the PoSAT-I CRE was (partly) fixed by Neville Bean of SSTL 
prior to its flight. However, there still remains one slight bug in the PoSA T- I flight code in that 
if the checksum itself requires byte-stuffing, the checksum is calculated incorrectly. This minor 
problem has been worked around by changes to the OBC software, and by implementing data- 
filtering, algorithms in the ground-support code. 
5.6.2 On-Board Data Compression Scheme 
In order to reduce the storage requirements in the OBC memory, I devised a fast, efficient, 
yet simple data compression scherne that was tailored to the expected form of the data. 
The 512 channels (i. e. charge pulse-height bins) of CPE data are taken 4 channels at a 
time, where each channel consists of three data-bytes which I will call the least significant 
(LSB), next significant (NSB) and most significant (MSB) bytes, e. g. 
Channel 0 MSB NSB LSB 
Channel I MSB NSB LSB 
Channel ý I MSB NSB LSB 
Channel 3 MSB NSB LSB making 12 bytes in all. 
Tlie nature of the particle environment is such that most channels will have zero counts. Of 
the remairUng channels, most Will have a particle count that can be represented by a singje byte 
(i. e. a count of between I and 255)l- a few VAII require two bytes (i. e. a count of between 256 
and 65,536) and even fewer vall require the full three bytes. 
I shall define the "size" of a channel cowit to be the number of býles reqwred to represent 
the count (i. e. 0,1,2 or 3). 
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What I call a "picture" byte can be used to represent the size of the four channels, such that 
each di-bit in the picture-byte represents the number of bytes required for each channel (i. e. 
"II" => three bytes, " 10" => two bytes, "0 1" => one byte and "00" => no bytes [i. e. a zero 
particle-count] ). 
The required count-bytes from the 4 channels are appended (in order) to the picture byte 
(ignoring leading zero-bytes), and this process is repeated until all 512 channels are encoded. 
These bytes now contain all the information required to regenerate the original pattern, but 
on average will be much shorter. 
For example, suppose a block contained 4 channels with the following particle counts: 
983,041 
34 
21,012 and 
256, respectively. 
Then their data-bytes would be as follows: 
OF 00 01 (3 bytes required) 
00 00 22 (1 byte required) 
00 52 14 (2 bytes required) 
00 01 00 (2 bytes required) 
Tbus, the full 4x 24-bit data-string for the four channels is: 
0 OF 00 01 00 00 22 00 52 14 00 01 00 ( 12 bytes) 
However, under my coding scheme, the picture byte will be- I101 10 1 Obinajy= DAhcx 
and so the compressed version of the data will be - 
0 DA OF 00 0122 52 14 0100 (9 bytes) i. e. a 25% reduction 
In practice, most blocks of data VAII be all zeros, and this will just reduce to a smgJe picture 
byte(OOhex), i. e. a 92% reduction 
This scheme has the attraction of being fairly efficient, and very simple to implement 'in 
assembly language. 
On the ground, the decoding software will use the first byte (i. e. the picture byte) to 
determine how many data bytes follow, and thus reconstruct the ftill 24-bit counts. The next 
byte will then be the a picture byte, etc. 
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5.7 The Cosmic-Ray Experiment External Interfaces 
5.7.1 Pommr Supplies 
The CRE two sub-systems (the CPE and TDE) have independent power supplies. 
The TDE sub-system requires regulated +5 V, +10 V and -10 V supplies, which must be 
turned on and off simultaneously in order to avoid power-induced latch-up. The degree of 
regulation required is ±10%. 
The TDE consumes very little power, and is therefore able to be powered up permanently. 
The power required is as follows 
+5 V 1.2 mA normnal-, 
+IOV 1.8mAnonunal; 
-IOV 0.6mAnonunal; 
=> total power = 30 mW non-unal. 
The CPE sub-system requires a single +5 V regulated supply (it internally generates 
regulated + 15 V and - 15 V supplies). Unfortunately, the use of an Interpoint DC-DC converter 
leads to a large in-rush current requirement, in excess of 800 mA Therefore the power supply 
needs to be able to source around IA to be sure of turning on the payload. 
Once on, the current can be as high as 600 mA in RESET MODE, but will settle to around 
350 mA (PoSAT-1) and 500 mA (KITSAT-1) in RUN MODE. 
0 +5V 1000 mA in-rush (10 ms), 600 mA max., 350 mA nommal; 
=> total power = 2.5 W (K[TSAT-1), 1.8 W (PoSAT-1) 
5.7.2 Telecommands 
71lie CRE is operated by seven telecommands 7 (two for the TDE and five for the CPE), 
which are either high (+5 V) or low (0 V) 
The TDE has the following commands. 
Cmd 164 TDE MEASURE/ READ 
Cmd 179 TDE POWER OFF/ ON 
The correct powering up sequence is- 
Cmd 164 > 0, Put TDE into MEASURE Mode-, 
Cmd 179 >I Apply power-, 
Cmd 164 >I Put TDE into READ Mode-, 
(toggle the +5V Telemetry Mux Clock line 32 times to read the 
telemetry data) 
Cmd 164 >0 Put TIDE back into MEASURE Model 
Cmd 179 >0 Turn off power (ground-based tests only). 
The coninian d numbers are for the PoX4 T- I version only. 
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The CPE has the followng commands. 
Cmd 49 CPE RESET/ RUN 
Cmd 50 CPE MEASURE/ CALIBRATE 
Cmd 52 CPE DASHO EN., kBLE/ DISABLE 
Cmd 180 CPE DASH I ENABLE/ DISABLE 
Cmd 48 CPE POWER OFF/ ON 
The correct powenng up sequence is ý 
Cmd 49 >0 Put CPE in RESET Mode, 
Cmd 52 >I Enable DASHO link; 
Cmd 180 >0 Disable DASH I link-, 
Cmd 50 >0 Put CPE into MEASURE Mode; 
Cmd 48 >I Apply powerl 
Cmd 49 >0 Re-assert RESET Mode (to ensure that the reset pulse has a sufficient 
duration), 
Cmd 49 >I Put CPE into RUN Mode. 
(Data will appear on the DASH 0 link after 10 nUnutes have elapsed). 
To put the CPE into CALIBRATE Mode 
Cmd 49 >0 Put CPE into RESET Mode, 
Cmd 50 >I Put CPE into CALIBRATE Mode; 
Cmd 49 >I Put CPE back into RUN Mode. 
(Calibration pulse data will appear on DASH 0 after 10 nunutes). 
When the CALIBRATE command is asserted, charge-pulses will be injected into the 
analogue front end of the CPE in such a way as to give a clear signal. This is useful for testing 
on the ground. 71lie non-nal mode of operation in space is MEASURE mode. 
To power down: 
0 Cmd 48 >0 sWitch off. 
5.7.3 Telemetry 
The TDE multiplexes its 32 output analogue data channels (0 -5 V) onto a single telemetry 
channel. The 32 states are governed by the telemetry system's multiplex clock pulses. The 
action of toggling the TDE from MEASURE to READ mode automatically resets the output to 
channel 0 to ensure synchromsation. 
5.7.4 DASH Interface 
The CPE commurucates, its data over the spacecraft's DASH senal data network. For 
redundancy, it is connected to both the DASH 0 and DASH I lines. These may be selected via 
telecommand. There seems to be a problem with enabling both DASH lines at once and so, to be 
sure of nominal operation, only one DASH line should be enabled at any one time. DASH 0 is 
the nominal communication link, With DASH I acting as a back-up. 
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5.8 Comparison Between the CRE and CREDO Experiments 
The CRE was designed to be similar in principle to CREDO so that complimentary data 
could be obtained from the KITSAT-I and PoSAT-I orbit. However, there are some important 
differences between the two instruments. 
Firstly, CREDO's High-Area Detector (HAD) consists of ten I CM2 PlN diodes wired in 
parallel to make a 10 CM2 detector. Whereas the CRE uses a single very large-area PIN diode 
to achieve a similar target area: 9 cm 2. Although the areas are similar, the different 
configuration means that the path-length distribution function is different for the two detectors 
and this has to be accounted for when comparing results. 
The full depletion depth is virtually the same in both detectors - i. e. approximately 300 Pill. 
However, the CREDO detector is operated at a voltage which is insufficient to ensure full 
depletion (+5 V). There is therefore some uncertainty as to the precise charge collection depth 
as the effects of charge funnelling are difficult to account for. There is no such problem for the 
CRE's detector as this is operated at +15 V which is more than adequate to ensure full 
depletion (FDV = 14 V). 
The CREDO detector uses an amplifier chain and hardware peak detector to detect events. 
The height of the charge-pulse is digitised by a 12-bit successive approximation analogue-to- 
digital converter (ADC). The whole system is controlled by software runnmg on the 80C31 
microcontroller. The speed of the nucrocontroller, ADC and the response time of the peak- 
detector is such that the system takes approximately I millisecond to handle each event. The 
dead time of the instrument is therefore I n-ullisecond, wluch becomes significant when the 
recorded particle fluxes approach a few thousand particles per second (as they do in the SAA 
for the KITSA T- I orbit) in that 90% or more of the particles Will be nuissed. However, the main 
advantage of this system is that it has a relatively low power consumption. 
The CRE on the other hand uses a purely hardware controlled system to detect and process 
particle strikes. The detector is connected to an amplifier chain which has a shaping-amplifier 
section giving a virtually constant peaking-time independent of the charge-pulse size. A fast 
comparitor is used to detect events and a semi-flash 10-bit converter is timed to pick off the 
peak amplitude of the charge pulse. Discrete logic is used to process the data, and the entire 
event-handling process takes less thaii 5 ps. 
Thus, tile CRE is very much faster than CREDO and can accurately process events under 
much higher flux conditions (a very important consideration iven the intense radiation 91 
environment of the KITSAT-I orbit). One disadvantage is that the hio-speed electronics 
consurne rather more power than the slower electronics in CREDO, however, it should be noted 
that CRE's 200-fold increase in performance is achieved with only ail 5-fold increase in po%, ý, er 
consumption (1.8 W as opposed to 350 m\V). 
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Another difference concerns the way the data are stored in the instrument. 
CREDO has nine usable LET channels which are binary-weighted to cover the vertical 
2 -1 2 incidence LET range: 32.2 MeV CM g to 6,430 MeV CM gý' (I. e. channel 2 covers twice the 
LET range of channel 1, channel 3 covers four times the range of channel 1, etc. ). The CRE on 
the other hand has 512 channels of which 508 are usable (the first 4 channels are sub- 
threshold). These are linearly-weloted covering the slightly larger range- 68.4 MeV cm' g-' to 
2 8,195 MeV cm g7'. This gives the CRE a much finer LET resolution, particularly at higher 
LET values. CREDO however has a lower noise floor. 
It is possible to "re-bin" the 508 CRE channels to match the CREDO channels. In this way 
it is possible to directly compare the results of the two instruments for the equivalent of 
CREDO channels 2-9. This is particularly useful when companng results. 
......... .. COSMIC PARTICLE EXPERIMENT CHANNEL EQUIVALENTS 
(Threshold Charge pC) 
UoSA 7'-3 CREDO 07X-l 7'- 1 CRE PoSA T- IC RE 
Channel 
I 
Charge Channels 
I 
CharKe Channels 
I 
Charge 
1 0.1 sub-threshold sub-threshold 
2 0.19 4-7 0.18 4-6 0.22 
3 0.38 8-15 0.35 7-12 0.40 
4 0.73 15-30 0.71 13-25 0.71 
5 1.4 31-58 1.43 26-50 1.38 
6 2.7 59-114 2.71 51-99 2.71 
7 5.3 115-223 5.30 100-195 5.30 
8 10.3 224-432 10.3 196-379 10.3 
9 20.0 433-511 20.0 380-511 20.0 
Table 5.4 
The CREDO instrument is programmable, but in practice the operational code has not been 
changed since launch. The integration time is therefore fixed at five rmnutes. The choice of 
integration time is a compronuse reflecting two conflicting requirements- A short integration 
time is required to get good orbital-position resolution, however a long integration time is 
required to achieve good counting statistics. Five mmutes is a reasonable compronuse. 
I'lle CRE has an integration time of ten minutes in total (primarily to cut down on the use of 
the spacecraft's DASH interface). However, internally this is split into four periods of 150 
seconds - u; i'ving a better time and therefore orbit-position resolution than CREDO. 
The use of pre-prograrnmed oil-board data compression in the CRE makes it very efficient 
ill its storage of information and it is this which makes it possible to have such a fine LET 
resolution compared with CREDO without increasing the data storage requirements too much. 
This is the first time that data-conipression has been built in to a UoSAT-class payload. 
Tlle CRE occupies lialf the volume occupied by CREDO. 
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The TDE parts of the two payloads are very sin'Ular. One difference is that it is possible to 
leave the RADFETs in CREDO incorrectly biased in MEASURE mode if the on-board sofhýare 
does not keep track of the state of the sub-multiplexed telemetry output. The CRE 
automatically reverts to a safe mode of operation when put into MEASURE mode, there is 
therefore less reliance on the on-board computer's software. 
5.9 Summary - The Cosmic-Ray Experiment 
The bulk of my research comprises the observation and analysis of radiation effects 
occurring within advanced commercial memory devices and data handling systems carried on- 
board a series of low-Earth orbiting micro-satellites which we have designed and built at the 
University of Surrey. To aid in this analysis, I have designed and developed a Cosmiic-Ray 
Experiment (CRE) to monitor the iorusing radiation environment inside two of these spacecraft 
(KITSAT-1 and PoSAT-1). This instrument complements a previous payload - CREDO - which 
is carried by another one of the satellites (UoSAT-3). 
These instruments each comprise two sub-systems: one to monitor the accumulated ionising 
radiation dose inside the satellites, through solid-state dosimeters (RADFETs), and one to 
measure the charge (and therefore energy) deposited by lorusing-particles passing through a 
PIN-diode detector. 
Measurements from dosimeter are made available to the on-board computer (OBC) through 
the standard telemetry system, whilst the particle-counter commurucates with the OBC via a 
serial data network. 
By measuring the charge-pulse-heights accumulated by the particle counter over a few 
mmutes, it is possible to derive the LET spectrum inside the satellite. This may be directly 
correlated with any single-event effects which occur. These measured spectra also allow me to 
investigate the accuracy of the standard environmental models. 
My CRE instrument is functionally similar to CREDO. However, it differs in design, in 
particular, it makes use of fast hardware to enable it to cope more efficiently With the high 
particle-flux conditions found in the inner radiation belt. 
Whilst both the CREDO and CRE instruments contain a nucrocontroller and some memory, 
they each use the spacecraft's primary OBC and solid-state memory to time-stamp and proVide 
the main storage for the data they produce. 
The instruments are operated continuously, and each day a file of data is downloaded to the 
Mission Control Centre in Guilfford. These files are then analysed as descnbed in the next 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 
OPERATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE SPACE RADIATION 
MONITORS 
In the previous chapter, I described the design and 
development of my Cosmic-Ray Experiment (CRE). In this 
chapter, I shall describe how 1, and my colleagues, used 
this experiment, and the Cosmic-Ray En,,, ironment and 
Dosimetery (CREDO) payload, to investigate the , 'aliditý' 
of the CREME and AP8 environment models. I shall show 
that the radiation environment is dynamic, and has 
features not described by these models, but that these 
models do form a reasonable basis for analysing the SEE- 
environment encountered by the commercial NIOS systems 
described in Chapter 7. 
6.1 Introduction 
A key feature of this research has been the collateral acquisition of space radiation 
environment data alongside SEE-rate data for cornmercial MOS micro-electronic devices 
operating on-board low-Earth orbiting tru cro- satellites. This has been possible through the 
operation and analysis of the radiation monitoring payloads flown on these same spacecraft', 
VII * 
CREDO (DRA/Harwell) flown on UoSA T-3 (L. 1990, -800 km, 98' Sun-sync. orbit), 
TDE (UoS/Harwell) flown on UoSA T-5 (L. 1991, -770 kni, 98' Sun-sync. orbit), 
CRE (UoS/KAIST) flown on KITSA T-I (L. 1992, -1320 km, 66' inclination orbit), 
CRE (UoS/SSTL) flown on PoSAT-I (L. 1993, -800 km, 98', Sun-sync. orbit), 
In the previous chapter, I described the nature of these payloads and the micro-satellites 
which carry them, and in particular, I described in detail the Cosluc-Ray Experiment (CRE )2 
which I designed and developed as part of this research. 
In this chapter, I shall describe how I operated and analysed the data from these pavloads, 
and I shall present the conclusions that I drew from their results. 
Much of this work has been carried out in collaboration with my colleagues Dr Clive Dý, er, 
and Dr -\ndi-ew Sims at the Defence Research Agency (DRA) Famborougb, and together we 
have published extensiveiy on the results of these missions [DYER-901, IDYER-91al, 
IDYER-91bl, JUNDE-91al, IDYER-921, [DYER-931, JUNDE-93c], JUNDE-94b]. 
See also Table 5.1. 
The CREDO and CRE Payloads each consist of two sub-sý'stenis- -a Cosmic Particle Experiment 
(CPE) based on PIN Diode detectors and a Total Dose Experiment (TDE) based on RADFETs. 
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6.2 Operation and Analysis Methods 
6.2.1 Pre-Launch Preparation, Ground-Testing and Calibration 
6.2.1.1 UoSA T-3 CREDO Payload 
The Cosmic-Ray Environment and Dosimetry (CREDO) payload hardware was designed, 
built and calibrated by DRA, Famborough and AEA Technology, Harwell. However, the 
responsibility for integrating the payload into the UoSAT-3 spacecraft, developing the 
supporting software and devising the operational plan, resided principally With myself and 
others at the University of Surrey through "Phase One" of a research contract placed with 
SSTL [RUSS-891, JUNDE-93a]. In this phase, we developed a Mission Operational 
Specification and programmed the UoSA T-3 PACSAT Communications Experiment to support 
on-board data archiving of CREDO data via the spacecraft's DASH interface [WARD-931, 
[ZEL-89]. We also installed data-archiving equipment in the UoSAT Mission Control Centre, 
and began the development of ground-station support software (see Section 6.2.3) [UNDE-90d], 
[UNDE-90e]. 
The CREDO payload was calibrated pnor to delivery to Surrey, as it was impossible to test 
it, in-situ, inside the fully assembled spacecraft. The CosrrUc-Particle Experiment (CPE) sub- 
system was calibrated in terms of charge-deposition (and vertical incidence LET) using alpha- 
particles and fission fragments from a 252Cf source, as well as by penetrating ions produced by 
the Tandem Van de Graaff Accelerator at Harwell IDYER-91al. To ensure that there is no drift 
in the calibration, the CPE includes a auto-calibration charge-pulse, generated electronically, 
and injected into the pulse-processing "front-end" of the instrument. The data from these pulses 
appear in the data-packet transinitted by the instrument in bytes 13-15 ("Low-Area Detector 
(LAD) Test Data"), and bytes 16-17 ("High-Area Detector (HAD) Test Data"). 
The RADFETs were calibrated prior to assembly into the CREDO payload, by exposing 
them to ganu-na-rays from the LORAD "To source at Harwell. During these tests, they were 
held biased at 10V, operated at room temperature, and exposed at a dose-rate of 50 mrad(SI) 
nunute-'. Under these conditions, the biased FETs showed a threshold voltage change of 
between 0.7 and 0.9 V krad(Si)-' . 
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6.2.1.2 KITSA T-1 and PoSA T- I Cosmic Particle ENperiments 
The Cosmic Particle Experiment (CPE) sub-systems of the KITSAT-1 and PoSAT-1 
Cosmic-Ray Experiment (CRE) are of my desispi, and differ from that in CREDO (see also 
Chapter 5). It was, therefore, particularly important to test and calibrate these instruments prior 
to fligbt, so that meaningftil comparisons could be made between the various instruments. 
Because of the independent design and independent calibration, the opportunity to fly one of die 
CREs (PoSAT-1) in the same orbit as the UoSAT-3 CREDO meant that we could obtain a 
useful cross-check on the performance of both instrunients. 
1-he KITSAT-I CRE was tested extensively with a pulsed Fle-Ar laser source (green) and a 
0.125 [Xi 241 Arn source (5.48 MeV a-particles). The laser was used to venfy the lineanty of 
the instrument througji the use of calibrated neutral density filters. The laser pulses were made 
as short as possible (160 ns) in order to more-nearly approximate the effect of a particle 
stnikes. In ariv case this time was short compared with the pulse-nise tinie of the analO()'UC front- 
end (1.8 VLS). Although the detector surfaces were metallised (in order to collect the charge 
generated), the laser was able to penetrate the detector near to the edgue, where the silicon was 
left exposed. 
Fig. 6.1 .- 
Calibratimi ofthe Costnic-Rm, Experitnew CPF w/th a Pulsed 
Tj1e 24'Arn a-SOUrce was used to test the detector with a realistic particle source, delivenng 
particles at a higji-rate (cli-ca 4,000 particles s-). Because the energay of the (x-particies is 
relativeiv low (5.48 MeV), die source was placed virtually in contact with tile silicon PIN-diode 
detector. The alphas then had sufficient energy to penetrate into (but not through) the -300 VLni 
thick detector. and gave a charge-deposition which could be registered in a "low-LET" channel 
3 or 4). 
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II I M2411 
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Fig 6.2 : Calibration of the Cosmic-Ray Experiment CPE with. 4 mericium-241 
20 mV ýý 
Tlyeshoid Detector (50.2 mV / 5. OV) ý 512 /1 9-bft 
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In addition to this, the CPE front-end has its own built-in charge-injection circuit, which 
acts as a calibration source. The size of these pulses is adjusted to exercise a small group of 
"high-LET" channels (circa 170) in the middle of the instrument's range (Figure 6.3). This 
calibration circuit may be switched on via telecommand at any time to test the CPE, both in 
ground-testing prior to flight, or when in orbit. 
As part of the calibration procedure, I developed a software-based circuit simulator 
"SHAPER. PAS" written in PASCAL, which enabled me to simulate the instrument's response to 
all the calibration sources. By building into the model the non-Idealities of the real amplifiers, I 
was able to successfully reproduce the real instrument's behaviour. This enabled me to derive a 
hill calibration curve for the instrument in terms of charge-deposition (and therefore vertical 
incidence LET) per channel. By comparing the charge-thresholds for the CRE channels with 
those of CREDO, I was able to match the CRE's -512 linear channels to CREDO's 9 
logarithn-fic channels (Table 5.3), and thereby provided a mecharnsm for comparing the two. 
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3cmx3cmy, 300 P 
Or 300 pF Capacitor 
MeasLre 1 Cel brate 
Teiecorrdn«id 
V= Q/C: 86mV 
+15V 11,22-, 
x14.7 
1 OpF Charge Amp Pre-Amp 
+5.0 V Ref 
ýx 
300 pF 8r v 
, OMTV 
CaJibraton Opto 
PLAse 
Log cu 
4 3V 
Charge Amp Pre-Amp 
+5ýO V Ref 
1ý 
24.3 mV 
780 mV 
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2 24 PUse-Amp 41 MV (1 8ýs Rse Time) 
01 
Buffer 
Amp 
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1 0-tft ADC 
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01 
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Fig. 6.3 : Cosmic-RT, Experiment CPE Internal Calibration Pulse Circuit 
ICR-RC" PUse-Shaper 
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Figure 6.4 shows the output of my Circuit simulator for the built-m charge-inject'On 
calibration pu. 1se, whilst Figure 6.5 shows a photograph of the real response taken from the 
oscilloscope screen. 
UoSAT: Start: 
: dU/dt = Z. 
Erbd: 
IS t Data Chwmwl 004 : Output Sta_w 
A. AW - 
2. M- 
IM - 
1.60- 
AM - 
1.20- 
1. M 
@M 
0.60- 
0. "- 
0.20- 
0. M. 
0. M 1.09 2.09 3.09 4.410 5.60 6.90 
2nd Data Chmmel 00 : Elapsed Time (US). 
Fig. 6.4: Simulation of the KITSAT- I Cosmic-Ray Experiment CPE Response to the 
Internal Calibration pulse (SHAPER. PAS) 
6 LK£A 1v44t ( wo r-ý) S/* IIZ- 
Fig. 6.5 .- Actual 
KITSA T- I Cosmic-Ray, Experiment CPE Response to the Internal 
Calibration pulse (Photograph Taken From Oscilloscope Screen) 
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The PoSAT-I CosmicRay Experiment (CPE) was calibrated in the same way, except that 
the laser-pulse linearity test was not carried out (the circuit-desIgn had not changed). Because 
of slight differences in the tolerances of components, the calibration curve for PoSA T-I is very 
slightly different to that of KITSAT-1, however, the circuit simulator reproduces this without 
difficulty (see Table 5.4). 
6.2.1.3 UoSA T-5, KITSA T- I and PoSA T-1 Total Dose ELcpefiments 
Each CRE contains a Total Dose Experiment (TDE) sub-system which is essentially the 
same as the UoSAT-5 TDE, which ultimately derives from that in the UoSAT-3 CREDO 
payload. Indeed the UoSA T-5 TDE was flown and operated under "Phase Aree" of the same 
research contract which supported CREDO, with the aim of aiding the analysis of DRA's Solar 
Cell Technology Experiment (SCTE), which also flew on UoSA T-5 JUNDE-9 I b]. 
The sensing elements in each of the TDEs are RADFET dosimeters, manufactured by REM 
Ltd., Eynsham, Oxford. All the RADFETs are of the same type, but are not necessarily from the 
same wafer. 
I tested several flight spare RADFETs using the 60CO gamma-ray cell at Surrey. I'hey were 
tested at room temperature and under identical biasing conditions to those in the TDE 
payloads. The dose rate was 200 rad(Si) nunute-', which whilst low by the MILL-STD-883 
Method 1019.4 standards, was somewhat higher than the 50 mrad(Si) minute-1 rate used by 
Harwell. However, I also measured a sensitivity of 0.7 V krad(Si)-l for the IOV biased FETs, 
which is in excellent agreement with Harwell's results. In addition, I was also able to measure a 
threshold voltage shift on the supposedly "unbiased" FETs, which exhibited a shift of 0.35V 
krad(Si)-'. This was an important result, as it explained an anomaly in the CREDO TDE data 
which I shall discuss in Section 6.3.5. 
During these tests, I also measured the response of the "ordinary" VP300 MOSFETs, which 
I use as the sensing element in the external dosimeters mounted on the outside of the various 
spacecraft. As expected, these showed a much lower threshold voltage shift with accumulated 
radiation dose, being approximately 0.24 V krad(Si)-' for the IOV biased FETs, and 0.065 V 
krad(Si)-' for the unbiased FETs. 
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6.2.2 Operation of the Payloads 
6.2.2.1 UoSA T-3 CREDO Payload 
During environmental testing, just prior to shipping; UoSA T-3 to the launch site, %%"e 
discovered that there were electro-magnetic compatibility problems between CREDO and tile 
spacecraft bus. These gave rise to very cc noisy 11 data from the CPE sub-svstem, which meant 
that the payload was Virtually useless! UoSAT engineers. who accompanied the spacecraft to 
the launch-site, were able to procure components to make an electromc filter, which was 
inserted into the spacecraft harness as an emergency measure, shortly before the integgration of 
the satellite with the Ariane 4 ASAP ring. Tests done at the launch site suggested that this had 
probably "fixed" the problem, but it was not until we received the first in-orbit data that this 
could be confirmed. 
The UoSA T-3 nucrosatellite was successfully launched by Ailanespace at 0 1: 35 GMT oil 
22nd January 1990 and the first "in-orbit" data from the CREDO payload were received on 
29th January 1990, after the irUtial check-out of the spacecraft's housekeeping systems. These 
data were gathered from the TDE sub-system, and were received in real-time at the UoSAT 
ground-stati on at Guildford, via the UoSA T-3 VLSI Telemetry System. 
It was particularly important to activate the TDE as soon as possible after launch as the 
radiation dosimeters require electrical biasing in order to properly register radiation damage. 
T1-ie CPE sub-system was successfully activated on 9th March 1990, and the first data were 
received in real-time at Surrey on 2nd April 1990. Fortunately, these data showed that the filter 
had indeed produced a significant improvement in the perfon-nance of the pavload, and that the 
CPE's High-Area Detector (HAD) data were now "clean" in all but channel 0. However, the 
more sensitive Low-Area Detector (LAD), designed to simply count particle strikes under high- 
flux conditions, remained affected by noise, and so unfortunately we had to abandon this part 
of the expenment. None-the-less, the success of the HND meant that we could obtain the 
paiticle-LET data, wtuch was the primary objective of the CPE instrument. 
During these early operations we also discovered that the extemal RADFET on UoSA 113 
had failed, either during the launch, or dunng the first few orbits before monitoring began. 
However, the rest of the TDE part of the payload appeared to be completely functional. 
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Later, during in-orbit testing of the PACSAT Communications Experiment (PCE), tile 
source of CPE's "noise" was identified as being due to the in-rusli current "spikes" generated 
every 10-100 ms by the PCE's computer as its time-division multi-tasking operatincy system 
moved from one "time-slice" to the next. When the PCE was put into a continuous operation 
mode, the CPE noise was completely eliminated. However. by this time, CREDO \kas 
generating enough data to achieve most of its scientific objectiý, es. and so no further action \ý-as 
taken JUNDE-90e], JUNDE-90f], JUNDE-91c]. 
During the latter part of Aphl 1990, the on-board software for the automatic control of tile 
CREDO payload was then uploaded to the PCE, and autonomous operation began. In this 
mode, CREDO was operated continuously, generating particle-LET data and dosimetr-,., data 
every five minutes, which were transnutted over the spacecraft's internal local-area network to 
the PCE, which time-stamped the data and stored them in a binary file in the solid-state data 
recorder (RAMDISK). At midnight (GMT), the previous day's data file would be closed, and a 
new one opened. Each day's data file would then be automatically transmitted to the UoSA T 
ground-station on the next morning's passes. 
At this time, the ground-segment software developed under "Phase One" was also fully 
comnussioned, enabling the efficient down-loading, decoding and analysis of experiment data. 
Using this analysis software (written by myself in PASCAL), I was able to quickly examine the 
data for "interesting" events, and indeed, shortly after commissioning, I detected a series of 
significant solar particle events (see also Section 6.3.3). 
CREDO has been in virtually continuous operation since April 1990. In five and a half 
years of operation, there have been -70 days outage, mainly due to new software uploads to the 
PCE. However, even during these outages, the CREDO payload has remained powered up in ID 
order to keep the correct biasing on the TDE. 
6.2.2.2 UoSA T-5 TDE Payload 
The UoSAT-5 Total Dose Experiment (TDE) was commissioned Linder a ne. v research 
agreement with DRA to support the analysis of data from the Solar Cell Technology 
Experiment. Simultaneously, "Phase Three" of the original contract was instigated, to continue 
support of the UoSA T-3 CREDO operations. 
The TDE is a much less sophisticated payload than the full CREDO payload, and so its 
integration into UoSA T-5 was straigbt-forward. 
In response to the failure of the external RADFET on I o&A T-3, I developed my own sensor 
based upon a pair of %'P-')00 NIOSFETs, and under advice from Hanvell, two of the internal 
RADFET sensors were modified to have different biasing on their substrates (see Section 54 2). 
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UoSA T-5 was I auriched by A rianespace on I 7tli Jul N, 199 1, and the TDE %ý as acti vated on 
25th July, when software was up-loaded to the on-board computer (OBC- 186 -a den vat, %, e of 
the previous PCE) which allowed data to be gathered automatically from the TDE. This 
software was designed to match that which controlled CREDO, and so TDE data ý\erc 
gathered every five minutes, time-stamped and stored in the RAMDISK in the usual wav (see 
Section 5.3.4). 
I'lie ground-station data analysis software was also modified to handle UoSA T-5 TDE data. 
The initial data from the UoSAT-5 TDE showed that the external VP-300 MOSFETs had 
surVived launch, but that the two internal modified R-ADFETs (I. e. those that had the substrate 
connected to ground, rather than +10V) were none-functional. Later, ground-tests carried out 
by myself, showed that this was due to a short-circuit caused by the intenial layout of the 
RADFETs when the substrate was grounded (see also Section 6.3.5). 
These in-itial data also showed that the RADFET mounted in the TRANSPUTER payload 
module box was none-functional. However, all the other sensors were operatin-gr normally, and 
thus, the objectives of the payload could be met. 
The UoSA T-5 TDE has been in virtually continuous operation since July 199 1, and in four 
years of operation has suffered -20 days outage, again mainly due to software up-loads to the 
on-board computer. 
6.2.2.3 KITSAT-1 CRE Pavload 
KITSAT-I was launched in August 1992 by Arianespace. The TDE part of the CRE 
payload was activated shortly after launch, and the CPE sub-system was activated on 29th 
August 1992. 
Unlike the previous UoSAT-class n-ýcrosatellites, which have remained under the control of 
the University of Surrey, KITSA T- I's operations are conducted primarily through KAIST. 
The CRE is just one of many payloads on this satellite, and the orbit is such that there is not 
always sufficient electrical power available to operate all payloads simultaneously. Because of 
this, the CRE is not operated on a continuous basis, and therefore CRE data are only available 
to Surrey on an occasional basis. 
During the fi rst 222 month's of operati on, data was obtained from the C RE on 2 13 days 0. e. 
-300, ' availability). These data showed that the TDE was functi i )0111 iorung as expected, however, 
thev also showed that although the CPE sub-system was working perfectly, there Nvas a 
problem With the communication of CPE data across the DASH network to the on-board 
COMPLiter (OBC- 186) and that CPE data were being corrupted from tinie-to-time. 
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The transmission of data across the DASH network is controlled by software residincgy in the 
CRE's 87C51 microcontroller (see Section 5.6). This software takes data from the CPE sub- 
system and assembles it together with addressing infori-nation and a check-sum (for error- 
detection) to form a DASH "packet". 
Analysis of this software by Neville Bean of SSTL, showed that the check-sum ý, ý, is 
incorrectly calculated for data-packets which required "byte- stuffini; "' Thus, clieck-suiii errors 
occur if one or more of the (data-compressed) binary-counts from the CPE happens to contain 
the byte. 55h,,,. By chance, this had never occurred during integrated tests with the spacecraft 
prior to launch, and so the problem had not been detected. 
Indeed, most of the ground-testing of the CRE had to take place outside of the spacecraft, 
so that the detectors could be exposed to radioactive sources. Thus, to obtain data froin the 
CRE when it was independent of the spacecraft, a "DASH-simulator" program, was wnitten, 
which ran on an ordinary PC. Unfortunately, this Simulator was written with the same incorrect 
implementation of the DASH-protocol, and so both ends of the commurucation link had the same 
protocol-error, and thus, they could communicate without problem! 
As the CRE cannot be re-programmed in orbit, we were forced to get around the problein 
by turning off the on-board computer's error-checking of DASH packets frorn the CRE. This, 
means that occasionally, CRE data-packets are accepted by the on-board computer when they 
contain bit-errors. 
CPE "LET-spectra" are sampled every 150 seconds (i. e. 576 times per day). On a typical 
day, - 15 spectra are lost througji bit-error corruptions (i. e. -2-3% of the available data). 
Fortunately, when viewing the raw LET-spectra data on a computer screen, Iit 'IS usually 
obvious when such errors have occurred. For example, Figure 6.6 shows a typical "normal" 
raw LET-spectrum from KITSAT-1. It can be seen that the spectrum is "smoothly" decreasing 
with increasing energy deposition channel number - as expected. Conversely, Figure 6.7 shows 
a typical corrupted spectrum. It contains a very high particle-count confined to a single high 
channel number, which is not physically credible. Initially, I had to filter these erroneous 
spectra out manually, although later I wrote a rule-based data analysis program to do this 
automatically. 
Despite all these difficulties. KITS. 4 T-I has rettimed very useful data on the radiation 
'20 km. environment at the relatively high (LEO) altitude of 1, ) 
Because the DASH protocol uses a binary sequence (55 AA),,,, for packet wrichronisation, and 
because such a sequence could appear by random chance in the data-segment of the DASH packet, the 
CPE DASH communications software alxý-ays inserts an extra-bvte (00h., ), after any 55h,,, data-býte. 
therefore ensuring that the synch roil i sation sequence never occurs in the data-segment. At the 
receiving end. and sequence (55 OO)b,, is simply interpreted as 55h.. This techn ique, common m 
packet com mun i cations, is knowii as "byte-stuffing". 
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6.2.2.4 PoSA T-1 CRE Payload 
PoSAT-I was launched by Atianespace in September 19933. The TIDE part of the CRE 
payload was activated shortly after launch, and the CPE sub-systein was activated on -'Pth 
September 1993. 
Like KITSA T-1, the PoSA T-1 microsatellite was built as part of a technologgy agreement - 
this time between SSTL and a consortium of Portuguese industrial, governmental and academic 
institutions. Co-operation between Portugal and Surrey has continued post-launch, and 
operations on PoSAT-I have been particularly well co-ordinated, ensuring that the spacecraft's 
vanous payloads (including the CRE) have seen a maximum of Litilisation. 
The DASH software inside the PoSAT-1 CRE was modified in the light of the problems 
encountered with KITSAT-1, but unfortunately one small "bug" is still outstanding - that is if 
the DASH-packet checksum happens to be 551,,,, the byte-stuffing and checksum calculatioll is 
still done incorrectly. However, this happens inuch less often (typically 1-2 times per dav) than 
for KITSAT-1, and in any case, the data analysis filter I wrote for KITSAT-1 also removes 
corrupted data from PoSA T- 1. 
Analysis of the early flight data from the TDE showed that, again, one of the R-ADFET 
sensors had not survived the launch, but that all the other sensors, including the external VP300 
MOSFETs, seemed to be operational [BRIT-931. 
The PoSA T-I CRE has operated virtually continuously since September 1993. 
6.2.3 Ground-Segment Data Handling and Analysis 
0.2.3.1 Data RecoveU and Archivin 
Data from the CREDO, TDE and CRE payloads are stored in their respective spacecraft's 
RAMDISK as binary files, identified by a file-name consisting of two letters (e. (),. "CP" for z-n =1 
CREDO, "TD" for the TDEs and "CR" for the CREs), followed by a date-identifier in the form 
"Y"YNIMM" - i. e. year-month-day. Fresh files are opened each day at nuidnigJit GMT, and the 
previous day's file is closed, ready for downloading to the ground-station. 
I'liese raw binary data-files are nonnally be downloaded autornaticalk! by the ground- 
station software (running oil a PC), which temporank, stores the data onto a hard-disk. 
However, if necessary, data may be requested by the ground-station operator during any pass 
of the satellite. 
Later, these ra\\ data files are transferred to a 'AVORM" (CD-ROM) cinve for final 
arcluving, 
Virtuallý- all spacecraft data, including stored telemetry data, are handled it, tills way 
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I have developed a number of data conversion programs . 0iich take the rav, - binarv data 
files and convert them into a standard kSCH format, whicli can be analysed by our standard 
ground-station software. We chose an ASCII fon-nat for its ease of manipulation on various 
computers, and so that the data files can be readily interpreted bv evel Because flie binary data 
files contain time-stamps -4 generated by the OBC, it is possible to relate any of the data to the 
spacecraft time, measured accurately to the nearest second. 
'Mus, the ASCII version of a binary data file consists of a sequence of UNIX tillie-stallips 
(identified by "$T"), followed by pairs of numbers in the forni: "channel number", "data 
value", e. g. 
$T 710800300 
000,24321 
001, -1175 
$T 710800301 
000,24001 
001, -1037 etc. 
All data are treated as if they were "telemetry channels", and the "channel number" 
ideritifies the data source, whilst the "data value" consists of a 16-bit binary integer. 11-ils "data 
value" is converted into a calibrated "engineering unit" via substitution into a quadratic 
2 
x calibration equation of the fon-n- a+ bx + c. The coefficients for these equations (and the 
name of the data chanriels and their units) are held in a configuration file. 
A utility program-. "SPLOT" is used extensively for graphing such spacecraft data, and this 
can preserit multi-channel data either as a time-series, or in terins of the relationship between 
one data-charinel and another (Figure 6.8). 
I'lius, I chose to convert the data from the radiation payloads into this forinat, so that I 
could make use of these pre-existing utilities to begin the data analysis process. T'his also 
allowed me to cross- reference pavload data to other forms of spacecraft data, such as 
telemetry. 
Iliese ASCII files are also arcNved on CD-ROM, and sent to external expennienters, such 
as mv colleagues at DRA. 
' The OBC keeps time for all the spacecraft systems and uses UNIX time (32-bit long-integer form of 
the number of seconds elapsed since 00-00-00 GNIT, Ist January 1970) Currently, all spacecraft 
clocks are kept synchronised to the ground-station time derived from a GPS standard. 
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6.2.3.2 Time Series Analvsis 
Because SPLOT was designed to allow the time-senes analysis of telemetry data \Oucli Is 
i ilar in forrn to that from the TDE, it is fairly easy to g erate a plot of a day's TDE data simi IIII gen I 
and to analyse the changes. However, whilst such plots readily show the effects of changes in 
temperature on the RADFET's threshold voltages, the,,, do not show anv dose-effect. as this is 
too slow a process to show up in one day's data. Thus, in order to extract the radiation dose 
effect, I wrote a set of data-averaging utilities which find each TDE channel's average for the 
day, and which generate extra pseudo-channels to plot the threshold voltage diflerence between 
the biased and unbiased FETs on each RADFET sensor (Figure 6.34). Z*D 
These threshold voltage differences clearly show the effectiveness of the differential 
measurement in removing the conu-non-mode temperature variations, and they also show up the 
radiation dose effect as a smoothly increasing voltage-cliange (see Figures 6.35 to 6.40 in 
Section 6.3.5). 
The data from the various CPEs can be similariv treated. However, here we have tile 
problem that the particle-count can easily exceed SPLOT's 16-bit integer limit of 2,767 and so 
I convert the data to a logaritfuiuc scale before converting to the ASCII format. 
TI, ie CREDO payload has only nine LET- "channels", wl-iich is easily handled by SPLOT, 
whereas the CRE payloads actually have 512 LET-channels, which quickly use up the PC's 
memory. However, it is not necessary to maintain this resolution in the data, and so for 
convenience, I re-bin the CRE data into the rune equivalent CREDO channels, thus allowing a 
crude inter-companson of results. h-i this way, the raw count data may be plotted to give all 
overview of the radiation environment. For example, Figures 6.18-6.19 in Section 6.3.1 show a 
typical day's results from the PoSAT-I and KITSAT-I CREs for the equivalent of CREDO 
channel 2. The South Atlantic Anomaly traversals show up clearly as the periodic large 
increases in the counts. The modulation of the galactic cosnuc-ray flux around the orbit is also 
apparent - particularly for the polar-orbiting PoSA T- 1. 
hi order to get a "qwck-look" at the changes in the radiation environment over time, I wrote 
a program (RADENV) which concatenates each day's CREDO "channel F data into a single 
data-file, and which therefore enables ine to use SPLOT to view a whole month's activitv oii a 
singgle plot. T'his allows me to instantly identify any interesting features such as solar particle 
events, which show up as a sudden rise in the cosinIc-ray background. 
S Because the TDE uses a sub-niultiplexed telemetry data output (i. e. many "channels" are time- 
division multiplexed onto one physical telemetry channel), it is important to maintain synchronisation 
so that the pscudo-telenietry channels used for SPLOT actually each contain the sainc sub-multiplexed 
channel from the payload. For the TDE in CREDO and ( '0S. IT--i, this is done by the data formatting 
software (UNTDE2. FXE and UN'TDE', -EXE), which check 
for kno%Nn sequences in the payload's output. 
For the TDE payloads in the CRE, the synchronisation is automatic. 
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6.2-3.3 Spatial Analysis 
In order to compare the CPE data Vqth standard models of the environment (such as the 
CREME model), it is necessary to derive the particle-flux, for a particular rang-re of particle- 
LETs, at a particular location in the B-L co-ordinate system. 
Unfortunately, this information is not immediately available from the CPE data because of 
the need to count particles over afinite time in order to derive a count-iate. 
Of course, once the count-rate is known, dividing by the effective 6 size of the detector %ý III 
give the particle-flux. However, in order to have confidence in these rates, we need to detect 
enough particles to ensure adequate countin statistics. For example, if we count "A"' particles 
in an interval of time, "T', then (assuming that the arrivals are governed by a Poisson process) 
we might estimate the uncertainty in N as being of the order of 4N (for large N), thus, giving a 
calculated rate of approximately (N ±ýN) /T particles s-. Hence, to give a small uncertaillt\', 
N should be large - preferably at least 100 (givincgr approximately ±10% uncertaii1ty). 
This is not a problem in the proton belt (i. e. in the SAA), where we encounter high flLi\cs of 
particles (-100 - 1,000 particles s-' ) in the CREDO or CRE detector. Here, we could integrate 
over a period as short as 1-10 seconds, achieving g0od counting statistics, and localising the 1ý1 =1 1--5 1=0 
spacecraft to a small eographic region (± 40 ki-n along track). 9 
However, the cosmic-ray flux is verýl much smaller, with expected rates of oii1y 0.01 -I 
particles s-'. Pius, in order to count these adequately, we require integration times at least of 
the order of 100 seconds - and preferably longer. However, if we count for too long, the 
spacecraft'W'111 have covered too much distance, making it impossible to associate the derived 
count-rate with a particular location. 
Tlius, as a compromise between geographical location resolution and adequate counting 
statistics, CREDO integgrates over 300 seconds, and the CREs integrate over 150 seconds, 
giving along-track uncertainties of approXimately ±1,000 kin and ±500 kin respectively. 
Each 
_3300 second or 
150 second sample from CREDO or the CRE, is time-stamped when it 
is received by the on-board computer (which is immediately after the sample Is acquired). 
T'hus, usiner a computer model of the satellite's orbit, it is possible to find the location of the 1=ý 
satellite at the end-point of each sample, or indeed its location at any time during which the 
sample was taken. 
We may then crudely assiggri the calculated count-rates (and lience particle fluxes) to the 
mid-point of die satellite's track dunng each sampling interval. 
" "Effective" in the sense that we need to know the pi-qjected area of the detector in 47-, steradians. 
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By recording many hundreds of such intervals (i. e. many days of data), it is possible to 
build up a general picture of the environment, and to begin quantitative comparisons with 
standard models by converting the geographical position data into B-L co-ordinate and 
tigidity data via computer models of the magnetic field and using the UNIRAD suite as 
discussed in Chapter 4. Indeed, this is how Dr Dyer and myself carried out the analyses for our 
1990-92 papers using the entire acquired data-set from CREDO. [DYER-901, [DYER-91al, 
IDYER-91b], JUNDE-91al, [DYER-92]. 
However, I was never very happy with this method, as the 1,000 kin along-track positiorl 
ýP uncertainties gave rise 
to significant uncertainties In B-L and riýidjty, especially near to the 
poles, where the spacecraft rapidly swept through t]-ie outer L-shells. This method also required 
that we gather many months of data before we could begin to map out the environment with 
adequate statistics, being careful to non-nalise the data for what I shall call -occupancy" - that 
is to account for the fact that the spacecraft spends different times at different L-sliells or 
rigidities. All this meant that we could not analyse spatial variations in the envI roil inerit which 
occurred over short time-scales (- weeks). 
I therefore developed an alternative technique which attempts to give an accurate 
"reconstruction" of the environment using smaller data-sets: 
In this method, I use my own perturbed- Kepl en an orbit model to find the track of the 
satellite dunrig each sample period, which I then split up into ten equal track-segments (i. e. 
each segment represents 30 seconds of flight for CREDO or 15 seconds for the CREs). I then 
assign one tenth of the recorded particle-counts to each segment - i. e. I treat the sample counts 
as the line-integral of the courit-rate along the track of the satellite, integrated over the samplincy 
period, assuiTung that the count-rate is uniform along the track. 
I then grid the world into 2' by 2' latitude and longitude "bins", and find the "bin" 
associated with each track-segment7 . 
The appropriate counts are then added in to the latitude- 
longitude bins, keeping, track of the number of times each bin is visited. Fi-oiii this, I calculate 
an average count for each bin. TI-iis averaging process removes the bias caused by the satellite 
spending different amounts of time at different locations and provides an increasingly better 
estimation for the true count-rate for each location-bin. 
Over the course of time, each bin (under the satellite's track) is visited, and so a "map" of 
the particle-count data can be built up. For the polar orbiters (C"0SA T-3, PoSA T-1), 1 2- 14 days 
of data is enough to allow a such a map to be constructed. At least one month of data is 
rqUiredto plot a map fortheiiigher altitude KITSAT-I (see Figures 6.20 - 6.2-1). 1 
-30 seconds of 
flight for CREDO represents less than 220 km along-track distance at the Earth's 
surface which is comparable to the distance represented by 2' along a great-circle of arc (22'21 kni). I 
seconds of flight for the CRE is comparable to I' of arc. 
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Piese maps are a useful way of presenting, a synopsis of the radiation environment, mapped 
on a month-by-month basis, and may be qualitatively compared with similar maps derived 
from model data (such as AP8). 
Of course, the averasz)'ng process will lead to some distortion, in-as-niuch-as we may expect 
features like the SAA to be slightly enlarged, particularly along the north-south direction which 
is the primary direction of motion of the satellites. ýMso, rapid spatial rates-of-change in tile 
data will be smoothed out to some extent, and indeed this may be seen by comparinog, a map of I 
CREDO data with a similar map from the PoSA T-I CRE, which has twice tile time resolution 
(Figures 6.20 and 6.21). However, these are small effects and do not affect the results quoted in 
this chapter. 
The complete flow-chart for processing the CPE 8 data is shown in Figure 6.8. 1ý 
The raw binary data are converted to ASCH forrii for the SPLOT program in the LISLial way, 
and they are further processed by my "UNMAF'xx" proggrams (written in PASCAL), Which use a 
perturbed Keplenan orbit model to find the geographical location of the satellite when the data I> n 
were acquired. These orbit models use an archive of Keplenan Element data ("xxxKEPS. FMT 
updated each fortnight to maintain accuracy. 
PoSAT-1 UoSAT-3 
CR940201 II CP940201 
Binary Binary 
UNCPE2 UNCPEPS1. EXE U03CPE. CFG UNCPE2. EXE 
LET Spectrum 
SCII CII ASCII ASCII 
PS1 EPS. FMT 940201. PCR SPLOT. EXE 940201 ý3AC CPEKEPS. FMT 
I 
Keplerian 
Elements 
(7: 7777) UNMAPPS1. EXE UN UNMAP2. EXE 
ASCII ASCII 
Time/ Flux 
Graph 
MAP. PAR MAP. 3AR 
EDIT IN TOP LIN 
START& END 
TIMES 
PS1LINE0. EXE CPELINEO. F-XE 
.......... 
Map Display 
Fig. 6.8 Swmnaiý, qf CPE Data Processitig, hicluditig Data Alapping 
8 kITS. -IT- I data is handled in an identical fashion tot lie PoSAT- I data. T lie relevant progranis and 
data files are. "UNCPEKSI. EXE", "KSIKEPS. FMT". -UNN1APKSI. EXE" and "KSILINEO EXE" 
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The "xxxLINEO" programs implement my data averaging map-generation algonthm. 'lliey 
were written in "C" by my student: J. Luis Moran. The other versions ("xxxLINEI" and 
'txxxLINE2") present the same data on a globe, which may be viewed from any angle. 
6.2.3.4 (B-L) and (R-A) Plots 
Using the UNMAD suite of software (held at DRA Famborough), it was possible to find the 
equivalent B-L co-ordinate pair, and rigidity, for each of the latitude-longitude bms used in 
these map reconstructions. 71ben, knowing the detector area and assuming an oninii-directional 
flux', I was able to convert the raw detector counts into normalised differential flux units (i. e. 
particles cm-2 s-' sr-' [NjeV CM2 g7l]-l mapped in B-L space, therefore enabling me to 
quantitatively compare the flight data wIth standard models such as the CREME and AP8. T111s 
form of processing was used in the analyses reported in our 1993-94 papers [DYER-931, 
[UNDE-93c], [UNDE-94b], where we were able to detect and monitor the occurrence of a 
"third" radiation belt (see Section 6.3.4), and were also able to check the veracity of the 
CREME and AP8 models for these orbits (see Section 6.3.1 and Section 6.3.2). 
McIlwain's (B-L) co-ordinates are related to the magnetic polar co-ordinates (R-A), through: 
Bm -ýIl +3 sin 
2A 
R [Eqn. 6.1 
R Lcos 2z 
where: 
M= Magnetic Dipole Moment; 
L= L-Shell Parameter = Ro at Bnin; 
Equation 6.1 may be manipulated by noting that: 
-M 44 - 
ýR 
==ý, 
(ýBq- 2R6+3 
R-4=0 
[Eqn. 6.2] 
R3L V) L 
and the roots of this equation may be found by Newton's method. 
Having fotmd R for a given B-L pair, A is simply given by: 
Cos-' 
R 
[Eqn. 6.31 
CýýL 
If we have a measured particle flux for some point, B-L =- ()ý A), on a magnetic field line, 
then, assuming the particles are trapped, they would also be detected at all points along the 
field line between magnetic latitudes: +A and -A. We may thus "paint" the field line with a 
colour representing this flux between +A and -A. In this way we can, to some extent, use the 
measured particle data to produce a "cross-section" of the proton radiation belt (Figure 6.9). 
' Assuming an omni-directional (i. e. 41r steradian) flux, we can find the effective area of the detector- 
Treating it as a thin flat plate of area. 4 CM2 , and exposed to a 
flux of 0 particles CM-2 S-I sr- 1, the 
expected count rate would be 271 A0 particles s-1. 
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Of course, the satellite is at relatively low altitude (cit-ca 800 km for PoSAT-1), and so it 
her altitudes, and therefore the fluxes are only a misses the many particles which mirror at hip 
lower bound on what is truly present Nonetheless, such a plot is instructive In-as-much-as it 
shows the region of space occupied bv the particles which are encouritered bv the satellite ýP 
Peýfect Dipolar Magnetic Field Model. 
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6.3 Principal Results 
Figure 6.11 shows a typical day's plot of UoSAT-3 CREDO CPE data. The vertical (loo, ) 
scale is adjusted to go from 0 (i. e. I count) to 5.5 (i. e. 316,2228 counts) to encompass the wide 
dynanuc range of the data, which represents raw particle counts accumulated in the detector 
over 300 seconds. 
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SAA Proton Fllx,,, 
Polar GCR Flux 
A] 
Equatonal GCR Flux 
04a 12 16 20 24 
Time I Hours 
Fig. 6.11 
.- 
UoSA T-3 CREDO CPE HAD Channel ](32. _2 - 64. " 
Me I- CM2 g -1 
(Raw Data : Typical Day - 2113193) 
It can be seen that the minimum count is around 10, and this in-fact occurs when the 
satellite is close to the magnetic equator. The "normal" maximum count is approximately 100, 
and occurs over the magnetic poles. Both these readings are due to the cosmic-ray 
background, and the order of magnitude difference between flux at the poles and the equator 
reflects the magnetic rigidity of the particles (mairdy protons, with a few percent alphas and 
heavier ions). The very high peaks, reaching up to 100,000 counts are due to the trapped higli- 
energy proton population in the South-Atlantic Anomaly (S. -\A). 
Figure 6.1 21 shows a similar plot 
for a singJe orbit. The SAA peak and the polar-regwon 
peaks call be clearly distinguished, as call the dip in count-rate over the magnetic equator. This 
Figure also shows the output of HAD channels 2-4 on the same scale. It can be seen that there 
is a similar pattern for each channel, but that the higher LET channels have proportionately 
lower count-rates. The protons of tile SAA have a maximum LET value ill channel 5, and so 
they do not show up in channels 6-9. These channels therefore only record heavy-lon galactic 
cosmic-rays (GCRs). 
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I shall now show how temporal and spatial analysis of data such as these has D(ven new 
infon-nation on the quiet-time GCR flux; the trapped proton en"ronment; various solar proton 
events, and the creation and decay of a "third" radiation belt. 
6.3.1 Quiet Time GCR Flux 
Wien the high peaks due to the SAA protons are filtered out, it is possible to extract the 
polar-reeion peaks due to cosinic-rays. Figure 6.13 shows the results of such processing, where ID 
the daily peak flux (outside of the SAA) has been plotted for a 3'/, -year observation period. 
The large peaks on this graph are the result of solar particle events (SPEs), where solar 
flares have caused the injection of largge numbers of particles into the magnetosphere, which 
CREDO has detected over polar-regions (see Section 6.3.3). 
The underlying trend is due to background galactic cosn-flc-rays (GCRs). It can be seen that 
the GCR flux has increased over the course of this observation period. Figure 6.14 is a plot of 
the same data on a linear scale, which shows that the flux has in fact doubled over this time. 
T'his is consistent N"th the phase of the 11 -year solar cycle, which was at maximum in 1989 
and will reach mininium in the mid 1990's. As the Sm becomes less active. so its influence 
over the inner solar-system is reduced, allowing a greater influx of cosmic-rays from deep 
space. It is Interesting to note the marked and long-lived depression in backgrowid GCR flux 
which occurred after the major solar flares of June I QQ 1. 
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As well as these qualitative analyses, we were also able to make quantitative compansons 
with standard models. In our 1991 paper [DYER-91al, Nve used vlrtualIN' the entire data-set 
accurnulated to that date (339 days) to investigate the quiet-tinle cA)snllc-ray environment LET 
spectra at different ri-Wdities- 2-33 GV (i. e. near the magnetic poles) and 1 3-14 GV (i. e. near the 
magnetic equator). Data from 28 days were removed as these showed disturbed conditions. 
Solar Flares 
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Each CREDO data sample was associated with the mid-point of the spacecraft's track 
during the sampling period, and we used a model by Adams JADAMS-831 which extrapolates 
from Shea and Smart's world-wide gnd of vertical cut-off rigidities at 20 kni ISHEA-751 to find 
the rigidity at each of these locations. 
In order to avoid possible "contamination" with the trapped proton population of the SAA, 
any flight data recorded for locations in the box defined by -70" and +30' latitude and 240" W 
and 60" W longitude were ignored. 
ne results (given in Table 6.1) show good agreement between the model and the fllgjlt-data 
at the high-LET end of the instrument's range, but at low-LETs, the measured fluxes are 
considerably higher than the model predicts. 
UoSAT-3 CREDO FLIGHT DATA FOR TWO RIGMITY RANGES 
('hannel ('harge LEI' Rait ('ounts per 300secondSampl 
7hreshold 
/ PC' 
Threshold" 
'llefcill 
2 
g-1 
I verage 
(2-3 61) 
I-'redicled 
(2.5 W) 
-lvertwe 
(1.3 - 14 (; 1) 
Predicted 
(13.5 (1 1 
1 0.10 32.2 46.5 ± 0.1 11.1 10.5 ± 0.1 1 ý80 
2 0.19 62.4 21.7+0.1 7.23 4.73+0.05 1.14 
3 0.38 121 9.35+0.05 5.42 1.92+0.03 0.924 
4 0.73 234 4.11 +0.03 2.88 0.790 ± 0.019 0.505 
5 1.4 453 1.64 ± 0.02 1.36 0.297 + 0.012 0.250 
6 2.7 881 0.630 + 0.014 0.885 0.128 + 0.008 0.151) 
7 5.3 1710 0.242 + 0.008 0.396 0.036 + 0.004 0.074 
8 10.3 3312 0.064 + 0.004 0.103 0.009 + 0.002 0.019 
9 20.0 6430 0.018+0.002 0.034 0.006 ± 0.002 0.0061 
Table 6.1 [DYER-91al 
Having developed the mapping algorithm described in Section 6.2.3.3,1 used this new 
method, to re-analyse these results using the UoSA T-3 CREDO flight data for December I QQ0. 1. 
Tlie CREME model in the SPACE RADIATION software was used to generate a differential 17P 
galactic cosmic-ray flux-LET spectrum for the two niVidities. A uniforrii shielding of 5g C11i-' 
aluminium was assumed. (this is a reasonable estimate for the location of tile detector, and in 
ariv case tile results are not strongJy affected by shielding thicluiess), solar maximum conditions 
were selected (solar maximum occurred in lQ8Q), and the shielding effect of tile Earth's 
shadow was included. As before, data for locations in the box defined by -70" and +30' latitude 
and 2240"W and 
60" W longitude were Wored in order to filter Out the SAA trapped protons. 
'() normal incidence threshold LET calculated oil the basis of a 300 [tin detector depth, and taking into 
account the chord length distribution through the ten I cni xI cm detectors in the arrav 
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The LET spectrum was then transported through the detector (ten I cm' PIN diodes, each 
300 ýim thick) using the Bendel chord-length distribution algorithm [BEND-84] to give a 
charge-deposition spectrum". This was then directly compared with flight results (Figure 
6.15). For convenience, the x-axis has been re-labelled in nonnal-incidence LET Lffuts (MeV g7' 
cm 2) instead of charge (pQ. 
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Fig. 6.15 : UoSA T-3 CREDO Flight Data and CREME Predictions : December 1990 
[UNDE-94b] 
My results confinned. our previous findings, that the CREME predictions are a good fit to 
the UoSAT-3 flight data at high LETs, but that there is a sigmficant low-LET enhancement that 
is not predicted by CREME. We believe this enhancement is due to the formation of secondary 
particles via cosmic-ray interactions In spacecraft's structure - an effect which is not included 
in the CREME code. 
In a similar way, I analysed later (May 1994) flight data for UoSAT-3, this time choosmg 
solar minimum, conditions. The results (Figure 6.16) show that at low rigidity (2.5 GV), there 
has been approximately a factor of two increase in galactic cosn-uc-ray flux over the period 
1990-94. However, at high rigidity (13.5 GV) there has been little or no change. This also 
confirms the results of my previous temporal analysis (Figure 6.14). 
The PoSAT-I CRE flight data were analysed in the same way (albeit for a different detector 
geometry: 3 cm x3 cm x 300 ýtm) using the CREMEE model under solar minimum, conditions. 
As expected, the results were very similar to those for UoSAT-3. 
" These analyses were made possible by the "CRAS" software developed by my student Mr. Phillip S. 
Williams [WHU-941. 
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Fig. 6.16: UoSAT-3 CREDO Data Showing Changes in the GCR Environment Between 
December 1990 andMay 1994. [UNDE-94b] 
The KITSAT-I CRE flight data were also analysed, although here, a bigger "box" defined 
by -550 and +400 latitude and 230* W and 2700 W longitude was used to filter out the trapped 
protons of the SAA. 
When all three instruments are compared (for example at 2.5 GV rigidity), they show the 
same response (Figure 6.17) which indicates the effectiveness of their calibration. 
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Fig. 617: KffSAT-1, PoSAT-1 and UoSAT-3 Measurement of the Quiet Time GCR Flux 
at 2.5 GV Rigidity. [UNDE-94b] 
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6.3.2 Trapped Proton Environment 
17he effect of the trapped proton environment of the South Atlantic Anomaly (S. -k. -k) shows 
up clearly in the simple time-series plots of the raw CREDO or CRE count data. 
Figure 6.18 shows a typical day's results for the CRE's equivalent of CREDO charniel I 
The SAA traversals show up clearly as the periodic large increases in tile cowits, I'lle 
modulation of the galactic cosMIc-ray flux around the orbit is also apparent - partiCUlarly for 
the polar-orbiting PoSA T-1. The location and extent of the SAA is made veiA, clear when I use 
my mapping algorithm on the data to reconstruct the environment (see Figures 6.20-6. -1 -3 )). 
Channel 2 (log count). 
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Fig. 6.18 : PoSA T- I CRE CPE Channel 2 (Equivalent) Rmv Datafor 3015194 
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Fig. 6.19: KITSA T- I CRE CPE Channel 2(Equivalent) Rcm, Data. for 30 5 94 
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Fig. 6.22 .- KITSAT- I CRE CPE Chmiliel 2 (E-quivalei it) Rmi I)cuci .. 
I fai / I), )-/ 
These fic'Ures ShOW IIOW IllUch larger the SAA region is for the higher-altitude (c. 1,330 kni) 
KITSAT-1 orbit compared with die lower-altItLide (c. 800 km) UoSAT-3 and PoSAT-1 orbits. 
'17hey also show that some spatial detail has been lost In the UoSAT-3 CREDO data compared 
with the PoSA T- IC RE data due to the longer integration time (300 seconds vs. 150 seconds). 170 
Myself and my student, Phillip Williams, simulated the CREDO and CRE's response to the 
trapped proton population of die SAA using the AP8 trapped proton model (solar 111111111IL1111) In 
die SPACE RADIATION code. We chose a smgje geographical location to represent the heart of 
the Anomalv (40'W, 30"S for PoSAT-1 and UoSAT-3, and 50'W, 20"S for KITSAT-1), and 
analysed fliglit data from a small region around these points. Again an "average" of 5 cr cni 
alL111111111.1111 shielding was assunied for the detector. 
Initially, we used the raw proton-LET spectrum as generated by the SPACE RADIATION 
software to drive the model of the detector, however, We fOUnd fliat this senously over- 
predicted the proton flux at the lligjier-LET end of the spectrum. 
As hIgb-LET particles correspond to low energy (short range) particles, the reason for this 
ig Ji-LET particles would come to rest in the detector, discrepancy was clearý N'Tanv of these Iii II 
- -1- n,, rather than the prodLICt of their LET and chord-lengul and therefore deposit their eiiei-c 
S 
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We therefore used the TRIM90 code [BIER-901 to generate range-enerc,, y and enerp-LET I Z: Z% 
curves for protons in silicon, and found a functional fit which was then built into the model of 
the detector response. 71"he energy deposited in the detector by any Spiven particle ýýzis theii 
modelled as the product of chord-length and LET for particles with ranges in excess of the 
chord-length- and simply the particle's enercry for particles with ranges less thaii die chord- "D. 1: 0 
length. 
A correction was also made for protons which were sigri-ificantiv slowed in die detector. 
These would actually deposit more energy than simply the product of their initial LET and thei r 
chord-length as the rate of energy deposition increases towards the end of a particle's track. 
Thus modified, the AP8 model predictions were found to be in much better agreement %\ ith 
the flight data. Indeed, Figure 6.23 shows that the fit between the corrected AP8MIN model 
predictions and the KITSAT-1 CRE flight data is very good, with the predicted flux beHig onlý 
slightly too high. Sinularly, the fit between the predictions and flight results for PoSAT-1 is 
good, although here the predicted flux is slightly too low (Figure 6.24). 
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Fig. 6.23 : KITSAT-1 TrappedProton Flight Data Cottiparedit-itlithe. -Ill, ý'. kfI. %'. IfocieI 
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Fig. 6.24 : KITSA T- I and PoSA T- I Trapped Proton Data Compared with the A P8AIIN 
Model [UNDE-94b] 
We tested the sensitivity of the results to the assumed shielding thickness, and found that 
choosing a thickness of Ig cm-2 (i. e. a gross under-estimate) gave the same shaped-curves, but 
shifted the predicted fluxes up by a factor of two. Similarly, choosing 10 g cm-2 (i. e. a gross 
over-estimate) gave the same shaped curves, but shifted the predicted fluxes down by a factor 
of two. Ibus, the flight results and predictions match each other within the uncertainties of the 
spacecraft shielding, given that we used an average (although we believe representative) figure. 
However, the fact that the shielding is the same on both spacecraft, and yet the predictions 
are slightly high for one satellite and slightly low for the other, does suggest a small 
discrepancy between the AP8NIIN model and actual environment at these altitudes. 
The UoSAT-3 CREDO results should match those from PoSAT-1, however it is found that 
CREDO shows approximately half the flux predicted by the AP8 model (Figure 6.25). This 
deficit in the CREDO counts can be explained by the fact that the pulse-processing time is 
comparable to the mean rate of arrival of particles in the detector at the heart of the SAA, and 
therefore (assuming Poisson statistics) around 50%-60% of the particles are missed 12 . 
When 
this dead-time effect is taken into account the fit is also good. 
This does show the need for high speed detectors if the proton belt flux is to be measured 
accurately - particularly at higher altitudes. 
12 The observed peak count-rate (m) across all of CREDO's HAD channels (0-9) Is -620 particles s". 
However, the true count (n) is related to the observed count (m) by n=m/ (I - mr)-. where -r is the 
detector's dead-time (p. 121 [KNOU-891). Thus, asr =I ms, the true particle count-rate, n, is -1630 
particles s-. 
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Fig. 6.25 : UoSA T-3 and PoSA T- I Trapped Proton Data Compared to the A P8A IN Model 
[UNDE-94b] 
The flight data will obviously also include the effects of any cosmic-rays which hit the 
detector whilst the spacecraft was in the SAA. However, the flux of these is so low compared 
to the trapped proton flux that their effect on the LET curve is negligible. For example, cosmic- 
rays (including secondaries) account for less than 0.05% of the flux at the low-LET end of the 
curve and still only amount to less than 2% of the flux at a LET of 10' MeV g7' cm'. 
Similarly, my simulations using EDEPIS [FERN-871 show that the effect of any proton 
induced nuclear reaction products on the LET curves is small, as the reaction probability is so 
low (around 10"4- 10-' per proton). 
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6.3.2.1 Long-Tenn Change 
The AP8MAX and AP8MIN models suggest that the proton-flux should varv inversel". with 
the solar cycle, and therefore there should be an increase in particle counts as time elapses from 
the solar maximum of 1989. This effect has been observed. For example, Figure 0.26 shows 
the daily accumulated particle counts in CREDO's HAD Channel 1, in the SAA r Don, for tile eg 
period Apnl 1990 - March 1994. The recorded particle flux fell gradualiv dur-ing t1le initial 17P 
observation penod, reaching a broad minimum in the first quarter of lQQ22- Since thell, tile 
particle flux has shown a steady increase - the total variation being about 200,6. 
Thus, as expected, the SAA is seen to follow a cyclic pattem of behaviour in inverse 
relation to the solar cycle. However, there is a substantial phase delav in the cvcleý the observed 
minimum in the SAA-flux occurs approximately two-and-a-half years after the peak of the 
solar cycle. This delay must be due to time taken for protons to be "waslied" out of tile 
radiation beit by absorption in the atmosphere. 
The ultimate source of the trapped protons - cosmic-ravs (via cosmic-ray albedo neLitron 
decay) - do seem to be following the solar cycle in anti-phase (Section 6.3.1). I- 
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6.3.3 Solar Particle Events 
Solar maximum occurred towards the end of 1989, just prior to the launch of UoS. -I T--) 
However, during the first few years of operation of CREDO, the Sun was particularlý, active, 
and a number of sigmficant solar-flares were observed. Tlie peaks on Figure 6.1 3) show tile 
observation of major flares by U6SA T-3 between April 1990 and April 1993. 
The flares of March and June 1991 were particularly severe, and these caused increased 
error rates on the many satellites, including the UoSA Ts. 
Figure 6.27 shows a 2-day plot (21st-22nd May 1990) for CREDO HAD channel 1, 
recorded during an intense solar flare which occurred shortly after activating the instrument for 
the first time. At approximately 00. -00 GMT on the 22nd, the cosinic-rayflux In over the poles 
is seen to suddenly increase from less than 100 counts, to over 13,000 counts (per 300 
seconds). This is due to an influx of solar-flare protons into the auroral reDons -a solar 
particle event (SPE). The cosrMc-ray background at the magnetic equator is not affected. 
SPEs do not occur with every flare, it depends upon the position of the flare on the Sun, and 
the configuration of the inter-planetary inagrietic field at the time (see Chapter 2). 
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Fig. 6. '17 : Solar Particle Evew Observed bY UoSA T-3: - -'lst--'-'tidAIqI- 
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My mapping algOnthm allows the spatial distnbution of these temporary flLI\CS of solar 
particles to be illustrated. For example. Fi(-),, Lire 6.28, shows the qLiiet-tinle enviroilmolt for 
ApnI I Q() 1. Compare this with Figure 6.29, which shows disturbed conditions during the iiiajor 
solar particle events of June IQ() 1. The "splash" of solar particles o% er the auroral reu,, i oils" caii 
clearly be seoi. 
13 The -splaslies" are centred on tile magnetic poles, whereas the geographical poles are at the centre 
of the small black circles. These circles show the re ions \% luch are tie,, er overflo\%ii 
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In our 1991 papers [DYER-91a], [DYER-91b], we were able to compare our observations of 
SPEs with those from the geostationary GOES satellites. We found that the GOES results 
formed an envelope of the same shape as the peaks of the modulated UoSA T-3 data. This is as 
expected, because when UoSAT-3 is at high latitudes, it passes through the same L-shells (c. 
L= 6.6) which pass through GOES, and therefore we are sampling many of the same 
14 particles 
The UoSAT-3 CREDO payload was one of the few instruments in orbit which witnessed, in 
detail, the effect upon microelectronic systems of the large SPE of March P91 (see Figure 
6.30), with the subsequent creation of a "third" radiation belt. These observations were an 
interesting addition to those made by the U. S. CRRES mission IMULL-911 IGUSS-931. 
Solar Particle Event : 23-24 March 1991 
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Fig. 630: Solar Particle Event Observed by UoSAT-3: - 23rd-24th March 1991 
By measuring the LET spectrum in separate rigidity ranges, we were also able to show that 
the SPE LET-spectrum was sigruficantly enhanced at low LETs (compared with that observed 
during quiet-time conditions), for ngidities up to 6-7 GV. 
This is a surprisingly high ngidity: Given an altitude, R=1.126 REfor UoSAT-3, a vertical 
cut-off, P, =6 GV, implies that the particles reach a magnetic latitude of X= 34* (Eqn. 2.4b). 
This then puts the particles on L= 1.6 (Eqn. 2.13), which is deep inside the magnetosphere. 
None of the existing models can account for this degree of penetration IGUSS-881. 
The LET enhancement was evident up to HAD channel 6 (c. 103 MeV an' g-'), which is 
consistent with the particles being primarily protons. 
14 Except the ones that are pseudo-trapped and miffor at altitudes greater than ( 'o. ';, l T-3. v 
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6.3.4 The "Third Belt" 
The March 1991 flare was sigmficant in that is gave nse to a neý\ belt of trapped rachation 
with its peak at L= 2.6, outside of normal inner radiation belt. FortLinitelv, die US CRRES 
spacecraft was well placed to observe the creation of this belt, and U S. researchers were able 
to report its existence at the 1991 IEEE "Nuclear and Space Radiation ýffects Coilference, 
IMULL-911. 
Unfortunately, the CRRES spacecraft failed shortly afterwards, ho\ýever, LoSA77--" \ýas 
able to proVIde data continuity for decay of the new belt via the CREDO payload. 
By mapping the CREDO data on a month-by-month basis, I was able to use a table of B-L 
and rigidity values (supplied by DRA), calculated for each of my 2' x" latitude and lotiglaide 
bins to re-plot each month's data in B-L co-ordinates (as described in Section 6.2.3.4) 
Then by recording the number of counts in a "box" bounded bv the region 2.5 -< L :! ý 3 2, 
and 0.2 gauss :! ý B:! ý 0.3 gauss, I was able to nionitor changes to the enVironnient In tile reglon 
of the "third belt". 
Figure 6.31 shows three such plots for January I Q91 (before the belt fornied). April IQ') I 
Oust after) and Apnl 1992 (one year later). 
Figure 6.32 shows the results derived from these and other plots. 
Pie large change in particle counts in this regwon, from before the flare to after the flare, is 
obvious. However, the interesting feature is the smooth decline in count-rate over the momils ID 
following the creation of the belt, indicating its decay. Within a year, the belt had all but 
disappeared, althougl'i we have some evidence that its remnants were observed on the STS-4S 
Shuttle mission of September 1991 [DYER-931. 
Tlie data presented here are as recorded by the payload, and so as well as the -third belt" 
protons, there Will be cosmic-rays present. My colleague Dr Andrew Sims re-examined the data -70 
in I Q94, performing a careful subtraction of the expected cosmic-ray flux based on fits to the 
GCR count-data for geomagrietic latittides outside of the belts. T111s allowed us detect a further 
particle enharicernent in tl-iis region in November 1992, which seemed to be caused bý- the iiiajor 
solar flare of 31 st October 1992 [DYER-941. 
We therefore conclude that this region (around L ý2--' 5) is one is very much affected bN- 
solar particle events, in a way not predicted by current models. 
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PRE-FLIGHT MODEL ORBITAL PARAMETERS 
Parameter (oS , 1'/--, 
'or 
1-'oSl, /-/ 
Altitude (kni) 670 825 1335 
Inclination (deg) 98 08 65 
Period (nims) Q8 WI 112 
Table 6.2 
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6.3.5 Total Dose Monitors 
Most attention has been paid to the results of flie CPE sub-systems of the CREDO and CRE 
payloads, however, the basic fLirictioning of the RADFET dosimeters has been verified. 
6.3.5.1 Pre-Flight Simulation 
As part of the pre-fligbt mission study for KITSA T-I and PoSA T- 1,1 carried Out an atialvsis 
of their expected radiation dose, using the radiation modelllngý software facilities available at 
DRA'5.17his work was necessary to get some idea of the likely effects to be seen oii die 
CREDO and CRE instruments. As PoSA T-1 was to be launched into Virtually the same orbit as 
UoSAT-3, I assumed that results obtained for UoSAT-3 would hold true for PoSAT-1. I also 
analysed UoSA T-2 for comparison. 
The orbital parameters used in this pre-fligbt analvsis are shown in Table 6.2- 
'5 This was prior to Surrey acquiring the SPACE RADIATION code ISCC-901 
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The orbits postulated for UoSAT-3 (PoSAT-1) and KITSAT-I were a little higher than 
achieved in reality (-790 km and -1,320 km respectively), however, Pven the iri-herent 
uncertainties in this type of modelling work, the results remain reasonablv valid 
The program SHIELDOSE (part of the UNIRAD suite) was run for UoS. 4 T-2 and UoS. 4 1'-3 
near-polar low-Earth orbits to examine the radiation absorbed dose due to the trapped electron 
and proton environments. A sinUlar program: TREP (part of the ESABASE/ RADIATION suite) 
was run for the higher, less inclined, TOPEX-Poseidon orbit in order to model KITS, 4 T-1. 
In line with the general advice at that tirne, the magnetic field model used was IGRF- 1075 
(80 term) set to the epoch 1970 (used to simulate solar-maximuni). I'lle flux models used ývere 
AE8MAX for the trapped electron flux and AP8MAX for the trapped proton flux. Dose-depth 
curves were plotted for a silicon device, surrounded by a spherical shell of aluminlLim shieldim-, 
In order to compare the total-dose absorbed for each orbit, tile electron and proton 
contributions to the dose-depth curves were examined at 2,4,6,8 and 10 nim shield thickness. 
The electron dose includes the effect of bremsstrahlung. The results are given in Table 6.3. 
DAILY IONISING DOSE IN SILICON BEHIND AN ALUMINIUM SHIELD 
Rad(S0 day- I 
FOX] T-2 FoX, IT-3 or P oS, I T- I K1, IX-IT-1 
Shield 
lhickness e- 13 Tolal e- 'o 
Total c 11 
2 min 7,07 0.611 7.68 10.1 1.55 11.7 37.5 15.2 52,7 
4 nim 1.29 0.466 1.76 1.83 1.15 2.98 6.70 10.5 17.2 
6 nim 0.227 0.405 0.632 0.317 0.989 1.31 0.981 8.73 9.71 
8111111 0.042 0.365 0.407 0.060 0.885 0.945 0.198 7.65 7 85 
10111111 1 0.014 0.336 0.350 1 0.022 0.809 0.831 1 0.116 6.91 7 03 
Table 6.3 
These results show that for each of tile satellites, the electron dose is sipificant for shield 
thicknesses less than the equivalent of 5 nim of aluminium. As the UoS. 4T module box wall 
thickness is 2 min of alUlIllrULIIII, this suggests that there will be a siplificant electron dose 
contribution for components near to the edges of the cirCUIt boards. 
However, oil average, the equivalent shielding will be inuch higher than dils due to tile 
different trajectories of particles through tile structure, and due to the extra shielding effect of 
other components, and major blocks of material, Such as the battery carriers. For the purposes 
of this pre-fliglit model, I assurned that die shielding thickness of the UoSA T structure is NVOLIld 
g CIII-2 g CIII-2 oil average lie between and 3 -7ý 
(i. e. between -4 mill and --10 min aluminiurn), 
giving ail expected dose of around 1-2 rad(SO day-' for tile polar orbiting t, loSAT-3 and 
PoSA T- I satellites, and around 8-Q rad(SI) dav-' for the higher altitude KITSA T- I satellite. 
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6.3.5.2 UoSA T-3 CREDO TDE 
Figure 6.32 shows the output from one of the R-ADFET pairs (in the PCE), measured over a 
three-year observation penod. The measured threshold voltage of both the normally biased and 
normally unbiased RADFETs change with time as ionising radiation dose is accumulated. 
However, they also exhibit threshold voltage fluctuations due to temperature effects. These can 
be largely cancelled out by perfoM'Hng a differential measurement (i. e. subtractinlo.; the Outputs 
from one another). The common temperature dependent effect will thus be cancelled, \vhIlst tile 
differential dose effect remains (Figure 6.33). 
Prior to flight, the RADFETs in the Battery Charge Monitor (BCM) and PACSAT 
Communications Experiment (PCE) were calibrated bv AEA Technoloc" Harwell, Linder 10V _'y 
bias, and at 50 mrad(SO ininute-' dose-rate. The sensitivities were measured to be as followsý 
BCM FETQI=0.9Vkrad(Si)-' 
FET Q4 = 0.8 V krad(Si)-' 
UoSAT-3 PACSAT Communications Experiment RADFET 
Under zero bias, the FETs showed no threshold voltage shift. I- 
In fligjit, FET QI is nomially wibiased, whilst FET Q4 is nonnally biased. However, in all 
cases, I OV is applied to the substrate. 
Threshold 
Voltage O"tput 
I Volts F 
5.4 
5.3 
5.2 
5.1 
5.0 
4.9 
4.0 
4.7 
4.6 
4.5 
Unbla5ed FET 
Bused FET 
4.4 
178 356 533 
Start: GMT Apr 29 00: 02: 57 1990 
PCE FET Q1=0.8 V krad(S i)-' 
FET Q4 - 0.7 V krad(SO-' 
711 889 1 FAb -I 
Time I Days 
Enct: GMr Mak- 31 00: 02: 43 1993 
Fig. 6.33. - PCE RADFET Threshold Voltage Changes(Dal4v Averages) 
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Threshold Voltage 
Change 
I Volts JL 
.o 
F- 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
Ternperatuxe 
178 356 533 711 
Temp I OC 
18 
16 
14 
12 
6 
4 
2 
la 
ý-2 
889 1061 
Time I Days 
Fig. 6.34. - RADFET Threshold Voltage Differences Shown Against Temperature 
Fluctuations (Daily Averages) 
Whilst the RADFETs appeared to be operating correctly, the shift in threshold voltage was 
much lower than expected, giving an apparent dose-rate of approximately 0.3 rad(SO day-'. 
From my pre-launch calculations, we were expecting at least 1-2 rad(SO day-'. 
To check our results, I carried out a radiation test myself on a fligbt-spare TOT501C 
RADFET, using the 6OCo y-ray cell at Surrey, op eratinp, at 200 rad(SO minute-1 at room 
temperature. The RADFET sensor was biased in exact1j, the same way as in the spacecraft. 
I recorded a 0.7 V krad(Si)-' sensitivity for the IOV biased FET - in good agreement wifli 
die Harwell results. However, wider these conditions, I also found that the unbiased FET was 
sensitive to radiation, giving a threshold voltage shift of 0.35 V krad(Si)-' - half that of the 
biased FET. I therefore concluded that the I OV bias on the substrate was leading to an electric 
field in the "unbiased" FET which was causing it to accumulate more radiation damage than n 
expected. Because we had previously aSSLIIIIed that the unbiased FET responded to temperature 
only, the calculated doses were sisp-iificantly underestiniated. 
Assuming that tile rest of the fliglit devices behave in a similar way to the device irradiated 
at Surrey, the total accumulated doses measured over 1,068 days are as followsý 
Positioll 
BCM 
PCE 
CREDO I 
CREDO 2 
CRED03 
CREDO 4 
(between batterv packs) 
(near comer of niodUle) 
(near edge of niodule) 
(near centre of niodule) 
(near comer of niodUle) 
(near comer of niodule) 
Tlu-, -shobi Voltage 
Difference 
(Unbiwed - Biased FET) 
Measured Dose 
0.94 krad(Si) 0. () rad(Si) day-' 
1.33 krad(Si) 1.2 rad(SO day-' 
1.43 krad(S1) =-- 13 rad(S1) daIV-' 
1.05 krad(S1) => 10 rad(S1) day-' 
1.10 krad(S1) = --, 1.0 rad(S1) day-' 
1.40 krad(S1) =-- 1 .3 rad(S1) 
dav-' 
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'Mus, there appears to be the expected correlation between the position of the RADFETs and 
the measured accumulated dose. 1"he lowest measured dose was recorded for the RADFET 
which is situated between the battery packs at the base of the spacecraft stack. T'his is certainiv 
the most shielded position on the spacecraft. The RADFETs in the other spacecraft modules all 
received between I and 1.3 rad(Si) day-' in line with my predictions made prior to fli(g, jit 
Figures 6.35 - 6.37 show the accumulated dose at these, and other positions oil tile 
spacecraft, recorded over 1,068 days from 29th Apnl 1990 to March 31 st I QQ3. 
During the first two years of operations, there was an offset Superimposed oil the TDE 
outputs due to the RF transmissions from the spacecraft. This was particularly marked for the 
BCM R-ADFET which is situated very near to the spacecraft's antennas. A change in 
transmission frequency made in 1992 appears to have largely removed this offset. 
Dose 1 Rads 
2000 
1800 
1600 
1400 
1200 
1000 
800 
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400 
200 
IA 
Dose 1 Rads 
1000 
900 
800 
700 
4 RADFETs 
Comer of Board 
"\Centre 
of Board 
41, 
170 356 533 711 009 1067 
Time I Days 
Fig 6.35 
.- 
UoSA T-3 CREDO Module Total Dose 
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100 
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-A" -r-s 
to 
too 
178 356 IMr 
Time I Days 
Fig. 6.36 .- 
UoSA T-3 Batterý, Module Total Dose 
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Dose 1 Rads 
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Fig. 6.3 7 
.- 
UoSA T-3 PCE Module Total Dose 
6.3.5.3 UoSA T-5 TDE 
Figure 6.38 shows the threshold voltage output difference between the un-biased and biased 
FETs of RADFET Sensor I in the UoSA T-5 TIDE module measured over a 20 month 
operational period. The linear change recorded shows that the temperature dependent effect has 
been eliminated successfully, leaving only the dose related effect. 
Threshold Voltage UoSAT-5 Total Dose Experiment RADFET I 
Difference I Volts 
0.20 
0.18 
0.16 
0.14 
0.12 
0.10 
0.00 
0.06 
0.04 
0.02 
0.00 
Stant: GMT Jul 25 11: 07: 23 1991 
Temp I OC 
20 
18 
14 
12 
IQ 
8 
6 
4 
2 
I@ 
512 615 
Time Days 
Encl: GMT Max, 31 00: 94: 44 1993 
Fig. 6.38 .- UoSA 
T-5 P, 4 DFET 77ireshold Voltage Difference 
I'llese RADFETs were not calibrated pnor to flight. however. they are of the same type as 
those which flew oil UoSA T-3 and so I shall assume that thev have a similar sensiti %ity 
6-43 
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Figures 6.39 - 6.40 show the accumulated dose measured on-board UoSA T-5 over 6 10 davs 
from 25th July 1991 to 31 st March 1993. 
Dose 1 Rads 
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Time I Days 
Fig. 6.39 .- UoSA T-5 TDE Module Total Dose 
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Fig. 6.40 .- UoSA T-5 
Battety Modide Total Dose 
Ilie measured doses are as follows- 
Positioll 
BCM (between battenes) 
TDE I (centre of PCB) 
TDE 4 (edge of PCB) 
Approximate Dose 
260 rad (SO => 0.42 rad(Si) day-' 
570 rad(Si) => O. Q3 rad(Si) day-' 
660 rad(Si) => 1.10 rad(Si) day-' 
'lliese results are consistent with those from UoSA T-3, and similarly show a significant 
correlation between the position of the RADFETs and tile rileasured accumulated dose 
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However, it is interesting to note that that the dose measured for the BCM locatioti oil 
UoSAT-5 is much lower than that for the other modules (as expected from the pre-flight 
analysis), whereas on UoSAT-3 the difference is less marked. This maN, be due to inaccurate 
calibration of the UoSAT-3 BCM RADFET sensor, or perhaps is an artefact of the RF 
interference from which it suffers. 
All the interior dose measurements on UoSAT-5 are around 10% lov, 7er than for tile 
equivalent positions on the UoSA T-3 satellite. This is as expected, as the altitude of UoS4 T-5 
is lower (770 km) than that of UoSAT-3 (795 km). 
UoSAT-5 also carries an external radiation sensor on its Solar Cell Teclitiolo-(-),, Y Expenmetit 
(SCTE) panel, which consists of a pair of conu-nercial VP300 MOSFETs. 
I tested a batch of these using the 'OCo cell at Surrev, and recorded a sensitiVity of 
approximately 0.24 V krad(SO-1 for the biased VP300 FET and 0.065 V krad(Si)-' for the 
unbiased VP300 FET. Given these measured sensitivities, tile accumulated dose OneasLired 
over 616 days) for the extemal dosimeter is '. 
0 SCTE (extenor) 9.4 krad(SO => 15 rad(SO day-' 
Ths is also in line with pre-fligot expectations based on the AP8 and AE8 models, which 
also showed that -90% of this dose is due to electrons. 
UoSAT-5 Solar Cell Technology Experiment Total Dose 
VP300 P-Channel MOSFET Pair 
Dose Enhancement - Electrons? 
102 205 307 410 512 bIý 
Time I Days 
Fig. 6.41 .- UoSA T-5 External 
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Figure 6.4 1 shows the recorded dose for the extenial sensor. The most interesting features 
are die sudden large changes in dose-rate which occur from time to time. These appear to be 
associated w-ith solar flare activity (as measured by CREDO). however. there is not a simple 
correspoildence as the greatest changes are associated , %Iltll relatively minor events, and most 
severe events seem to have little effect. 
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This needs further investigation, but my hypothesis is that the external FET's are responding 
significantly to outer-belt electrons (encountered over the poles). The outer belt electron fluxes 
are known to be very variable and are strongly affected by solar-geophysical activity, although 
there is not necessarily a strong correlation between the intensity of solar particle events and 
disturbances in the outer belt electrons. There is also some evidence for a 28-day periodicity in 
the data which is suggestive of a link to solar rotation. 
6.3.5.4 KITSA T-1 and PoSA T-1 TDEs 
The RADFET dosimetry data from PoSAT-I show a uniform accumWation of dose of 
between 0.7 to 0.9 rads(Si) day-' (depending upon location in the spacecraft) which, whilst oil 
the low side, is in line with expectations. 
The KITSAT-1 TDE data show rates of around 4 to 6 rads(Si) day-', which is rather lower 
than the 8-9 rad(Si) day7' expected on the basis of my pre-flIght predictions based upon the AP8 
and AE8 models. However, the KITSAT-I RADFET data also show anomalies such as apparent 
annealing, which may indicate that the matched pairs of RADFETs are not fully compensating 
for temperature effects. I would therefore hesitate to attach too much significance to these 
results until they have been analysed further. 
6.4 Summary and Conclusions - Space Radiation Environment 
The CREDO instnnnent on-board UoSAT-3 and the CRE instnnnents flown on-board 
KITSAT-I and PoSAT-I have demonstrated the potential of flying useful radiation environment 
monitoring payloads on small (50kg), low-cost (fl. 5M) spacecraft. 
Measurements of the galactic cosmic-ray environment show that there is a significant low- 
LET enhancement over the CREME predictions, but that the CREVIE model is good (if slightly 
conservative) at LET values between 1,000 and 10,000 MeV CM2 g7l (which is an important 
region for the SEU threshold for many memory devices, etc. ). All the instruments show the 
same response to the cosmic-ray environment, which indicates their veracity. 
The GCR flux has doubled over the observation period - in line with expectations based 
upon the phase of the solar cycle. However, within this general trend, a number of step-changes 
(decreases) In GCR-flux have been observed, most notably after the major solar-particle event 
activity of June 199 1. 
It is unfortunate that neither the CREDO nor the CRE instruments can quantitatively 
analyse the very high-LET regime, and so it is not possible to exarruine the region of the GCR- 
LET spectrum which contributes to the saturated region of a device's SEU-sensitivity curve, or 
indeed to those GCRs which have a significant probability of causing latch-ups or hard-effors. 
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The CRE measurements of the trapped proton environment in the South Atlantic Anomaly 
(SAA), generally, show good agreement with the predictions of the AP8MIN model, provided 
that proper account is taken of very high-LET, low-energy protons, slowing and stopping in the 
detector. The general form of the LET spectrurn derived from the AP8MIN model is seen to fit 
the observed data, with the PoSAT-I CRE recording a slightly higher flux than predicted, and 
the KITSA T-I CRE recording a slightly lower flux than predicted. 
It would therefore appear that the AP8 model gives a reasonable basis for modelling the 
trapped proton environment of these orbits in order to make predictions of SEE-rates - at least 
to within a factor of two. 
The UoSAT-3 CREDO instrument, In the same orbit as PoSAT-1, apparently sees much less 
proton flux in the SAA than AP8 predicts. However, this is explained by the slower particle- 
processing time of CREDO, which relies on software to carry out the pulse-height analysis. 
The value of fast hardware-driven counting devices (such as those in the CRE) is therefore 
demonstrated. Once the CREDO data have been corrected for dead-time effects, they also fit 
the AP8 model. 
Because UoSAT-3 has been operational for nearly half a solar-cycle, it has been possible to 
exanune the long-term changes in the SAA. Since operations began in April 1990, the 
measured particle-flux steadily decreased up to the first quarter of 1992, whereupon it entered 
a phase of steady growth, showing a 20% growth by the first quarter of 1994. Numerically, 
this is in line with expectations based upon the AP8MAX and AP8MIN models, however the 
observed cycle is shifted in phase by some 2.5 years compared to the (inverse) solar cycle. 
Many solar particle events have been observed, with the majority occurring in the first 
phase of the mission, close to solar maximum, as expected. However, the observed nature of 
these events does not fit in well with the CREME model. Solar particles are detected at cut-off 
rigidities greater than expected, indicating that they can penetrate deeply into the 
magnetosphere. Also a dynamic region around L=2.5 has been identified where new belts of 
particles form in response to some SPEs. Both these processes pose a threat to spacecraft 
electronics (as Will be seen in the next chapter). 
Thus, in broad outline, the current models (CREME and AP8) seem adequate to describe the 
average environment experienced by these low-Earth orbiting satellites, and therefore they form 
a reasonable input to the analysis of single-event effects which is the primary theme of this 
research. However, in detail, the radiation environment has been seen to be more dynamic than 
these models suggest, and to differ in detail from the model predictions. 
Between them, the CREDO and CRE instruments should enable the continuous coverage of 
the low Earth orbit radiation environment over a complete solar cycle, which is important 
considering the dynarnic nature of that environment. 
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CHAPTER 7 
OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-EVENT EFFECTS 
In this chapter, I describe the digital systems which were 
monitored for single-event effects (SEEs), and I report on, 
and analyse, the effects observed. Comparisons are made 
between in-flight observations of SEEs and predictions 
(based upon standard models and ground-test data) in 
order to test the effectiveness of current prediction 
techniques for commercial MOS devices in space. The 
influence of the radiation environment and de, %-ice 
technology on SEE-rates is discussed. 
7.1 Introduction 
The on-board computers, bulk-memones and related payloads of the UOSA T-class 1111cro- 
satellites are comprised entirely of commercial MOS devices, inaiiufactured b", a varlmls 
comparnes over the twelve-year period. 1982-1994. 
The memory devices contained within each of these systems have, as a matter Of Course, 
been protected against single-event upset (SEU) by the use of error-correcting coding schellics 
(described in Section 7.2), wl-iich, with the addition of a small amount Of exti-a on-boat-d 
software, have enabled statistics on the occurrence of SEUs to be gathered. 
The systerns monitored as part of tl-ýs research have therefore been operati . onal systeins, 
performing the vital functions of the spacecraft, and the inforination on SEU actjvitý' has becii 
gathered as a by-product of their normal operation. T'lley are were not intended as dedicated 
radiation effects expenments. The systems involved were as follows 
UoSAT-2 1802-based On-Board Computer, 
UoSA T-2 Digital Communications Experiment (DCE), 
UoSA T-2 Data Store and Read-out (DSR) Expenmentl 
UoSA T-3 1802-based On-Board Computer-, 
UoSA T-3 PACSAT Communications Experiment (PCE), 
" UoSA T-5 80C 186-based Onboard Computer and RAMDISK 
" KITSA T- I 80C 186-based On-Board Computer and RANIDI SK, 
" S80IT 80C 186-based On-Board Computer and RANIDISK. 
Work began in this area in 1987, Linder a European Space Agenc\ý (ESA) contract placed 
wifli the UnIvers1tv of Surrey (througli Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd. - SSTL) to Implement 
SEU-nionitoring on-board ( 'o&l T-2, and to report on the findings. 
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Ilis work was carried out over a two-year penod (1988-1990) by niN self and Jeff Ward at 
Surrey, acting in close collaboration with Len Adams, Eamonn Dalv and Reno Harbot- 
Sorensen of ESA-ESTEC. The results were published ma report to ESA in 1 QQO I UNDE-90al 
This collaboration lead to a number of papers being published on our observatioils and 
analysis of the UoSAT-2 diDtal systems [ADAM-891, [HARB-901, JUNDE-90bl, JUNDE-90cl 
in particular, these early observations showed, for the first time, the importarice of die trapped 
proton population of the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) in inducing SELýs I, commercial NIOS 
memory devices operating in the LEO environment. 
The single-event effects (SEE) research reported on in this T'hesis, builds upoil this carlý 
work, and was undertaken dunng the period 1990-1995 - largel-v under the support of grants 
from the U. K. Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC). 
The French space agency CNES, also proVided support for the collection of SEL -data from 
S801T, with collaborative research into its memory systems earned out between myself, Robert 
Ecoffet and Sophie Duzellier of CNES /ONERA. 
Both ESA-ESTEC and CNES have provided co-operation and support in the grOLuld-based 
testing of devices. 
In this chapter, I describe the results of this research into SEEs, firstly describing die 
memory protection strategies that make it possible to gather iiiformation on SEUs, and then 
detailing the relevant features of each of the systems under study. 
The results of in-orbit observations are described on a system-by-system basis, and 
comparisons are made With predictions based upon the results of ground-based jori-beatii 
testing. Finally, I present an over-all analysis of the results in tenns of the effects observed in I 
terms of the radiation environment, and the device teclinology. 
7.2 UoSAT Memory Protection Strategies 
Ilie memory systerris on-board the UoS. A T spacecraft are protected against accumulated 
errors due to single-event upset (SEU) by two types of error-detection and correction (EDAC) 
coding sclieme- 
0 Hamming (12,8) EDAC code (Implemented In hardware) for the CPLý'menlones, 
0 Two types of block-coding scheme (implemented in software) for the R, A, %lDISKs. 
7.2.1 Hardware EDAC 
Tlle program and data memory for the vanous on-board computers are protected by a 
standard Hamming (12, S) EDAC Code implemented in hardNýare. Tlle encodei appmds 4 
code" bits to each 8-bit -infonnation" b, *ie to forrui a composite 12-bit Hamming-coded %%ord 
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The decoder uses all 12-bits to detemune if there has been anN, single bit-error in the etitire 
word. If so, the bit-error is corrected before the 8-bit information bvie is passed on to the CPU, 
The system is capable of detecting and correcting any single-bit error vAthin the 12-bit word, 
but cannot cope with two or more bit-errors. If tl-us occurs, corrupted data ý, vlll be passed on. 
The CPUs with 16-bit architectures (such as the 80CI86) are protected b,, - t,, ýo of these 
circuits operating in parallel, which, whilst not the most efficient coding scheme. does make it 
easier to handle 8-bit byte-wide read/write operations. The hardware implementation is 
straight-forward (using standard 54 HC-senes logic) and 'ves the fast encoding and decoding g! _2ý __7 
necessary for the CPUs, but has the disadvantage of involving a 50'o overhead in ternis of 
rnemory used' (see Figure 7.1). 
MEMOPY Hamming 
R- Bit Data Code 
enerator 
Eiioý 
Correction 
I I, -u It 
Error (-- oluntý-, r 
Haninv-iq [A E kil 1 -. 1 
4-Být Code 
Generatof Hamminq 
(-. ode 
Fig. 7.1 
.- 
Hamming (12,8) Error Detection and Correction 
Because the hardware EDAC systern does not aLltomatically wnte back the corrected bit 
pattern to the memory, bit-errors can accumulate. 'Mus, in order to prevent multiple-bit errors 
in a single by I is 
_ 
te due to independent events, the nieniones are "washed" (i. e. each locat on 
read and the corrected contents wntten-back), as part of the background task of the on-board 
computer's software. Ilis memory wash provides the mechanism for detectin(y and lomilp- 
SEUs. In the UoSAT-_I memory sVstenis this is done on a byte-by-bvte basis enabling die 
precise bvte-location of any single bit error to be logged. For UoSAT-3 and later satellites, 
SEUs in the program memories are located only to a specific 256-byte block. 
In order to achieve a reasonable time-resolution when logpla errors, it is important to have In 
a fast wash cvcle time. However. this takes up CPU nine. and thus a CO'llproillise illust be 
reached between good error time resolution, and the aniourit of CPU processing-time made 
available for other tasks. 
In practice, and for reasons of hardware sImplIcIty. the T-3 wid later generation satellites store 
the 4 code-bits in an 8-bit byte-NNIde memorv location. thus giving aI 00'o overhead. 
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As the action of washing the entire memory is bound to take a finite period of time (e. g. in 
the case of the UoSAT-2 OBC, just over eight minutes), the time at which an error is detected 
will not, m general, be equal to the time at wWch the error occurred. In the worst case, the error 
* -I" nught occur in a byte just after it has been washed, and therefore the error would onlN, be 
discovered after the rest of the memory had been checked - i. e. one wash-penod later. Because 
of this, it is only possible to say that an effor occuffed within one wash-period of the time of 
thhe discovery of the error (i. e. for UoSAT-2 within the last 8.25 nunutes). 
Thus, if two or more bytes are found to be m error dunng the course of a single wash of the 
memory, it is not possible to determine if this is due to independent particle-events, or if it is 
due to a single particle strike causing multiple errors. However, if upon exan-iiination of the byte 
addresses of the upsets, it transpires that the upset bits represent physically close cells on the 
memory die, it might be reasonably argued that they are indeed due to a single event - 
particularly if such "coincidences" happen often (see also Section 7.4.2). 
The uncertainty In the error-time due to the fa-ke wash period also means that it is not 
possible to tie the events down to a specific orbital location. However, in practice, for wash 
periods of up to a few minutes, subtracting half the wash-penod time from the logged time of 
the event gives a good enough approximation to the true event-time to enable the events to be 
ascribed to different regions of the magnetosphere. In particular, events which occur inside and 
outside of the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) can be differentiated with reasonable accuracy. 
For example, the 8.25 minute wash cycle time of UoSAT-2 gives a latitude uncertainty of 
approximately ±15' (see also Section 7.4.3) 
7.2.2 Block Coding 
The bulk memory systems used for data storage (here referred to as RAMDISKs) are 
protected by software block coding schemes. Two codes are currently in use, the Hodgart- 
Burton (256,253) code (for the UoSAT-2 Digital Communications Experiment - DCE) and a 
modified cyclic Reed-Solomon (255,252) code (for the UoSAT-3 PACSAT CommUnIcations 
Experiment (PCE) and the later UoSAT on-board computers). 
The Hodgart-Burton code is a multiple-polynonUal, generalised Burton code, devised by Dr. 
M. S. Hodgart of the University of Surrey for the UoSAT-2 DCE [HODG-911, [HODG-921. 
This code can identify and locate single or multiple-bit upsets confined to a single byte 
anywhere in a 253-byte data block. The code detects, but will not correct, a burst-error of not 
more than 9 bits; and will detect any error which upsets two separate bytes Within the block. 
Errors which are worse than this (e. g. triple-byte errors) are virtwIly guaranteed to be detected, 
but the error-bits may be incorrectly identified. Any error which is detected but is not 
correctable is referred to here as an "extended" error. 
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Efficient encoding and decoding is carried out in software using two 256-byte look-up 
tables which are stored in hardware-EDAC protected memory. Three check-bytes are generated 
(by a series of exclusive-OR operations and accesses to the look-up tables) and are combiried 
into a 24-bit check sequence. The check-bits are stored in the DCE's general memory area (the 
code is self-protecting). This implementation is an order of magrutude more computationally 
efficient than the standard 24-bit shift register implementation of a Burton code, which is an 
important consideration given the speed and program memory constraints of the host NSC-800 
processor. 
As the code can only protect 253-byte blocks of data, the DCE's RAMUNIT (or RAMDISK) 
is split into 768 128-byte blocks, each block having an associated 3-byte check sequence 
(stored separately). Ths gives a coding overhead of less than 3%. 
The success of this methodology for the UoSAT-2 experimental digital communications 
payload lead to a similar scheme being adopted for the RAMDISKs of the digital transponders 
of UoSAT-3, -5, etc. These spacecraft use a modified cyclic Reed-Solomon RS (255,252) 
code, which again has a novel software implementation, where look-up tables and simple 
logical operations are used to give a computationally efficient procedure [HODG-921. 
Because 255 bytes are required to protect 252 data bytes, the are split into 256-byte blocks, 
where 252 bytes are available for data, 3 bytes are used for the checks, and I byte remains 
unused (i. e. there is a 1.6% overhead). The code is self-protecting. 
Usirig these codes, any single byte in error can be detected and corrected, thus allowing the 
identification of single-byte, multiple-bit upset (SMU) errors. If two bytes are in error, this is 
detected but the bytes cannot be corrected. This is referred to here as a "severe" error. Any 
error worse than this (e. g. a triple byte error) may be detected as a severe error, or may result 
in the miscorrection of a single byte - leading to a corrupt data. 
As with the hardware-EDAC memory systems, the RAMDISKs need to be "washed" to keep 
them clear of uncorrectable errors due to the accumulation of bit-flips from independent events. 
In our implementation, four 256-byte blocks are washed each second, which means that the 
entire memory is checked every 68.3 minutes for the 4 M-byte RAMDISK on-board UoSAT-3 
and every 221.9 minutes for 13 M-byte RAMDISK of UoSAT-5, YJTSAT-1 and S801T. Given 
the underlying mean effor-rates and the size of the data-block, this was expected to be 
sufficient to keep the probability of coincidental SEUs causing a "severe" error small (few per 
year per spacecraft) JUNDE-91d]. However, I have since produced a more sophisticated model 
of the performance of these wash-schemes, which suggests that the severe error-rate could 
be 
as much as five times higher for UoSA T-3 and -5 (see Section 7.4.2.2). In practice, we actually 
observe a severe-error rate of -1 every two days, which is much greater even than this modified 
estimate, and therefore this is evidence for single-event multiple-bit upsets (Section 
74 2). 
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7.3 System Monitoring and Single-Event Effects Data Gathering 
The existence of the memory protection coding schemes for the primary digital systeins of 
the UoSA T-class microsatellites meant that it was relatively easy to extend tile on-board 
software to produce raw data on the occurrence of errors. Ili's task was carned out bv Dr Jeff 
Ward, and others at the University of Surrey [WARD-931. 
There follows a brief summary of the systems involved: 
7.3.1. UoSAT-2 RCA 1802 Based On-Board Computer (OBC) 
The UoSAT-2 nucro-satellite has structure sinillar to that of UoSAT- I (Figure 5.1), and as 
such is different to the modular bus structure of the later UoSA Ts. Ilie OBC is located in a pair 
of boxes at the base of the spacecraft as shown in Figure 7.2. In orbit, the -Z facet normally 
points to Earth (the attitude being controlled by a gravity gradient boom deployed from the +Z 
facet), and the satellite spins slowly in yaw about the Z-axis, approximatelv once everv 5-10 
minutes. 
+Z 
-x 
-z 
- 
Fig. 7.2 : Location of the Monitored Sub-Sistems On-Board UoSA T-2 (Schematic) 
'l-he satellite uses a CNIOS technology RCA 1802 S-bit iiii crop rocessor ill its pnniarv on- 
board computer (OBC). "nie OBC has access to all die major sub-systenis ill the spacecraft 
I'lle 1802 has been used in niany spacecraft applications (e. g. Galileo, Giotto) and has proven 
reliable in the LEO radiation environment (tj'oS, 4 T-J. AAISA T-OSC4R-10). 
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To facilitate spacecraft operations and to provide a degree of autonomy to on-board task 
scheduling, the OBC executes a multi-tasking operating system known as the DIARY, which is 
written in the FORTH computer language 2. This operating system supports multi-tasking, 
uplink command decoding, command macro expansion, event scheduling (up to one year in 
advance), telemetry logging, attitude determination and control and syndiesised speech 
generation, as well as SEU detection and loggi-rig. 
The OBC memory is comprised of ceranuc-packaged nMOS DRAM deVices, as follows- 
Manufacturer 
.. 
l. Part Chip Size QRýnýtl 
Mostek N4KB4116J-83 16K x I-bit 12 ICs 
....................................... .............................................. ................................. ................... - 
Texas TMS4416-15NL 16K x 4-bit 3 ICs 
Texas TMS4416-20L 16K x 4-. b*t 3 ICs 
Table 7.1 
1 
+Z 
2M1:::: 
i i 
ce 
m MMMM 
1 
mm M`ý M ý% 
TO CENTRE OF SPACECRAFT 9D 
Fig. 7.3 : UoSA T-2 1802-Rwed OBC Memory Layout (Schematic) 
(Outer Board = Texas 4416s, Inner Board = Mostek 4116s) 
[Adaptod from a draWMg by R. H. Edgell, University of Sunvy, 1989] 
2 The onginal version of this code was vmtten entirelv in 1802-assembly language, and was up-dated 
to FORTH in 1988 [HOLD-871, [HOLD-891. 
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The memory is diVided mto two main areas, a 16K x 12-bit area bwlt from the Mostek 
4116 16K x I-bit devices, used for program storage, and a 32K x 12-bit area built from the 
Texas 4416 16K x 4-bit devices, used for data storage. Both areas are protected by the same 
hardware Harnnung (12,8) code EDAC system described in Section 7.2. 
One (I 2-bit) word is "washed" (i. e. read and written back) every 10 ms under the control of 
an interrupt service routine (ISR) in the DIARY software which deals with serial 
communications. This means that the entire 48K-words of memory is washed every 8.25 
nunutes. The SEU morutonng software checks the EDAC hardware error-counter immediately 
before and after each word is read, and if the counter changes, an "error-log" sub-rout-ine is 
executed which records the memory address of the error, the number of errors reported since 
the last reset, and the date and time as defined by the OBC clock. I'liese data are stored in the 
OBC's memory, and are transnutted to the command station at Surrey upon request, or (more 
usually) under autonomous control of the DIARY scheduler each day. 
Figure 7.4 shows how these data are irutially processed in the ground-station. "CONV. EXE" 
checks the validity of the raw SEU-data, and then sorts the data into three ASCH format data- 
files- "STORAGE. SEU", is just a list of all recorded upsets; "SCREEN. SEU", is a list of the 
upsets sorted by address and by date; "SEU-PLOT. SGL", is a list of all isolated upsets (i. e. 
unambiguously single event upsets), and "SEU-PLOT. MTP", is a list of all upsets occumng 
within one wash-penod of one another and which therefore might be multiple bit-c"ors 
caused by a sinEoe particle strike. Of course, they Might simply be coincidental evwts due to 
separate particle strikes - their interpretation requires further analysis (see Section 7.4.2). 
UOSAT-2 OBC Sorted disk file of 
aA 013C SEL)s 
(STORAGE-SIEL4 
--w3ps Broadcast 
Oownlk* 
I 
A&Aornalic Oata fittef, ecror d, -(ectK)n, 
Down4ink Del& ffmAbp&e event detection, and 
Cotlection System OU4-xA fonnatkV. 
(CONV. EXE) 
Oisk file at &A 
wngte eyefd SELft 
(SCU-f'LOT, SGL4 
Raw Dovwwý 
Data FAe 
Screen otitýxit of Dmk Me of &A McM 1 Pýe 
SCL)s in address OYqfA SELft 
and time ordef. (7SEU-PLOT. MTP) 
Fig. 7.4 : UoSA T-2 On-Board Computer SEU Monitoring - Initial Data 
Processing 
A full account of these procedures and trutial data-processing is given in JUNDE-90al 
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7.3.2 UdSAT-2 Digital Communications Experiment (DCE) 
The UoSAT-2 Digital Commurucations Expenment (DCE) is a proof-of-concept store-and- 
forward digital message transponder [NVARD-931. Ilie DCE hardware compnses a NSC-800 
CPU, various 1/0 devices, standard log)*c and 124K-bytes of CMOS SRAM - i. e. a typical 
1983-vintage 8-bit nucrocomputer. 
One of the purposes of the DCE was to gain in-orbit experience with CMOS SRAM devices 
of various sizes and from vanous manufacturers, as shown in Table 7.2- 
Harns H6564 (=16 x HM-6504) 4K x1 -bit 3 Hybnds - --------- 
Harns 
....................................... 
Hitachi 
M16516-9 
.................................................................. 
HM6264LP- 12 
: 2K x 8-bit 
............................... 
8K x 8-bit 
:7 ICs 
.............................. 
8 Ics 
Hitachi HM6116L-3 2K x 8-bit 8 ICs 
......................... ....................................................... .............................. ............................. 
Fbtachi HM6116-3 i 2K x 8-blt 8 Ics 
Table 7.2 
T 
Imu 
IMI U-1 
C4.1 
-FDý- FýTsgslKlilt 7: 7c 
C-77M 
c-_n Mu 
v A14, 
ME--nc::: D 
c7770 c: --7n 
C-77n 
Iýn c. -_-:: m ýR 
C-711 
C7773 
CiM 
c:: n 
c: -m 
CýC:: -D 
-! 7n 
CENTRE [IF SPACECRAFT 
Fig. 7.5 .- UoSA 
T-2 DCE Memory L*7yout (Schematic) 
(Outer Board = Hitachi 6116s & 6264s, Nfiddle Board = Hams 6564 Hybnds & 6516s) 
[Adapted firom a drawing by R-H. Edgell, University of Surrey, 19891 
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I UARTz I 
CPU 
Bank General EDAC 
S witche 
RAM 
d RAM 
Program 
RAM 
ParaM 
Port 
Roodoader 
PRONIs 
Fig. 7.6: UoSA T-2 Digital Communications &periment (Block Diagram) [WARD-931 
As with the OBC, the DCE's program memory is hardware-EDAC protected using the 
Hamming (12,8) code. Physically, this memory is organised as 16K x 12-bits and is located in 
the three Harris 6564 hybrids. The hybrids actually comprise 4K x I-bit devices (Hams 
6504s), and so each 12-bit word is divided over 12 devices. This physical separation of the bits 
within a word means that it is most unlikely that a single-word multiple-bit error will occur. 
A permanent "hard"-failure occurred in this memory in 1986' - prior to the start of SEU 
morutoring, and so a 4K-word block of memory has been lost. Because of this only 12K of the 
16K-words have been morUtored for SEUs. 
As With the OBC, the DCE's program memory is washed word-by-word in a steady cycle, 
which in this case takes 5.25 minutes to complete. A log of SEUs is kept, using the telemetry 
system clock to record the detection time. This log is stored in the DCE's digital message area 
(the RAMUNIT) as a special message ("Message-O"), which can be requested by the ground- 
station using the DCE's standard packet-switching protocol. The message takes the form of a 
circular buffer, which can record up to 32 events. As the observed event rate is normally of the 
order of one upset every 10 days, it is not necessary to download this message every day. The 
DCE's packet-sWitched link is much more sophisticated than the standard UoSAT-2 ASCII- 
format downlink, and as such ensures that the received data are error-free. 
As well as the 16K-words of program memory, the DCE contains a 96K-byte dig)tal 
message storage area - the RAMUNIT. This memory is physically made up of the Hitachi 
6264s and 6116s - all of which are 8-bit byte-wide devices. The memory is split into 
four 
"Banks", With the 8 Hitachi 6264s fonTung Bank 0 and Bank 1, and the 16 Hitachi 6116s 
fomilng Bank 2 and Bank 3. 
-1 sometime between orbits 12,844 and 12,857 [WARD-871 
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The RAMUNIT has no hardware EDAC circuit. but instead is protected by the Hod-gart- 
Burton (H-B) block-coding scheme, implemented in software (see Section 7 2) 
In this scheme, message-data are written-to and read-from the RAMUNIT in _15('-bNIC 
blocks. However, as the H-B code can ordy protect 253-bytes, each block is split into tWO Sub- 
blocks of 128-bytes, and a 24-bit (3-byte) check-sequence is calculated for each of thesc This 
give a coding overhead of 3-bytes for every 128 message bytes (Le. < 3)'o). 
Every time a block is read, the check-bytes are used to detect and correct anv SEUs %%hich 
have occurred. 
The H-B coding scheme is more powerful than the Hamming 022,8) code in that the 
information symbol is a byte rather than a bit, and so up to eight bit-errors can be detected and 
corrected within a single byte, providing that is the only corrupted byte in the block. If bit- 
errors occur in three or more bytes in the block, then the H-B code is guaranteed to detect (but 
not correct) them, provided that there are less than nine bit-errors in total. Siniilarlý', if only two 
bytes per block are affected, then the H-B code is Cruaranteed to detect (but not correct) theni. 
However, errors more severe than this will be miss-diagnosed as less severe, or indeed, not 
detected at all. 
The check-bytes are stored separatelN, in the DCE's cl,, eneral memory area (die Hart-is 
65 16s), and because the code is self-protecting, this provides a mechanism of detecting errors 
in these devices. In all, the RANIUNIT memory is split into 768 sub-blocks, requiring ", 304 
bytes of storage in the general memory area for the check sNuences. 
As With the hardware EDAC schemes, software EDAC protection requires the memory to 
be washed periodically in order to remove accumulated bit-errors. This is done at the same tillic 
that the DCE washes a word from its program memory, i. e. it reads-corrects-and-wntes-back a 
sub-block from the RAMUNIT for evei-y hardware EDAC word checked. In this way, the 768 
RAMUNIT sub-blocks can be washed in 19 seconds, giving excellent time-resolution for any 
SEUs detected. 
RAMUNIT SEUs are logged in "Message-O" together with program RAM SELs 
In order to check on nature of multiple-bit errors, all the blocks which are not required for 
messages are filled with a known fixed bit-pattern (551, and AA1, J. If aliv severe errors (i c 
multiple-bit errors spread over more than one byte) occur iii one of these blocks, flien the on- 
board software checks it for mismatches with the kriown bit pattern, and the resulting errors are 
recorded separately (as "Message-1 "). 
In fact, just such an event Occurred in No\ ember 1088, enabling the precise bit-pattem of a 
multiple-bit error to be detennined (see Section 7.5 3-3). 
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Shortly before SEU monitoring began on this system (July 1988), a hard-error occurred in 
one of the Hitachi 6116s in the RAMUNIT. This did not affect the operation of the rest of the 
RAMUNIT, and so the memory blocks associated with this device were simply "patched ouf', 
leaving the remairung 94K-bytes to be morutored. 
On the ground, the SEUs detected by the two schemes (hardware and software EDAC) are 
separated out for analysis, using the program "CHECK-MO. EXE" (see Figure 7.7). 
File of SEUs from 
Hamming-pcolected 
program RAM 
EMnaty SEU Log h-derpretaf hof 
W-td ASCtl OutpL4 Forrrud 
Progmm 
(CHECK-MO. EXE) 
File of SEUs from 
RAM Unit. 
Fig. 7.7: UoSAT-2 Digital Communicatrom Experiment SEUMonitoring 
(Initial Data Processing). 
A full account of these procedures and initial data-processing is given in JUNDE-90al. 
7.3.3 UoSAT-2 Data Store and Read-Out (DSR) Experiment 
The Data- Store-and-Readout (DSR) expenment consists of two 96K x 8-bit banks of 
CMOS SRAM which can be serially loaded and read under software control. Each DSR bank 
contains 48 2K x 8-bit Toshiba TC5516AP-2 CMOS SRAMs (plastic package). 
Manufacturer 
I 
Part 
I 
ChipSize Quanfity 
L_Toshiba 
I 
TC 55 16 AP- 12 
12Kx 
8-bit 96 1s 
Tab le 7.3 
One of these banks has been dedicated to SEU morutonng, whilst the other remains free for 
use bV other pavloads, such as the CCD camera or the Particle-Wave Experiment. 
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Data from the DSR may be accessed by the OBC, or transmitted directly via the downlink 
at 4.8 kbps, in addressed, error-protected packets of 128-bytes. This is all controlled by 
discrete logic - i. e. there is no microprocessor in the DSR. Thus, it was not possible to provide 
automatic error-logging for this system. Instead, we used the DSR to test how the memory 
contents would change over time under the influence of SEUs by irutially loading it with a fixed 
bit-pattern, and then downloading the memory contents on a regular basis for comparison with 
a reference "bit-image". 
The acquisition of the full 96K-bytes of data, requires the error-free reception of 768 
packets. Should any packet be corrupted in transmission, the groundstation detects this via the 
failure of the cycl i c- redundancy checking code associated with the packet, and waits for that 
packet to "come round again" in the transmission sequence. Tlius, the DSR is set into 
continuous transm-ission mode until all die data have been received. Sometimes, packets are 
missed throughout a downlink session, and so the SEU analysis software has to keep track of 
"i-russing" data so as to properly account for SEU-altered data. We usually download the DSR 
memory once per week, to fit in with other spacecraft operations. 
The irUtial reference bit pattern was actually a CCD grey-scale test pattern, which we could 
conveniently load into the DSR from the OBC. The pattem was in 32-byte blocks of each of 
the following bytes: 79hex, 6Ehex, 63hex, 58hex, 4Dhc,, 42h,,, 37hc,, 2Chex, 21 hex, 16hex, OBh,, and 
00he, repeated to fill up all 96K-bytes. The mark-space ratio is 13 -19 (0.6842- 1) 
'I'lie program "DSR. EXE", is used to compare each newly downloaded bit-image with the 
current reference. Any differences are reported, and the reference file is updated (Figure 7.8). 
kr, &ge rekKenoe Me. 
(PEFDSFq 
4.8 kbps packe( 
b(UOWJC" doýndinkey 
efro( detedion 
DSR p&c*e( 
tocep6on 
groundswion 
P(Ogram- 
DSR ownNocy 
kr. &ge me. 
Updated CGR memocy 
6Tw, ge m4efence Mo. 
(REF. NEV, O 
ASCII dsix Me repoding 
any SEUs detected #-. is 
VIC c 
ASCU d, -k Ne fepodwN 
cu, Tef, A slatus of @A 768 
C)SA P&Ctes 
Fig. 7.8: UoSA T-2 Data-Store-and-Readozit Experiment SEU Moniton"ng 
A full account of these procedures and irutial data-processing is pven in JUNDE-90al, 
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7.3.4 UoSAT-3 RCA 1802 Based On-Board Computer (OBC-0) 
UoSA T-3 and -4 were the last of the Uo. SA Ts to fIv an 1802-based on-board coiiipLiter 
(OBC) - the later satellites making use of the 80C 186 processor, first used in the T-3 
PACSAT Communications Experiment (PCE). 
The UoSA T-3 OBC runs the FORTH DIARY operating system, which enables it to carrý out 
multiple tasks, including "washing" its memory and 1OWng SEU activity. Hoýýe%ci, tile main 
purpose of the UoSA T-3 OBC is to proV]de the control functions of the attitude detenmilation 
and control system. AJI other OBC functions (such as telemetry gathering and collinlaild 
scheduling) are actually carried out by the PCE, With the OBC acting as a potential back-up. 
The main hardware difference between the UoSA T-3 and UoSA T-2 OBCs lies in tile cliolce 
of memory technology- UoSAT-3 uses byte-Wide (32K x 8-bit) CMOS SRA%Is, vdiereas 
UoSAT-2 used a mixture of bit-wide and 4-bit wide nMOS DRAN Is. 
The risk of using byte-wide devices (as opposed to bit-wide devices) is that the bits 
comprising an individual byte may lie in close proximity on the die, and therefore it is 
conceivable that a single particle strike could affect two or more bits in a b"IC - resulting ill a 
single-byte multiple-bit upset (SMU). Such an event could not be corrected by the Hainining 
(12,8) code EDAC system, and therefore the OBC memory Is potentially at risk of permanent 
corruption. 
However, we took the decision to fly these devices oil the basis of the observed behaviour of 
the byte-Wde SRAMs in the UoSAT-2 DCE and DSR payloads. In particular, whilst multiple- 
bit upsets (N/IBUs) were (rarely) observed in the DCE memory devices, no single-byte niultiple- 
bit upset was ever observed. We therefore decided that the potential risks of moving to all-byte- 
wide SRAM devices were outweighed by the advantages in terms of lower power consumption 
and higher memory density. Of course, the UoSAT-3 OBC memory comprised devices . Nith a 
32K x 8-bit arch-itecture, whereas U6SAT-_" used 2K x 8-bit and 8K x 8-bit devices, and 
therefore it is questionable how relevant the results from UoSA T-2 were. T'llus, to provide all 
extra degree of security, half of the OBC memory was fabricated using "radiation-enhanced" 
devices that had a lower SEU-susceptibility. 
It should also be noted that the UoSAT-3 and -4 missions were technolo'M' denionsti-atol-s - 
that is, their entire purpose was to push the limits of spacecraft technology and to flý the latest 
c), eneration commercial devices to see how they behmx in the space environment. Indeed, the 
inexpensiý, e nature of nucro-satellites (-f I N'l each), and the potential to replace diciii on-obit 
within a Vear, permits a much greater degree of acceptable nsk compared to a large commercial 
or nillitarv satellite. 
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The UoSAT-3 OBC consists of two 32K-b-vte banks of SRANI, protected by a hardware 
Hamming (12,8) code EDAC circuit. 'llie 12-bit words are each stored in two 8-bit x%ide 
devices, accessed in parallel (thus 4-bits remain unused). 
Two different memory technolopies are use& Bank 0 cornpnses two 32K x 8-bit CMOS 
SRAMs from EDI, whereas Bank I comprises of two "radiatioil-etillailced" CMOS epitaxial 
32K x 8-bit SRAMs from IDT (see Table 7.4). These latter devices are actuallv marked 
c4 engi . neeri . ng samples" 
Manufacturer Part Chip Size Qualltitv 
EDI EDH8832C 32K x 8-bit I ic 
EDI EDH8832P 32K x 8-bit I ic 
IDT IDT71256 32K x 8-bit 2 ICs 
Table 7.4 
The memory protection/ SEU-Io 'tic, software completes a wash of these de"ces everv 148 99) _n 
seconds, giving fairly good time resolution for any upsets observed. SEU data are recorded in a 
circular buffer, which may be doxmiloaded Lipon request of the gromid-station. However, 
because the OBC is very much of secondary importance compared with the primary payload 
(the PCE), these data are on1v downloaded occasioriallv. 
7.3.5 UoSAT-3 PACSAT Communications Experiment (PCE) 
Ile UoSAT-3 PACSAT Conimmi cations Experiment (PCE) is described in IWARD-931. 
'Mis expenment is a follow-on from the UoSAT-2 DCE, and provides an experimental digital 
communi cati oils transponder for use by emergency and medical-relief c),, roupsý "Satellifie", and 
-11TA", and initially, arnateur-radio operators world-wide. It also provides the phimary OBC 
functions of the UoSAT-3 satellite, and fornis the basis of all subsequent UoSAT-class micro- 
satellite OBC designs. 
The PCE consists of two Major sub-systenisý tile CPU sub-system. and flie RAMDISK Each 
IS 11OLIsed in its ovAi niodule-box tray (see Section 5.3.1). 
The PCE CPU sub-systen, (see Figure 7.9) includes an Intel 80C 186 nucro-controller, with 
2K-bytes of PROM and 256K-b-vies of Hamming (12,8) code hardware-EDAC-protected 
SRAM. A furdier 256K4ytes of SRAM is available without EDAC protection. 
Tlle 80C 186 is a 16-bit micro-controller, and therefore the Hamming (23,16) code seems a 
,, aturaj choice for t1le hardware EDAC circuit. However. the controller also requires 
half-word 
(i. e. S-bit) operations. and dierefore to avoid urinecessary hardware complexity. t was 
decided 
In IHODG-881 it is suggested how these extra bits could be utillsed to give an extra detection/ 
correction capabilit-v. However. this scheme was not implemented 
due to its liard%ý-are complexity 
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to treat each 8-bit half-word separately, and to use two Hanurung (12,8) EDAC circuits 
operating In parallel. Pius, the memory is effectively organised as 256K x 12-bits, (where each 
12-bit quantity encodes an 8-bit half-word). 
AS- in the UoSAT-3 OBC memory, 12-bit quantities are stored in two 8-bit bytes, leaving 4- 
bits of memory unused. Thus, this hardware EDAC implementation has a 100% overhead, buý 
can detect and correct any single bit error in each half-word. 
Four blocks of 256 12-bit "half-words" are washed each second and any SEUs are logged. 
However, the wash routine only checks for a change in the error-counter when reading a block - 
it does not count how many errors were detected. Thus, even if more than one half-word is 
upset in any block, only a single error is recorded. This leads to a potential under-estimation of 
SEU activity. The entire memory is washed every 256 seconds. 
M-ý 0 f'2) N 1-2) 
82C55 92C55 92C55 
Parallel 1/0 Parallel W Parallel L/O 
(8) 
80C 186 
CPU 
I (I t) 
256 kilobyles Hamming 
CNIOS SRAM (12,8) EDAC 
M(24) 
256 kilobytes 
CMOS SRAM 
95C30 
Serial 1, C) 
BootSLrap I 
PROM 
I 
9SC30 
Serial 10 
Fig. 7.9 : The UoSA T-3 PCE CP U Sub -Sys te m [W ARD-931 
The PCE CPU memory is comprised entirely of 32K x 8-bit CMOS SRAM devices, from 
three different manufacturers. Btachi, NEC and EDI (see Table 7.5). The EDI devices are the 
same as those in the UoSA T-3 OBC memory. 
As With the OBC memory, the risks of using byte-Wide devices (as noted in Section 7.3.4) 
were outweighed by their advantages in terms of power and density. 
Manufacturer P2rt Chip Size Quantity_ 
Hitadu HC62256 32K x 8-bit 8 Ics 
NEC D443256AC 32K x 8-bit 4 ICs 
EDI EDH8832P 32K x 8-bit 4 ICs 
Tab le 7.5 
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The RAMDISK is a solid-state data recorder similar to the RAMUNIT of the UoSAT-2 DCE, 
and proVides the main message and spacecraft data storage system. Data are wntten-to and 
read-from this memory in blocks of 256K-bytes, in an analogous way to a computer accessing 
a ha rd-di sk dri ve - hence the term RAMDISK (see Figure 7.10). 
+5V 
Im b)4e 
SR AM 
Buffer I 
data 
+5V 
I rnbyte Sector -.. a add, SRAM 
latch 
Buffer 
I : 
Byte 
I nibyle counter 
+5V SRAM 
Control 
45V 
I nibyte 
SRANI 
Buffer 
CPU 
module 
interface 
Fig. 7.10: The UoSA T-3 PCE RAMDISK Sub-System [NVARD-931 
As the RAMDISK contains substantial quantities of memory (4M-bytes for the PCE), and is 
not accessed on a byte-by-byte basis, it makes no sense to use the Hamming (12,8) EDAC 
system. Instead, we use the modified Reed-Soloman (255,252) block-code EDAC system, 
implemented in software described in Section 7.2.2. 
The PCE RAMDISK memory is organised as four IM-byte banks, VAth data stored in 256- 
byte blocks (of which one byte is unused). Four 256-byte blocks are washed every second by 
pving a wash period for the tire memory of 4,096 the EDAC/SEU-1099ing software, _6 en 
seconds. Unfortunately, this period is too long to give mearungful orbital error-location data. 
The memory deVices are all 32K x 8-bit CMOS SRAMs from Htachi and Mitsubishi ý 
Hitachi I HM62256LFP I 32K x 8-bit 1 96 ICs 
Mitsubishi I MSM256AFP I 32K x 8-bit 1 32 ICs 
Table 7.6 
SEU data from the PCE CPU memory and RAMIDISK are stored as an "error-log" file in the 
RAMDISK, which is automatically generated each day, and which carnes the identifier- 
11 ElJpnindd', where jymnidd = year, month, day. 'Mese are automatically downloaded to the 
grOLuldstation for analysis eacli day. 
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7.3.6 Intel 80C186-Based On-Board Computers (OBC-186s) 
The success of the PCE as a computer (as well as a digital niessage transponder) has lead to I- 
its use as the pnmary on-board computer (OBC- 186) on subsequent UoSA T-class satellites. 
The main difference between these "OBC-186"s and the PCE is that advances in memory 
technology have enabled us to fly higher capacity RAMDISKs, and also to increase the size of 
the CPU memory. Tlius, the UoSA T-5, KITSA T-I and SSOIT micro-satellites all flv 13 N I-bNie 
RAMDISKs, and have doubled the capacity of the CPU memory to 512K-bytes, whicli means 
that all the necessary control functions of the satellite can be carried Out by these OBCs - 
including the computationally intensive attitude detennination and control tasks. 
Each satellite has flown different inemory technologies, fi-oni different manufacturers, as 
part of this investigation into the behaviour of con-unercial technologies in space. In particular 
there has been a move awav from the 32K x 8-bit architecture to the 128K x 8-bit architecture. 
The current generation of UoSA T spacecraft now fly OBC- 186s and 16NI-byle RANIDISKs 
housed in a single module box. The devices flowi are suniniansed in Table 77 
Sub-System Manufacturer Part ('hip Size Quantity 
UoSA T-5: 
CPU Memoty. - Hitachi HC628128 128K x 8-bit 8 Ics 
RAMDISK. - solly CXK581000M 128K x 8-bit 32 ICs 
NEC D43 I OOOGW 128K x 8-bit 64 ICs 
NEC D43256AGU 32K x 8-bit 32 ICs 
S801T., 
CPU Memoty. - sollv CXK581000 128K x 8-bit 8 Ics 
RAMDISK. - NEC D43 I OOOGW 128K x 8-bit 96 ICs 
NEC D43256AGU 32K x 8-bit 16 ICs 
Sonv CXK58257AM 32K x 8-bit 16 ICs 
KI TSA T- 1: 
CPU Memoty: soliv CXK581000 128K x 8-bit 8 Ics 
RAMDISK. - soilv CXK58001M 128K x 8-bit 96 ICs 
soliv CXK58257ANI 3321K x 8-bit 64 ICs 
Table 7.7 
The EDAC systems are identical to those in the PCE, as is the systern of washing the 
inernorv. However, because of its large size, the liardware-ED. AC protected CPU memory takes 
5 12 seconds to wash. Similarly. the larger software-block-code-ED, AC protected RANIDISKs 
take 13,3 12 seconds to wash. SEU data are recorded, and downloaded each day - as descnbed 
for the PC E- 
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7.3.7 Summary of Memory Technology 
System Mfr. Device Size Type (Quantity) Bits 
Monitored 
I 'oS. 11 -2 Mostek MKB4116J-83 16K xI NMOS DRAM ( 1-1) 100,0os 
OBC 
Texas TMS4416-15NL 16K x4 NMOS DRANI 
Texas TMS4416-20L 16K x4 NMOS DRAM 0 
Uo&, 17-2 DSR Toshiba TC5516AP-2 2K x8 CMOS SRAM (96) 786,43,2 
(, 'o, 'ýAT-2 DCE Harris HM6504 4KxI CMOS SRAM (48) 147,41, o 
-3 x H6564 16Kx 4 Hvhrids) 
HaMs M16516-2 2K x8 CMOS SRAM (2) 
Harris M16516-9 2K x8 CMOS SR, -\Nl 0) 18,43 2 
Hitachi HM6264LP- 12 SK x8 CNIOS SRAM (8) 5 -14.2 SS 
Hitachi HM6116L-3 2K x8 CN10S SRAM (8) 
Hitachi HM6116-3 2K x8 CNIOS SRAM (8) 245,70 
UoSAT-3 EDI EDH8832C-15KN/tHR 32K x8 CNIOS SRAM (1) 
OBC-0 EDI EDH8832P-85KMHR 32K x8 CMOS SRAM (1) 393,216 
IDT IDT71256-S45CRE 32K x8 CMOS/epi SRAM (2) 368,640 
IoSA 7'- 3 Hitachi HC62256 32K x8 CNIOS SRAM (8) 1,572ý864 
PCE CPU ( SxAISAM327TI-10 32K x8 11A 11' I'ack-tiges) 
NEC D43256AC-IOL 32K x8 CMOS SRAM (4) 786,432 
EDI EDH8832C-15KMHR 32K x8 CMOS SRAM (4) 786.432 
1 /OX, IT- -I Hitachi HM62256LFP-12T 32K x8 CMOS SRAM (32) 8.35,55,840 
RAMDISK ( 8xllAlS628128, lIL1`-15 128K x8 IfAll, 111-hritiv) 
Hitachi HM62256LFP-IOT 32K x8 CMOS SRAM (64) 16,711 ý680 
( 8xlWS62256SILl'-12 256K x8 1 1A 11' 1 /Ol ridO 
Mitsubishi MSM256AFP-70 32K x8 CMOS SRAM (32) 8,355,840 
( Sx IWS62256SILP-12 256K x8 1 1A 11' HO) ridV) 
I 1ýoX, 1 T- 5 Hitachi HC628128 128K x8 CMOS SRAM (8) 6,291,4 r, o 
OBC- 186 ( SxIIS. 11812817,1-10 128k. v 8 11A 11' 1 laCk-tiges) 
(10S. -IT-5 NEC D43256AGU-IOL 32K x8 CMOS SRAM 02) 8,3) 840 
RAMDISK ( 4xAlS8256RLVLI-12 256K x8 I/All" IýVbrids) 
NEC D43 I OOOGW- I OL 128K x8 CMOS SRAM (64) 00,840,720 
( 8xAlS81000RLVL1-12 1A I -V 8 IWI'llv-hrids) 
Sonv CXK58100OM-IOL 128K x8 CMOS SRAM (32) ',,, 423,360 
( 4xAlS81000RLVlI-l2 IA f, V 8 fflIPlIv, brids) 
SSO 7' Sonv CXK58 1000 128K x8 CMOS SRAM (8) 6,2 91A r, o 
OBC- 186 ( 8xAlS. 1181281TI-10 128K x8 fflfl-Packciges) 
S80 7' NEC D43 I OOOGW- I OL 128K x8 CMOS SRAMs (96) 100,270,080 
RAMDISK ( l"xAlS8lOOORLVL1-J2 1AIX 8 ffllIllýi-hrids) 
NEC D43256AGU-IOL 32K x8 CMOS SRAM (16) 4,177,920 
-. vAlS8"56RLVLI-12 256K x8 
11A fl, I lv, h rids) 
Sonv CXK58257AM-70L 32Kx8 CMOS SRAM (16) 4.177ý920 
-. vAM`56RLVLI-l-,, 
'56k. v S ILI III III -h tld. v) 
KITS. II-I Sonv CXK581000 128K x8 CMOS SRAM (8) 6,291.4'0 
OBC- 186 ( 8xAlS. 1181281TI-10 128K x8 11A 11) Mlckage. v) 
07S 17'- 1 Soiiv CXK58100IM-70L 128K x8 CMOS SRAM (96) 100,270.080 
RAMDISK 1-I. VAIS8100ORKATI-12 /A Ix 8 
Sonv 1557AM-70L CXK58ý 32K x8 CNIOS SRA%l S. '. S, 40 
( 256K. v8 IA /I) /ýl -1,1-1do 
Table 7. S 
Notes: HNIP = Hybrid Memory Products-. 
All HMP Hybrids are plastic encapsulated devices on fibreglass boards. HNIP Packages are ceramic 
carriers. 
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7.4 Ground-Segment Data Handling and Analysis 
7.4.1 Data Recovery and Archiving 
Iffie recovery and initial data processing of the UoSAT-2 memory systems' SEU data has 
already been described. Because the UoSAT-3 1802 OBC is operated in the same way as the 
UoSA T-2 OBC, its data are also processed in much the same way. 
SEU Data from the PCE and various OBC- I 86s are handled via the spacecrafts' store-and- 
forward systems, in much the same way as described for CREDO and the other radiation 
payloads (see Section 6.2.3). In this case, error-log data are stored in binary files identified by 
the name "ELYYmnuld", which are downloaded each day, and archived onto CD-ROM. 
Error-log data-files are retrieved, usually on a month-byv-month basis, for further processing 
and analysis. My batch file "PROCESS. BAT", takes each day's error-log file and extracts from 
it those errors which were detected and corrected by the hardware-EDAC system (i. e. those that 
occurred in the CPU memory), and stores them in an ASCII format file. This file records the 
time that the errors were detected (according to the spacecraft clock), and gives the address of 
the error, which is recorded to the nearest 256-byte block. This is sufficient to locate the error 
to a specific device-type. No information is available on which bit (of the 12) was in error. 
More information is available on the errors detected in the RAMDISK by the software 
EDAC system, and so these errors are extracted and recorded in a further three ASCII format 
files. The first file extracts all single-bit errors (SEUs) which were detected and corrected by 
the software block code. The file records the time that the error was detected, the precise byte 
address of the error and an error-bit-pattern which indicates which bit of the byte flipped (it 
does not record the direction of the flip 0- 1 or 1 -0). A second file records all those multiple-bit 
upsets (MBUs) which were detected and corrected by the code (i. e. the error-bits must be 
confined to a single byte with a 256-byte block). This also records the time, address and error- 
bit-pattem of each error. The third file records all severe-errors. IMese are errors which were 
detected by the block-code, but which could not be corrected (i. e. two or more bytes in the 
block were affected). In this case no error-pattern is available, just the time and start-address of 
the 256-byte block which was in error. In all these cases, the information is sufficient to locate 
the error to a specific device'. 
Data from each day I- s error-log are concatenated into each of these files (one set of files per 
spacecraft) until the whole month's data have been analysed. Further software is then used to 
analyse the data in terms of the time-history of upsets and (where possible) find the spatial 
location of spacecraft when the errors occurred. 
5 Except for the (o, -, 4 T-3 RAMDISK, where the distribution of Hitachi and Mitsubishi devices is not 
known. 
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Fig. 7.11 
.- PCE and OBC-186 Error-Log File: Initial Data-Processing 
7.4.2 Single-Event Effects Statistics and Temporal Analysis 
Once the data are in ASCII-forniat for-in, I carrv out further processing" to extract 
inforniation on tile occurrence of SEUs in ternis of the devices affected, and the numbers of 
upsets per day, etc. 
Table 7.9 shows the essential features and bit-error infomiation available from all the 
hardware-EDAC systerris on board the vanous spacecraft. 
HA, R. DNN'ARE-EDAC (PROGRAM NIENIORY) SYSTEMS 
System 
Time 
Standard 
Address 
Resolution 
Error-Bit 
Information 
Wash Cycle 
Time 
UoSA T-2 OBC OBC Clock Upset Býle None 41)5 seconds 
UoSA T- " DCE TLM Clock Upset Býle None 3 15 seconds 
UoSA T-3 OBC OBC Clock Upset Byte None 148 seconds 
UoS, 4 T-3 PCE PCE Clock 256 Bvte Block None 256 seconds 
OBC- 186s OBC Clock 256 B,., Ie Block None 5 12 seconds 
Table 7.9 
"I have created a database of all events- the OSIRIS (Orbiting Satellite lonising Radiation 
Interactions %%Itli Semiconductors) database, and a suite of data-processing progranis mduch can 
manipulate and present the data in various ways. 
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Unfortunately, the raw data can be nusleading, and need some interpretation: 
Firstly, the time-stamps (which indicate when the bit-error was detected) are derived from 
various spacecraft clocks, all of which may be reset from time-to-time by ground-command. 
Therefore, the recorded time is not necessarily correct. For example, the Telemetry Clock on- 
board UoSAT-2 runs 0.1 seconds per day fast, and was last reset on 7th July 1988. The 
UoSAT-2 OBC clock is derived from a software counter, and runs 4 seconds per day fast. This 
has been regularly reset. The OBC-186 clocks are much more stable, and are reset on a regular 
basis, however, it is not unknown for them to be incorrectly set by an improper ground- 
command. Thus, in order to derive the correct time information, I build into my processing 
software the various rates of the clocks, and the time-reset information, gleaned from the 
spacecraft operator's command logs. Other authors [SHIN-951 have analysed the spacecraft 
SEU data without making these corrections, and have been driven to quite false conclusions! 
Secondly, because the hardware-EDAC wash routine is washing the memory in ivhich it 
itself is stored, occasionally, a bit-error will occur in one of the bytes that constitutes this code. 
Figure 7.12 shows the wash loop. Thus, suppose the routine is washing a block of memory at 
address AAAAhe,, which is actually free from bit-errors. The very act of executing the wash code 
will cause the hardware-error counter to increment whilst doing this, and so the routine will be 
fooled into logging an error for this block. In fact, it Will continue to do this block-by-block, 
until it actually washes over the true error-location, whereupon the bit-error will be corrected. 
Thus, the effect will be to generate a long list of bit-errors in consecutive memory locations, 
which suddenly end at an address associated with the wash routine itself (which is actually low 
down in the address space:! ý - 0100h,,,, ). Fortunately, as this behaviour is so different from the 
normal occurrence of bit-errors, it is easy to detect and filter out. 
Disable inte7pts I 
Disable DNIIA 
I 
Ix := EDAC count I 
Read 2S6 bytes 
Write 256 bytes 
y := EDAC count 
Enable interrupts 
Enable DNIA 
I 
Log crror 
Fig. 7.12 : Harchvare-EDA C Wash Routine [WARD-931 
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Having corrected the error-detection times. and filtered out the false-logging of errors. it is 
possible to analyse the data on a device-by-clevice basis. I can thus find the dailý- error-rate for 
each device-type. 
7.4.2.1 Multiple-Bit Error Analysis: Hardware EDAC System 
'Me Hanmung (12,8) EDAC code cannot correct a word if it contains more than one bit- 
error, therefore an important part of the analysis is to find the probability of such c%ents 
occurring on the basis of the observed error-rates. 
One mecharusm by which un-correctable errors can occur, is by the accumulation of bit- 
errors within a 12-bit Hamming word due to singJe-bit upsets (SEUs) caused by Mdepetidew 
particle strikes. 
The "window of vulnerability" for this process is defined by the wash-cycle time, as am- 
single-bit errors are cleared each wash cycle. Making the assumption that the particle strikes 
in a sing)e word i arrive randomly, then the chance of such bit-errors appearing, by coincidence II is 
given by Poisson statistics: 
upset per "target") =I-[ (I + ýit) e-" ] [Eqn. 7.1 ] 
where. 
the window of vulnerability time, 
ýt = the mean upset rate per "target" (e. g. a Hamnung word). 
For example, given the observed SEU-rate of -1.5 x 10-5 SEU bit-' day-' for the Texas 4416 
devices (wl-iich has the highest SEU-rate of any of the UoSA T memory devices), and a "target" 
of 12 bits (i. e. one Hanu-ning word), then the mean error-rate per target word is ýI = 1.25 xIV 
SEU minute-'. So in the wash-time, t=8.25 mmutes, the probability of observing more than In 
one bit-flip per target word is'. 
P(>l upset per 12-bits) =I-[ (I + ýtt) Olt ]=5.32 x 
10-13 [Eqn. 7.2 ] 
i. e. Virtualiv zero. 
This would be a reasonable model if the errors were due to a source which could be 
charactensed by a single statistic - the mean error-rate. However, I would argue that the mean 
observed error-rate (measured on a "per day" basis) is not a fair measure for estimating the 
probability of coincidences. This is because most of the errors are seen to occur during the 
brief traversals of the South- Ad antic Anomaly (SAA), and therefore the effective error-rate 
(per minute) inside the SAA is (much) higher than the overall daily averaged error-rate would 
suo, (Yest. _X=1 
Aii Insight into thls effect can be gained through the use of the AP8 trapped proton 
en"ronnient model* 
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Using the AP8MIN environment model, with the Jensen and Cain GSFC II b6 magnetic 
field model, set to the 1964 epoch, I calcLilate that UoSAT-2 is exposed to an orbit-averaged n 
integral fluence (at 30 MeV) of -5.2 x 
106 protons cm-2 dav-', which is equivalent to a mean 
integral flux of -60 protons cm 
-2 s -1 
In ground-based proton beam-tests, the proton-induced SEU cross-section of the Tc\as 
4416 devices was found to be -1.3 x 
10-12 CM2 bit-' (at 100 MeV), which, vdieii multiplied bv 
-6 1 this calculated fluence, gives an estimated proton upset rate of -7 x 10 SEU bit-' day- . 
This is within a factor of two of the actual observed error-rate, and so the calculated fluence 
seems reasonable (as indeed I concluded in Chapter 6). The AP8MIN model also shows that the 
peak integral proton flux for UoSAT-_' at 30 MeV energay is -4,300 protons cni-2 s-1 (at tile 
heart of the SAA). Therefore, if we assume that the proton-induced SEU-rates are proportional 
to proton-fluxes (>30 MeV), then the ratio of the peak SEU-rate to mean SEU-rate will be the 
same as the ratio of peak proton flux to mean proton flux - i. e. -70- 1. 
However, even taking the peak SEU-rate (per 12-bit word) as tivo ot-ders of magnitude 
greater than the mean (i. e. ýt = 1.25 x 10-' SEU word-' nUnute-'), still s*ves a vanishingly small 
probability of coincident events(5.3 x 10-9). 
This demonstrates that, despite the sensitive nature of the Texas DRAMs, the wash cycle- 
time of the UoSAT-2 OBC is more than adequate to keep the memory free from un-correctable 
errors due to independent accumulated SEUs. This is even more true for the various hardware- 
EDAC protected SRAM devices, as they all have observed error-rates which are considerably 
lower than those of the UoSA T-2 DRAM devices (typically -IX 10-6 SEU bit-' day-'), and their 
wash cycle times are generally faster. 
The disparity between peak proton-flux, and orbit-averaged proton flux is greatest for the 
low-altitude UoSAT-2. An analysis of the much higher KITSAT-I (or S801T) orbit shows that 
these spacecraft are exposed to a much greater orbit-averaged integral proton fluence (at 
30MeV) of -8.2 x 107 protons cm-2 day-', which is equivalent to a mean integral flux of Q50 
protons crn -2 s4. Similarly, the peak integral proton flux for KITSA T- I at 30 %IeV energy is 
much higher at - 14,500 protons cm -2 s -1 (at the heart of the SAA). However, the ratio of peak- 
to-mean flux is only -15-1 (as compared to 70: 1 for UoSA T-2) suggesting that the peak SEU- 
rate for KITSA T-I and SSO'T can be no greater than 15 times the mean observed SEU-rate. 
Again, as a check, we may calculate the expected error-rate from the proton-beam measured 1.7-- 
SEU cross-sections, which for the KITS. 4T-I Prograin Meniory SRA%I devices is -1 x 10-"' 
cni2 bit-' ( >50NIfeV), Thus, vTe rnav crudelv estimate the SEU-rate to be -8.2 \ 10-7 SEU bif' 
day-', which is very close to the actual observed rate of Ix 104' SEU bit-' day-' 
30 %IeV is a reasonable lower energN bound for the onset of proton-indUced nuclear reactions (and 
therefore SEUs) in the silicon memorv devices. 
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Sirrular analyses for U6SAT-3 and -5 show peak-to-mean proton-flux ratios of 50ý I for each 
of these spacecraft. 
I therefore conclude that all the various Hanumng (12,8) coded hardware-EDAC-protected I- 
memories on the UoSAT spacecraft are all well protected against un-correctable errors due to 
independent SEUs. 
To keep a memory free from uncorrectable errors due to accumulated independent SEUs it 
is simply necessary to wash it at a rate which is sufficiently fast compared to the ineinoi-y's 
mean error-rate. 
For memory devices which have a bit-wide architectures, this is the only requirement. 
However, for devices which have a multi-bit-wide architectures, there is a second niechallisin 
by which multiple-bit errors can occur: 
A single particle strike can cause two or more bits to flip within a device. I call this a 
single-event multiple-bit upset (MBU). In general N1BUs will cause bit-errors to be 
distributed over two or more bytes, but where a device has an architecture which is more than 
one bit wide, then, depending upon precise details of the physical layout, and the nature of the 
particle strike, there is a chance that some of these bits will be in the same logical byte - thus 
constituting a single-byte multiple-bit upset (SNIU). 
SMUs are neither correctable nor detectable by the Hanuning (12,8) code, however MBUs 
are detectable (and correctable) provided that they result in singJe-bit flips distributed over two 
or more bytes. Thus, we have a potential mechanism for inferring the eXistence of SNI_Us. 
I have therefore, where possible, analysed the memories for MBUs (that is for events which 
have occurred within one wash period of one another), and used Poisson statistics to determine 
whether of not any these are consistent with independent events or must be the result of single 
particle strikes. Where the device architecture is known, I have been able to infer the existence 
of SMUs given the observation of N1BUs (see Section 7.5.1.2). 
7.4.2.2 Multiple-Bit Effor Analysis: Software EDAC Systems 
Table 7.10 shows the essential features and bit-error information available from all the 
software-EDAC systems on-board the various spacecraft (as before, the error-detection times, 
derived from the various spacecraft clocks, need correcting to "real time"). 
It is much easier to carry out an SN4_LJ analysis for the software-EDAC protected memories, 
as the powerfW block-codes give precise information on the bit-location (in logical address 
space) of any number of errors which occur within a singJe býie. 
NIBUs which occur across two bytes in any block will be detectable (but not correctable) 
and result in a what I call a "severe" error. 
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SOFTWARE-EDAC (RAMD]SK 
_NJENIORY) 
SYSTEMS 
System 
Time 
Standard 
Address I Error-Bit 
Resolution Information 
NN . ash Cycle 
Time 
UoSA T-2 DCE TLM Clock Upset Býle Yes 19 seconds 
UoSAT-3 PCE PCE Clock Upset Býle Yes 4, OQ6 secotids 
OBC- I 86s OBC Clock Upset Byte Yes 13,3.1 _' semids 
Table 7.10 
In a previous analysis JUNDE-91d], I calculated the probabIlity of severe-errors OCCUrnng III =P 
the RAMDISKs Vven the mean observed error-rates. From this, I calculated that we should see 
a severe error a few times per year, if they were due to random coincidences, and dius, the fact 
they we actually see a much larger number than this (typically one every two days) suggests 
that single-events are causing, multiple-bit upsets. 
However, taking into account the peak SEU-rates of the SAA changes the calculatim 
somewhat. For example, consider the UoSA T-3 PCE RAMDISK: 
The target is a R-S coded block of 255 8-bit bytes; the Aqndow of vulnerability is the wash- 
cycle time- t=4,096 seconds, and the observed error-rate Is -I x 106 SEU bit-' day-' 
Thus, ýt = 0.002 SEU block-' day-', and the probability of more than one error per block is'. 
P(> 1 up s et p er b1 ock) =1- [( 1+ ýit) e-"] ;k5x 10 -' [Eqn. 7.3 j 
Given that the RAMDISK has 16,384 blocks, and there are 2 1.1 washes per day (-- 345,600 
"trials" per day), this gives a probability of --0.002 severe-errors per day for the RAMDISK. 
A sinular calculation for the UoSAT-5 RAMDISK (t--13,312 seconds, 53,248 blocks, 6.5 
washes per day; 7.4 x 10-7 SEU bit-' day-'), spves an expected -0.0 1 severe-errors per day. 
However, consider the effect of a peak SEU-rate which is 50 times the mean-rate, and 
which occurs on every major SAA traversal (say -6 times per day - see Figure 6.18). Now, the 
window of vulnerability to this error-rate Is not the wash-cycle time - but is the SAA traversal 
time per wash (say -6 minutes for UoSAT-3, but -12 ininutes for UoSAT-5 which completes 
inore than two orbits per wash). T'lle severe-error probabilities now clian, (: ), ., e 
to -0.0 1 per day for 
I 'OX4T-_)'RAMDISK, and -0.05 per day for UoSAT-5 -Le. five times hig _, 
h e r. 
However, these figures are still much smaller than the actual observed severe-error rates, 
and so the original premise (that thev are mainiv due to single-events) still holds true. 
'MeSSO T R. kNIDISK is more complex to analyse (Figure 6.19). but at -10 SAA traversal s 
of -15 minutes, with a peak error-rate 15 times the mean (of -5 x 
10-6 SEU bit-' day-'), I 
estimate that there should be -0.7 multiple-bit errors per day - %ýe actualk, observe --" IIILlltlple- 
bit-errors per dav (see Section 7 5. &2). 
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7.4.3 Spatial Analysis 
The maximum delay between a bit-error occurring and its actual detection bv die EDAC 
system is one wash-cycle penod, P. T'hus, if a bit-error is detected at time T, it MLISt have 
occurred sometime between T and T-P, i. e. on average: T-P12. Tlius, I can record the time that 
the error occurred as T-P12, and note that the uncertainty in this is ±P12. 
The wash cycle times of the hardware-EDAC protected memory dexqces are sufficiently 
small (! ý 512 seconds) to enable the position of the spacecraft to be deternilned to fair aCCUracy 
(< ±2,000 krn along-track, i. e. < ±16' of latitude assunung a polar orbit). 'Thus, by calculating Z_ 
the position of the spacecraft at the time of the upsets via iny perturbed Keplenan orbit models, 
I am able to plot out the geographical position of the satellite when the error occurred (see 
Figures 7.14,7.20,7.26,7.28 and 7.29). 
Unfortunately, except in the case of the UoSAT-2, this is not possible with the various 
software-EDAC protected memones, as the wash cycle-time is too long to give any precise =0 
timing information on the errors. 
By defining a "box" arowid the SAA region, it is possible to separate out those errors which 
are due to GCRs and SPEs (outside the box), and those which are due primarily to trapped 
protons (inside the box). 11-ils may be done more precisely by converting tile geographical *D 
position of the SEUs to B-L co-ordinates using a magnetic field model, and then separating out 
those events which occur on L-shells less than 2.5 Eard-i-radii (inside the SAA), from those that 
occur on higher L-shells. However, the box method is faster, and within the position resolution 
of the data, gives the same results. 
Figure 7.13 shows the results of my analysis of the UoSA T-3 PC ECPU memory, where the 
geographical position of the SEUs has been converted into B-L co-ordinates. It clearly shows 
that the peak SEU-rate corresponds to the peak in the trapped proton population at L= 1.4 RI., 
and also that the vast majority of the upsets are confined to L-shells less than -2 RI.,. 
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7.5 In-Orbit Observations and Principal Results 
7.5.1. UoSAT-2 On-Board Computer (OBC) Memory. 
7.5.1.1 Trends and Environmental Correlations 
The UoSAT-2 OBC memory is organised as 48K x 12-bits and is protected bv hardware 
EDAC (HanuTung (12,8) code). A byte is washed approximately every 1/100"' of a second, 
giving a wash-penod for the entire memory of 8.25 nunutes. 
During the period 5/9/88 to 31/5/92, in 1,342 days of observation, 982 bit-flip events were 
observed in the Mostek NIIKB4116 16K x1 -bit DRAMs and 7,995 events were observed in the 
Texas TMS4416 16K x 4-bit DRAMs. Interestingly the "per bit-day" nomiallsed error-rate for 
the devices has a ratio of 4-1 matching the relative size of the devices. 
The wash period gives a latitude uncertainty in the orbital position of ±1 5", and plotting tile 
data (Figure 7.14) clearly shows that for the Texas 4416 devices, the majonty of the errors 
(approximately 77%) occur in the SAA region. The events at high latitudes show the effect of 
galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) and solar particle events (SPEs). A very similar pattern occurs 
with the Mostek 4116 devices, with 73% of the errors occurr-ing in the SAA. 
UoSAT-Z OBC Texas TMS4416 16E x 4-Bit NMOS DRAM SEUs 
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Fig. 7.14: Orbital Position of All Logged Texas TMS4416 DRAM Upset Events 
Figures 7.15-7.17 show the ]ong-terni trends in SEU-rate for the Texas 4416 devices. The 
plot of the daily SEU coLint (Figure 7.15) shows occasional large peaks in SEU-rate which are 
found to correspond with major solar particle events. The events of October 1989 and March 
I QQ I are particLdarly noticeable. 
180 
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ining a "box" (95'W to 150 E longi, tude, 65' S to 15' N latitude) around the SAA By def i 
region, it is possible to separate out those errors which are due to GCRs and SPEs (outside the 
box) and those which are due pnmanly to trapped protons (inside the box). 
Plotting the data for the two regions on a month-by-month basis shows the relative trends. 
Once the effect of major solar-particle events is accounted for, the SEU-rate outside of the 
SAA (Figure 7.16) has remamed fairly constant, With perhaps a slight rise reflecting the rise in 
GCR-flux as measured by the UoSAT-3 CREDO payload over the same period (see inset). 
However, over the same period, the SEU-rate iriside the SAA (Figure 7.17) has dinUfflished 
from approximately 160 SEUs per month to 100 SEUs per month. A sirmlar trend is found for 
the Mostek 4116 DR-AM devices. One possible explanation is due to the decay in UoSAT-2's 
orbital altitude which has occurred over the observation period. Its mean altitude has fallen 
from 680 to 660 km, and analysis with the AP8MAX model indicates that the that the proton 
flux (>30MeV) should have fallen by approximately 20%. By itself, this would be insufficient 
to explain the drop in SEU-rate (-63%), however, observations with the UoSAT-3 CREDO 
payload show an unexpected 20% drop in SAA flux levels (for HAD Channel 1) M the period 
1990-92 (see Section 6.3.2.1), which, when extrapolated back to 1988, and when combined 
with the UoSA T-2 altitude drop, would be sufficient to explain the fall in SEU-rate. 
Figure 7.18 shows a more detailed correlation between the March 1991 SPE (as observed 
by CREDO) and the daily error-rate observed in the Texas 4416 devices. These very sensitive 
DRAM devices do respond to SPEs, whereas the Mostek 4116 DRAMs are much less affected. 
The UoSAT-2 SRAMs show Virtually no influence from SPEs except in the case of the 
October 1989 flare, which produced exceptionally high particle-fluxes at Earth [MARV-911. 
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Fig. 7.18: UoSA T-3 CREDO Low-LET Channel Count Rate and 
UoSA T-2 TMS4416 Daily SEU Count (Outside SAA Region) 
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7.5.1.2 Mulfiple-Bit Upset 
In Section 7.4.2,1 showed that, given the observed error rates and the wash-penod of the 
UoSAT-2 OBC memory devices, there was a vanishingly small probability (-5 x 10-') that an 
uncorrectable single-byte-multiple-bit error could occur by the random coincidence of two 
independent SEUs. 
However, such uncorrectable errors could occur m the 4-bitwide Texas 4416 devices, if a 
single-particle strike can induce multiple-bit upsets (MBUs). Figure 7.19 shows that the 
internal architecture of the Texas 4416 device is such that pairs of bits corresponding to a 
single byte are in close physical proxinuty, and so if any MBUs are identified, the probability 
of single-byte multiple-bit upsets (SMUs) occurring must be high. 
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Fig. 7.19 : Texas IMS4416 Internal Architecture 
[Adapted from MOS Memory Data Book, Texas Instruments, 1992] 
However, before we can proceed with this analysis, we need to be able to distingwish 
between coincidental events due to independent particle strikes and true multiple-bit upsets 
caused by singJe particle strikes. In practice, tWs means ensuring that the probability of 
coincidences is suitably small - say < 0.01%. 
The statistical methods of Section 7.4.2, show that for the Texas 4416s, the probability of 
detecting two or more bit errors In a device by random chance, given the observed (daily) error- 
rates and wash period is: 
P(>1 upset per "device") =I-[ (I + ýit) e-l" ]=1.58 x 10-' [Eqn. 7.4] 
where: 
t= the window of vulnerability time = 8,25 rninutes', 
p= the mean upset rate per " 16K x 4-bit device" = 6.83 xI 0-4SEU device-' minute-' 
which is acceptably small. 
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However, if we assume (as I have previously argued) that the actual peak SEL-rate is -70 
times greater than the observed mean error-rate, then ýL = 0.048 SEU device-' minute-' and the 
probability of two or more bit errors per device due to random coincidence becomes -olo. 
T'herefore, if I take the "target" to simply be a whole memory device, I cannot 1pore the 
possibility of coincidences. 
must therefore consider a much smaller "target", so as to reduce the probability of 
coincidences. However, I can only do this if I am able to deduce the phjsical location of the 
bit-errors. Fortunately, the memory map of Figure 7.19 enables me to convert the logical 
address of bit-errors to a precise physical location on the die. 
Thus, the addresses of those events which were recorded as occurring within one wasli 
period of each other (i. e. the possibly simultaneous events) were traced back to their underlying 
die location in terrns of their row (R) and column/databit (CD) addresses. Those events which 
occurred within 8 rows and 8 column/databit addresses of each other were taken as being Z7- 
multiple events as this represented a "target" approximately 1,000 times smaller than the die, 
(thus, giving a negligible probability of coincidental independent upsets). 
'Me chosen area is approXimately 100 ýtrn x 180 ýtm. For comparison, the range of a typical 
5 MeV decay alpha-particle would be approximately 20 ýLm in silicon. 
Analysing the detectable and correctable errors in this way shows that of the 7,995 errors 
recorded in the TMS4416s: 
0 7120 were si4e-bit errors (94.7%) 
353 were double-bit errors (5%) 
28 were tnple-bit errors (0.3%) 
11 were quadruple-bit errors (0.1%) 
3 were quintuple-bit errors (<O. I %) 
3 were multiple-bit errors (7,8 and II bits) (i. e. 7,518 separate events). 
I'liese results indicate that SMUs mist be occurring, probably at similar levels to the 
number of NIBUs observed - i. e. the SNW-rate is likely to be -5-6% of the SEU-rate. 
In fact, such a SN4-LJ was unambiguously detected in June 1991, when we observed that a 
corrupted character had appeared in 3,008 bytes of text that had been stored in these devices 
for j ust four days. 
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Figure 7.20 shows the orbital position (± 15' latitude) of the double-bit errors. It can be seen 
that many of these occur in the SAA, indicating that protons (through induced nuclear 
reactions) are able to produce NIBUs in these devices. However, as might be expected, the 
events which involve five or more bits in error are observed to occur at high latitudes - 
consistent with a heavy ion cosnuc-ray induced upset mechanism. 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Fig. 7.20 .- 
Orbital Posit7on of UoSA T-2 TMS4416 Double-Byte Errors 
'Me three most extensive events all occurred near to the mag , netic poles and exhibit bit-flip 
patterns consistent with glancing-incidence heavy ion events. Fi, (: ), ures 7.21-7.23 show the row - 
column/databit address pattern associated with these events, indicating the path of the ion. 
In particular Figure 7.23 seems to show evidence for an ion travelling nearly parallel to tile 
die surface. 
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7.5.1.3 Hard-Errors and Latch- 
By the end of the observation period (June 1992), the UoSAT-2 OBC DRAM devices had 
been operating in orbit, without problem, for over eight years - accumulating a total dose of 
approximately 2 krad(SI). No hard-error (stuck-bit) or latch-up had occurred. 
In ground-tests (see Section 7.6.1), sinular Texas devices were tested under proton-bearns to 
4 krad(SO Without showing any sip of total dose-damage. In 
7.5.2 UoSAT-2 Data Store and Read-Out (DSR) Memory 
'Fhe DSR memory is organised. as 96K x8 bits and has no EDAC protection (see Section 
7.3.3). A fixed bit pattern has been left in the mernorv since 21/7/88 for SEU charactensation. 
I'lie entire memory contents are downloaded each week and anv bit changes are noted. During 
1,392 days of exposure, between 21/7/88 and 13/5/92,370 SEUs were recorded (i. e. on 
average abOLIt two upsets per week). No SMU error was observed. 
With die exception of die October I QSQ flares (which tnpled the number of errors recorded 
for the nionth), there is no strong correlation between solar particle actIVItV and error-rate. 
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7.5.3 UoSAT-2 Digital Communications Experiment (DCE) 
7.5.3.1 Program Memory: General Trends and Environmental Correlations- 
'flie DCE program memory is organised, as 16K x 12-bits and is protected by Hamnuri! z 
(12,8) code EDAC hardware. The memory comprises three Harns-constructed HNIO-564 16K x 
4-bit hybrids which each contain 16 Harris 6504 4K x1 -bit CMOS SRAMs. 
During the period 15/10/87 to 1/1/90, in 8 10 days of observation, 54 SEUs \ý ere detected in 
these memories, giving a mean observed SEU-rate of 4.52 x 10-- SEU bit day-'. T11111y of these 
SEUs occurred in the SAA region, thus, the trapped proton environment of the SAA is ail 
important source of SEUs for these memories (-55%), although the memories are [lot as 
sensitive to proton-induced upset as the UoSAT-2 DRAM devices. 
No long-terrn trends are discernible in the devices' error-rate, nor are there aw, ' apparent 
effects due to solar particle events. 
7.5.3.2 RAMDISK: General Trends and Environmental Coffelations 
The DCE RAMDISK is organised as 96K x 8-bits, comprising Hitachi HM6116 2K x 8-bit 
devices and HM6264 8K x 8-bit devices (see Section 7.3.2). Only 94K-bytes of the nieniory is 
actually in use as a hard failure occurred in one of the Hitachi HM6116 devices early oil in tile 
mission. The memory is protected via the Hodgart-Burton block code, and the entire memory is 
washed every 19 seconds ý ing excellent error time resolution (corresponding to ±0.6" of V Vi z-:, 
latitude). Because the check bytes are stored in the "General Memory Area", some error 
inforniation is also available on the Harris M16516 devices. 
During the period 7/7/88 to 14/10/91, in 1,194 days of observation, 270 SEUs were 
observed in the HM6264 devices and 176 SEUs were observed in the HM6116 devices, giving 
mean observed SEU-rates of 4.31 X 10-7 and 6.00 x 10-7 SEU bit day-' respectively. hi addition, 
5 SEUs were observed in the Hams M16516 devices, giving them an error rate of -2 x1 0-7 
SEU bit-' day-. 
I'lie orbital position of these single-byte single-bit events shows a very sirrular distribution 
to those for the OBC devices, with between 60% and 70% of the events occurring In the SAA 
7.5.3.33 RAMDISK: Multiple-Bit Upsets 
During the observation period fifteen "extended" errors (i. e. errors involving multiple-bytes) 
cre detected. 
Given that each "target" Hodgart-Burton code-block is 128 8-bit bNies, and the mean 
observed error-rate is around 5x 10-- SEU bit-' day-', the probability of these multiple-bit 
upsets being due to independent particle strikes occurring in a IQ second wash-cycle is 
negli, c,; ible - even assunUng aI 00-fold greater peak SEU-rate. 
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Tlle ordinary EDAC wash code can give no further information on these events. hoAc%er. 
anticipating this, a fixed bit pattern is always stored in any data-block ývhich is not in current 
use for message storage. '17hus, if an extended event occurs in one of these blocks, the precise 
bit changes can be identified. 
CW these fifteen extended events, six occurred in the FIM6264 devices, and two of these 
could be characterised. further - shoWing, that single bits in two bytes ý\ ith adjacent addresses 
had been upset. The upset bits were in the same logical bit-position in each b\ie. 
Eight extended errors occurred in the HM6116 devices, two of which showed singJL-bits (in 
the same bit position) had flipped in two bytes with a difference of address of two and four. 
One other extended error occurred which could not be traced back to a specific device, 
however the error was charactensed as a single-bit flip, in two adjacent byte-addresses, in the 
same logical bit position. Thus, whilst MBUs were observed, no single-byte multiple-bit upsets 
(SNIUs) were observed 
Only one of these extended events occurred in the SAA region, suggesting that heavy-ions 
are t eir pnmary cause. 
Summat-v of UoSA T--'DCE RAMDISK Error Data During 1,161 Dcns of Observation: 
HM6264: 270 SEUs (98%) 
6 NIB Us (2 %) 
HM6116: 176 SEUs, (96%) 
8 NIIB Us (4 %) 
7.5.3.4 Hard-Effors and Latch-Up 
One of the HM6116 devices suffered a hard failure in July 1988 (i. e. after 4 vear's of 
operation), and further failures occurred in the Harns 6504s in September 1991, which, 
because of their bit-wide architecture, resulted in pennarient bit-errors in some addresses in the 
DCE's Hardware-EDAC protected program memory. These did not cause the system to fall as 
such, but did leave it open to corruption from SEU-induced-bit errors. Tlierefore, the operation 
of the DCE as a communication payload was halted, however, the system remained powered up 
and continued to operate as a "by-pass" for the cornmand system. 
In growid-testing, some of the Harns 6504 devices failed at a relatively low proton-dose of 
ýven the low-dose rate inside L`oSA T-2 (and the very early failure of olle -8 krad(SI), however, Dig 
of the 6504s), total-dose failure is unlikely. All the SRAM types exhibited sHigle-event latch-up 
(SEL) under heavv-1on bombardment, and mv analvsIs (Section 7.6.1.3) suggests that SEL 
could have occurred in the 6116 SRAMs, and the 6_504s. However, if SEL was the cause of 
-my of the failures, it would imply that, indiodual dies failed i0thout drawing enough current 
to tnp-out the DCE power-smtch. Given that the power-switch kvill trip at a fc%\ hundred mA. 
this seems unlikely, but it is not impossible, as latch-up currents can be smaller than this. 
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7.5.4 UoSAT-3 Secondary On-Board Computer (OBC-0) Memory 
The UoSAT-3 OBC-0 on-board computer is based around an 1802 CPU and has a 
Hanumng (12,8) code EDAC protected memory, organised as 62K x 12-bits, and compnsed of 
EDI and fDT 32K x 8-bit CMOS SRAM devices (see Section 7.3.4). The entire memorv is 
washed in 148 seconds, giving a reasonable error time resolution. 
As error-rate data from this memory is available only on an occasional basis, I haýc not 
been able to analyse it for long term trends or N1BU effects. However, eveii from the limited 
data-set, it is clear that the majority of upsets (80-90%) occur in the SAA. 
Unfortunately, the fDT memory devices show a "soft" patch for odd addresses between 
E8DOh, and EAFFhexwhich seems to upset almost anywhere in the orbit and which accounts 
for 160 of the 170 upsets events observed! The devices are marked "Engineet-Ing Samples- aild 
were intended to show the effect of radiation harderung. It therefore seems likely that there is 
some form of fault with the die. If all the observed errors are included in the analysis, the 
observed error rate is 2.92 xI 0-6SEU bit-' day-', which is high compared to the other memories 
used in the spacecraft (e. g. the EDI devices had 86 SEUs: a rate of 1.38 x 10-" SEU bit-' day-') 
However, removing the "soft" patch from the analysis' leaves 10 SEUs, which gives all error 
rate of -2 x 10-7 SEU bit-' day-' . 
Eight of these ten SEUs occurred in the SAA region. 
The system has been monitored for a total of 158 days between 22/8/90 and 5/7/91 and no 
deterioration in the behaviour of the devices has been observed. The OBC has run mititiuousk, 
for over two years without showing any sign of erroneous behaviour, which suggests that 
SMUs are either not occurring, or have yet to occur in any vital code JUNDE-91e]. 
7.5.5 UoSAT-3 PACSAT Communications Experiment CPU Memory 
7.5.5.1 General Tends and Environmental Correlations 
Tlie PCE's 80C 186 processor has an EDAC protected memory organised. as 256K x 12-bits 
(16-bit bytes are coded as two parallel 12-bit quantities) comprising Hitachi, NEC aiid EDI 
32K x 8-bit CMOS SRAM devices (See Section 7.3.5). Four blocks of 256 12-bit bytes are 
washed each second and errors are logged. If more than one byte is upset in any block, onlý- a 
single error is recorded. 'T'he entire memory is washed in 256 secorids enabling the orbital 
locatioii of errors to be determined. It is seen that -87% of the errors occur iii the SAA 
During the period 20/6/91 to 31. /12/94, in 1,220 days of observation, 5,215 errors \wre 
logged (3,002 in the Hitachi HC62256s, 1,2241 in the NEC D43256s and 972 in the EDI 
EDHSS-')'-'s), giving error-rates of 1.56 x 10-6,1 . 
29 x 10-6 and 1.01 x Iff" SEU bit-' cla\-'ý 
respectively. 
c ignoring the 400o addresses of the 
f6rmEX-VX'h,, 
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Fig. 7.24: Trend in UoSAT-3PCE CPU Memory Monthly Upset Totals 
Figures 7.24 shows the trend in the monthly-totals of SEUs recorded for these menionies 1: 0 
dunng the four-and-a-half year period. June 1991 - January 1996. 
For the region outside of the SAA, there has been a factor of two increase in the observed 
SEU-rate, which correlates well With the factor of two increase in GCR-flux recorded bv 
CREDO (see Section 6.3.1). There has also been an increase of around 20'o in SEL. -rate 
measured inside the SAA over the same period, whicil again correlates well with results from 
CREDO (see Section 6-3.2). As I "OS. 4 T-3 spends approximately 14.5'o of its time m the S AA- 
region, the question arises as to whether or not this increase in SEU-rate is simply due to 
changes in the GCR-flux encountered in the SAA-region. However, my analysis of CREDO's 
results indicate that the bulk of tile rise in GCR-flux has occurred at loýý-nDdlfies (i. e. at higb 
L-shells), and therefore it seems reasonable to assume that the rise in SEU-rate lil tile SAA- 
region (L < 2.5 Rj: ) does reflect changes M the trapped proton population, rather than bellig, 
entireiv due to tile chanCres in GCR-flux encountered in that reDon. 
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7.5.6 UoSAT-3 PCE RAMDISK Memory 
7.5.6.1 General Trends and Environmentai Correlations 
Ilie PCE RAMDISK memory is organised as 4M x 8-bits, with data stored in 256-byte 
blocks (of which one byte of each block is unused). It compnses a mixture of Hitachi and 
Mitsubishi 32K x 8-bit CMOS SRAMs (see Section 7.3.5). 
The memory is protected Wa the RS (255,252) block code, and four 255-byte blocks are 
washed every second, i 'no, a wash period for die entire meniory of 4,0()6 seconds. 11iis period gj Vi 
is too great to give really meaningful orbital error-location inforrnation, however, plottin-,, e th 
data on a world niap does show that die vast majority of errors occur on orbits which are 
centred on the SAA. 
Comparisons Of Upset-rates with CREDO data suggests that there was an enhancement in 
the error-rate during the major SPE of Ruie 10th-I Ith lQQI (see Figure 7.25). Mining this 1: 0 1=0 
event, the high-latitude count-rate for the low Linear-Energy Transfer (LET) channel of the 
CREDO instrument reached levels nornially fOLind only during a traversal of the SAA. A similar 
factor of two increase in the daily error-rate occurred with the SPF of 2nd November 1002 
Fig. 17.25: UOSA F-3 PCE XAA, lDISk Errors and CREDO Particle Count Data 
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During the period 9/4/91 to 31/12/94, in 1,3 10 clays of observation, 48,896 singIL-bit upsets 
were recorded in the RAMDISK giving an average SEU-rate of 1.12 x 10`6 SEU bit-' da\--' 
Over this period there has been a general rise in SEU-rate from -POO per month in Aprd 
1991 to -1,200 per month in December 1994. This 331o increase in SEU-rate is consistent Ný-itll 
the observed changes M the trapped proton and GCR envirorunents. 
Interestingly, over the same period, the "severe" error-rate (i. e. upsets which affected two 
bytes in a block) approXimately doubled - rising from -4-5 per month to -10-12 per ii1onth. 
This is consistent with the observed changes in the GCR etivirorunent, and is lugýllv suggesti% c 
that the GCRs are primarily responsible for multiple-bit errors in these memories. 
7.5.6.2 Multiple-Bit LJpsets 
During this penod, 509 "severe" errors and 5 apparent SMUs were observed. GiNvii the 
observed SEU-rate (per 256-byte block) of ýt= 0.0023 errors day-', and the wasli time of t 
4,096 seconds, the probabilities of more than one bit-error per block per wash cycle is 6x 10-9 
Even assuming the peak SEU-rate is 50 times greater than the mean observed rate (see Sectioii 
7.4.2), the probability of coincident SEUs is still only -1 % per day for the entire RAMDISK - 
i. e. on average we expect one severe or multiple-bit error every 100 days. 
Thus, given that the observed multiple-bit errors comprise approximately 1% of the total 
number of errors detected - i. e. one multiple-bit error every 2-3 days, the observed probabilit,,, 
is much too high to be ascribed to coincidences due to independent particle strikes. 
The (apparent) SMUs are as follows: (the I's indicate the position of the bit-flips): 
19/01/90 bit error pattern = 181,,,. (00011000) (Early operations phase prior to wasil 
14/01/91 bit error pattern = 55hex. (01010101) being implemented), 
10/09/91 F3hex. (I I 110011) i. e. 6 bits flipped, 
10/12/91 55hex. (01010101) i. e. 4 bits flipped-, 
28/12/91 FEhex- (I IIII 110) i. e. 7 bits flipped 
13/01/92 FFI,,,. (I IIIII 11) i. e. 8 bits flipped, 
29/03/92 OCI,,,. (00001100) i. e. 2 bits flipped. 
Many of these events show apparently large numbers of bit-errors Within a bNie, and as thev 
were logged as single-byte correctable errors, the surrounding bytes must be unaffected 
However, I tl'unk it unlikely that so many bit-errors could be confined to one b"ie, whilst the 
surrounding bytes rernain unaffected, and so I doubt that these are true single-byte multiple-bit 
upsets. Instead, I think it more likely that these apparent SNIUs are, in fact, 1111scol-l-ections of 
tnple-bvte errors -a feature inherent in the modified Reed-Solomon block coding, scheme III 
aiiv case, these events are very rare, representing only 0.0 Po of the observed errors. 
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7.5.6.3 Hard Errors and Latch-Up 
No hard-errors or latch-ups were detected during the observation period. Indeed these 
devices did not exhibit latch-up in ground-based testing either. 
7.5.7 UoSAT-5 On-Board Computer (OBC-186) CPU Memory and RAMDISK 
7.5.7.1 General Trends and Environmental Correlations 
The OBC-186's 8OC186 processor has an EDAC protected memory orgarused as 512K x 
12-bits (16-bit bytes are coded as two parallel 12-bit quantities) and is comprised of Fhtachi 
128K x 8-bit CMOS SRAMs. 'I'lie system is washed in 512 seconds enabling the orbital 
location of errors to be detemuned with reasonable accuracy, and it is seen that the vast 
majority (-90%) of the errors occur in the SAA region (see Figure 7.26). 
Q 
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Fig. 7.26: UoSA T-5 Program Memory (Hitachi 128K x 8-bit CWS SRAAfs) SEUs 
During the period 20/7/91 to 31/12/94, in 1,218 days of observation, 2,951 errors were 
logged (of which 2,644OCCUITed in the SAA), giving, a mean observed SEU-rate of 3.85 x 10-7 
SEU bit-' day-, Much is approximately one quarter of that for the Ffitachi 32K x 8-bit devices 
on-board UoSA T-3. 
There was a small increase in SEU-rate on 2/11/92 corresponding with a major solar 
particle event (as detected by the UoSA T-3 CREDO payload), otherwise the devices show no 
effects from the SPEs in this penod. 
1013 
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The devices show a general mcrease in SEU-rate over the obser-vation period of the order of 
20-30% in the SAA region, and approXimately a factor of two outside of the SAA reý4ion. 71iis 
is consistent with the U6SAT-3 SEU data, and again, reflects the changes In the envIronmem 
observed with CREDO. 
The UoSA T-5 OBC- 186 RAMIDISK memory is orgamsed as I)'\ 1x8 bits, with data stored 
in 256-byte blocks (of which one byte is unused). 12N'l-bytes are made up from Sony and NEC 
128K x 8-bit devices and the remain-ing INl-byte is made up from NEC 3321K \ 8-bit deNices 
The memory is protected by the RS (255,252) code and is washed in an identical , \aN- to the 
UoSAT-3 PCE RAMIDISK. However, as the memory is larger (13) M-bytes as compared to 4 
M-bytes), it takes a correspondingly longer time to complete the wash cycleý 13.3) 12 seconds. 
As this corresponds to approXimately 2.25 orbits, the geographical location of the SEL s cannot 
be determined. 
During the period 18/7/91 to 31/12/94, in 1,220 days of observation, 70,187 slilgje-bit 
upsets occurred- 56,186 in the NEC 128K x 8-bit devices, 310 in the Sonv 128K x 8-bit 
devices, and 13,641 in the NEC 32K x 8-bit devices. These results imply mean error-rates of 
6.89 x 10-7 , 
7.60 x 10-9, and 1.34 xI 0-6SEU bit-' day-' respectively. 
All the devices (except Sony) show a 15-201o increase in SEU-rate over the observ. ition 
period. I'lie Sony devices show no discernible trend, although the number of upsets is verv 
small, and so it is difficult to make a judgement. 
All the devices show a small peak in SEU-rate corresponding to the S PE of 2/11 /')-? 
Interestingly, the NEC IM-bit devices are less susceptible to SEU than the NEC -156K-bit 
devices - by approximately a factor of two in this case. This behaviour is similar to that of the 
Hitachi IM-bit and 256K-bit devices. The error-rate for the UoSAT-5 NEC 256K-bit devices is 
comparable to that for the UoSAT-3 NEC 256K-bit devices (1.29 x 10"' SEU bit-' day'). 
., 
an SEU-rate which is of the order I'lie Sony devices are particularly resilient to SEU haVinp, II 
of 50-100 times less than the other IM-bit parts. Ground-based testing confirms that, \diilst n 
flieir behaviour is very variable, the Sony parts are generally much less susceptible to SEU (see 
Section 7.6.3)). 
Figure 7.217 shows the trend in "severe 1) upsets for the UoSAT-5 RAMDISK. As wifli I In 
UoX-I T-3, the "severe" error rate has approXimately doubled over the obser%, ation penod, again 
suggestive of a link with GCRs. 
In total, 1,136 severe-errors were observed (approximately I per day). whereas c% en on the 
basis of my modified niodel (Section 7.4.2. ')ý I would only have expected --60 sc% cre-errors on 
die basis of chance coincidence. 'T'hus, this too supports the idea that they are pnnianlý sitigle- 
ewnt niultiple-bit upsets. 
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7.5.7.2 Multiple-Bit Upsets 
During the period 18/7/91 -3 1/12/94,568 "severe" (i. e. double-byte) upsets occurre& 478 
in the NEC I M-bit devices, and 90 in the NEC 256K-bit devices. 
Six "SMU's were logged: 5 in the NEC I M-bit devices, and I in the Sony I M-bit devices. 
As With the UoSAT-3 "SNIU' events, it seems likely that these are, in fact, miscorrections of 
triple-byte errors and are not actually SMUs: 
22/07/91 bit error pattern = FFb,,,,. (I IIIII 11), 
". (10101111), 15/11/91 bit error pattern = AFtc 
15/11/91 bit error pattern = 13hex. (00010011 ), 
09/12/92 bit error pattern = 8Dhex (10001101)1 
10/12/92 bit error pattern = B4hex (10110100)1 
20/04/93 bit error pattern = D6hý,, (I 
10 10 110), 
Summary of UoSA T-5 OBC- 186 RAAIDISK Error Data During 1,220 DTs of Observation: 
NEC D43256AGU: 13641 single-byte errors (c) C) 0,0) 
90 double-byte errors (0.70o) 
NEC D431000GW: 56186 single-byte errors (99%) 
478 double-byte errors (0.800) 
5 triple-byte errors" (--O. Olqo) 
Sony CXK581000NI: 310 single-býic errors 0000) 
0 double-býle errors 
I tnple-b-Nte error" (0.3 1ý0) 
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7.5.7.3 Hard Errors and Latch-Up 
No hard-errors or latch-ups were detected during the observation period. althou-cyji on 
30/l/95, a high-current condition (300 mA), ivas observed in the RA%IDISK. which coincided 
with loss-of function of the OBC- 186. 
The situation was only resolved by powenng down the OBC CPU-board and the D 
RAMDISK, and then turruing them both back on again. Non-nal functioning resumed, ý\Ith tio Z_ 
sign of any permanent damage, or any change in their operating condition. =1 
This could be interpreted as a latch-up having occurred in the RAMDISK - in which case the 
latch-up current was fairly low. However, an alternative scenario is that the processor (or otic 
of its logic devices) suffered an SEU, which caused the two or more banks of memor", to be 
enabled at the same time. This would also draw -300 mA, and would also onlý- be cured bý' 
turning off the OBC and RAMDISK. Another possibility is that a SNIU Occurred in the 
Program RAM - this would not be corrected by the Hamming EDAC protection circuit. 
Thus, the event is inconclusive, however, because no permanent change or damaore Ili -5 
occurred, and in view of the fact that none of these memory devices latched-Up Under grourid- 
test, I favour the latter possibility. 
7.5.8 SSOIT and KITSAT-1 (OBC-186 and RAMDISK) 
7.5.8.1 General Trends and Environmental Correlations 
The S801T OBC- 186's 80C 186 processor has an hardware EDAC protected memory 
implemented in Sony 128K x 8-bit CMOS SRAMs. It is organised as 512K x 12-bits (16-bit 
bytes are coded as two parallel 12-bit quantities). The entire memory is washed in 5 12 seconds 
(i. e. 4 blocks of 256 12-bit bytes are washed per second) and thus, errors are reported %whin 
512 seconds of their occurrence. This enables the orbital location of errors to be determined 
with reasonable accuracy, and as Figure 7.28 shows, the majority of the errors occur in die 
SAA - which is somewhat extended at tl-ýs higher altitude of 1,330 km. 
258 errors . ýere During the period 11/08/92 to 31/12/94, in 852 days of observation, 5, - 
logged in these Sony IM-bit devices, piving a mean error rate of 9.81 x 10-7 SEU bit-' day-' 
T'here were no detectable effects due to SPEs, and no long-terni trend was discernible in die 
devices' SEU-rate over this period. 
'nieKITSAT- I OBC-186 program memory is identical to that of S80T 
During the period 14/8/Q2 to 33 1/12/04, in 729 davs of observatim. 4,070 errors \,, cw 
logged in these Sonv I NI-bit devices, giving a mean error rate of 1.09 x 10-6 SEU bit-' day-' - 
very shiular to that for S80 T-s program niemory. Also, as ý, Vith SSO T, die vast majoritv of the 
upsets occurred in tile SAA (see Figure 7.29). There were no detectable effects due to SPEs, 
and no long-temi trend was discerruble in the devices' SEU-rate over this period In 
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The S801T RAMIDISK is organised as 13M x8 bits, with data stored in 256-byte blocks (of 
which one byte is unused). 12M-bytes are made up from IM-bit sized NEC devices and the 
remaining IM-byte is made up frcxn 256K-bit Sony and NEC devices. The memory is 
protected by the RS (255,252) code and is washed in 13,312 seconds (i. e. -2 orbits). 
-90 0 
Longitude 
During the penod 1/9/92 to 31/12/94, M 703 days of observation 9,285,835 singje-bit upsets 
were observed- 240,490 in the NEC I M-bit devices, 21,795 in the Sony 256K-bit devices, and 
23,550 in the NEC 256K-bit devices. This gives mean error-rates of: 3.41 x 10`6 , 
7.42 x 10 6 
and 8.02 x 10-6SEU bit-' day-' respectively. 
9 Data for August 1992, July and September 1993, and June, August and September 1994 have been 
ignored, as during these months the R-AMDISK exhibited temporary system-failure, caused, vm 
believe, by the tnpping-out of the R-AMDISK povmr-SWItches during extreme thermal conditions. 
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Thus, the S801T NEC IM-bit devices have -5 times the effor-rate of the UoSA T-5 NEC 
IM-bit devices, whilst the S801T NEC 256K-bit devices have -6 times the error-rate of the 
UoSAT-5 NEC 256K-bit devices. This is consistent vqth the increased proton flux in the S801T 
orbit compared to that M the lower-altitude UoSAT-5 orbit. 
As was the case with UoSAT-5, the S801T RAMDISK NEC IM-bit devices are seen to be 
less susceptible to SEU than the NEC 256K-bit devices - agam, by a factor of -2. 
There was a slight upward trend in all the devices' SEU-rate over this period: -5% for the 
NEC IM-bit parts and -10% for the 256K-bit parts. No influence of SPEs could be discerned. 
The KITSAT-1 RAMDISK memory is organised m the same way as that for S801T, but is 
comprised of different devices. 12M-bytes are made up from I M-bit sized Sony devices and the 
remainirig IM-byte is made up from 256K-bit Sony devices. 
During the period August 14/8/92 to 31/12/94, in 729 days of observation, 40,845 single- 
bit upsets were observed: 40,441 in the Sony IM-bit devices and 404 in the Sony 256K-bit 
devices, Vving mean upset-rates of 5.53 XIO-7 and 6.63 x 10-' SEU bit-' day-I respectively. 
Interestingly, the Sony IM-bit parts (marked as CXK5800IM-70L) in the KITSAT-1 
RAMDISK show approximately half the SEU-rate of the Sony IM-bit parts (marked as 
CYCK581000) in the KITSAT-1 and S801T Program memory systems - both of which show an 
SEU-rate approximately 130 times that of the UoSAT-5 Sony CXK581000 I M-bit parts! 
Although the KITSAT-I Sony devices' SEU-rates, are low compared to those of S801T, the 
most strildng result was the tremendous variability of the effor-rates for the individual memory 
hybrids (each consisting of 8 devices) that comprise the KITSAT-I RAMDISK. For example 
"hybrid 0" shows 100 times more errors than "hybrid 10"! 
This result was very surprising and so I checked the data carefully for sources of error, and 
also exanuned the design of the RAMDISK to see if any hardware fault could re-produce these 
observations. None could be found, and so I am forced to conclude that the data are valid. 
By examining the batch numbers of the devices, I found that it was possible to account for 
these observations, given a 10: 1 variability in the underlying batch error-rates. Such variability 
was indeed observed for the Sony devices used in the ground-based testing programme (see 
Section 7.6.3). 1 thus conclude that, whilst most of the commercial memory technologies 
examined here show a reasonably consistent SEU-behaviour from batch-to-batch, the Sony 
devices are an exception, being sometimes as susceptible to SEUs as other manufacturers 
devices, but often being much less susceptible. 
No long term trend, or correlation with SPEs, was apparent With the KITSA T- I devices. 
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7.5.8.2 Multiple-Bit Upsets 
Over the penod 1/9/92 - 31/12/94, the S80/TRA\ I DISK exhibited Q42' "severe" Upsets oc 
SEUs spread across two-bytes)- 572 in the NEC IM-bi vi ,-I it 
it de ices- 216 in the SoTiv "*', 6K-b, 
devices, and 154 in the NEC 256K-bit devices. Approximately 500 MBUs would lia,, c been 
expected on the basis of chance coincidence - assuming a peak SEU-rate of 15 times the mean- 
rate (see Section 7.4.2). In addition, 412 single-byte double-bit upsets (DBL's) and 3) sitigle- 
byte tnple-bit upsets were recorded, which constitutes the first unamb igil oils e%ldeflce for 
single-byte multiple-bit upsets (SNWs) in any of the devices under study in this Thesis. This 
observation is sigruficant, as such events will defeat the Harriming, (1 22,8) code used to protect 
the program memories. 
Of these 415 SNfUs, 413 occurred in the NEC I M-bit devices, as follows: 
370 were di-bit errors, with the error-bits as irmilediate neigbbours (i. e. "II" forni), 
39 were di-bit errors, with the error-bits as next-but-one neighbours (Le. " 10 1" forni), 
3 were triple-bit errors, with the error-bits as immediate neighbours (i. e. "III" f6mi) 
As the physical lay-out of the device is unknown, it is not possible to say whether or not 
logical neighbours are physically adjacent on the die, although the data are suggestive of an 
underlying physical pattern. DBUs were also seen in ground-testing of these NEC devices (see 
Section 7.6.3). 
'Me Sony and NEC 256K-bit devices each suffered one double-bit SMU, widi an error- 
pattern of the fonn " 100 1" for the Sony part, and of the fonn "II" for the NEC part. 
In the case of KITSA T-1, over the penod 14/8/92 to 3 1/12/94,69 "severe" errors wct-e 
recorded - all of which occurred in the Sony IM-bit deVIces- None would be expected on the 
basis of chance coincidence. In contrast to S801T, no SNfUs were observed. 
Summary of S801T OBC- 186 RAMDISK Error Data During 703 Days of Observation: 
NEC D43256AGU 23550 single-bit errors (99010) 
154 double-byte errors (0.60, o) 
I double-bit error (<0.01) 
Sony CXK58257AM: 21795 single-bit errors (99%) 
216 double-byte errors (101,0) 
I double-bit error (<O. o 10 0) 
NEC D43 I OOOGW: 240490 single-bit errors (QQO 0) 
572 double-bvte errors (0.2 1, ýo) 
410 double-bit errors (0, -"ý 0) 
3 triple-bit errors (<0.0100 
Summan, of KITSA T- I OBC-186 R4MDISK Error Data During 729 Dcns of Observation: 
Soriv CXK58257ANIý 404 single-bit errors (100 ý'O) 
0 double-b%ic errors (000) 
Soriv CXK58 1001 N1 40441 single-bit errors (PPO 0) 
6P double-bNle errors (0 2010 
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7.5.8.3 Hard Errors and Latch-Up 
No hard-errors or latch-ups were detected during the observation period. Homever, one of 
the NEC 32K x 8-bit SRAMs in the S801T RAMDISK showed e"dence for a stuck-biv At 
16-50-53 GMT on 14/08/93, a single-byte error with the error-mask "00000001" was detected at 
address C668E5hcx. Tfus bit was still in error one wash period later at 20.40.35 GNIT. By tile 
next wash, it was clear, and so the bit remained in error for at least 33 /_4 hours, and COUld have 
been stuck nearly 15 hours. Tfus is the first (and so far only) evidence for a stuck bit in ariv of 
the devices flown on any of the spacecraft. 
The total-dose accumulated dunng the observation penod was measured to be 4-5 krad(Si). 
7.5.9 Summary of In-Orbit Single-Event Effects Data 
IN-ORBIT OBSERVATIONS OF SINGLE-EVENT UPSETS 
. Vsfem A#ý_ Device Si,: e Bits sl" I -S ShIT -Rate, R"' 
. 
11017 1101 '(! (/ I. (WgL'(I / 0-" S h"I 1) it it II 
Uo-2 OBC mostek MKI34116.1-83 16K x1 196,608 982ý' 3.48 _<j? 3Qo Texas 'I'MS4416-15NI, /-201, 16K x4 393,216 7,120 13.2 _<j? 13.8 Uo-2 DSR Toshiba TC5516AP-2 2Kx8 786,432 370' 0.31 _<R! ý 0. ', 7 Uo-2 I)CE Hanis HM6504 4Kx1 147,456 54' 0.37 J?! ý 0.57 
Hams NU6516-2/-9 2Kx8 18,432 5 0.14 __<R < 0. 'ýo 111tadil 1IM6264LP-1 2 8K x8 524,288 270 0.39 _<R! ý 0.48 1 fitadii I IM6116-3/1,3 2Kx8 245,760 176 0.53 J? 0.68 
I'o-_I OBC-o LDI EDI 18832C-1 5/1'-85 32K x8 393,216 86ý' 1.17 J? 1.00 
IDT IDT71256-S45CRE 32K x8 368,640 10'" 0.14 -<R! 5 0.34 
1 'o-3 PCE Ilitadu lIC62256 32K x8 1,572,864 3,002' 1.51 J? 1.6) 
Prognim RAAI NJ ýC D43256AC-101, 32K N8 786,432 1,24 1 1.22 _J? 1.37 FIN 1,11)118832C-15KM]fR 32K x8 786,432 972" 0.95 1.08 
1 lo-3 RAA II)ISK Hitadii 1IM622561, FP-12T 32K x8 8,355,840 
Hitadii IfM62256LFP-101' 32K x8 16,711,680 48,896 1.107 -<R: 5 1.127 N1,111-411 MSM256AFP-70 32K x8 8,355,840 
Uo-5 OBC-186 Ifitadu lIC628128 128K x8 6,291,456 2,9513 0.371 <_I? 0.399 
I'o-5 RIVOISK NEC D43256AGU-IOL 32K x8 8,355,840 13,641 1.315 J? 1.361 
NEC D43100OGW-101, 128K x8 66,846,720 56,186 0.683 J? 0.695 
ScRiv CXK58100OM-IOL 128K x8 33,423,360 310 0.0069 _<j? 5 0.0084 
SSO TOBC-186 S(Ilv CXK581000 128K x8 6,291,456 5258; ' 0.954 J? :5 1.01 
SSO'I'X. I, %f1)1SK NEC D43100OGW-101, 128K x8 100,270,080 240,490 3.398 J? :S 3.420 
NEC D43256AGIJ-101, 32K \8 4,177,920 23,550 7.914 _<_R :5 8.122 
S(-XIN, CXK58257AM-701. 3' Kx8 4,177,920 211,795 7. ') 2) 0 4? 7.521 
KS-I OBC-186 Sonv CXK581000 128K x8 6, "9 1A 56 4,979" 1.06 J? 1.12 
Sotiv CXK5 81001 M-701, 128K \8 100,270,080 40,441 0.5,48 -'1? 0 "0 
I 
som CXK58257AM-701. 32K xS, 8,355.840 404 0,061 1k, 0,07-1 
Table 7.11 
10 That is, all recorded upsets, in devices where the occurrence of MBU cannot be determined (marked 
"" ), and single-bit SEUs onlv, in devices where MBUs can be determined. 
b The 160 errors in the "soft patch" of the IDT memories (i. e. addresses E, \. X-Xh, \) have been ignored. 
Where the number of SEUs logged is <500, the limits are given as the 95% confidence limits for a 
Poisson distribution based on the observed mean error-rate. Where the number of SEUs observed is 
>500, the limits are given as the 951/o (Le. 2-cy) confidence limits on a normal distribution 
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Table 7.11 summanses the in-orbit observations of SEU-activity in all the memory de%ices, 
Table 7.12 shows a summary of the distribution of SEUs by region- inside tile SAA (mainly 
trapped protons), and outside the SAA (mainly GCRs), Table 7.13 shows a summarv of the in- 
orbit observations of MBU-actiVity, and Table 7.14 shows a summarv of the total accumulated 
ionising radiation dose for components mounted inside module boxes. 
J, N-ORBIT OBSERVATIONS OF SINGLE-EVENT UPSETS BY REGION 
SIA-1CM I fjý. I)evice SI: c 131 Is S 1.1 (A R I 'J., 
Alonitored SAUv SEUV (f 
Rallo - 
Uo-2 OBC Mostek MKB4116J-83 1 6K \1 196,608 715 254 1 - IT 1 
Texas TMS4416-15NL/-20L 16K x4 393,216 6209 1505 '181 1 
Uo-2 DCE Ham's HM6504 4Kx1 147,456 10 11 1 -8: 1 
Harns NU6516-2/-9 2K x9 18,432 0 0 All 
Hitadii fIM6264LP-12 8K x8 524,288 184 52 34 -21.1 
Hitachi 1IM61161, -3/-3 2Kx8 245,760 106 54 15 -12: 1 
V'o-3 OBC-0 EDI EDH8832C-I 5/P-85 32K x8 393,2116 80 6 0 -79ý 1 
fDT IDT71256-S45CRE 32K x8 368,640 8 2 0 '14: 1 
UO-3 PCE Ifitadi-i lIC62256 32K \8 1,572,864 2669 333 0 -47: 1 
Program RAM NEC D43256AC-101, 32K x8 786,432 1082 156 3 -41: 1 
EDI EDH8832C-15KMIIR 32K x8 786,432 824 146 2 -33ý 1 
Uo-5 ORC-186 1 litadii HC628128 128K x8 0,291,456 -1644 304 51ýI 
SSO T OBC- 180 S(MIN CXK581 000 128K x8 6,2 () 1 45 6 166 0 -89 1 
KS-I ORC-186 S(IIN CXK581000 128K x8 6,291,456 4861 118 0 -65: 1 
Table 7.12 
I. N- ORBIT OBSERVATIONS OF SINGLE-EVENT MULTIPLE-BIT UPSETS 
klBF Svslem I)e0ce Si--c Bils SF( AlBF. S. of to 
which Sh"l, 
Sl 1(. % Rallo 
I lo-2 OBC Tcxas 'I'MS4416-15NI, /-201, 16K x4 393,216 7,120 398 oo o 
Uo-2 DSR Toshiba TC5516AII-2 2Kx8 786,432 370 - 0 
UO-2 DCF Harris M6516-2/-9 2K x8 18,432 5 0 0 000 
I litadii HM62641, P-12 8K x8 524,288 270 6 0 2.2' o 
I litadii HM6116-3/1, -3 2K x8 
245,760 176 8 0 4, " oo 
I o--, RAAMISK I Litadii ILM62256LFP-12T 32K x8 8,355,840 
Ilitadii 1IM62256LFP-IOT 32K x8 16,711,680 48,896 14 1 loo 
M'bishi MSM256AFP-70 32K x8 8,355,840 
UO-5 RAA IDISK NEC D43256AMI-101, 32K\8 8,355,840 13,641 90 0 0.7% 
NEC D43100OGWAOL 128K x8 66,846,720 56,186 483 5. ) 0.900 
Saw CXK581000M-101. 128K x8 33,42-3,160 310 1 1. ) 0.30o 
R. II IOISK NEC D43 1 ooo(; W-IOL 128K x8 100,270,080 240,490 985 413 0.4'o 
NI IC D4 325 6AG I J- I OL 32K x8 4,177,920 23,550 155 1 0.7% 
sk-tiN CXK58257AM-701, 3. K x8 4,17 7,9 "0 21,795, 217 1 1.0% 
I IX" I%f OISK skxl\ CXK581 001 M-701, 128K x8 100,270,080 40.441 69 0 0.200 
sctiv CXK58257AM-701, 32K \X 8, ' )55,840 404 0 0 0"o 
Table 7.13 
12 Normallsed for time spent in and out of the "box" that defines the SAA reVion. 
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TOTAL ACCUMULATED IONISING RADIATION DOSE (JULY lgt),; ) 
('OSý II-, -1.5 - 7.1 krad(Si) (Calculated) 
(,. "oSA T-3 2.1 - 2.9 krad(SO (Measured) 
UoSA T-. 5 1.4 - 1.6 krad(Si) (Measured) 
KITSA T- 1, S80 T 4.3 - 6.4 krad(Si) (Measured) 
Table 7.14 
7.6 Ground-Testing and Modelling for SEE-Rate Prediction 
7.6.1 ESA Ground-Testing of the UoSAT-2 Memory Devices 
As part of our collaborative research with ESA-ESTEC, samples of the UoSAT-2 ineinory 
device-types were tested for SEU activity under proton and heavy-ion beams LIS1110, Various 
European accelerator facilities (see Table 7.15). 
This ground-testing was principally carried out by Reno Harboe-Sorensen of ESTEC, with 
Dr Eamonn Daly providing an analysis of the results in comparison to the in-orbit observations 
produced by myself. The work was published in our paper [HARB-901. 
All parts were initially assessed using the "CASE " (Californhim-252 Assessment of Sinc,, le- 
Event Effects) system at ESTEC. The devices were tested under 5. OV power conditions using a 
checkerboard/ inverse-checkerboard and moving inversion test pattern [HARB-881, JJONG-761. Z: ) 
Device Type: HalTis 
6504 
Harris 
6516 
ý Toshiba 
5516 
ý Hitachi 
6116 
11110chl 
6264 
lexos 
4416 
Facility Prolon A) 7er 
Prototi Fluetice / 10'0 p cM-2 Tested) gy 
44.8 MeV 2.2 (1) 2.0(1) 0(l) 2.0(1) 2.0(1) - el 1, UK 
59.6 MeV 5.1(3) 2.0(2) 10.1 (2) 3.0(2) 5.0(2) 
PSI 
' 
Villigell, 
100 MeV 2.9(l) 7.0(2) - 2.7(2) 33 (3) 7.1 (4) Sit"tzerland 
200 Nlfn'%7 5.6(2) 8.3 (3) 1 3.5(4) 13.8(6) 
Faciliti, 
lon LA7 
Afel'cm 2 
Heavy Ions (N. Tested) 
TANDEM 
VdG, I PN, 4.1 -54.5 - (2) (2) (2) (2) 
Orsav, Fr. 
ALICE VEC, 7.1 -27.0 (2) (2) - - - - I PN, Orsay. 
CASE, 
43 3 
ESTEC . (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 
, Nooi-d\\-Ij*k I (average) I I I I 
Table 7.15 JHARB-901 
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7.6.1.1 Proton-Beam Tests 
The Harwell Vanable Energy Cyclotron (VEC) was used for the 44.8 and 5 9.6 N IeV p roton 
testing, whilst the 100 MeV, and 209 MeV proton-testing was carried out at the Paul Scher-rer 
Institute (PSf) in Villigen. All devices were de-lidded and irradiated in air"ý, viith the beam normal 
to the die. Proton fluxes vaned between 
106 and 10' P CM-2 S-1 . 
The Harris 6504 4K x I-bit SRAMs showed no proton-induced upsets to the proton- 
energies and fluences shown in Table 7.15. This is consistent With preVious JPL resWts whicli 
showed no upset for protons up to 56 MeV [NICH-801. 
The ground-test data imply upper limits on the upset cross-sections as follows- 
1. X 10-14 CM2 1 bif' at 44.8 MeVI 
0<5.0 x 
10-15 CM2 bif' at 59.6 MeV; 
0<8.4 x 
10-15 CM2 bif' at 100 MeV. 
The Harns 6516 2K x 8-bit SRAMs showed no upsets at 44.8 MeV, but did show upsets at 
the higher energies, having measured upset-cross-sections as follows: 
< 3.1 X 10-15 CM2 bit-' at 44.8 MeV; 
2.4 x 
10-14 CM2 bit-' at 59.6 MeV; 
1.3 x 
10-13 CM2 bit-' at 100 MeV; 
0 1.5 x 
10-13 CM2 bit-' at 209 MeV (The ratio of 0-1 to 1-0 bit-flips was 56A4) 
These follow the expected characteristic, enabling the extraction of the Bendel "A" and "B" 
parameters in order to predict upsets rates (see Section 7.6.1.3). 
Botl, i types of Harris device exhibited sipificantly increasing leakage currents during the Z-: ) 
irradiation, which suggests that they are sensitive to total-dose effects. The 6504 devices failed 
without shovang any upsets, whereas the 6516s maintained a consistent upset behaviour, where 
the upsets were randorrily distributed in the logical address space. No dose-impnnting or stuck- 
bits were observed. 
Given the total proton fluences received, I calculate that the 6504s failed at -8 krad(SO with 
the 6516s failing at -6 krad(SO total-dose", albeit delivered at a higb rate (0.1 - 10 rad(SO s-) 
compared to that in the space environment (-10' higher). 
The Toshiba 5516 2K x8 SRAM deVices were flight-spares selected from a large batch 
purchased for the UoSAT--" DSR experiment, and so should be fully representative of the fllgjlt 
deVices. Unfortunately, lospstical constraints meant that we could only test these at the t\\o 
lower proton energies, givin, (, s); upset cross-section results as 
follows: 
0 4.1 x 
10-15 CM2 bit-' at 44.8 MeN"; 
0 1.3 x 
10-14 cm2 bit-' at 5Q. 6 MeV. (The ratio of 0-1 to 1-0 bit-flips was 50ý50) 
13 e. g. a 60%IeV proton has a LET of -0.01 MeV C1,12 IlIg-I In Silicon. a 100 %IeV proton has a LET 
of -0.005 N le \7 cin' nig-' .I rad = 
6.21 5x 10 1"eV 9- 1 
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This makes it difficult to derive representative Bendel parameters for the SEL, -rate 
modelling process. 
These devices had the lowest measured SEU cross-section (at 59.6 MeV) of all the 21K x 8- 
bit devices tested. No total dose effects were observed. 
In contrast, the Htachi 6116 2K x 8-bit SRAM was the most sensitive of the SRA\Is 
tested. This had measured upset cross-sections as follows- 
0 3.1 X 10-14 CM2 bit-' at 44.8 MeV 
0 3.7 x 
10-14 CM2 bit-' at 59.6 MeV 
0 2.8 x 
10-12 CM2 bit-' at 100 MeV 
0 7.4 x 
10-13 CM2 bit-' at 209 MeV (The ratio of 0-1 to 1-0 bit-flips was 50-50) 
Thus, there was an unexpected and noticeable peak in the upset cross-section for 100 MeV 
protons. The results from the Harris 6516, which was irradiated at the same time, and careful 
analysis of the 6116's error-pattems, indicated that this was indeed a real effect. 
The Hitachi 6264 8K x 8-bit SRAM showed sirrular behaviour - also with a peak in 
sensitiVity at 100 MeV- 
0 6.2 x 10-14 CM2 bit-' at 44.8 MeV, 
0 9.7 x 10-1-4 CM2 bit-' at 5 9.6 MeV 
10-13 CM2 0 1.2 x bit-' at 100 MeV. 
0 7.6 x 10-14 CM2 bit-' at 209 MeV. (The ratio of 0-1 to 1-0 bit-flips was 73-27) 
Willst neither Fbtachi device showed increases in leakage current during the irradiation, 
they did exhibit an increase in SEU-rate with accumulated radiation dose. These dose-enhanced 
SEU-rate data are excluded from fl-iis analysis. 
The only DRAM-type tested was the Texas 4416 16K x 4-bit device. Unfortunately, agam 
logistical constraints meant that these could only be tested at the two higher proton energies, 
making it difficult to extract accurate parameters for modelling. However, at these energies, die 
deVices showed a consistently high sensitivity to proton upset, with upset cross-sections of 
1.3 x 
10-12 CM2 bit-' at 100 MeV, 
1.4 x 
10-12 CM2 bit-' at 209 MeV. 
Ille DRAMs did not show any total dose effects up to a maximum dose of 41 krad (Si). 
None of the SRAM or DRAM parts exhibited hard-errors or latch-up during the proton 
beam testing. 
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7.6.1.2 Heayy-lon Test 
Heavy-Ion beam testing was carned out at the French Institut de Physique Nucleai re (I P\) 
at Orsay, near Paris. All devices were de-lidded and tested under vacuum, with the beani 
normal to the die. 
Prior to these tests bemg carried out, the perfon-nance of the testing hardware and the testing 
procedures were venfied using the CASE-system at ESTEC. Ilie CASE results are included iii 
252Cf 21 
[HARB-901 assuming a mean LET per fission-fragment of 43,000 MeVcm 
'Me IPN Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator provided a LET coverage of 4,100 to 54,500 
MeV crn g via the followmg ions-. 
Fluonne (I II mev); 
Chlonne (153 MeV), 
Nickel (179 MeV). 
"Ist IPN's ALICE Variable Energy Cyclotron (CEV) provided an additional source, with 
a LET coverage of 3,800 to 37,000 MeV cm 2 g-, via the following ions 
Neon (145 MeV and 46 MeV)l 
Argon (251 MeV and 143 MeV); 
Iron (322 MeV and 232 MeV)ý 
Krypton (330 MeV and 190 MeV). 
The results show that all the parts have a broadly sirMlar saturated cross-section for upset 
of around 2-5 x 10-6 CM2 bit-'. However, the threshold LET and slope of the curves does vary 
from one device-type to another. 
Heavy-Ion induced single-event latch-up (SEL) was detected in all the tested SRAM devices 
(thougb as expected, not in the NMOS DRAM). The latch-up cross-sections (per deVIce) are 
also plotted in JHARB-901. 
7.6.1.3 Modefling the UoSA T-2 Memory Devices 
The CREME programs [ADAM-861 were used by ESA to compute the expected in-orbit 
upset-rates based upon the results of the ground-testing (see also Section 4ý 5). 
The appropriate geomagnetic shielding for the UoSAT-2 orbit was calculated assunimg 
solar maximum conditions, and the resulting environmental LET-spectrum, calculated by 
CREME, was convolved with the experimental LET-upset-cross-section curves using an 
integration method [HARB-861. 
The results, shown M Table 7.16 ("Quiet GCR-). are only in moderate agreement \ýidi die 
in-orbit observations. The Harris 6504s and Toshiba 5516s are fairly %%ell predicted, bUt the 
SEU-rates for the Texas 4416 DRAMs are under-predicted bv a factor of fi ve, whil st those for 
die Hitachi 6116s are over-pi-edicted by a factor of seven 
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Observed and Predicted Error Rates SEUbit-'cim- 
Total 
Device 
'Vo. of 
Quiet SAA Quiet GCR 
Upsets 
Observed Predicted Obseri, ed Predicted 
Texas TMS4416 3937 1.45 x 10-5 4.2 x 10-" 3x 10" 5.8 x 10-- 
Mostek MKB4116 491 3.5 x 
10-6 No Data 8.75 x 
10-7 No Data 
Hitachi ffM6264 159 3.3 x 10-7 5.2 x 
10-7 
.1X 
10-7 4.2 x 10-"? 
Hitachi HM6116 93 3.8 x 10-7 7.8 x 
10-7 1.95 x 
10-7 1.4 x 10" 
Hams M16516 2 2x1 0-7 3.7 x 
10-7 0 5x 10-7 
Harris HM6504 54 2.6 x 10-7 No 
_Vp 
set 1.6 x 10-7 2x 10-7 -----------L------------------ 
Toshiba TC5516 175 1.2 x 10-7 3.2 x 10-- 
Observed: 4x 10-7 (SAA + GCR) 
Table 7.16 
(Adapted from- [HARB-901) 
I re-examined these GCR-Induced SEU-predictions using the empincal model in the SPACE 
RADIATION code, again, assurning CREME solar maximum conditions (1970 epoch). 
The three parameters required by the model- saturated cross-section (measured for IIigjI- 
LET), threshold-LET (taken to be the LET at 10% of the saturated cross-section), and device 
depth (assurned to be 5 ýtm), were taken from the experiniental curves. The results were as 
follows. 
Device 
" Texas TMS4416 
" Hitachi HM6264 
" Hitachi HM6116 
" Harns M16516 
" Harns 6504 
" Toshiba TC5516 
Predicted GCR SEU-Rate 
1.09 x 10-' SEU bit-' day-' 
6.43 x 10-' SEU bit-' day-' 
2.43 x 10-7 SEU bit-' day-' 
1.48 x 10-7 SEU bit-' day-' 
6.98 x 10 SEU bit-' day-' 
1.03 x 10-7 SEU bit-' day-' 
Ratio. -Predicieti-to-Oh. vot-i, eiI 
0.04 
0.58 
1.25 
- (none observed) 
0.44 
> 0.26 
71-iis mediod seems to be at least as successful as the more complex integration med-iod, 
given the data available. 
To predict tile SEU-rate due to protons, ESA used the BENDEL sub-prograrn of CREME, 
fitting die Bendel and Petersen characteristic curves to the experimental upset-cross-section 
versits energy data via the "A" parameter [BEND-831 (see also Section 4.5.3). 
It was found that the experimental data were not a good fit to the expected characteristic 
curves, and so it was difficult to extract the appropriate "A" parameter. However, as shown I, 
Table 7.16 ("Quiet SAA-), the predicted proton-induced upset rates are in fair agreement with 
die observed rates (extracted from a "box" drawn around die SAA. ). 
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I have re-analysed. these results using the SPACE RADIATION code and extracting both tile =1 
Bendel "A" and "B" parameters from the ground-test data using a curve-fitting alcyonthm. NJ%, 
results, using the two-parameter model, are as follows: 
Device I 
" Texas TMS4416 
" Hitachi HM6264 
" Hitachi HM6116 
" Harns M16516 
" Harns 6504 
" Toshiba TC5516 
: )redicted Proton SEU-Rate 
(SE, Ubir' day" ) 
2.13 x 10"' 
1.53 x 
10-7 
6.29 x 
10-7 
1.27 x 
10-7 
<9.0 x 10-' (Test Levels) 
2.28 x 10-' 
Ratio. -Predicted-to-Observed 
0.15 
0.46 
1.66 
0.64 
<0.03 
>0.06 
These results are in fair agreement with the previous modelling, and with the fligjit results - 
particularly where more than two data points are available for extracting the modelling 
parameters. T'his demonstrates the importance in testing,, devices at several protori energies (and 
at several heavy-ion LET values), in order to extract accurate model parameters. 
According to Petersen [PETE-92a], a device's pi-oton upset sensitivity can be estimated 
ftom heavy-Ion test data, by use of Equation 4.18 to set a value for the single Bendel "A" 
parameter. 
Table 7.17 shows the effect of appl ing Petersen's forniula to the UoSAT-2 devices Y1 1=1 
ground-test data. '17he measured "A" parameters are my calculated values, extracted fi-oiii tile 
protori-beam test data using a curve-fitting algorithm - however, it must be said that die Beridel I> In 
slilgle-paraiiieter model is not a good fit to the data and so there is some uncertainty in "A" - 
tile two-parameter ("A", "B") model gives a much better fit. 
PETERSEN'S ESTIMATE FOR THE BENDEL "'A" PARAMETER 
Device Heavv-lon Test Proton-Tevt Best-Fil Petersens Fstimale Difference 
Thresh old LET(LO 1) -A "Parameter jbr "A - (Lo ,+ 15) . . (A [L, 15]) 
Me Vow g-' IMe V Me V 
Texas 
TMS4416 10 23.13 25 -1.87 
Hitachi 
HM6264 9 27.36 24 +3.36 
Hitachi 
HM6116 11 24.33 26 -I, o7 
Harris 
M16516 9 27.25 24 +3.25 
Harris 
6504 12 32.98 27 +5.98 
Toshiba 
TC5510 13 31.42 28 42, 
Table 7.17 
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Ibus, estimates for "A" based on Petersen's formula are not at all bad - given the 
uncertainty in the measured "A" parameter. In the absence of any proton-beam test data, this 
method would serve as a reasonable basis on which to make proton upset rate calculations, vizý 
Device 
Texas TMS4416 
Hitachi HM6264 
Hitachi HM6116 
Harris M16516 
Harris 6504 
Toshiba TC5516 
Predicted Proton SEU-Rate 
(Petersen 's) (A uthor's) 
0.62 1.94 
1.13 0.17 
0.35 0.93 
1.13 0.18 
0.20 0.01 
0.12 0.02 
Observed Proton SEU-Rate 
(411 Rates: I 0'6SEU bit-' day") 
14.5 
0.33 
0.38 
0.20 
0.26 
<0.4 
As all the SRAM devices exhibited single-event latch-up (SEL) in the heavy-Ion ground- 
tests, I used the experimental latch-up curves to derive parameters for an empirical model of 
latch-up, using the SPACE RADIATION code. Again, the three parameters required were: 
saturated cross-section (per device); threshold-LET (at 10% of saturation), and device depth 
(assumed to be 15 ýim). Using these results, I was able to calculate the expected number of 
latch-ups in the various UoSAT-2 memory systems in the period of observation, and (in 
brackets), the number expected to-date (July 1995). 
The results were as follows: 
Device 
" Hitachi HM6264 
" I-litachi HM6116 
" Hams NH6516 
" Harns 6504 
" Toshiba TC5516 
Predicted GCR SEL-Rate 
2.1 X 10-4 SEL device-' ay-1; 
3.1 xIV SEL device-' day-; 
3.0 x 10 SEL device-' day7'; 
2.7 x 10-6SEL device-' day-'; 
8.1 x 10-7 SEL device-' day-'. 
Exp ec te d N. of SEL 
1.95 (6.95) 
0.58 (2.05) 
0.25 (0.87) 
0.10 (0.54) 
0.11 (0.20) 
These data are consistent with the observation that no SELs took place during the 
monitoring period. However, outside of this period, hard-effors have occurred in some of 
UoSAT-2's DCE memory devices (Harris and ffitachi), which have been in (essentially) 
continuous use since March 1984. 
Shortly after launch, one of the Hams 6504s failed, and further 6504 failures occurred in 
September 1991. These did not affect any of the other dies on the same hybrids, and did not 
cause the power-switches to trip. We have previously ascribed these failures to mecharuical 
defects in the hybrid-assemblies - but SEL is also a possible failure mechanism, as the latch-up 
current may be small enough not to cause the power-switches to trip. 
In July 1988, shortly before radiation effects monitoring began, an Hitachi 6116 also 
exhibited hard-failure. Given the predicted SEL-rate, the expected number of SELs in these 
devices after four-and-a-quarter years' operation is: 0.77, and so it is quite possible that this 
hard failure was due to a SEL. However, again, we would have expected the power-SWItch to 
tnp out under the high-current conditions of an SEL, and this did not occur. 
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Also, in the same period, we would have expected 2.6 latch-ups in the 1IM6264 devices, 
and none were observed. Thus, the cause of this failure also remains un-clear, but latch-up is a 
possibility. 
Although detailed radiation morutoring of UoSAT-2 ceased in 1991, the DCE and 
RAMDISK have remained powered-up, and, recently (August 1995), the DCE power-swItch did 
trip-out - indicating (perhaps) that a latch-up occurred. However, the DCE was successfullý- 
powered-back up, and it continues to operate - apparently without any further damage. 
The DSR's Toshiba SRAMs have also been operated continuously since July I Q88, and to- 
date no latch-ups have been observed in these devices. However, the expected number is to 
small, for much significance to be given to this null-result. 
Thus, the phenomenon of SEL in UoSAT-2's SRAM devices is worthy of further 
investigation. Given the low probabilities involved, the spacecraft's systems will have to be 
monitored for many more years before definite statements can be made as to the veracity of 
SEL-rate predictions based on ground-test data, but iven the various anomalies alreadv seen, 91 
it remains a possibility that SELs are occurring at rates which are within a reasonable factor of 
those calculated on the basis of heavy-ion beam testing. 
7.6.2 ESA Ground-Testing of the Hitachi Memory Devices 
7.6.2.1 HeaX$ý-Ion and Proton Beam Testing 
In the period 1992-93, ESA-ESTEC carried out an extensive ground-testing program for 
the Hitachi memory family, covering the newer 32K x 8-bit, and 128K x 8-bit devices that were 
flown on UoSAT-3 and -5 respectively. The results of these tests were used to make predictions 
of the expected in-orbit SEE-rates for these spacecraft. The SEE-rate predictions for the 
UoSAT-2 Mtachi memory devices (2K x 8-bit and 8K x 8-bit) were also re-examined in the 
light of updated modelling methodologies (e. g. the use of the two-parameter Bendel model for 
proton-induced SEE-rate predictions). 
Heavym-ion testing was carried out at the Insitut de Physiques Nucleaire (IPN) France, and 
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), USA. Proton beam testing was carried out at 
Harwell, UK, the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland and the SATURNE facility (SAT) 
at Saclay, France. The testing methodology was the same as for the UoSAT-2 devices - Le. the 
devices were operated at 5.0 V, and the moving-inversion bit pattern test (MOVI 50/50) was 
used to search for SEUs. The device current was also monitored to detect possible total-dose 
effects. 
The 2K x 8-bit, 8K by 8-bit, and 32K x 8-bit devices showed no, or very few, multiple-bit 
errors under heavyý-ion bombardment, whereas the 128K x 8-bit devices showed between 10%- 
20% double errors and a few triple errors. 
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The 512K x 8-bit devices showed about 30% double errors, 80o triple errors, and a fexN- 
multiple-bit errors, as well as exhibiting temporary stuck-bits. 
Also, whilst the 2K x 8-bit and 8K x 8-bit devices showed latch-Lip behaviour under lieavv- 
ion bombardment, the 32K x 8-bit and 128K x 8-bit devices did not. None of the devices 
latched-up under proton beam irradiation. 
Only one of the 32K x 8-bit devices tested was from a batch of flig)-it-devices, tile rest \ýcre 
memories of the same type as flown, but from different batches. 
The results of the testing are presented in graphical fonn in [HARB-931. 
The general trends are for heavy-ion saturated-cross section to decrease wth increasing 
device complexity. The LET-threshold also decreases, but the drop in saturated cross-sectioti 
more than compensates for this effect, so over-all, there is a net decrease in heavy-Ion SEU 
sensitivity with increasing device complexity. 
Under proton-beam testing, the devices all showed very similar saturated cross-secti oils, 
with very low threshold proton energies of the order of 30 MeV. As a result, the proton SEL 
sensitivity is very sinular across all the devices. 
7.6.2.2 SEE-Rate Prediction 
SEE-rate prediction was carried out by fitting a Bendel two-parameter model to the 
measured proton upset cross-section data, and using the AP8MAX trapped proton model to 
represent the orbital proton environment, under the GSFC 12/66 magnetic field model set to the 
1970 epoch (i. e. solar maximum). Similarly, the heavy-Ion LET- upset cross-section data were 
convolved with the solar maximum LET spectrum calculated using CREME, to predict ffic 
SEE-rate due to GCRs. The SEE-rate predictions are compared to the flight data as presented 
in [UNDE-92a]. 
The position of the upsets is detemuned geographically as described in Section 7.4.3), whicli 
is dien converted into B-L co-ordinates. Upsets which occurred for L< 2.5 RI., are descnbed as 
SAA "hits" and are attributed to protons, whilst those above L=2.5 Ri., are ascrlbed to GCRs. 
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HITACHI MEMORY DEVICE SEU-RATE PREDICTIONS 
Obset-i, edatidPi-edictedEi-i-ot- Rates SEt'bi(`dm--' 
Device Total No. Quiet SAA Quiet GCR 
Upsets 
On. Side SAA) Observed Predicted Observ, ed Predicted 
HM6116 176' 
2K x 8-bit 
7 10-7 4.0 x 10- 4.7 x 1.7 x 10-- 1. x 10" 
(UoX, 1 T-2) (113) 
HM6264 270** 
8K x 8-bit 10-7 10-7 2.9 x 2.7 x 1., x -7 " 10 7.6 \ 10 
(UOSA T-2) (181) 
HM62256 1,396 
- - 32K x 8-bit 10-7 1.3 x 
10-6 5.4 x 1.1 x 10- 2.0 x 10- 
(UoSAT-3) (1,285) 
HM628128 11300 
128K x 8-bit 10-7 10-7 4.7 x 2.7 x Ix 10-1 3.3 xI W' 
(( IOS/ 1 T- 5) (1,195) 1 1 
Table 7. IS 
(Adapted From. [HARB-931) 
14 of these were associated with the major solar particle event of October 1989. 
22 of these were associated with the SPE of October 1989. 
The results (Table 7.18) show that the Bendel two-parameter model is quite successful 
(within a factor of two) at predicting SEE-rates for the trapped proton population of the SAA. Z: ) 
The predictions are more accurate than those made previously on the bas's of the sIngJe- 
parameter model. However, it should be noted that all these predictions are made on the basis 
of cross-section data from relatively few discrete proton energies and therefore there is some 
LIncertainty in the "A" and "B" parameters. 
Ilie GCR predictions are not so good, particularly for the older (2K x 8-bit and 8K x 8-bit) 
devices, where the observed GCR-induced SEU-rate is aroLmd 7-8 times lower flian that 
predicted on the basis of the heavy-ton beam testing (but see also my calculations in Sectioii n 
7.6.1.3 which give better results for these devices). However, the trend with increasing density 
is flie same in both the modelled data and the actual fligbt-results - that is the susceptibility to 
GCR-indUced upsets decreases with increasing device density. Tllis is seen to be due to the 
saturated SEU cross-section decreasing rapidly with increasing device dens1tv, and this more 
diari compensates for a small decrease in threshold LET with increasing device density. 
I'lie effect of protons is broadly similar in all the memory types, and so the net effect is that 
proton environment dominates the upset-behaviour of the more modem 256K-bit and I M-bit 
devices. 
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7.6.3 CNES Ground-Testing of the S801T and KITSAT-1 Devices 
7.6.3.1 Heavy-lon and Proton Beam Testing 
Dunng 1992,1 carned out further ground-based studies in collaboration with CNES (m 
particular Robert Ecoffet of CNES, and Sophie Duzelher of CERT/ONERA). This \vork is 
reported in JUNDE-93b] and IDUZE-931. 
Two sets of memory devices were charactensed- 
"Set I" consisted of NEC 128K x 8-bit, - NEC 32K x 8-bit, and Sony 332K x 8-bit devices 
from the S801T flight-spare lots. The memories were assembled by Hvbnd Memory Products 
Ltd. on SfMM format hybrid circuits as used on S801T. The components were in Surface Mount 
plastic packages and so the dies could not be de-lidded. These parts were tested under 30-200 
MeV proton beams, and under "4Kr 400 MeV/aIIIU ions at the SATURNE synchrotrori, France. 
"Set 2" consisted of Sony CXK581000 and CXK581001 128K x 8-bit devices, Hitachi 
628128 128K x 8-bit devices (as per the ESA-ESTEC tests), and Hitachi 32K x 8-bit SRAMs 
(62256R and 62282R types). These memories are of the same tyýpe as those that are flown oil 
UoSA T-5, KITSA T-I and S801T but are not from flight batches. I'lie parts were available as a 
series from the same diffusion lot, and were assembled in ceramic side-brazed packages by 
Hybrid Memory Products Ltd. Parts from each lot were charactensed wider heavy-lon beams 
at the IPN 15MV Tandem Van de Graaff accelerator and wider proton beams at the SATURNE 
synchrotron, except the Hitachi 628128s which were only proton tested. 
The parts were tested at 5. OV, and four different bit-pattems were used in the testiricy" Lisma, 
the SEETEST system [FALG-911-. 
" All bits set to "F (AT I) 
" All bits set to "0" (ATO)l 
" Checker-board data (CD) (even addresses set to 551,,,, odd addresses to AAI,,, ), 
0 Checker-board address (CA) (even addresses Set to 00h.., odd addresses to FFI,,:, ). 
Ni- t) X'., r. tiinn 
lcm2 per bil 
I E-1 1 
11-12 
1 E-1 3 
IE-14 
IE-15 
IE-16 
NEC 32i"- 
-------- -- -- ---- 
Sony 32k x8 
------------------------------ 
------------------------------ 
d 
40 00 120 160 200 24 
Proton Energy IMeV) 
(a) 
(b) 
SEU X-Seclion 
(cm2 pet bit) 
7- 
I E-1 II 
1F 12 
I F-1 3 
IF-14 
IF-15 
------------ 
ýEC 120k x8 
40 on 120 ISO 200 740 
Proton Energy fMcVj 
Fig. 7.30. - Proton Test Results (Checker-BoardAddress Test Pattern) 
(a) NEC and Som, 32K x 8-bit Flight Spare SP, 4AIs 
(b) NEC 12SK x 8-bit Flight Spare SP, 4Af 
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Proton sensitivities of flight parts from "Set I" are depicted in FigUre 7 30 (a) and (b). It I'D 
can be seen that the threshold energy is below 30 MeV for both the Son,, - and NEC -3 32K \ 8-bit 
parts. No test pattern sensitivity has been observed for any of the three types. 
Double-bit upsets (DBUs) were observed for the NEC 128K x 8-bit parts dunng proton- 
beam testing. At 200 MeV, I DBU (error maskO C heJoccurred I--, at 100 MeV. 4 in 2,77' events- 
DBUs (error masks 30hex, 03hex, 03hex, 03hex)were observed in 1.647 events, but at 50 and 3() 
MeV, no DBUs were seen in a total of 629 events. The statistics are poor, but these results are 
consistent with the flight observation of a 587-1 DBU to SEU ratio for the NEC 128 x 8-bit 
part. No DBUs were observed for NEC and Sony 32K x 8-bit parts, but the statistics are poor, 
and so no defirute conclusion can be drawn. 
In heavy ion testing using '4Kr at 400 MeV/amu (equivalent to a LET of 3,200 N le\, C1112 g-I 
- 2.5 cm range), the NEC 128K x 8-bit and 32K x 8-bit parts showed a ratio between S%ML's 
and singje bit errors of approximately I-1,000. This ratio did not depend on beam angle No 
multiple-bit error was observed in the Sony 32K x 8-bit part. 
Proton test results for the de-lidded parts ("Set 2") are depicted in Figure 7.31 (a)-(c). No 
relevant test pattern dependence has been observed for Ktachi parts (I 28K x 8-bit or 32K \ 8- 
bit), or the Sony CXK581001 128K x 8-bit parts. On the other hand, the Sony CXK581000 
128K x 8-bit parts exhibit a strong test pattern dependence between "all-to-one" and "all-to- 
zero" states. This test-pattern dependence is also observed with the heavy-ions tests. We found 
that the degree of differential sensitivity also vaned amongst individual devices from the same 
lot. 
Unusually, the CXK581000 parts also showed a difference between "checker-board data" 
(CD) and "checker-board address" (CA) test patterns indicating that the sensitivity of a given 
memory cell is related to the electrical state of adjacent cells. Clearly, these are very difficult 
parts for which to make accurate error-rate predictions! 
A spread of a factor 10 in saturated cross-sections was also observed for the Sony 
CXK58 1001 sample of 6 parts. This supports the in-flight observation of a great variabilitý, in 
error-rates between devices in the KITSAT-I RAMDISK. 
'Me 128K x 8-bit SRAM parts exhibited "stuck bits" under two conditions. - 
when irradiated with a high fluence of protons (at 30-200 Mek), 
when irradiated with a low fluence of low-LET heavy ions 
(_ 1 06 ions cm -2 , at a 
LET 
2-I 
of 3,000 - 4,000 MeV CM g 
I'lle fomier condition seems related to total-dose damage, with the stuck bits appearing after 
a total -dose- related rise in proton upset cross-section (around 10-15 krad(SM. Howe% CI*. die 
second condition is not related to total dose (as such) but may be related to locallsed dose 
effects from single-ions. 
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Typically 10 or so bits become stuck, and there is no preferred state ("0" or TheN- 
anneal out over periods of hours to months when biased at 100 T. 
No latch-up was detected in any of the parts either under proton of heavy-ion irradiation. 
SFU X Srcli on 
jcmZ per bi 
IF 11 
U-12 
I? Rk R 
1L-IJ 
IF 15 
IF 16 
1 
0 40 
SEU X Secti on 
icm2perbttl 
__ 
1E-11 
x0 16225GRI 
1E-12 
1E-13 
x8 (62832HI 
I E-1 4 
Sony I 20k x0 
IF-15 
Hitachi Devices 
00 120 160 200 
Pfoion Energy IMeVI 
1F Ifil I 
A dn 80 i2n Ifin ? no 740 
Prolon Lnergy jMc%j 
(b) .- 
Sony CU581001 128K x8-hit Part. v 
(, I verage qf'., 1 TO &, I TI Test Patterns) 
(a) .- 
Hitachi 32K x 8-bit and 
128K x 8-bil Parts 
(A TO Test Pattern) 
SEU X-SCCtIDn 
(cm2 per biq 
I F-I 1 
1 E-1 2 
1 L-I 3 
IF-14 
IF Is 
(c) .- 
Sony CX'K. 581OOO 128K x 8-bil Part 
(Spread in Sensitivity Between A TI andA TO Test Patterns) 
Fig. 7.31 
.- 
CNES Proton Beam Ground-Test Results 
7.6.3.2 SEE-Rate Prediction 
I formed predictions for the proton induced upset-rate usinc, the proton-beam ground test 
results and fitting a Bendel two-pararneter curve to the data points. I used the SPACE 
RADIATION ISCC-901 software to calculate the upset rates, based upon a uniforni shielding of 
-1 g cm - for the spacecraft (a conservative ficUre), Linder solar iminimuni conditions, 1964 1_ 
epoch, With the Cain et al GSFC 12/66 (1960 epoch) magnetic field model. 
The results are shown in Table 7.19. 
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PREDICTED PROTON UPSET RATES AND FLIGHT RESULTS 
001.1ce SI A'O. Of O1l, sCrA, e(0l'( IIvdiL IL"i 
('P. vet. S'l 
4 Rat e Proton SEU Predicted io 
Rate Flight RuL' 
SA'Ubit 'dav' SEUbit-1 dav" 
S801T. - 
Sony CXK5 8 1000 128K x 8-bit 5,258 9.82 x 10- 2.42 x 10- 0.25ý' 
NEC D43256 32K x 8-bit 23,550 8.02 x 10-6 1.06 x 10-5 1.32 
Sony CXK58257 32K x 8-bit 21,795 7.42 x 
10-6 1.01 X 1 0-6 0.14 
NEC D43 1000 128K x 8-bit 240,490 3.41 x 10-, 1.27 x 10-" 0,3 7 
KI TSA T- 1: 
Sony CXK581000 128K x 8-bit 4,979 1 . 
09 x 10-6 ". 42 x 10- 0.22" 
Sony CXK58257 32K x 8-bit 404 6.7 x 10-8 
1.01 X 10-6 15.14' 
Sony CXK5 8 1001 128K x 8-bit 40,441 5.54 x 10-- 3.72 x 10-8 0.0 T' 
UoSA T-5: 
Hitachi HC628128 128K x 8-bit 2,951 3.85 x 10- 4.34 x 10- 1.13" 
NEC D43256 32K x 8-bit 13,641 1.34 x 10-6 1.21 x 
10-6 0.903 
NEC D43 1000 128K x 8-bit 56,186 6.89 x 10- 1.44 x 10-" 0.2 V' 
Sony CXK581000 128K x 8-bit 310 7.7 x 10-9 
__21.75 
x 10-8 1W 
Table 7.19 
It can be seen that the standard modelling,, process has met with mixed success. 
Tlle predictions for S801T are good (within a factor of 4) with the exception of die Smy 
256K device which has an error-rate which is a factor of 7 under-predicted. 'Ilijs spread is 
perhaps to be expected, as few of the parts showed a clear threshold in the proton test data, and 
it is therefore likely that the denved Bendel parameters are somewhat inaccurate. 
Ilie predictions for UoSA T-5 are also reasonable (within a factor of 5), despite die fact that 
they were made on the basis of ground-test data from non-flight spare devices. 
However, the predictions for the error-rates of the KITSAT-1 RAMDISK devices are poor. 
111s reflects the great variability we saw, both in the flight data, and in the ground-test data. 
for these Soriv devices. Given their bit-pattern dependence and Inherent I Oý I deVice-to-device 
variation (even for the same lot), it is unlikely that accurate error-rate predictions could have 
been made. 
This is the total number of observed single-bit upsets - I. e. it Includes GCR induced upsets as well 
as proton induced upsets. However, the prefirninarv analvsis of the heavv-Ion beam tests shows that 
proton effects should dominate, and indeed this is confirmed in all the flight observations, %Nith GCR 
upsets accounting for -10% of the total - well Within the error-bound on the measured 
SEU-rates 
NIBUs are similarly ignored, as these only account for an extra -I o of the errors. 
Note- (') = Non-flight-spare part. 
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It is perhaps also worth notmg that the models predict nearly a ()ý I difference in the error- 
rate for a particular device between the higb and lox altitude orbits. In practice, for the non- 
Sony devices, we actually observe a difference of -5 1ý 
7.6.4 Summary of Ground Test Data and SEE-Rate Prediction 
Ground-based heavy-ion testing and proton-beam testing has proýlded evidence that as the 
density (of transistors) in commercial SRAMs increases, so their sensitivitv to GCR-indUced 
SEU reduces. However, their sensitivity to proton-induced SEUs remains approxiniatek, tile 
same. This implies that the LEO proton environment will become increasingly dominant in 
generating SEUs as denser SRAM devices are flown. 
Some of the early low-density parts failed at low total doses when subjected to high flLl\cS 
of protons, and similarly, some of the more recent high-density parts exhibited stuck-bits Luidei 
high proton fluence. However, it is not clear that these effects are representative of the space 
environment, or are anything other than an artefact of testing at relatively high protoll-flu\, 
which does not allow sufficient time for recoverv processes to take place. For e\ample, the 
stuck-bits are seen to anneal out at room-temperature after a few hours, and in aiiv practical 
method of total-dose testing (see for example MIL-STD883B Method 1019.4), time must be 
allowed for annealing to occur. I would, therefore, recornmend testing at the lowest practical 
proton-flux, commensurate with the maximum available (and affordablel) beam-time. 
The Bendel 2-parameter model has proven to be reasonably successful (i. e. within a factor 
of -2-5) in predicting proton-induced upset rates. However, deriving accurate parameters frorii 
data-sets with only a few discrete proton energies tested, has proven difficult. One feature 
which has emerged is that all of the conuilercial parts have upset thresholds at vCIA, loýý proton 
energies (i. e. in the range -20-30 MeV). It is therefore important to carry out tests at several 
energies, particularly in the 20-50 MeV range, as well as at higher proton energies. 
In the absence of any proton-beam test data, Petersen's method of calculating proton Lipset 
rates from heavy-Ion test data does appear to give reasonable results. 
Surprisingly, for most of the devices, testing parts from different batches to the flight-parts 
gave representative results (compared to flight data), and there is seen to be vei-, ' little devicc- 
to-device variation between the same part-types from a given manufacturer. Ho%ý c% er, there are 
notable exceptions - in particular the Sony devices have proven problematical, voth a factor of 
10 device-to-device variation in SEU sensitiýit-,., for the Sotiv CXK581001 1-18K x 8-bit parts. 
Illus, iiiv recommendation is that, where possible, parts from the same batch as die flight-parts 
should be tested, and that at least 3 (and preferabIN, 8-10) parts should be tested, to establish 
de\ice-to-device variability (Converuentiv, man,,, of the memories tested here were assembled 
into hybrids with 4 or 8 dies mounted on a small fibreglass substrate) 
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The measured SEU-rate was found to be a function of test pattern for the Son'.. - CX K_; 1000 I 
devices, with a factor of 10 difference in SEU-sensitiýitý, between all the bits set to "I" and all 
the bits set to "0". Unusually, this device also showed a difference between "checker-boird- 
data" and " checker- b oard-addres s" patterns. T'hus, I recommend that all these test patterns are 
checked during ground-testing. Clearly, when the SEU-sensitiýitý is strongly bit-pattem 
dependent, making accurate SEU-rate predictions for a mernory system iii active use will be 
difficult. 
During proton irradiation, the NEC 128K x 8-bit parts showed double-bit upsets at a i-ate 
which was consistent with flight observations. Multiple-bit upsets have iniportaiit implications 
for EDAC-protection schemes and thus, I recon-imend that the ground-test data Should be 
carefully analysed for evidence of single-event multiple-bit upsets. '17his also requires that the 
proton flux be kept sufficiently low that the number of independent upsets observed per '-%ýash- 
of the device is small (ideally one). 
The use of fission fragments in "CASE" testing provided a good indication of the sawrated 
cross-section of the devices for heavy-ions, and proved useful in planning the hew, ", -ioll test 
reDme. 
The Integral-method predictions of GCR SEU-rates made on the basis of the hcavy-ioii 
ground test data are really not very good - the rates for the older-a neration SRANIS al-C o%Cl, - , =)e I 
predicted by a factors ranging from 2 to 131 However, the predictions for the newer-generation 
(32K x 8-bit and 128K x 8-bit) devices are good - and yet it is these devices which require the 
most careful consideration of the "effective-LET" due to the small dimensions of the sensitive 
volume! Contrary to expectations, my calculations using the simpler threshold-LET and 
saturated cross-section method gave much better results for the older devices. The reason foi- 
this is not clear. 
'Me GCR SEU-rate predictions for the Texas DRAM parts are poor. The integral method, 
wider-predicts the SEU-rate bay a factor of 5, whereas the LET threshold/ saturated-cross- 
section method under-predicts the SEU-rate by a factor of 25! - i. e. here the simple calculatioil 
fails badly, probably due to the relatively low slope in the threshold-region of the LET cross- 
section curve for these devices. 
So my recommendation is to use the integral weighting method to prepare SEL-rate 
predictions from heavy-Ion test data, but I note that this method over-pred, cts the GCR SEU- 
rate for the older-generation of SRAM devices and wider-predicts the SEU-rate for the verA 
sensitive DRAM. 
The older cenerati I -bit and 8K x 8-bit) SRA%ls all latch-up wider ground- Y on (i. e. 
1Kx8 
based heavy-ion bornbardment, and there is some c%idence that latch-ups might ha%, c occuried 
iii some of these devices in the UoSA T-2 DCE. 
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As expected, the DRAMs do not latch up. 
None of the newer generation (i. e. 32K x 8-bit and 1228 K\ 8-bit) SRA\ Is eximbited latch- 
up - either under ground-test or in space. However, the 128K x 8-bit SRAMs do exhibit stuck- 
bits, which anneal out over periods of hours-to-months at 100T. Aii apparent stuck-bit has 
been observed in an NEC 32K x 8-bit CMOS SRAM device in S80 T, ho\\cvci- this 
disappeared in a period of a few hours at the normal spacecraft temperature. 
7.7 Summary - Observation and Analysis of Single-Event Effects 
In this chapter I have reported on the behaviour of commercial MOS memonies in loý\ -Earth 
orbiting (LEO) spacecraft, and compared this behaviour with predictions made oil the basis of 
ground-based proton and heavy-ion beam tests and standard modelling techniques. In 
In all, some 457,000 events were recorded in 733 commercial memory devices comprising 
17 different types, from 10 different manufacturers, fiving in 5 different spacecraft. 
In terins of deVice technology, these results show that the (old) nMOS DRAMs are inore 
than an order of magmtude more sensitive to SEEs than any of the CMOS SRAM parts flown. 
The SEU-sensitiVIty of the older SRAMs (4K x I-bit, 2K x 8-bit and 8K x 8-bit devices) 
was i-nore-or-less the same for all device sizes, and all manufacturers, at -5 x 10-7 SEU bit-' 
day-' in Low-Earth polar orbit. The new 128K x 8-bit SRAMs, operating in similar orbits, had 
sinlilar error rates of -7 x 10-7 SEU bit-' day-', whereas the intermediate 32K x 8-bit SRAMs 
were about tvAce as sensitive. There was little variability across devices - even when they were 
from different batches. 
One type of Sony 128K x 8-bit SRAM had an astorushingly low SEU-sensitiVity (for a non- 
hardened part) at less than 10-' SEU bit-' day-, however, fl-iis average rate disguises the fact 
that, in this case, some of the individual devices were very resilient to SEUs, whilst others %ý ere 
about the same as other manufacturer's 128K x 8-bit SRAMs. 'T'he great vanabilitN, in Soriý, 
device behaviour was confirmed in ground-testing. 
Single-event multiple-bit upset (MBU) has been observed in all sizes of CMOS SRAM, and 
in the majority of cases, the outcome is a single bit-flip occurring in mo separate bms. 
although there is some indirect evidence for bit-flips across three or more bytes. The ratio of 
sing)e-byte to double-byte upsets is sinular for the 256K-bit and I M-bit technologies - bemeen 
0. -S'o and I'o of all events are N4BUs. Triple bNte errors, if diev occur, represent 
less Ulan 
0.0 1% of the total. 
Iliese error ratios have implications for EDAC coding strategies. as chanlling the RS 
(255.2252) block-code currentIv used on the spacecraft to the RS (256.252) doiib]L-b, ýIe 
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corrector code, would reduce the number of uncorrectable ("severe") errors occurring in the 
RAMDISKs by a factor of -10 - With no loss of infon-nation storage capabilitN,. 
I'lie older lower-density CMOS SRAMs show a larger proportion of NIBUs (i. e. a feNý 
percent of events), which seem to occur mainly outside of the SAA. indicating that heavv-ions 
may be their primary cause. Sinularly, the MBU-rate in the more modem devices of UoXA T-_I 
and UoSAT-5 seems to be scaling with changes in the GCR environment, sucygesting that _Cý' 
heavy-Ions are involved. Unfortunately, the wash cycle times are too large to be able to verif". 
this directly (see also Chapter 8). 
One of the problems of using byte-wide devices is the fear that MBUs will occur \ýithin a 
single byte - i. e. single-byte multiplebit upset (SMU) - causing the Hamming ( 12,8) code 
EDAC protection scheme to be defeated. Such events were not observed in the older SRANI 
technologies of UoSAT-2, however they have been observed in the 128K x 8-bi it and 32K \ 8- 
bit devices of the S801T. In fact, for the NEC 128K x 8-bit SRAM devices, the SMU-rate (--0 (-) 
SMU day-) is similar to the NUBU-rate (-0.8 NIBU day-'), where the bits are spread across t\\ o 
bytes. Both of these rates are small compared with their single-bit error rate of 342 SEU dav' 
The Texas nMOS DRAMs used on UoSAT-2 exhibit large numbers of inultiple-bit errors 
including SMUs. Double and tnple-byte errors occur primarily in the S., \A - indicating a 
proton-Induced mechanism. However, those events which upset larger numbers of bytes occur 
at high latitudes - consistent with GCR heavy-Ion strikes. 
The observation of SN/fUs is a concern, as they Will defeat the Hamming (12,8) code EDAC 
scheme used to protect each of the spacecrafts' OBC Program Memories. Indeed this may have 
been the cause of a recent anomaly seen in the UoSA T-5 OBC- 186 (see Chapter 8). 
For all the memory devices flown, the dominating source of upsets Is the trapped proton 
environment of the SAA. When non-nalised for time spent inside and outside of the SAA. the 
ratio of proton-Mduced upsets to GCR-Induced upsets vanes between -8: 1 and nearly 90ý I- 
Interestingly, there is a technology trend here: In general, the denser the nienion. ', tile greater the 
ratio of proton-upsets to G-CR upsets. Ground-testing the Hitachi farmil", of CMOS SRAMs 
showed that this was due to a decreasing heavy-ion saturated-upset-cross-section %Wh 
increasing memory density, whilst the proton saturated- ups et-cros s- secti on remained very 
similar across all device sizes. 
Tlie SEU-rates on all the spacecraft are seen to correlate very well xvith changes ill 
environment observedmth the CREDO and CRE instruments. For the more recent spacecraft, 
this means that error-rates are increasing in line with the doubling of the GCR-flux and the _5 
-200o increase in proton flux, measured since 1990. 
Major solar particle events (SPEs) caused upsets to occur in most of the spacecraft menlor" 
systems - the most significant event being that of I 9th October I Q8() .\ hich caused a more dian 
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100 extra upsets in the sensitive DRAM memory systems of UoSA T-) However. die 
spacecraft's EDAC systems coped with this without problem. 
For the later spacecraft, only the very large SPEs of I Ith June 1991 and 2nd \oý'embci- 
1992 have caused any observable extra upsets. Thus, as far as LEO is micerned, SPEs do not 
present a serious SEE-hazard, however, they would be sigmficant in higher orbits - particLilark- 
in geostationary Earth orbit (see Chapter 8). 
Other factors which need to be considered before choosing memory devices for spacecraft 
are hard-error and latch-up sensitiVity, and total ionising dose tolerance. 
To date no conclusive latch-up event has been observed, however, SRAN1 devices lim-e 
failed in the UoSAT-2 DCE, and these failures could be due to SEL If so, the latch-up Current 
was insufficient to trip the over-current protection mechanism of the power-switches, but \\. is 
sufficiently high to damage the devices concerned. The UoSA T-2 DCE power switch has 
recently tnpped-out, and this nught also have been due to SEL. 
None of the newer (32K x 8-bit or 128K x 8-bit) CMOS SRAM technologies exhibit latch- 
up under ground-testing, or in space, and so the expectation that memories wid-i smaller feature 
sizes would be more susceptible to SEL JOCHO-791 does not seem to be met. 
The dose rates observed in the UoSA T spacecraft are close to those expected from groLuid- 
based modelling, and it is clear from the success of the UoSAT missions, that using 
commercial, non-hardened electronic device technology IS Viable for LEO, as far as total-dose 
effects are concerned. In fact, only one device has failed due to total dose-effects, and that is an 
old CMOS technology Intersil ICL7115 14-bit anal ogue-to-digita I converter (ADC) which is in 
die Navigation Magnetometer, mounted on UoSAT--"s lightly-shielded external -'xing" 
structure. This device failed after -8 years in orbit, accumulating -6-12 krad(Si). 
In lQ93, my student, Franqols Lucas, and 1, tested two similar devices for the STRV 
spacecraft, using Surrey's Co-60 source, and we found that they failed at a particularly loýý 
dose of 4-5 krad(Si) [LUCA-931. We therefore selected a different ADC for STRI' - thus 
demonstrating the utility of carrying out simple, low-cost, dose-testing of parts I 
The memories, discrete logic devices (mainly 54HC, AC, ACT and 4000 series CNIOS), 
nii crop roces sors (1802,80CI86, Z80, NSC-800,68HCII, 8OC31,87C51. etc. ), UV- 
EPROMS, and other miscellaneous commercial devices, ha, ý, e. otherwise, all perforined oothout 
problem, often continuously for periods of many years. 
Interestingly, we would have expected to see anomalies due to processor upset oýcr the 
ý-ears, but with the possible exception of a recent anornalv in the UoSl T-5 OBC- 186, none has 
been observed. Processor upsets must be Occurring, and so it appears that such upsets have 
little or no pi-actical impact on system function - at least under the error-rate conditions of 
LEO. 
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CHAPTER8 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this final chapter, I draw together the results and 
conclusions from this work, and address the questions that 
formed its motivation. As a result, I am able to make a 
number of recommendations as to the design of spacecraft 
solid-state data-recorders using commercial-off-the-shelf 
MOS memories, however, there are still issues wNch 
require further investigation, which I address in 
"Recommendations and Future Work". 
This research constitutes the first comprehensive study of radiation effects in "conillierclal- 
off-the-shelf" (COTS) MOS memory devices operating in Low-Earth orbiting spacecraft, 
accompanied by in-situ monitoring of the space radiation environment. 
The principal objective of this research has been to investigate the behaviour (particularlý, 
the single-event effect (SEE) behaviour) of advanced commercial MOS memory devices in the 
low-Earth orbit space environment, in order to detenyune their suitability for the construction of 
large solid-state data recorders for use in space. 
I have met this objective through a program of monitoring and analysis, in which some 
475,000 radiation-induced events were recorded in 733 commercial memory devices, 
comprising 17 different types, from 10 different manufacturers, flying in 5 different spacecraft. 
UoSA T-2, -3 and -5, K[TSA T-I and S801T. These events have been analysed according devlc(ý_ 
type, technology, size and manufacturer, and the results have been correlated with 
measurements of the space radiation environment inside the satellites, made, in part, by 
instruments which I have designed and built especially for this purpose. I have therefore been 
able to evaluate the relative effects of trapped-particles, galactic cosMic-rays and solar-particle 
events on these various commercial devices, and in the process, I have tested the accuracy of 
industry-standard models of the space radiation environment. 
T'horough collaborative research programmes With ESA-ESTEC and CNES, I have been 
able to have many of the devices ground-tested using heavy-Ion and proton beams, and have 11-5 
therefore been able to investigate the veracity of SEE-prediction techniques for these 
commercial devices. The results have shown some unexpected problems. 
The next sections sunimanse the findings of these investigations. 
Finaflv, I have been able to use these results to evaluate the effects of systeni design. and 
error-detection and correction (EDAC) coding scheme on system reliability under these 
radiation environment conditions. 
8.1 The Space Radiation Environment and Monitoring Payloads 
I described the general features of the near-Earth space radiation environment in Chapter 2 
The near-Earth space radiation environment is complex, and is still the subject of acti%, e 
research. The Earth is surrounded by a vast comet-shaped maDietosphere, shaped b\- the 
dynamic interplay between the solar-wind and the geomagnetic field. Tlie magnetic field 
dominates the structure of the near-Earth radiation environment, and provides a natural 
boundary between "Earth-space" and the interplanetary medium. It acts as a partial shield 
against charged-particles coming from outside, and it contains vast circulating belts of charged- 
particles trapped inside. Thus, there are three primary environments of concern for spacecraftý 
trapped radiation, galactic cosnUc-rays (GCRs) and solar flare particles. 
The trapped radiation belts (van Allen belts) are a very serious threat to satellites, both M 
terms of radiation dose, and SEEs. There is a single proton belt, comprising high energy 
protons, which affects low-Earth orbiting satellites in a reVon known as the South Atlantic 
Anomaly (SAA). The electron belts are divided into two, the inner electron belt being more-or- 
less coincident with the proton belt, and the outer electron belt being at very high altitude. Loý, N - 
Earth orbiting (LEO) satellites pass through the inner belt electrons in the SAA, and higb- 
inclination LEO satellites will also pass through the outer belt electrons near the poles. 
Geostationary (GEO) satellites orbit within the outer-belt, and elliptical orbits such as 
Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO), or the Molnij, a orbit, cross both inner and outer belts. 
The motion of all trapped particles is governed by the magnetic field, and so the belts are 
described and modelled in terms of a magnetic "dipole" co-ordinate system. 
GCRs comprise protons and heavy-ions with very high energies (typically a few GeV). 
Satellites in high-Earth orbits are essentially totally exposed to GCRs, but satellites M loýý- 
Earth orbits receive some shielding effect from the Earth's magnetic field - except at high 
latitudes. There is also a sNelding effect from the solid Earth and its atmosphere. The flux of 
GCRs is low, and so they do not constitute a serious source of radiation dose, however, die 
heavy ion content is very effective at causing singJe-event effects (SEEs). 
Solar-flare particles are similar to GCRs, comprising mainly protons with a few percent 
heavy ions. Their energies tend to be slightly lower than GCRs. The occurrence of flares is 
correlated with the I I-year solar (sun-spot) cycle. Major flares occur around the time of solar 
maximum, and can produce very intense particle fluxes at Earth for a da,,, - or so, posing a -, cry 
serious threat to satellites. Geostationary and other higb-altitude satellites are particularly at 
risk, and one major flare may Vve the equivalent of a year's radiation dose. Polar, and other 
high-inclination low-Earth orbiting satellites, will also encountet- these particles at high 
latitudes. As with GCRs, solar flare particles are an effective source of SEEs. 
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In Chapter 5,1 described the radiation monitors, which %%ere flo\ý-n to measure this 
environment. In particular, I described the Cosmic-Ray Experiment (CRE), which I desiped 
and developed to morutor the iorusing radiation environment inside two spacecraftý KIT7.4 T-I 
and PoSAT-1, This mstrument complements a previous payload - CREDO - which is carned 
by another satellite- UoSA T-3. 
These instruments each comprise two sub-systems- one to monitor the accumulated ionising 
radiation dose inside the satellites, through solid-state dosimeters (RADFETs), and olie to 
measure the charge (and therefore energy) deposited by ionising-particles passing through a 
PIN-diode detector. 
Measurements from dosimeter are made available to the spacecraft's on-board computer 
(OBC) through the standard telemetry system, whilst the particle-counter cortmiunicates with 
the OBC via a serial data network. By measuring the charge-pulse-heights accumulated by the 
particle counter over a few rMnutes, it is possible to derive the LET spectrum inside the 
satellite. These measured spectra allowed me to investigate the accuracy of tile standard 
environmental models such as CREME and AP8 [ADAM-861, ISAWY-761. 
My CRE instrument is functionally sinular to CREDO. However, it differs in design. In 
particular, it makes use of fast hardware to enable it to cope more efficiently with the high 
particle-flux conditions found in the inner radiation belt. 
W1iJIst both the CREDO and CRE instruments contain a microcontroller and some ineinor, ", 
they each use the spacecraft's primary OBC and solid-state memory to time-stamp and provide 
die main storage for the data they produce. 
'Me instruments are operated continuously, and each day a file of data is downloaded to the 
Mission Control Centre in Guildford. These files are then analysed (see Chapter 6). 
Measurements of the galactic cosmic-ray environment show that there is a significant loýý- 
LET enhancement over the CRENIIE predictions, however, the CRENIIE model is good (if slightly 
conservative) at LET values between 1,000 and 10,000 MeV cm 2 g-I (which is an important 
region for the SEU threshold for many memory devices, etc. ). All the instruments show the 
same response to the cosmic-ray environment, which indicates their veracity. 
The GCR flux has doubled over the observation period - in line with expectations based 
upon the phase of the solar cycle. However, within this cy eral trend, a number of step-changes gen 
(decreases) in GCR-flux have been observed, most notably after the major solar-particle Cý, ent 
activitv of June 199 1. 
Neither the CREDO nor the CRE instruments can quantitatively analyse the very high-LET 
regime, and so it is not possible to examine the region of the GCR-LET spectrum which 
contributes to the saturated region of a device's SEU-sensitiNity CLHA-e. or indeed to those 
GCRs which have a sigmficant probability of causing latch-ups or hard-errors. 
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The CRE measurements of the trapped proton environment in the South Atlantic Anonialy 
(SAA), generally, show good agreement With the predictions of the AP8\11N model, proýided 
that proper account is taken of very high-LET, low-energy protons, slowinor and stopping in the 
detector. The general form of the LET spectrum derived from the AP8%11\ model is seen to fit 
the observed data, with the PoSAT-I CRE recording a slightly higher flux than predicted, and 
the KITSA T- I CRE recording a slightly lower flux than predicted. 
It would therefore appear that the AP8 model gives a reasonable basis for modelling tile 
trapped proton environment of these orbits in order to make predictions of SEE-rates - at least 
to within a factor of two. 
The UoSAT-3 CREDO instrument, m the same orbit as PoSAT-1, apparently sees much less 
proton flux in the SAA than AP8 predicts. However, this is explained bv the slower particle- 
processing time of CREDO, which relies on software to carry out the pulse-height analysis, 
The value of fast hardware-driven counting devices (such as those in the CRE) is therefore 
demonstrated. Once the CREDO data have been corrected for dead-tinle effects, theN, also fit 
the AP8 model. 
Because UoSAT-3 has been operational for nearly half a solar-cycle, it has beeri possible to 
examine the long-term changes in the SAA. Since operations began iii April 1990, the 
measured particle-flux steadily decreased up to the first quarter of 1992, whereupon it entered 
a phase of steady growth, showing a 20% growth by the first quarter of 1994. Numencallý', 
this is in line with expectations based upon the AP8MAX and AP8MIN models, however die 
observed cycle is shifted in phase by some 2.5 years compared to the (inverse) solar cvcle. 
Many solar particle events have been observed, with the majority occurring in the first 
phase of the mission, close to solar maximum, as expected. However, the observed nature of 
these events does not fit in well with the CREME model. Solar particles are detected at cut-off 
rigidities greater than expected, indicating that they can penetrate deeply into the 
mapetosphere. Also a dynamic region around L=2.5 has been identified where new belts of 
particles forin in response to some SPEs. Both these processes pose a threat to spacecraft 
electronics. 
Thus, in broad outline, the current models (CREME and AP8) seem adequate to describe tile 
average environment expenenced by these low-Earth orbiting satellites, and therefore the\ foriii 
a reasonable input to the analysis of single-event effects which is the pninary theme of this 
research. However, in detail, the radiation environment has been seen to be more d\11arnic than 
these models suggest, and to differ in detail from the model predictions. 'Thus, a iieý, ý 
programme of environrnental monitonng should be undertaken, and current models updated. 
8.2 The Influence of the Radiation Environment on SEE-Rate 
In Chapter 7,1 described the memory systems under study, and detailed the results of 
several years of observation of their SEE-behaviour in low-Earth orbit. 
The conunercial memory technologies studied ranged from 16K-bit and 64K-bit n%IOS 
DRAMs of the late- 1970s, to 256K-bit and I M-bit CMOS SRAMs of the earl,, -- 1 QQOs. 
For all the memory devices flown, the donunating source of upsets is the trapped proton 
environment of the SAA. When normallsed. for time spent inside and outside of the SAA, die 
ratio of proton-induced upsets to GCR-Induced upsets vaned between -8-1 and nearly QOý I 
In general, the more modem, denser SRAMs showed the greater ratio of proton-upsets to 
GCR upsets. Ground-testing the Hitachi family of CMOS SRAM's (16K-bit to 4 M-bit) 
confin-ned this, and showed that it was because the heavy-ion saturated- up set-c ros s- sect i on 
decreases with increasing memory density, wl-iilst the proton saturated-up set-c ros s- sect I oil 
remained very similar across all device sizes. 
When upset-rates were plotted against L-shell (as in Figure 7.13), the dominating effect of 
the proton belt was clearly seen, with the peak in SEU rate corresponding exactly with the peak 
proton flux at approximately L=1.4 Earth-radii. For the very sensitive DRAMs on-boal-d 
UoSA T-2, this peak SEU-rate was measured to be nearly two orders of magnitude greater thail 
the background SEU-rate due to galactic cosrriic-rays (GCRs) confinning the calculatiolls I 
made using the AP8 model. Thus, SEU-rates, quoted as a daily average, are sonie%Oiat 
misleading as most SEUs occur in short bursts associated with traversals of the SAA. During 
the 10 minutes or so that it takes for a low-Earth polar-orbiting spacecraft to pass through the 
SAA, the actual SEU-rate is very high. This has implications for EDAC-coding schemes and 
memory wash strategies which I address in Section 8.5. 
The 1,330 km altitude KITSAT-I and S801T satellites showed error-rates which 'ýýCre 
generally -5 or 6 times greater than those m sinular devices in 800 km altitude, polar orbit 
'nie AP8MIN model predicted that the rates would be nearly 9 times greater. 
With the exception of the memory systems of UoSAT-2, all the polar-orbiting spacecraft 
showed increasing proton-related SEU-rates over the period 1()')O-c)4, and fliese increases 
correlated precisely With increases in proton flux measured by the cosmic-ray expeninents over 
die same time period - i. e. approximately a 200' 'ncrease. UoSI T- " showed a clecrease iii 
proton SEU-rate, partly because its systems were monitored earlier in the solar cycle ( N88- 
1 Q92), and partly because of its loss of altitude over this period. 
About 5% of all events noted in the Texas 4416 DRAMs of ('0AT-2 \ýerc double-bit 
Lipsets -a sigruficant nw-nber of which were associated with the SAA This niphes that singit, 
protons are able to induce multiple-bit upsets in these particularly sensitive devices. 
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Indeed, whilst GCRs turned out not to be a significant source of SEUs (compared to the 
effects of the trapped protons), in any of the memories, they were important as a source of 
single-event multiple-bit upsets (, MBUs). 
By noting the location of the spacecraft when these events occurred, I slIoNved that GCRs 
were causing multiple bit-flips, both in the Texas DRAMs and in the Hitachi SRA%Is on-bojrd 
UoSAT-2. The DRAMs, In particular, showed some dramatic events where at least 7, 'S' and 
even II bits flipped, and in each case, I was able to trace the path of the upsets across the die. 
Because of the architecture of the Texas device, these multiple-bit upsets (which showed up 
as single-bit flips in separate bytes) implied that multiple-bit upsets were occurnng it'11/1111 Z' 
individual bytes - probably at similar rates. Such single-byte multiple-bit Upsets (S \IL S) Would 
defeat the Hamming (12,8) EDAC memory protection coding scheme, causing uncorrectable 
errors - and direct evidence for thi s was found (see also Section 8.5) ý 
VO-ii1st there were not a large number of MBUs in the Hitachi 2K x 8-bit and SK x 8-bit 
SRAMs, the number recorded was fairly significant when expressed as a percentage of all the 
events seen in these RAMs (i. e. between -2% and -4%). However, no SMU was observed. 
For the more modem, 32K x 8-bit and 128K x 8-bit CMOS SRAMs on UoS I T-3 and 
UoSAT-5, approximately 1% of all events were N11BUs, and, whilst the tinung information 
available is insufficient to be able to precisely locate the position of the spacecraft for these 
events, the long-terrn trend in the observed MBU-rates did match the trend in the measured 
GCR-flux - i. e. the number doubled over the observation period. 'T'his suggests that rnaný- of 
these N1BUs are due to GCRs. In fact the over-all SEU-rates measured outside of the SAA 
correlated precisely With changes in the GCR-flux measured by the cosmic-ray expenillents - 
i. e. they doubled over the penod 1990-94. The NEC 128K x 8-bit devices on SSO I'showed a 
large number of double-bit upsets confined to a single byte, which we were able to reproduce in 
ground-based proton-beam irradiation experiments, and so protons are able to induce NIBU In 
at least some of these memories. 
Major solar particle events (SPEs) caused upsets to occur in most of the spacecraft memorN, 
systems - the most sigruficant event being that of 19th October P89 which caused more thail 
100 extra upsets in the sensitive DRAM memory devices of UoSAT-2. However. the 
spacecraft's EDAC systems coped with this without problem. 
For the later spacecraft, only the very large SPEs of I Ith June I QQ I and 21ld November 
I QQ2 have caused any observable extra upsets. Thus, as far as LEO is coricerned, S PEs do tiot 
present a serious SEE-hazard, however, fliev would be significant in higher orbits - pamcularIN- 
iii geostationary Earth orbit. 
T"he "third" (temporary) radiation belt, detected by the cosmic-ray e\permients, had no 
noticeable effect on SEU-rates for these spacecraft. 
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8.3 The Influence of Device Technology on SEE-Rate 
In terms of device technology, these results show that the (old) nMOS DRANIs are iiiore 
than an order of magnitude more sensitive to SEEs than any of the CNIOS SRANI parts flown 
The SEU-sensitivity of the older SRAMs (4K x I-bit, 2K x 8-bit and 8K x 8-bit doloc-S) 
was more-or-less the same for all device sizes, and all manufacturers, at -5 x 10-, SEL bit-' 
day-' in Low-Earth polar orbit. The new 128K x 8-bit SRAMs, operating ill similar orbits, had 
silnýular error rates of -7 x 10-7 SEU bit-' day-', whereas the interniedilate 32-K x 8-bit SRANI, 
were about twice as sensitive. There was little variability across devices - everi %\ Ilen the\ %\ eve 
from different batches. 
One type of Sony 128K x 8-bit SRAM had an astonishingly low SEU-sensitnltN, (for a 11011- 
hardened part) at less than 10 SEU bit-' day-', however, this average rate disguises the fact 
that, in this case, some of the individual devices were very resilient to SEUs, whilst others %\CI-C 
about the same as other manufacturer's 128K x 8-bit SRAMs. I'lie great vanabilit", M Soiiý. 
device behaviour was confirmed in ground-testing n* 
Ground-testing also confirmed a technology trend that was observed in space. That is, iii 
general, the denser the memory, the greater the ratio of proton-upsets to GCR upsets. Ground- 
testing the Hitachi family of CMOS SRAMs showed that this was due to a decreasing heavý. - 
ion saturated-upset-cross-section with increasing memory density, whilst the proton saturated- 
upset-cross-section remained very similar across all device sizes. 
Single-event multiple-bit upset (NIBU) has been observed in all sizes of CMOS SRANI, and 
in the majority of cases, the outcome is a single bit-flip occurring in two separate býics. 
although there is some indirect evidence for bit-flips across three or more bytes. The ratio of 
singJe-byte to double-byte upsets is similar for the 256K-bit and I M-bit technologies - bet"ý cell 
0.5% and 1% of all events are MBUs. Triple byte errors, if they occur, represent less than 
0-01% of the total. 
These error ratios have implications for EDAC coding strategies, as changing the RS 
(255,252) block-code currently used on the spacecraft to the RS (256,2522) double-byte 
corrector code, would reduce the number of uncorrectable ("severe") errors occurring ill t1le 
RAMDISKs by more than a factor of 10 - with no loss of information storage capability 
The older lower-density CMOS SRAMs show a larger proportion of NIBUs 6ca fc%ý 
percent of events), which occur mainly outside of the S. A. A, indicating that heavy-lons are their 
primary cause. Similarly, the MBU-rates in the inore modern devices of UoSA T-3 and -5 
appears to be scaling with changes in the GCR environment. suggesting that heaý'v-ions are I 170 
involved. Unfortunately, the wash cycle times are too large to be able to %cnfý- this directly (see 
also Section 8.6). 
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ne actual MBU-rates, observed in the different device sizes in polar orbit .ý ere 
Device Si:: e MBU-Rate (10-' MBU bif'daý--) 
" Hitachi HM6116 2K x 8-bit 1.75-5.26 
" Hitachi HM6264 8K x 8-bit 0.66- 1.97 
" Ffitachi HM62256 32K x 8-bit 1.09- 1.26 
NEC D43256 32K x 8-bit 0.69- 1.00 
" NEC D43 1000 128K x 8-bit 0.55-0.64 
" Sony CXK58000 128K x 8-bit 0.001 - 0.012 
and for the higher KITSA T -I and S801T orbit, the MBU-rates were: 
Device Size MB U-Rate ( 10-' Ni, IBU bit-' da,, --') 
" NEC D43256 32K x 8-bit 4.66 - 6.06' 
" Sony CXK58257 32K x 8-bit 6.64-8.27 
2 
(SSO T) 
" Sony CXK58257 32K x 8-bit < 0.05 (KITSA T- 1) 
" NEC D43 1000 128K x 8-bit 1.35- 1.44 (includes DBU events) 
" Sony CXK58001 128K x 8-bit Oý08 - 0.12 
T'hus, surprisingly, there is no evidence from in-orbit observations that the denser devices 
are necessarily more prone to MBU than the older devices. This is contrary to the evidence 
from ground-testing of the Hitachi devices using heavy ions, which show no, or %, Cry fc%\ 
MBUs for the 2K x 8-bit, 8K x 8-bit and 32K x 8-bit devices, but which show 10-20', o of 
events are MBUs (mainly double-bit upsets) in the 128K x 8-bit devices. The 512K x 8-bit 
devices showed an even larger proportion of MBUs. 
One of the problems of using byte-wide devices is the fear that MBUs will occur %ý ithiii a 
single byte - i. e. single-byte multiple-bit upset (SMLJ) - causing the Hamming (12,8) code 
EDAC protection scheme to be defeated. Such events were not observed in the older SRAM 
tecl-inologies of UoSA T-2, however they have been observed in the 3 2K x 8-bit and 12 8K\ 8- 
bit devices of the S801T - mainly in the forin of double-bit errors. Ground-testincy sllo\\ s that tile 
SMUs in the NEC 128K x 8-bit devices could, at least in part, be due to protons. For die \EC 
128K x 8-bit SRAM devices, representing a target of 100,270,080 bits, the SMU-rate (-0 0 
SMU day-) is sirrular to the MBU-rate where the bits are spread across two bytes (08 \IBU 
day-'). Both of these rates are small compared with their single-bit error rate of 33412 SEU dav' 
The Texas nMOS DRAMs used on UoSAT-2 exl-ýbit large numbers of multiple-bit errors 
including SMUs. Double and tnple-bit errors occur pnmanly in the SAA - indicating a proton- 
induced mechanism. However, those events which upset larger numbers of bits occur at high 
latitudes - consistent with G-CR heavy-ion stnkes. 
Ilie observation of SMUs is a concern, as they will defeat the Hamnung (12,8) code EDAC 
SChellIe Used to protect each of the spacecrafts' OBC Program Meniones 
approximately half of these N/IBUs are not due to single-events. but are due to coincidental 
independent events - see Chapter 7. 1 - ditto. 
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Other factors which need to be considered before choosing memory devices for spacecraft 
are single-event latch-up (SEL) and single-event hard-error (SHE) sensitivity. 
To date no conclusive latch-up event has been observed, however, SRAM devices lun, e 
failed in the UoSAT-2 DCE, and these failures could be due to SEL. If so, the latch-up current 
was insufficient to trip the over-current protection mechanism of the power-switches, but was 
sufficiently high to damage the devices concerned. The UoSAT-2 DCE power switch has 
recently tripped-out, and this nught also have been due to SEL. 
Other SELs detected in space have occurred in sIrMlar old-technology SRAMs [ADAM-921. 
None of the newer (32K x 8-bit or 128K x 8-bit) CMOS SRAM technologies exhibit latch- 
up under grourid-testing, or in space, and so the expectation that memories with smaller feature 
sizes would be more susceptible to SEL [OCHO-791 does not seem to be met. 
Single-event hard-errors have been seen in the 128K x 8-bit parts in ground-testing - either 
as the result of bombardment by high-LET heavy-ions, or after prolonged exposure to protons, 
when the total-ionising, dose becomes significant (-15 krad(Si)). 
No hard-error has been seen in any of the 128K x 8-bit devices In space, however, a stuck- 
bit did apparently occur in one of the NEC 32K x 8-bit devices of S801T. This bit was shown 
to be in error in two consecutive wash-cycles, and so it apparently remained in error for at least 
3.7 hours, and possibly remained stuck for up to 14.8 hours. With an error-rate of -8 x 10 -6 
SEU bit-' day-', it is very unlikely that this was simply a coincidence, but it cannot be ruled out. 
In terms of SRAM device manufacturer, some differences in behaviour have been observed, 
although in general the response of one manufacturer's device of a particular size has been 
much the same as another manufacturer's device of the same size. For example the F[itachi, 
Nfitsubishi, EDI and NEC 32K x 8-bit devices all show very similar error-rates, as do the 
Toshiba, Harris and Hitachi 2K x 8-bit devices. The IDT radiation-enhanced 32K x 8-bit 
devices were between -5-10 times more resilient to SEUs than other manufacturer's 32K x 8- 
bit devices (providing a particularly "soft" patch in them was ignored), which is reassuring. 
The 128K x 8-bit devices did show a spread in response. For example, the UoSAT-5 Sony 
581000 parts were on average -50-100 times more resilient to SEUs than the Hitachi or NEC 
parts, and indeed the Hitachi parts were -70% more resilient than tile NEC parts. A difference 
between Sony and NEC parts also existed for the higher-altitude S801T and KITSAT-I 
spacecraft, with their Sony 581000 and 581001 parts being around one third as sensitive to 
SEUs as their NEC parts. However, this difference in sensitivity is much less than that for the 
Sony and NEC parts in UoSAT-5. Detailed investigation showed that the Sony parts were 
unusual in that the 581000 part showed differences in SEU cross-section when tested under 
"checker-board data" (CD) and "checker-board-address" (CA) test patterns in ground-based 
heavy-ion and proton beam tests, implying that the sensitivity of a memory cell depends upon 
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the electrical state of its neighbours. Similarly, the 581001 parts showed a factor of 10 spread 
in SEU-sensitivity across the parts tested - and so the good average SEU-performance belled 
the fact that some devices had about the same sensitivity as other manufacturer's devices, 
whilst, some were actually very SEU resilient. 
The behaviour of the Sony 128K x 8-bit devices means that it is very difficult to make 
accurate SEU-rate predictions on the basis of ground-testing. In fact, all that ground-testing 
could do in this case was to highlight that fact. However, for all the other SRAM devices 
tested, the spread in sensitivity was small, and they showed little or no test-pattern dependence 
(i. e. a memory cell in the "I" state was equally sensitive to SEU as a cell in the "0" state). 
Finally, the memories, discrete logic devices (mainly 54HC, AC, ACT and 4000 series 
CMOS), microprocessors (1802,80C 186, Z80, NSC-800,68HC 11,8001,87C5 1, etc. ), UV- 
EPROMS, and other miscellaneous commercial devices, have, otherwise, all performed without 
problem', often continuously for periods of many years. 
We would have expected to see anomalies due to processor upset over the years, but With 
the possible exception of a recent anomaly in the UoSA T-5 OBC- 186, none has been observed. 
Processor upsets must be occurring, and so it appears that such upsets have little or no 
practical impact on system function - at least under the error-rate conditions of LEO. 
8.4 The Effectiveness and Veracity of Ground-Based Testing 
Ground-based heavy-ion testing and proton-beam testing has provided evidence that as the 
density (of transistors) M commercial SRAMs increases, so their sensitivity to GCR-induced 
SEU reduces. However, their sensitivity to proton-induced SEUs remains approximately the 
same. This implies that the LEO proton environment will become increasingly dominant in 
generating SEUs as denser SRAM devices are flown. 
Some of the early low-density parts failed at low total doses when subjected to high fluxes 
of protons, and similarly, some of the more recent high-density parts exhibited stuck-bits under 
high proton fluence. However, it is not clear that these effects are representative of the space 
environment, or are anything other than an artefact of testing at relatively high proton-flux, 
which does not allow sufficient time for recovery processes to take place. For example, the 
stuck-bits are seen to anneal out at 100 T after periods ranging from a few hours to a few 
months, and in any practical method of total-dose testing (see for example MIIL-STD883B 
Method 10 19.4), time must be allowed for annealing to occur. 
3 with the exception of the Intersil 7115KMDL 14-bit ADC in the UoS4 T-2 Navigation 
Magnetometer, mounted on the lightly-shielded external wing of UoS4 T-2, which failed due to total- 
dose damage after approximately 8 years in orbit. 
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I would, therefore, recommend testmg at the lowest practical proton-flux. commensurate 
with the maximum available (and affordable! ) beam-time. 
The Bendel 2-parameter model [STAP-901 has proven to be reasonabIN, successful (I C 
within a factor of -2-5) in predicting proton-induced upset rates. However, dený, -ing accurate 
parameters from data-sets with only a few discrete proton ener, 9jes tested, has proven difficult. 
One feature which has emerged is that all of the commercial parts ha% C upset thresholds at very 
low proton energies (i. e. in the range -20-30 MeV). It is therefore important to carry out tests 
at several ene ies, particularly M the 20-50 MeV range, as well as at hig ier proton energics TV 
In the absence of any proton-beam test data, Petersen's method of calculawi, (, ); protoii upsLl 
rates from heavy-Ion test data does appear to give reasonable results [PETE-92al, 
Surprisingly, for most of the devices, testing parts from different batches to the flight-parts 
gave representative results (compared to flight data), and there is seen to be verv little device- 
to-deVice variation between the same part-types from a given manufacturer. Ho%% ever, there are 
notable exceptions - in particular the Sony devices have proven problematical, With a factor of 
10 device-to-device variation in SEU sensitivity for the Sony CXK581001 128K x 8-bit parts. 
Thus, my recommendation is that, where possible, parts from the same batch as the fligbt-parts 
should be tested, and that at least 3 (and preferably 8-10) parts should be tested, to establish 
device-to-device variability (Conveniently, many of the memories tested here were assembled 
into hybrids with 4 or 8 dies mounted on a small fibreglass substrate). 
The measured SEU-rate was found to be a function of test pattern for the Sonv CXK5 1000 
devices, with a factor of 10 difference in SEU-sensitivity between all the bits set to -I" and a] I 
the bits set to "0". Unusually, this device also showed a difference between "check er-boa rd- 
data" and "checker-board-address" patterns. Thus, I recommend that all these test patterns are 
checked during, ground-testing. Clearly, when the SEU-sensitivity is strongly bit-patteni 
dependent, making accurate SEU-rate prechctions for a memory system in active use will be 
difficult. 
During proton irradiation, the NEC 128K x 8-bit parts showed double-bit upsets at a rate 
which was consistent with flight observations. Multiple-bit upsets have important implications 
for EDAC-protection schemes and thus, I recommend that the ground-test data should be 
carefully analysed for evidence of single-event multiple-bit upsets. This also requires that die 
proton flux be kept sufficiently low that the number of independent upsets observed per "%\ ash" 
of the device is small (ideallv one). 
Ilie use of Cf-252 fission fragments in "CASE" testing proýided a good indication of the 
saturated cross-section of the devices for heav,,, -Ions. and proved useful In planning the heavy- 
im test regime [SAND-821, ICOST-901. 
The integral-method predictions of GCR SEU-rates made on the basis of the heavy-ion 
ground test data are really not very good - the rates for the older-generation SRAMs are ovei - 
predicted by a factors ranging from 2 to 13! However, the predictions for the nemer-generation 
(32K x 8-bit and 128K x 8-bit) devices are good - and vet it is these de, 6ces which reqwre tile 
most careful consideration of the "effective-LIET" due to the small dimensions of the sensiti%e 
volume! Contrary to expectations, my calculations using the simpler threshold-LET and 
saturated cross-section method gave much better results for the older devices. The reason for 
this is not clear. 
The GCR SEU-rate predictions for the Texas DRANI parts are poor. The mtegral method, 
under-predicts the SEU-rate bay a factor of 5, whereas the LET threshold/ saturated-cross- 
section method under-predicts the SEU-rate by a factor of 25! - Le. here the simple calculation 
fails badly, probably due to the relatively low slope in the threshold-region of the LET cross- 
section curve for these devices. 
So my recommendation is to use the integral weighting method IPETE-92bl to prepare SEL - 
rate predictions from heavy-ion test data, but I note that this method over-predicts the GCR 
SEU-rate for the older-generation of SRAM devices and under-predicts the SEU-rltc for tile 
very sensitive DRAMs. 
When testing the Ktachi SRAMs, the 2K x 8-bit, 8K x 8-bit and 32K x 8-bit devices 
showed no, or very few, multiple-bit upsets under ground-based heavy-Ion bombardment, 
whereas the 128K x 8-bit devices showed between 10-20% double-errors and a few triple- 
errors. The larger 512K x 8-bit devices (not flown) showed an even greater proportion of 
MBUs. 
It Is not possible to get a MBU-rate for the Hitachi 128K x 8-bit device from the UoSA T-5 
OBC-186 Program Memory, however, this ground-measured NIBU-rate does seeiii to be 
consistent with the observed NIBU-rates in the other 128K x 8-bit devices in space (assuming 
that all MBUs are due to heavy-Ion GCRs). However, the other sizes of device also C\111bit 
MBUs in space at rates which are smular to (and often larger than) those of the 128K \ 8-bit 
devices - and this is not replicated on the ground. This could be due to the differences iii 
charge-deposition profiles for ground-test heavy-ions compared to those in space. 
Thus, multiple-bit upset is a phenomenon which requires further work - both on die ground, 
and in space. In particular, it will be interesting to fly 5 12K x 8-bit SRA%4s to see "hether or 
not they really do suffer from the large numbers of NIBUs predicted on the basis of ground- 
testing, 
Such memories v"ll fly on future UoSA Ts 
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The older generation (i. e. 2K x 8-bit and 8K x 8-bit) SRAM, s all latch-up under ground- 
based heavy-Ion bombardment, and there is some evidence that latch-ups might haýc occurred 
in some of these devices in the UoSAT-2 DCE. 
As expected, the DRAMs do not latch up. 
None of the newer generation (i. e. 32K x 8-bit and 128K x 8-bit) SRA\ls e\hibited latch- 
up - either under ground-test or in space. However, the 128K x 8-bit SRA%1s do e\hibit stuck- 
bits, which anneal out over periods of hours-to-months at 100T. An apparent stuck-bit has 
been observed in an NEC 32K x 8-bit CMOS SRAM device in SSO T, ho\ýcvei- this 
disappeared in a period of a few hours at the non-nal spacecraft temperature. 
Tbus, ground-testing does show technology trends as far as proton and heavy-lon SEU 1-ates 
are concerned, which are reflected in actual spacecraft perforinance. However, lieavy-loil 
NIBU-rates are not well matched. On the ground, only the 128K and 512K x 8-bit devices slioýý 
extensive NIIBUs, whereas in space, all sizes of SRAMs show MBU, and if anythIn(-),; ' the 
less 
dense devices show higher NIBU-rates. This needs further investigation. 
It is important to continue to evaluate new and potential spacecraft technologies in ground- 
based testing progranunes, in order to be forewarned of any problems that may anse, aild, 
where possible, examples of specific devices which are intended to fly should be evaluated iii 
order that accurate SEE-rate predictions can be made. 
Here, the predictions of SEU-rates for protons are at best within a factor of two of die 
measured values - both under and over predicted, and often are only within a factor of 5 111C 
relatively poor quality of these predictions is ma"y due to the sensitivity of the predicted upset 
rate to small changes in the "A" and "B" parameters of the Bendel model, and the difficulty iii 
achieving accurate estimates for these parameters from relatively few data points - particularlý 
at low proton-energies (-20-50 MeV). Thus, proton-beam test procedures need to be improved. 
GCR SEU-rates are generally over-predicted, but are often within a factor of two. Ho\ýever, 
given that, for these commercial devices, the SEE-behaviour is dominated bv tile protoll 
environment, this level of accuracy would appear to be adequate. 
8.5 Implications for System Reliability 
This research has concentrated on commercial CMOS SRANI technologies ývhich forni part 
of operational memory systems in low-Earth orbitmg spacecraft. 'Fhe Nery existence of these 
spacecraft show that these commercial technologies can be used successful]\ in spacel 
However, this is not to say that the systems cannot be improved, and, as a resu-It of this 
research, I do have some comments to make on their system-desip. 
Firstly, the observation of single-event single-word multiple-bit upset (SMU) in sonic of die. 
modem SRAMs has an inunediate impact on our choice of hardware EDAC memory protection 
scheme - such events will defeat the Hamming (12,8) code. 
T'his was always a possibility, and indeed it was a surprise that we did not see such events 
in the older-generation of CMOS SRAMs on-board UoSA T-2. 
There are a number of solutions to this problem. The obvious (and well known) one is 
simply to re-arrange the memory so that it is constructed from devices with a -x 1-bit" 
architecture - which is indeed the approach adopted in the program memory of the UoS. -I /'--' 
OBC which uses Mostek 4116 16K x I-bit tiMOS DRAMs. With such an architecture, 
multiple-bit flips within a device will be spread as single-bit flips across several bytes - thus 
causing no difficulty for the Hararning, code EDAC system. The chance that the same bit 
position in two separate devices would be upset can be kept small by "washing" the memory in 
the usual way. 
There is a disadvantage to this scheme in that it requires several devices to be enabled at 
once in order to read or write to the memory. For example, for the Hamming (12,8) code, 12 
memory devices Will need to be active at once, whereas in a memory system %mth a -x S)-bit" 
architecture, only two devices need be enabled at any one time. The more devices which are 
enabled, the greater the power consumption of the memory system, and this is aii impoilant 
factor in a nu cro- satellite, where power is always a very limited resource. 
Another disadvantage is that, if a memory device were to fail, the "x I-bit" architecture 
would still operate, but would no-longer be able to cope with any SEUs. In colitrast, if a 
inernory constructed with a -x 8-bit" architecture loses a device, often those addresses affected 
can be "patched out", and normal, or near-normal, service resumed ý, %ith no loss of SEL- 
protection. Indeed this is precisely how we coped with the device failures in the LOSA T-' DCE 
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An alternative, approach, and one which I have recommended for future UoS. A T spacecraft, 
is to use triple-modular redundancy (TNIR). Here, three memory deýices with a "x 8-bit" 
architecture are used with a maj ori t voting Circuit (implemented in a single gate-arrav), sticli 
that any bit errors will be out-voted, two-to-one against. Ths requires onlý- one more niefilory 
device than a Hamming EDAC system with a "x 8-bit" architecture, and %-ct proý'idcs b\ie- 
wide protection. If a device fails, SEU-protection is lost, however, again the affected addresses 
may be patched out. 
This idea can be simply extended to a memory which is 5 deviceswide, mth 3-to-2 inajorltN, 
voting, which would still consume less power than the Hanin'Ung "x I-bit" architecture aiid 
yet provide even greater failure resilience. 
A TMR-protected Program Memory has now flown in the F4Sat-Aýfa nucro-satellite 
Hardware-EDAC schemes are necessary for the Program (or CPU) Memories, as the 
memory contents need to be corrected at the instant they are interrogated by the CPU 
However, for the solid-state data recorders (RAMDISKs), there is time to use slower, but more 
memory-efficient software-EDAC schemes, and at the moment we use a modified Reed- 
Solornon (255,252) code, protecting a 256-byte block of memory (one byte is reduridant). I'llis 
gives an overhead on memory usage of less than 2%. 
This block-code operates on bytes as symbols, and can correct any number of bit-flips 
within a byte, or can detect 2 bytes in error in a 255-byte block - which we refer to as a 
severe error. 
I have shown that, for the current spacecraft, washing the memones once per orbit should 
result in very few severe errors due to coincidences, however, we actually observe -20-30 
times the expected severe error-rate. This is because the vast majonty of severe errors are due 
to single-event multiple-bit upsets affecting bits spread across two bytes. 
Hodgart [HODG-921 has suggested a modification to the block-code -a Reed-Soloiiion 
(256,252) code, where the use of the "spare" byte in the 256-byte block would 941ve the 
capability of double-byte correction. ff this were implemented, it would be able to deal %% ith the 
vast majority of severe errors, leaving only those which affect three or more bytes. My research 
has shown that, for the 32K x 8-bit and 128K x 8-bit SRAMs, less than 0.0l'o of events 
affect three or more bytes, and so such a code would give ()c). ()Q'o protection, i. e. -22 or 33 
uncorrectable errors would occur each year in a 16 M-byte RANIDISK comprising 128K x 8-bit 
devices, operating in LEO. 
I recommend this coding scheme for the RAMDISKs, as it g)ves a lot of protection for very 
little coding overhead. 
P; 
I believe that the residual uncorrectable error-rate (effectively -10-" errors per bit per daý') 
could be tolerated for most data storage purposes, particularly as the spacecraft have proven 
useful with their current uncorrectable error-rates of up to -I per day per RA%IDI SK (I C- 10-11 
errors per bit per day). If necessary multiple copies of critical data could be stored. Depending 
upon the device architecture, swapping address lines 0-7 with address lines 8-15 may niav even 
eliminate the severe errors altogether, by ensuring that near-neighbour bytes are in different 
256-byte blocks. 
MBU-rates in the modem 32K x 8-bit and 128K x 8-bit SRANI devices appear to scale 
with changes in the GCR environment, and when expressed as a percerita_gý, e of all C%Ciits, arc 
actually less common than they were in the older-generation 2K x 8-bit and SK x S-bit dexices 
I'lius, the expenence from space, so far, does not match expectations from grourid-testing - die 
denser SRAM technologies are not seen to have N11BU-rates which are in excess of those of 
earlier less dense devices. However, more work needs to be done on this, and iri particulai-, 
512K x 8-bit SRAMs need to be flown on a trial basis - especially as this is the sort of level of 
integration is necessary for substantial bulk-data storage. 
If GCRs were the only cause of these MBUs, then moVing to higher orbits would not cause 
substantial increases in the observed MBU-rates. However, there is evidence froin ground- 
testing that the at least one of the deVice-types (i. e. the SSOI T NEC 128K x 8-bit SRAINI) is 
susceptible to NIBU from protons. This, being the case, we should expect to see many more 
MBUs (arid hence uncorrectable errors) for orbits which pass through the heart of the inner 
radiation belt, such as GTO. 
This brings me to NIBUs due to coincidental independent events. Such events are prevewed 
by "washing" the memory at an adequate rate. But what is an adequate rate? Up to now, these 
rates have been calculated on the basis of daily averaged SEU-rates. However, this is not a 
good statistic to take for these commercial memories operating in LEO, as the vast niajonty of I- 
SEUs occur only Within the SAA - i. e. in bursts lasting for -5-10 minutes each orbit. 
I have shown in Chapter 7 that the trapped protons jpve a very high SEU-rate which is 
encountered for a relatively short period of time each orbit, and that this pattern substailtialk 
increases the expected number of MBUs due to coincidences, over that e. \pected on the basis of 
die average SEU-rate. The numbers of errors which occur outside the SAA under quiet-tiiiie 
conditions (i. e. no solar particle events) are so small by comparison, that tlle,,, can be effecti ý el %7 
'N' ignored. This has implications for the wash-strateg 
If it takes the same time, or longer, to wash the memory. as it takes for the spacecraft to fly 
through the SAA. then tile wash rnaý, as well take up the rest of the orbit. Thus, if a spacecraft 
has a 100 minute orbital Period, and takes 10 minutes to fly througb the SAA. the" f its 
memory wash penod lies anywhere between 10 and 90 minutes, it would be just as cffecti ve to 
make die wash penod equal to 90 minutes (thus sa\ing CPU time). 
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If the wash period is longer than 90 n-unutes (for this spacecraft). then some part of the 
memory will be exposed to the SAA twice between washes. This should be avoided to i-educe 
the nsk of MBUs from coincidences - i. e. the wash must be speeded up. 
If the wash-penod is substantially less than time taken to pass through the SAA, theil the 
memory need only be washed at this high-rate whilst actually passing through the SAA For the 
rest of the orbit, the wash may as well be suspended. 
However, there is only really any benefit from a high wash-rate if the wash period is some 
sub-multiple of the time taken to fly through the SAA - i. e. one half one third, one qUartei- of 
the time, etc, and the resulting reduction in N/EBUs from coincidences is sl! 4uficaiit compai-ed to 
the numbers of single-event NIBUs which no amount of washing can prevent. 
When major solar particle events (SPEs) occur, the reg)on outside of the SAA inay incui, 
SEU-rates which are sin-fflar to those inside the SAA. Therefore, under these conditions, t1le 
memory should be washed at a continuously higb rate. 
At the moment, we wash the various hardware EDAC protected memories continLIOLISly In 
times ranging between 148 and 512 seconds - i. e. in a time which is comparable, or faster thall 
the SAA traversal time. As I showed in Chapter 7, this gives a very high level of protectioll 
against coincidental MBUs. However, continuing to wash at these rates outside of the SAA is 
really not necessary and CPU time is being wasted - except during the most major SPEs. 
The RAMDISKs, however, are washed with wash-penods ranging from 19 seconds (I IOSA T- 
"), to 4,096 seconds (UoSAT-3) and 13,312 seconds (UoSAT-5, etc. ). 
The 19 second wash period of the UoSAT--l DCE is very fast and there is no nsk of %I BUs 
due to coincidences. 
With a wash penod of 4,096 seconds (i. e. --68 minutes), the UoSAT-3 PCE metilor%, is 
washed at least once between SAA traversals, and so it is reasonably safe. The wash period 
could be made a third slower (-5,400 seconds) without harm, however speeding the wash up 
would not offer any better protection unless it was at least -7 times faster (--600 seconds). 
However, the U6SA T-5, KITSA T-I and S801T RAMDISK wash period is too long at 13, -) 12 
seconds, as this is eqwvalent to two or more orbits. In Chapter 7,1 showed that this ýWLild 
beDn to have a noticeable effect on the observed MBU-rates for KITSA T-1 and S80 T 
particular, although MLBUs due to single-events would still Oust) be in the niajontý' T'hus. I 
recommend that the UoSA T-5, KITSA T-I and in particular. the SSO T -,, \, ash cvcIe be speeded 
up bV a factor of -2.5 as a matter of urgency. This should bnng the observed S801T NIBL- 
rates down by at least a factor of two. 
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Future (larger) RAMDISKs cannot simply be washed at the constant -4-blocks per second" 
rate which is currently used. The wash must be completed ý\ ithin 90 minutes for low-Earth 
polar orbiters. Even then, a major SPE could gJve rise to NIBUs froni coincidences, liowewi-, 
this should be taken care of by the improved Reed-Solomon (2 56,252) block-code. 
For the new generation of RANIDISKs (16M-bytes), fl-iis increase in the wash cvele-time 
could be accommodated. However, for future very large R-AMDISKs (say N I-b\tes), the 
wash would require an equivalent throughput of -200 kbps (i. e I G-bit per QO rillilutes). whicli 
would put a severe stram on the CPU and Reed-Solomon (RS) code software. In this case, a 
hardware implementation of the RS encoder, decoder, or both would be a necessity This is 
therefore an area for future work. 
An alternative approach to continuous washing at a fixed rate would be to flý- a mLicli 
simplified (and smaller) version of my Cosmic-Ray Experiment (CRE) to give warning of high 
proton fluxes. This could easily be linked to the OBC, which would exercise a dvilainic colitrol 
over the wash-rate - speeding it up in proportion to the rate at which protons are encountered 
This would then automatically cope with SAA traversals and major SPEs. 
Single-event latch-up (SEL) is a concem when using CMOS. 
It could be that the device failures in the UoSA T-2 DCE were due to SEL, however if this is 
the case, then the latch-up current was not sufficient to trip the over-cLirrent protection 
mecharusm of the power switch. In general, if latch-up currents are -100 mA or less, then it is 
very unlikely that the current UoSAT power-switch could be made to differentiate between a 
latch-up and normal operation. We have desiped an improved latch-up protection power- 
switch that responds very quickly [BAIL-931, but even so, this relies on a substantial rate-of- 
change of current to activate it. Fortunately, apart from the UoSAT-2 DCE devices, nothill- 
else has shown any signs of latch-up. In particular, we tested the meniory devices on the 
ground, and found that none of the newer devices latched-up. However, this cannot be 
generalised to all modem devices - some latch-up and some do not. Thus, where possible, 
devices should be tested for SEL prior to flight. 
Further work needs to be done on the UoSAT power switches to make SUre that devices are 
safe - even if they exhibit latch-up with low latch-up currents. 
SingJe-event hard error (SHE) apparently has occurred in one of S801Ts NEC 32K \ 8-bit 
1 the I 28K \ 8-bit meniones, although it annealed out over a few hours. SHE certairil occurs in 
devices under ground test (although there is no evidence of it in these devices in the spacecraft) -7 
All we can say at present is that SHE has not proved to be a problem anN of the 
spacecraft. 
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The CPUs and peripheral devices should all be being upset in the radiation en%ironment 
encountered in the spacecraft. An anomaly in the UoSA T-5 RANIDISK on 30/1 Q5 could haN C 
been due to processor upset (or indeed an uncorrectable error in the Hamming (I 21S) coded 
CPU memory), however, other than this, all the UoSA T systems have been verv i-chable. often 
operating continuously for periods of years. It would therefore appear that processor SEUs 
have little or no practical impact on system peifon-nance - at least in LEO. 'This is a topic 
worthy of further investigation. 
Finally, are commercial MOS memory devices suitable for spacecraft solid-state data 
recorders? 
0 In low-Earth orbit (LEO) - yes! 
In Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO) - perhaps, but only for short missions (-- 5 
years). Here, total dose effects are the lirruting factor. The error-detectioil and 
correction techniques outlined above should be able to cope with the increased trapped 
proton and SPE-induced SEE-rates, however, on the whole I would recoiniiieM the use 
of radiation hardened technology for such a mission, unless flie period iii GTO ý\ as 
short, and was a prelude to some other, more benign orbit. 
In Geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) or Molniya orbit - yes (given adequate shielding), 
mýission durations of -10 years or so would be possible. Major solar-proton events 
would cause substantial numbers of upsets, but the EDAC schemes would cope 
Data recorders constructed using commercial devices and processors would be well Suited 
to science and remote-sensing data storage, although I would hesitate to use them iii missloil 
critical systems. They offer low-power, low cost and require no moving parts. With current 
commercial SRAM technology and packaging, data-recorders of 128 M-bytes, consuming 
-100 mW (standby) would fit into a standard UoSAT module box, however such a lar, _, C 
inemory would require a hardware implementation of the RS code in order that the wash could 
be made fast enough. With special "3-D" packaging even greater densities could be achle% ed 
JAVIA-921. 
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8.6 Recommendations and Future Work 
8.6.1 The Space Radiation Environment - Models and Monitoring 
'Me results from the CREDO and CRE instruments (Chapter 6) hav'e showil the dýiianiic 
nature of the radiation environrnent - even in low-Earth orbit (LEO). Widst the industi-N. 
standard models of the environment* CREME and AP8 - as incorporated into the -SPACE 
RADIATION code ISCC-901, have proven adequate to model the aýxi-age GCR and ti-apped 
proton envirom-nent in LEO, there are a number of problems with the models (as detailed in 
Chapter 4), including 
An old magnetic field model (Jensen and Cain NAS. A, /'GSFC I Q60 model [JENS-621, 
set to the 1960 Epoch) is required in order not to over-estimate trapped particle flu\c-'. 
ILEMA-901. However, this incorrectly locates tile S. A. A 'Ilierefore, these particle 
models should ordy be applied to calculations of the mvi-age en N, 1 roil in ent, encoLuitei-ed 
over many orbits. 
The trapped particle models (AP8, AE8) only account for solar mammum and solar 
n-urumum conditions - there is no interpolation. My research has shown that, %ýIlilst tile 
changes in flux predicted by the models between solar maximum and solar miliffliulil 
conditions match observations, there are phase differences which are not accounted 
for. For example, I found that the LEO GCR environment was in anti-phase with tile 
solar-cycle (as expected), but that there was a -2.5 year delay in the phase of the 
modulation of LEO trapped proton environment with respect to the solar cycle. Tbus, 
these models should not be applied too literally for short duration missions. It is best to 
assurne solar nunimurn conditions, and carry out a worst-case analysis. 
The solar-cycle phasing built into the CREME model is incorrect and should not be 
used. The CREME M=3 model (until recently the standard) is too severe and should not 
now be used. Instead, use the CREME M= I model, set to solar num"Un, conditions for 
a worst case analysis. 
Ilie static nature of these models do not match the dynamics of the real radiatiori 
environment. For example, using results from the LV5.4 T-3 CREDO payload, I ha% c 
shown that the GCR envirorurnent suffers long-lasting changes %%Iiicli are related to 
major solar flares. Similarly, we have reported on the d%iiariiic "third-belt" re_woii 
around L=-2-3, which is not included in the models. 
Current models take no account in the anisotropy in arnval directions for trapped 
particles in LEO. 
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0 The CREME model of solar particle events Is far too pessimistic and dIfficult to use in 
mission planning. 
Thus, it is time re-assess the space radiation environment - both from a tileoretical 
modelling point of view JDALY-941, and by means of new program of measurements. 
Such measurements could (and hopefully Will) be achieved throu_gh the incorporation of 
standard radiation environment monitors on future space n-ussions, e. g. ESA's REM instruintlit 
[WELL-941. Such measurements could also be carried out at relatively little expense throui4i 
the use nucrosatellites carrying electron and proton detectors, and instruments sucli as CREDO 
or the CRE [MCKE-941. I note that the UK is particularly well placed to support sucli a 
programme, as its space science community has already developed the instrunients required, 
and it already possesses the most sophisticated microsatellite technology. 
The CRE instrument (see Chapters 5 and 6) has proved its value on the KI7SAT-1 and 
PoSAT-I Microsatellites, as a small, low-power, and yet fast-acting rachation eilvironiiient 
mowtor. However, it could be improved: 
0 Firstly, a second detector front end could be added, which Would operate wth a 
coincidence detection circuit. This would turn the instrument into a particle telescope - 
both allowing directional inforrilation on particle fluxes to be obtained, and reducing 
the uncertainty in the LET of particles, as the path-length through the detector would 
be more restricted. I have already designed this version (which I call the Cliar(, c' 
Energy Deposition Experiment - CEDEX), with the intention of flying it on the 
amateur-radio Pht7se IRD satellite, which is to be launched into Alolmya orbit in earlý- 
1997. However, unfortunately, the payload space available on this spacecraft proved 
too restricted to accommodate the extra detector, and so now a slightly re-desiped 
CRE will fly instead. This Will provide complementary data to the CRE instruments in 
LEO, and the CREDO-11 instrument on the STRV-Ib microsatellite in GTO. 
0 Secondly, the CRE could be much reduced in size, power and complexit-v, and sinipi,, - 
fly as (essentially) a proton counter. 'Flus could be linked to the OBC to give warning 
of entering the SAA, or of the onset of a solar particle event. This Nvarnirig could be 
used to modify memory washing strategies, and to allow noii-essential equipment to be 
shut down, so as to reduce total dose damage. I have desiped this with future, hiszoi- 
altitude UoSA T missions in mind. 
A fl-iii-d version uses a illicro-array detector to form a very compact instrument. -Tliis 
will fly on the TMSat nucro-satellite in 1996/97. 
NVeshould continue to morutor the UoSAT-3 CREDO. and KM'AT- I and NSA 1-1 
CRE instrments over then next 5 vears. so that we can record an entire solar cvcle 
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8.6.2 Commercial-Off-The-Shelf Component Testing and SEE-Rate Prediction 
I have shown that devices which can survive -10 krad(Si) total dose can be LISed iii manv 
space missions, and that d-iJs is typically the total-dose lirrut of many commercial MOS de%iceS. 
However, as some commercial devices fail at doses even lower than this, I reconinioid 
evaluating any devices with unknown dose-charactenstics with a Co-60 gamma-ray Source, 
according to ESA SCC Method 22900 (see Section 3 ). 3.3). 
Where possible, parts should also be evaluated for single-event effects (SEEs) using a 
mixture of Cf-252 "CASE" testing, heavy-ion beam testing and proton beam testing: I*n 
Californium-252 fission-fragment testing is useful in checking out flie test set-Lip, and 
in finding the saturated upset cross-section to heavy ions. It may also sho\\ up single- Z' 
event latch-up behaviour. Therefore, this testing should be done first. 
Heavy ion beam testing should include a number of different Ions with dIffering LETs, 
and the part should be exposed at several different angles to the beam. The LET cross- 
section curve should be constructed carefully - as described by Peterseii [PETE-92b]. 
ne results should be quoted in standard threshold-LET and saturated cross-section 
form for use in simple models - however, it would also be useful to quote die results in 
terms of the parameters of a Weibull distribution cunv This would then enable the 
use of an integral SEE-rate prediction technique [PETE-92bl - whicli I recommend, 
Parts should be checked for latch-up as well as upset. Particular attention should be 
paid to any multiple-bit upsets wl-iich occur. Look out for stuck-bits - particularlý- 
with high-LET ions and modem Ngh-density parts. 
0 If proton test facilities are not available, Petersen's method for estimating the Bendel 
"A" parameter from the heavy-Ion threshold LET should be used I PETE-92a I 
0 If, however, proton testing can be carned out, then tl-ýs should be done, with emphasIs 
on low proton energies in the 20-50 MeV range, in order to get an accurate shape for 
the proton energy/ upset cross-section curve. This curve should be fitted by the BLmdel 
2-parameter model, which I recommend for SEE-rate predictions. 
The lowest proton flux should be used commensurate with being able to complete tile 
test in a reasonable time. Particular attention should be paid to nniltiple-bit itpsets. 
stuck bits and latch-ups. Morutor device currents to estimate the effect of total dose 
Look out for dose-related changes in SEE-rates. 
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This research has shown that particular attention has to be ýpiven to anv test-pattem 
dependence in SEE-rate, and to any device-to-device variabilitv in SEE-rate - both of \%hich 
may occur with conunercial device technolog)es. I therefore recommend that at leaw -, ' pat-ts 
are testedftom theflight batch. 
A background programme of testmg new parts and technolospies should be carned ow in 
order to evaluate trends in device behaviour, and to screen parts for use in space [HARB-911 
However, as this research has shown, whilst trends in SEU-rates, discovered oil the grOLIjid. 
have been matched in space, trends in multiple-bit upset rates have not. I'his is all area for 
future work - both in evaluating ground-testing procedures, and in flying even denser meinorý- 
technologies in space to measure their actual performance. 
01 therefore recommend that a payload be designed dedicated to measuring SEEs in the 
most modem, high density memory devices - including 512K x 8-bit SRAMs (and 
perhaps other complex technologies). The payload should be capable of monitoring 
upsets, latch-up, multiple-bit upsets and stuck bits, and locating these to specific 
devices, and where possible to actual physical location on the dies. 'Me timing 
resolution should be such that the probable cause of t1ie effect can be established - 
trapped particle, GCR, etc. It should also be capable of measuring changes in the 
devices' current consumption with radiation dose. The payload (or spacecraft), should 
be capable of monitoring the radiation environment, possibly through an instrument 
such as the CRE, or a derivative. 
8.6.3 Future Work on the Use of Commercial MOS Memory Devices In Space 
The SEE observations and analysis detailed in Chapter 7 have lead to a number of 
, ; ies- recommendations on our use of commercial memory technologi 
0 The Hamn-ung (12,8) EDAC system used to protect the Program Menjones will be 
defeated by single-event single-word multiple-bit upset, it should therefore be 
abandoned in favour of triple-modular redundancy with majority-voting circuitry. This 
has now been done on the microsatellites. starting with EASat-Aýfa, launched in 1 Q95 
0 The Reed-Solomon (255,252) block code should be changed to the Reed-Solonion 
(-2 56,252) double-byte correcting code as this Will dramatically reduce tile severe (i. e. 
non-correctable) error-rate of the RAMDISKs. 
0 evere-erro r- rate calculations must take into account the peak SEU-rate encountered in 
pven here, . 0itch has proven the SAA. A crude approach to modelling this has been i 
adequate to analyse the systenis under study. However. a better. moregeneral 
modelling approach should be developed. 
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0 The RAMDISK wash-cycle time should be speeded up so that the whole nieniory is 
washed between successive SAA-traversals. For the LEO polar orbiter, this 111eans 
washing the entire memory in 90 minutes. It would be helpful to this research if a 
portion of the memory could receive a fast "scientific wash", so that the effects of 
trapped proton and GCRs can be distinguished in the RAMDISK devices. 
0A hardware Implementation of the Reed-Solomon block code is required to help speed- ' 
up the memory wash. Thi sis an area of future work, wN ch %ý iII be needed fo r%c r\, 
large (-I G-bit) RAMDISKs, which, otherwise, could be flown In die near future on the 
UoSA T nu crosatellites. 
0 Some of the older-technology CMOS SRAMs may have latched-up In space. If so, die 
latch-up current was too small to be detected by the standard UoSA T power-switch 
over-current protection circuit. Further work needs to be done on this circuit so that 
devices can be protected, even if they latch up with currents of -100 niA or less. 
0 Older commercial CMOS SRAM technologies (i. e. 32K x 8-bit devices or smaller) 
have proven less reliable, or less SEU-tolerant than the more modem 128K x 8-bit 
devices, and therefore these older devices should not be used in ftiture spacecraft. 
0 Ground testing shows that the denser CMOS SRAM devices are less sensitive to 
heavy-ion GCR upset, but have about the same sensitivity to proton upset, as less- 
dense devices. This is an area which seems npe for theoretical investigation and 
modelling. We have already taken steps towards this With the development of the 
Proton Reactions in Semiconductor Materials (PRASM) code. 
0 S801T and K[TSA T-I are accumulating significant total dose. Already, there are signs 
of increasing current consumption in the OBCs and RAMIDISKs. 'lliese spacecraft 
therefore deserve close monitonng over the next few years, as we should expect to see 
, as early as 1997. deVice failures due to total-dose damage, perhaps beginniq. ), 
0 UoSAT-2 still survives after more than 12 years in orbit, which is a long period of 
exposure to the space radiation environment. It would therefore still be useful to 
monitor its systems, even though its technology is now -,., er\, dated. Uo. ýA T-3 and -5 
should also be monitored for lone-term changes in SEE-behaviour related to changes in -il - 
the radiation environment. ne latest UoSA Ts, with higber density mernory 
technologies should be added to this morutonng programme. 
The lack of "outages" due to processor upset is an interesting observation. It would 
appear that processor SEU (which must be happerung) has little practical impact on 
svsterns-reliability - at least in LEO. This is also an area which would 
benefit from a 
theoretical study, and one which one of my students has recently undertaken for her 
PliD research. 
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8.7 Summary of Conclusions 
In this Thesis I have presented the first comprehensive study of the long-terni belm-iour of 
commercial-off-the-shelf MOS memory devices in the space radiation environiiient. coupled 
with the in-situ monitoring of that environment. 
This research has been carried out with the help and support of many people (for which I 
am very grateful). My principal contributions have been the design and deýxlopnient of the 
CosM-Ic-Ray Expenment (CRE), the writing of much data anal-ys's software. the creation of 
radiation effects databases, and the analysis of fliot data, both from environmental monitors, 
such as the CREDO and the CRE instruments, and from the rnernory systenis under studN' for 
radiation effects. 
As a result of my work, I have been able to advi II ise the engIneers designing the diDtal 
systems of the UoSAT spacecraft, and already this has had a practical outcome iii the foriii of 
the new memory protection schemes for the on-board computers. 
Similarly, I have been able to promote new research initiatives as a result of this \ý ork, iiiost 
notably, the creation of a new radiation effects model - PRISM, and research into the pi-actical 
reliability of systems in a single-event effect environment. 
This work has been recognised by the radiation effects research community in ternis of tile 
number of refereed publications that it has produced (see for example Selected Publislied 
Papers). 
My principal conclusions are: 
0 The single-event upset (SEU) behaviour of commercial MOS devices in lo,, ý -Earth 
orbit (LEO) is dommated by the trapped proton environment. As CMOS SRANI device 
density increases, this becomes increasingly the case. 
0 Used with care, industry standard SEE-rate prediction techniques are reasonablv 
successful (VAthin a factor of -2-5) at predicting SEU-rates in these devices in LEO 
However, some commercial devices showed very large device-to-de%ice vanabilitý in 
SEU-sensItIVIty, and some also had SEU-sensitiVities which were test pattem 
dependent. Therefore, it Will not always be possible to predict t1le SEU-rate of a 
commercial device on the basis of tests made on a similar dc%lce - even if it is from the 
same batch. 
0 Tlle space radiation en"ronnient, even in LEO, is verv dvnamic, and has features not 
predicted in the standard models. 'I'liese models need updating. 
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Contrary to expectations, the devices flown showed no increase in latch-up sensiti ýItv 
with mcreasing device density. Device failures occurred in some of the older CNIOS 
SRAMtechnolOV*es which may have been due to latch-up. However, even if tlieseNýeie 
latch-up events, the number seen was less than expected. 
0 Ground-tests showed that modem, denser devices should be more proiie to niultiple-bit 
upset (MBU) than the older less-dense devices. This was not tile expenence from 
space. If anything, the older technologies were more prone to MBU. 
0 Most MBUs were seen to be due to galactic cosnuc-ray I-ks. However, protons caLised 
MBUs in one type of 128K x81 -bit device in ground-tests, and proton-Induced %IBL's 
were seen in sensitive n-MOS DRAM devices in space. 
0 Single-word multiple-bit upsets, due to single-events, were seen in CN 10S S RA Nls 
with a byte-wide architecture. 'ýhis Will defeat the Haninuing (12,8) code used to 
protect these memories. For reasons of reliability and power saving, I recommend that 
byte-wide memory deVIces be retained, but that tnple-modular redundanc-v be used to 
protect them. 
0 The double-byte correcting Reed-Solomon (256,252) code should be adopted for 
protecting the RAMDISK memories, and the wash-rate should be increased so that the 
entire memory is washed between successive traversals of the South Atlantic Anoimilý- 
0 Commercial device based solid-state data recorders are a realistic choice for mam- 
space nussions which reqwre scientific or remott-. sensing data storage. The 
implementation of such systems outlined here would have residual error-rates of no 
greater than -10-" errors per bit per day in LEO. 
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